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This dissertation poses two major questions: what accounts for changes in pottery production 

during the Ptolemaic period in Egypt and what explains certain similarities between Ptolemaic 

Egyptian pottery and pottery found in other places in the eastern Mediterranean? Changes in 

pottery in Egypt in this period have overwhelmingly been interpreted as evidence of cultural 

change, associating ceramic qualities with particular cultural uses or identities. This dissertation 

synthesizes existing archaeological publications to examine four ceramic features in Ptolemaic 

Egypt: the incurved rim bowl, the casserole form, moldmade pottery, and black slip pottery. I use 

network analysis to chart differences in the distribution of these ceramic features across Egyptian 

sites and over time, as well as a relational approach to analyze differences in their production and 

consumption contexts. Such differences are at odds with a monolithic and exclusively cultural 

interpretation.  

Instead, I propose that changes in pottery production are better understood by exploring how 

each of the ceramic features created material effects that underpinned particular social 

conditions, through connections to Egyptians clays, potting practices, other vessels in 

assemblages, the multiple uses of similar forms, foodways, and beyond. The extension of 

established reduction firing techniques to tablewares can explain the wide distribution of black 

slip pottery across sites in Ptolemaic Egypt, while its combination with vessels of other colors in 

dining assemblages suggest that a variegated aesthetic framed its display and use. The casserole 

form followed a much more gradual introduction, which may be linked with new cooking 

methods and cuisines that its distinctive shallow shape promoted. The prevalence of the incurved 
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rim bowl form was matched by its multifunctionality, in household, commercial, production, and 

bath contexts. Finally, the expansion of mold use in other industries, such as faience and lamp-

making, did not result in more efficient pottery production or more similar ceramic vessels. 

Instead, moldmade pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt is characterized by its individuality and the few 

examples may have traveled more widely between different regions. Overall, the relations that 

surround the ceramic features suggest that pottery changes in Ptolemaic Egypt were selectively 

incorporated by potters and consumers. The selection was guided by distinctive trajectories 

combining social and material values, including the continuity of resources and expertise, new 

clay sources and new dining practices, as well as appeal of pottery adaptability, familiarity, and 

variation.  
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With an occasional bit of poetic licence we too can let debris rhyme with history. 

㸫Peter van Minnen (2010: 470) 
 

 

Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

In the middle of the third century BCE in the Fayoum region of Egypt, a potter by the name of 

Paesis sent a sycophantic letter to his manager, Zenon (P.Cair.Zen. III 59481). Although he 

acknowledges that his fellow potters resent his constant interference, Paesis warns Zenon that 

they may be wasting materials: ‘put me in charge’ (εἴ σοι δοκεῖ, προεστήξομαι), he urges. His 

petition finishes by noting that he was able to deliver two thousand pot lids while his fellow 

potters failed to deliver any. Paesis' admission that his fellow potters were ‘looking angrily at 

him’ (ἐπʼ ἐμοὶ σκυθρωπάζουσιν) seems like it could be an understatement. 

 

What might otherwise be a droll snippet from a workplace dispute becomes more compelling 

when placed in the wider context of pottery production in Ptolemaic Egypt. The letter reveals 

tensions about what is waste and what is necessary; in other words, tensions about the right way 

to produce pottery.1 The establishment of the Ptolemaic dynasty in the last quarter of the fourth 

century BCE dovetailed with a series of changes in pottery production. Changes spanned the use 

                                                
1 That this particular letter concerns the coating of wine-jars with pitch does not detract from the premise that 
different skills for the creation and treatment of pottery could be highly contested. Coating ceramic jars with pitch 
was a new technique, uncommon in Egypt before the Ptolemaic period (Murray 2000: 593). Further attestations of 
pottery and wine production in the Zenon archive can be found in Burkhalter 2013; Préaux 1947: 45; Cockle 1981: 
94. Gallimore (2010) provides an overview of papyri that refer to pottery production. 
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and treatment of particular clays, the range of vessel forms, and the techniques used to treat and 

decorate ceramic surfaces. These changes did not occur at the same time and in the same places, 

however, and many pottery practices with roots extending centuries and even millennia earlier 

continued in Egypt. The potential for conflict about the best way to make pots could bloom at 

these intersections, even within the same workshops. 

 

Added to the tensions about production are the cultural currents underlying this letter and the 

papyrological archive of Zenon from which it comes. Despite sending a letter written in Greek, 

Paesis had an Egyptian name (P � -ỉs.t, meaning ‘one belonging to Isis’) and seemingly came to 

work under Zenon after a recommendation from another Egyptian-named potter, Pettukamis.2 

Pettukamis commended the work of Paesis and his sons, specifically noting that they were 

familiar with the ‘ground’ in the area: ῆς γῆς τῆς ἐνταῦθα οὐκ ἄπιροί [ἄπειροί] εἰσιν (P.Cair.Zen 

III 59500). Given the pottery setting, Pettukamis may have been endorsing Paesis’ acquaintance 

with the local clay conditions; the same term γῆ is used in the archive to describe the ‘earth’ 

materials of brick-makers (P.Col.Zen II 86).  

 

Through his relationship to Zenon, however, Paesis’ local clay expertise connected with the 

Ptolemaic administration and its supraregional outlook. The Ptolemaic dynasty – with a 

foundation in Alexander the Great’s campaigns and Macedonian court politics – introduced a 

new administrative language and new forms of prestige into Egypt.3 Zenon managed the large 

                                                
2 The use of names to identify the ethnic or cultural background of individuals in Ptolemaic Egypt has a long 
scholarly pedigree: Peremans 1979; Clarysse 1985; Falivene 1991; Broux & Coussement 2014. While the use of 
double-names is a palpable warning against a one-to-one equation of onomastic and ethnic ancestry, Broux and 
Coussement (2014: 125-127) note that a name can be used to emphasize particular cultural connections in particular 
contexts. 
3 General overviews of the history and administration of the Ptolemaic dynasty can be found in Koenen 1993; 
Bowman 1996; Hölbl 2001; Bingen 2007; Manning 2010. 
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estates of Apollonios, whose position as the premier finance official of Ptolemy II Philadelphos 

coincided with directed expansion in the Fayoum region.4 Therefore, Zenon’s archive provides a 

glimpse into how Ptolemaic administrative officials traversed the existing social networks of 

Egypt's inhabitants and established new hierarchies. Some of the inevitable flashpoints were 

articulated in cultural terms.5 With these elements in mind, it is tempting to ground the pottery 

tensions in cultural divisions too. Did potters follow different potting methods because ceramic 

forms and decorations embodied different cultural knowledge? Did pottery customers demand 

vessels that could suit particular cultural uses and express distinctive cultural identities? Where 

might Paesis, the workshop, and the pottery fit into such cultural clashes and changes? 

 

Questions framed in this manner – solely focused on the vector of cultural meaning – reap 

provocative but ultimately unsatisfying answers about the roles of makers, users, and objects. 

After all, Paesis not only mentions hostile potters in his letter, but also recommends three potters 

for promotion who resist easy cultural or ethnic division: Lysimachos, Nephorites, and Herieus. 

The letter fails to sustain an all-encompassing system of Greek versus Egyptian as played out in 

ceramic workshops and pottery assemblages. Once freed from the blinding glare of an 

exclusively ‘cultural’ spotlight, the letter suggests a range of potential strands of interpretation 

that thread pottery production and consumption together. Different clay materials and treatments 

promoted or constrained different choices on the part of individual potters. Social distinctions of 

experience that were not predicated on cultural or ethnic differences intervened in the workshop.6 

                                                
4 For an introduction to the Zenon archive and connections to Ptolemaic interests in the Fayoum, see Pestman 1981; 
Manning 2003: 109-118. 
5 For example, P.Col.Zen. II 66. On the interaction of Egyptian workers and Ptolemaic officials in the Zenon 
archive, see Reekmans 1983. 
6 A further letter from Paesis and Lysimachos to Zenon is a petition for wages, stemming from delays related to an 
inability to find a place to fire their pots (P.Lond. VII 2038). Paesis appears in yet another papyrus from the same 
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The introduction of a new ceramic form or technique might depend on a wide repertoire of 

pottery methods and associations, rather than being tied to a distinct cultural identity. 

 

To draw new attention to such strands, reconsideration of the archaeological ceramic evidence 

from Ptolemaic Egypt is vital. This dissertation examines what the pottery itself brings to the 

table – sometimes literally, mostly figuratively. I ask: what accounts for change in pottery 

production during the Ptolemaic period and what explains certain new similarities between 

Egyptian pottery and pottery found in other places in the eastern Mediterranean? Changes in 

pottery in Egypt in this period have overwhelmingly been interpreted as evidence of cultural 

change, associating ceramic qualities with particular cultural uses or identities. Yet when new 

pottery forms and attributes are all ascribed to the introduction of ‘Greekness’ – a concept 

frequently under-defined or left to a disciplinary legacy replete with assumptions – it is difficult 

to explain how and why they appear in local Egyptian production differently. Moreover, these 

pots did not simply express a meaning or identity, but had material effects that resisted, adapted, 

or extended their similarities to other pots. The ‘strike’ against similarity in the title of this 

dissertation is the attempt to hit upon a new understanding of material resemblance. I examine 

how Ptolemaic pottery created distinctly material conditions and constraints on social life and 

analyze the pottery’s connections in production and consumption with a relational or network 

approach. Delving into how the pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt connects can configure a new 

understanding of how material culture operated in the multiethnic complexities of this region in 

this period, as well as contribute to broader conversations about how material similarities in 

archaeology can be explored. 

                                                
archive, where 1000 jars are inventoried from him (P.Cair.Zen. IV 59742, 18-21). Other indications of competition 
between potters appear in PSI IV 420. 
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1.1 Why Ptolemaic Egypt and why pottery? 

Ptolemaic Egypt is perhaps one of the most irresistible domains for discussions of cultural 

changes and the intersection with material culture. Portraits of Ptolemaic rulers straddle both 

Pharaonic and Greek styles of representation (Müller 2009; Stanwick 2002; Ashton 2001). 

Funerary equipment braids Egyptian imagery together with Dionysiac themes (Riggs 2002; 

Venit 2002; Landvatter 2013). Jewelry flaunts traditional motifs in new glittering forms 

(Pfrommer 2001). Nor is this stylistic interweaving confined to royal or elite settings. Terracotta 

figurines present startling combinations of iconography, as well as emphasize new cult subjects 

(Török 1995; C. Barrett 2015; R. Thomas 2015b). Overall, the material culture of Ptolemaic 

Egypt maintains an energy of composite subjects and forms. 

 

While the interweaving is impressive, its interpretation can be rather simplistic. Similar objects 

are often grouped as expressions of a cultural identity in a one-to-one manner. A statue with 

Greek modeling from Alexandria (Fig. 1.1) is effortlessly acknowledged to represent a person of 

Greek ancestry and culture, for example (Graeco-Roman Museum 14942).7 Yet a similar 

representation in ‘style and theme’ (Savvopoulos & Bianchi 2012: 110) within the tomb reliefs 

of Petosiris at Tuna el-Gebel (Fig. 1.2) requires a slight adjustment; because Petosiris' Egyptian 

identity is 'known' to be at odds with the stylistic traits and scenes, scholars have conjectured 

instead that Petosiris aspires to present himself in association with Greek culture (Assmann 

2005: 8; G. Lefebvre 1923-24: 91; Suto 2008: 101).8  

                                                
7 Ashton (1999: 60) thinks the statue is a portrait of Berenike II, but Tkaczow (1990) maintains that the identity of 
the woman merely fits with Greek conventions. 
8 Allowing greater nuance in his assessment of Petosiris’ tomb and other elite self-representations, Baines (2004: 46-
48) contends that different stylistic elements were appropriate to different contexts (temple settings, different tomb 
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Figure 1.1: Statue of a woman and attendant 
(Graeco-Roman Museum Alexandria, no. 14942; 
Savvopoulos & Bianchi 2012: 111) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Detail of bull sacrifice wall relief from Tomb 
of Petosiris, Tuna el-Gebel (Pronaos, South Wall; Lefebvre 
1924: Pl. XIX) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
registers, and so on). For more recent exploration of the surrounding cemetery at Tuna el-Gebel, see Lembke 2010. 
Landvatter (2013: 19-22) has explored how archeologists of Ptolemaic Egypt are increasingly hesitant to conflate a 
particular style with an ethnic identity.  
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Such a static bracketing of style and cultural identity does a disservice to both sides of the 

equation. Archaeological scholarship has long formulated how stylistic design can be a method 

of expressing or exchanging information about group membership (Wobst 1977; Hodder 1982; 

Plog 1995; Wiessner 1985, 1990). James Sackett (1985, 1990) extended the definition of style 

beyond exterior decoration to include all attributes of material production, including 

‘unconscious’ decisions made by the producer. But recourse to stylistic elements as simple 

markers of cultural identity, whether conscious or not, undervalues material adaptability and 

agency. If objects are conceptualized as merely bearers of cultural messaging, many possibilities 

that could shape and grow from the stylistic similarity of objects threatens to vanish from view.  

 

The interpretation also twists itself into knots about the concept of identity, zigzagging between 

cultural affiliation as 'actual' or 'aspirational'.9 Sociological debate over definitions seemed to 

have settled decades ago on a model where relations and interaction are essential to how 

individuals identify with and within groups, whether in cultural, social, or ethnic terms (Barth 

1969; Gleason 1983; Somers 1994). Despite these lessons, often when archaeologists or 

historians have attempted to explore identity on the basis of words or objects left behind long 

after a person’s lifetime, predetermined categories seem to calcify.10 Because so many objects 

from Ptolemaic Egypt include elements that seem to cross stylistic boundaries, the debate often 

deteriorates to scoring how much weight to give to individual stylistic attributes in order to 

assign the total object to one side of the Egyptian or Greek cultural ledger. Equally unsatisfying 

                                                
9 Knots are also tied around Ptolemaic documentary sources, regarding the identity of individuals with double names 
or ethnic designations. Apollonia/Senmouthis is a quintessential example: Bagnall 1988: 21; Ritner 1992: 289; 
Veisse 2012: 22-28. See further on these problems in Chapter Two, sections 2.2.1 and 2.3. 
10 See further discussions in Barrett 2019: 33-34; Insoll 2007: 9-11; Díaz-Andreu & Lucy 2005: 1-10; Shennan 
1994: 1-29. 
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is an answer that maintains that combinations of styles necessarily represent new hybrid cultural 

identities. 

 

Static equations between style and cultural identity have particularly plagued classical 

archaeology. Classical archaeology has upheld a tenacious confidence in the spread of Greek 

culture and identity through stylistic imitation, often known as ‘Hellenization’. This framework 

designates certain material and stylistic attributes as Greek; when these attributes are produced 

outside the Aegean region, they are classified as imitations. Style and imitation coalesce into a 

shared koine or symbolic material similarity, used to deduce Greek cultural commonality.11 

Exploring the legacy of Hellenization in the archaeological studies of the Hellenistic period, as 

well as alternative explanations of material similarity, is my objective in the next chapter 

(Chapter Two). 

 

This dissertation reimagines how archaeological pottery might contribute to an understanding of 

Ptolemaic Egypt by broadening its potential interpretation. As noted, archaeologists have 

formulated style as the choices made in the creation of objects, whether conscious or 

unconscious, decorative or technological (Sackett 1985, 1990). Objects with similar styles are 

not simply byproducts of these choices but take real effect in a world full of material goods 

(Hodder 1982). Sometimes, style might convey information about or define an individual or 

group (Wobst 1977; Wiessner 1985, 1990). The lessons of identity bear repeating here, however. 

Just like identity, style needs to be understood in relational contexts. Aspects of style are 

                                                
11 The terminology of koine has often been promoted as an alternative to the Hellenization paradigm, but has more 
in common in its construction of material similarity and Greekness than sometimes recognized. See further 
explanation in Chapter Two. 
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constructed together with certain producers and users, in relation to particular uses, and in 

combinations with other materials and objects. Style can therefore pertain to material 

constellations that might construct rather than simply deliver messages placed upon them by 

humans (Gosden 2005: 197). A key reconfiguration of archaeological scholarship has 

emphasized the active contribution of object materiality, where objects create social conditions 

in the world through relationships with people and other objects.12  

 

Acknowledging the importance of object-human relations is especially important for 

interpretations of mundane materiality. Twentieth-century critical theory shifted the concept of 

the ‘everyday’ away from neglected, repetitive, and passive existence and instead identified the 

routines of daily life as a constitutive foundation of all social institutions and transformations 

(Bourdieu 1977; H. Lefebvre 1968; see also Deetz 1977). Archaeological engagement with the 

concepts of materiality and the everyday has therefore made the case for plain, quotidian pottery 

as being as integral to discussions of style and identity as monumental reliefs or sculpture.13 

What better insight into individuals and their experiences than objects embraced by routines of 

daily life? Activities like eating, cooking, washing, and storing were shaped by the pottery in 

everyday living interactions. So too, the pottery and practices materialized environmental, social, 

political, and cultural forces and institutions (Deetz 1977: 10; Mullins 2012: 32; Shipley 2013: 

6). Pottery used in daily activities therefore draws together many different scales and fields of 

social life, including domestic, administrative, commercial, and religious realms. Following 

Cynthia Robin (2013: 63-65), I use the term ‘everyday’ not just as a description of plain or 

                                                
12 I interrogate the understanding of style as a ‘representation’ and emphasize the importance of materiality as the 
interaction of objects and humans further in Chapter Three, section 3.4.2. 
13 As an aside, I note that everyday objects have been variously defined in archaeological scholarship in Egypt over 
time; for Flinders Petrie (1927), ‘objects of daily use’ included jewelry and ivory carving but no common pottery.  
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household pottery but also to foreground how the pottery intersected broader frameworks and 

histories.  

 

Pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt provides extremely fertile ground to explore such concepts and a 

flush of recent publications of pottery from excavations of Ptolemaic sites would seem to 

encourage optimism (eg. Aston 1999; Herbert & Berlin 2003; Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012; 

Gill 2016; Hudson 2016). Plain ceramic sherds and vessels broaden the field of investigation 

beyond elite or dynastic self-representations (van der Enden 2013: 43; Gordon 2012: 8 n25), and 

the archaeological ubiquity of pottery is an attractive quality for seeking to go beyond particular 

case studies to find broader patterns about material similarity and practices in communities 

across Ptolemaic Egypt. Yet results from this injection of new data have been rather 

underwhelming. The very prevalence of certain pottery forms should undermine interpretations 

that regard them as expressions of identities premised on exclusivity. More importantly, the 

complexity of how ceramic techniques and uses were adopted, sustained, or altered across Egypt 

in this period should challenge attributions of a uniform cultural meaning. Rather than extending 

or interrogating the equation of style with identity, however, pottery has instead largely been 

slotted into the existing interpretative framework. Chapter Three presents an overview of studies 

of Ptolemaic-period pottery. Studies overwhelmingly present ceramic characteristics as 

reflections of cultural affiliation, whether 'Greek' or 'Egyptian'. Similarities to pottery found in 

other parts of the eastern Mediterranean are interpreted as indications of a shared Greek culture.  

 

This dissertation therefore synthesizes ceramic data to analyze how, where, and why new pottery 

attributes appear in Ptolemaic Egypt. When pottery is explored with a greater attention to how it 
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connects to other pottery and its contexts – rather than assuming that its appearance 

automatically expresses Greek cultural identity – new wrinkles emerge. The different 

distributions of ceramic forms and techniques invite new explanations. Rather than starting with 

a cultural idea attached to a ceramic appearance, then, I aim instead to tease out how new pottery 

forms and attributes entailed a variety of social connections and material effects in Ptolemaic 

Egypt. Such an exploration involves large-scale relational understandings of ceramic distribution 

in Egypt over time as well as diving into small-scale archaeological contexts that reveal 

production and consumption episodes for the pottery vessels and sherds.  

 

1.2 The scope and method of analysis 

So much for the goals; every project must also have its limits. My analysis concentrates on four 

features found in Ptolemaic pottery production and consumption. Two features are vessel forms: 

the incurved rim bowl form (Fig. 1.3) and the casserole form (Fig. 1.4). Two involve distinctive 

ceramic production processes: pottery with black slip (Fig. 1.5) and moldmade pottery (Fig. 1.6). 

Each of these features has been integral to the equation of material similarity and culture in 

studies of Ptolemaic pottery. Each has been compared to Greek prototypes and interpreted as 

carrying a Greek connotation. Yet each feature is nestled within this paradigm in a different way, 

embroiling one or more aspects of dining display, cooking techniques, production methods, or 

material skeuomorphism. 
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Figure 1.3: Incurved rim bowl form 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Elephantine (Aston 1999: Pl. 92) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Figs. 4 and 5) 
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Figure 1.4: Casserole form 
 

 
Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 17) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tell Timai (TM11.0069; Levantine Ceramics Project)  
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Figure 1.5: Black slip pottery 
 

 
Black slip Nile clay bowl - Aswan (Vessel 6-13-116-1-K47; Levantine Ceramics Project) 
 
 
 

 
Black slip marl bowl - Koptos (C92 P52/H1.02; Levantine Ceramics Project) 
 

 
Photo of the break of a black slip Nile clay vessel from Karnak (David et al 2016: Fig. 3)  
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Figure 1.6: Moldmade pottery 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 61) 
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My use of the term 'feature' is atypical for ceramic analysis. I use it for characteristics that result 

from different choices in the making of a vessel. Explorations of ceramic style have recognized 

that decoration on the surface is not a unique facet, but that meaningful style can be lodged in all 

steps of producing pottery or ‘potting practices’.14 I purposefully included a range of choices 

through my selection of these four features. Moldmade pottery requires the tools and techniques 

of a mold, underpinning the structure of the vessel. Casseroles and incurved rim bowls involve 

choices to produce particular formal attributes (a distinctive rim shape, for instance) in the act of 

handling the clay by the potter. Decisions about surface treatment and firing result in black slip 

pottery. 'Feature' provides a convenient term to cover these different choices and combinations of 

attributes.15 Moreover, the features I selected can occur in separate vessels or can coincide in one 

vessel, and do not constitute a classification system. The range of these four features in 

production contrasts with the generally uniform interpretation of their consumption as 

expressions of Greek cultural affiliation.  

 

Chapter Four explains the definition of the four features in greater detail, with respect to how I 

compiled my data set. Here, however, I will explain why I chose these features and not other 

forms, attributes, decorations, or processes of Ptolemaic pottery. Beyond looking for features that 

represent decisions across all production stages, I sought pottery examples where open vessel 

forms would predominate.16 Incurved rim bowls and casseroles are open vessel forms, while 

                                                
14 Sackett (1990) defines style as the decision between choices where the same functional outcome is achieved. See 
also Lechtman 1977; Dietler & Herbich 1994; Greene & Hartley 2016: 5-6. 
15 Another possible term in archaeological classification that incorporates both individual attributes and groups of 
attributes is ‘mode’, as defined by Rouse (1960: 313-315). I have avoided it for clarity, because it is potentially 
muddled with other uses of the word (modes of production or modes of networks).  
16 I follow Aston’s (1999: 10) understanding that an open (or unrestricted) pottery form will have a numerical 
calculation of ‘Aperture Index’ (the maximum body diameter divided by the aperture diameter, multiplied by 100) 
equal to or less than 140. Aston’s system is followed roughly by Gill (2016) for the Dakhleh Oasis pottery as well. 
Alternatively, the notion that an open form has a rim diameter equal to (or greater than) the maximum diameter is 
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open tableware vessels with black slip and open moldmade vessels dominate discussions of 

Greek influence. I preferred open forms because these vessels were more likely to be valued and 

distributed for themselves rather than what they might have contained. I did not want to obscure 

my analysis of ceramic production and consumption with additional questions regarding the 

vessels’ contents.17 Closed vessels, such as lekythoi and unguentaria, have been equally used as 

markers of ceramic koine and Hellenization in the eastern Mediterranean and Egypt.18 These 

vessels most likely contained fragrant oils and ointments (Berlin 1997a: 58-59; Hudson 2014a: 

250), and therefore the distribution of the vessels was potentially enabled by the production and 

distribution of their contents. The same considerations surround the distribution of Egyptian-

produced amphoras and lagynoi that are similar to Aegean and Levantine forms. Amphoras and 

lagynoi could contain products such as oil and wine for trade and storage, and might serve as 

packaging for the imported product type, either in homage or as subterfuge (Rotroff 2006a: 83; 

Marchand 2013: 243; Berlin 1997b: 148-149; Lund 2015: 214). I therefore focused on open 

forms, in order not to add the potential contents of the vessels to the analysis of ceramic 

production, distribution, and consumption.  

 

Kraters, kantharoi, and skyphoi are open forms that are routinely linked with Hellenized 

consumption (Południkiewicz 1993: 96; Bourriau 1981: no. 168). I did not include these due to a 

lack of sufficient and secure examples in ceramic publications. The scarcity is possibly due to a 

limited distribution in Egypt (Schreiber 2003: 27n20; Fenn & Römer-Strehl 2013: 378; Ballet 

                                                
also generally followable here (Rice 2015: 235-236; Wodzińska 2010: 4), though somewhat dependent on the 
steepness of the rim on the incurved rim bowls or carination on the casserole form. 
17 Defernez and Marchand (2006: 63) suggest that the significant presence of imported vessels in Egypt between the 
Saite and Ptolemaic periods as well as imitations in local Egyptian clays indicate that the primary object of exchange 
was the contents of the containers (wine, oil, grains, condiments, etc). 
18 French 1997: 143; Élaigne 2002: 160; Pierrat-Bonnefois 2002: 178; Kahane 1952: 137-139; Marchand 2002: 250; 
Hübner 2006: 29. 
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2009: 173).19 However, such forms are also difficult to demarcate outside of pre-defined 'Greek' 

contexts. From incomplete vessel remains, I could not justify formally distinguishing kraters 

identified from Koptos (eg. Herbert & Berlin 2003: H2.23) from open jars or large basins of 

earlier Pharaonic tradition (eg. Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012 no.343 at Tebytnis; Aston 1999 

no.2621 at Elephantine).20 Decoration or fabric refinement also does not delimit a krater. The 

paradigmatic decorated krater from the Greek Classical period had already begun to disappear 

from the repertoire at Athens and Corinth in the third century BCE (Rotroff 1997: 14, 2006a: 

106; Edwards 1975: 45).21 Therefore, I decided to focus on other forms that could be more 

clearly delimited and discerned in publications. 

 

The ability to categorize the pottery in publication is a matter of particular importance for me. 

Without having the sherds to hand or eye, I have been dependent on clear recording and 

description of the fabrics, dimensions, shapes, and treatments of the pottery excavated across 

many different sites. I am further dependent on excavation records and diagrams to reconstitute 

and interpret any archaeological contextual understanding. Some significant discrepancies 

between publications forestall certain avenues of comparison. Nonetheless, two convictions buoy 

my spirits. The first is an abiding respect for the analytical expertise of pottery experts working 

on Egyptian sites and their dedication in reporting their findings. The deep history of establishing 

pottery fabrics in Egypt provides a standard baseline, for instance.22 The primary differentiation 

                                                
19 Oinochoai are also rare, see Schreiber 2003: 28. 
20 Not to mention that large open vessels enable a large range of uses, not confined to wine-mixing. In the eastern 
desert, for example, Gates-Foster (2005: 145) classes kraters and dinoi types as utility vessels and links their 
appearance with gold-mining sites. 
21 Kantharoi demonstrate a similar variety in forms and lack of specific decoration and refinement, see Kallini 2013. 
22 As one example, the Vienna System was devised in the early 1980s to characterize common Egyptian ceramic 
fabrics; this system primarily relies on mineralogical examination to distinguish different ceramic subdivisions 
(Bourriau et al 2006). As Ballet (2001: 105) notes, however, the Vienna System was constructed with Pharaonic 
rather than Ptolemaic pottery in mind.  
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of Egyptian clays is between alluvial Nile clays and marl clays, based on the texture and color of 

the ceramic material groundmass, as well as the nature of the inclusions, both naturally-occurring 

and added as temper.23 Ceramicists generally differentiate these broad groupings visually using a 

hand lens, and occasionally further extend or refine these groupings by petrographic studies and 

geochemical analysis (Bourriau et al 2006; Nordström 2011: 725). Shared standards in 

presenting dimensions, fabrics, and forms have greatly assisted my reliance on the pottery 

publications. 

 

The second reassurance lies in the knowledge that my analysis does not attempt to 

comprehensively nor definitively explain the dynamics of pottery production and consumption in 

Ptolemaic Egypt. Rather, this dissertation takes its impetus in challenging a largely tacit 

assumption about how to understand ceramic similarity. Pottery is not only grounded in cultural 

identity or cultural practice. I do not wish to reject the importance of a cultural understanding 

outright but to demonstrate how certain pottery features cannot be comprehended wholly under 

one banner. Other relations of material similarity – such as the connections between what a 

material or technique affords a producer or user, the density or scarcity of similar forms, the 

multiplicity of uses enabled by similar pots – also deserve consideration. The scope of this 

dissertation project is constrained by both the selection of only four ceramic features and the 

examples available in publications of Ptolemaic Egypt. Different ceramic attributes, additional 

assemblages, and new sites will change the picture, but ideally, a more relational understanding 

of pottery similarities can move the field forward. 

 

                                                
23 Bourriau 1981; Bourriau et al 2000: 121; Ballet 2002: 87-90; Nordström 2011: 727-728. 
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As stated, each of these four ceramic features has occupied a central role within studies of 

Ptolemaic pottery and their tacit or explicit support of Hellenization as a valid framework. 

Hellenization has not simply dominated the interpretation of archaeological materials, however. 

The framework’s priorities have conditioned the excavations and collections that constitute the 

evidence base of classical archaeology. In Ptolemaic Egypt, alongside many other regions of the 

eastern Mediterranean in this period, a focus on Greek culture and imitation has dictated the 

range of archaeological excavations, publications, and research questions proposed by 

archaeologists and historians (Dyson 1993: 202-203). It may seem counterintuitive to use 

ceramic forms and styles that have been so integral to this framework’s duration to propose 

alternative understandings of pottery. Why not sidestep such limitations to focus instead on 

recent studies or different ceramic features that enable a broader view of the archaeology of 

Ptolemaic Egypt? Interest in this region and period from scholars trained in anthropological or 

Egyptological archaeology has certainly widened the range of sites and materials under 

investigation.24 Methodologically, however, such a sidestep would leave older excavations and 

collections that cannot be replicated or replaced to languish without attention (D. Arnold et al 

1975: 22-23). I am a vigorous partisan of reinserting archaeological material from older 

excavations into ongoing conversations wherever possible, even in the face of poorly-recorded 

contextual information.25 Furthermore, any reconceptualization requires confronting those most 

prominent aspects of material similarity, rather than simply emphasizing other less conspicuous 

pottery forms. This dissertation therefore explicitly focuses on ceramic features that have 

dominated archaeological interpretations in an attempt to leverage the long history of interest in 

                                                
24 Though of course both broad fields bring their own particular priorities, which might equally condition the 
representation of the archaeological record. See further Chapter Four, section 4.1.2. 
25 Successful endeavors in this vein include the reinvestigation of older excavation materials and archives from 
Dura-Europos, as for example by Baird 2012. 
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these features. I aim to challenge the dominance of the Hellenization framework in the 

scholarship and in uniform cultural understandings of ceramic similarity. 

 

An explanation of the method of my analysis occupies the latter half of Chapter Four. As John 

Davies (2013: 15) has noted, an overwhelming despair can arise when confronted with many 

individual publications of pottery from which one hopes to distill meaningful patterns: 

Where on earth does one begin? What tools – visual, geographical, statistical, or 
whatever – do we need to deploy so that this pullulating scene of Brownian motion 
can be modelled and shown to be the residue of intelligible and purposive 
behaviour? 

My attempt takes seriously the ‘pullulating scene’ through a relational or network approach. A 

relational approach makes a deliberate move beyond typological classification, which designates 

particular pottery forms or attributes as indicative of a particular time period or cultural 

affiliation. Instead, I approach each of my four ceramic features in terms of its relations. Two 

spheres of relations have occupied archaeological theory: a) those contextual relations of an 

object to its surroundings and attendant objects, and b) the relations between objects and humans 

that generate and mediate all material engagements. Contextual relations can be both small and 

large in scale, shifting from a shared immediate contiguity in an excavated archaeological locus 

all the way to the distribution of pottery with a shared form or shared attribute. Both sets and all 

scales of relations make important contributions to understanding how and why pottery takes its 

shape and makes its mark in the world.  

 

In order to marshal the large-scale contextual discussions, I have recruited network theory and 

software. Network theory represents phenomena – whether social, biological, environmental, or 

otherwise – as larger relational structures consisting of connections between points. Network 
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theory explains change or stability as arising from relationships between entities or groups, rather 

than as internal developments within those entities (Marin & Wellman 2011: 13). For this 

purpose, scholars construct networks made up of nodes connected together in various 

constellations. Similarity networks apply various measures to assess the degree of similarity 

between two nodes, assuming that nodes are more strongly connected when their data are more 

similar and less connected (or not at all) when their data are less similar. I use these approaches 

to plot relations between the ceramic features and to explore possible conditions of their 

materialization, whether that be geography, time, characteristics of the community, or 

archaeological investigation and definition. 

 

I use various permutations of similarity networks not just to evaluate the differences between the 

distributions of the four chosen ceramic features across Egypt and over time, but also to explore 

the extent of difference between the features at Ptolemaic sites. My use of similarity networks 

therefore attempts to assess not just that the distribution of the ceramic features is different, but 

in what ways and by how much. Chapter Five charts multiple iterations of similarity networks of 

the features, investigating how the distributions of the features appear in light of geography, 

time, site types, and different feature definitions. Showing the contrasting distribution and 

connections of these four features that have previously been lumped together under one 

interpretation opens the need for further explanation.  

 

From the forest of connections explored in Chapter Five, I then move to exploring the individual 

trees in more detail in Chapters Six and Seven. Each ceramic feature is investigated in small case 

studies of production and consumption. I detail how the features appear in distinctive 
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archaeological assemblages, particularly those rare instances that seem to suggest use contexts. 

Indications of the patterns of use and discard can either amplify or undercut the material 

similarity of the pottery. Therefore, I use small-scale case studies to explore how vessels with the 

chosen ceramic features were used and what contextual relations they established.  

 

Yet it is not enough to understand that similar pots can be used in different ways in different 

places. Such an understanding is undoubtedly valuable but fails to tackle why similarities 

become widespread at all. A full understanding of consumption should in any case consider 

production facets (Kostoglou 2010). The process of production as evidenced by production sites 

and the pottery sherds can shed light on the material conditions that underpin each feature’s 

manufacture, distribution, and consumption. I assess how each feature was made, which in turn 

can explain how it looked similar (or not) to other pottery of its period or region. Understanding 

how each feature was produced can also go some way to clarifying how the feature cohered as an 

identifiable pottery form or attribute in Ptolemaic Egypt. Production considerations also suggest 

avenues for the associations of a ceramic feature, by means of a shared production technique or 

an affordance generated by the material or shape.26 Just as the proposed use of a pot might drive 

a production decision, so too a particular element of the production sequence might allow a 

particular meaning, value, or usage. Material relations paired with contextual mutability can 

demonstrate where new objects and similarities altered how past people interacted.  

 

What emerges is a richer understanding of how ceramic attributes and forms materialized in 

Ptolemaic Egypt, beyond simply a monolithic connection to Greek culture. Black slip provided 

                                                
26 Gibson (1979) coined the term ‘affordance’ as the potential of a material or object to enable certain actions or 
relationships. See also Knappett 2004 and Hodder 2012: 48-49. 
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aesthetic variety within tablewares, uniting a long-established technology of reduction-firing in 

Egypt with a new domain of pottery consumption. The adaptability of the incurved rim bowl 

form, on the other hand, made it eminently suitable for wide distribution and replication. The 

form’s ubiquity bred both forgetability – where its formal qualities receded into the background 

against the vast array of different uses – and uniformity that could further shape expectations of 

material similarity. Indeed, it was perhaps the widespread similarity of pottery forms like the 

incurved rim bowl in Ptolemaic Egypt that encouraged the expansion of technologies of 

replication like moldmade production. Molds configure both the production process and a 

tolerance for material similarity in consumption. The perhaps-surprising scarcity of moldmade 

relief bowls in Egypt in the second century BCE in comparison to the rest of the eastern 

Mediterranean is best understood in relation to other industries and media that used molds for 

production in Egypt, as well as the distinctiveness of the decorated pottery for which molds were 

used. Finally, the casserole form presents the strongest argument for having ties to a more 

narrowly-defined Greek cultural identity, not least because its production in Alexandria 

demonstrates a seeming desire to demarcate the form from other Egyptian Delta cookwares. 

However, this exclusivity loosens and in time the casserole seems to settle as a vessel offering a 

possible cooking style among others, also fitting into a longer trajectory across the Late Period of 

a range of pottery forms connected with introduced foodstuffs. It took the deliberate 

disconnection of these ceramic features from their strict classification as products of Greek 

cultural emulation to see how pottery processes and ideas were widely shared, adapted, and 

unsettled in a variety of ways in Ptolemaic Egypt. 
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1.3 Summary 

Papyri provide a person’s words at a precise moment in time, illuminating their perspective and 

personality. I began with Paesis as a named individual from the mid-third century BCE in the 

Fayoum, whose letter related the friction between potters, pottery practices, and pottery 

traditions. His role and connection to Zenon show how the Ptolemaic administration spanned 

many local industries, inevitably inflecting established material traditions with new economic 

and social dynamics.  

 

Reading individual frustrations within a pottery vessel is extremely treacherous. Any one pot 

cannot convey the full intentions and limitations of its makers, nor the exhaustive uses or 

significance it held for its consumers. Placed alongside and in context with other vessels and 

sherds from sites across Ptolemaic Egypt, however, a pot and its relationships can suggest how 

aggregate communities managed the processes of pottery production, distribution, and use. Both 

large-scale relational understandings of distribution over time as well as the smaller-scale 

relations of archaeological contexts are necessary for how different ceramic features took 

material and social effect. The pottery generated meaning, function, and similarity through these 

relations, not merely acting as a conduit. Ptolemaic pottery made its own patterns, worth tracing.  
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Born Originals, how comes it to pass that we die Copies! 

㸫Edward Young (1759: 20) 
 

 

Chapter Two 

Same old things: Hellenization, koine, and material similarity 

  

Similarity lies at the center of this dissertation. The ceramic sherds and vessels I focus on share 

formal and decorative attributes with vessels from other sites in the Aegean and eastern 

Mediterranean. Defining the extent of resemblances is but the beginning of understanding 

pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt, however. Similarity invites comparison, and comparison invites 

broader conclusions about how and why things appear the same. 

 

Archaeological thought has presented several different answers to the hows and whys of material 

similarity. The quintessential explanation orders archaeological remains in time and space, under 

the assumption that populations living together at the same period of time will make and use 

similar objects. But archaeologists have also striven to understand why disparate people 

separated by centuries might share material commonalities or why people living in the same 

places might use very different objects. Three approaches that have particularly scaffolded an 

understanding of material similarity in Ptolemaic Egypt are Hellenization, postcolonialism, and 

globalization. Each of these approaches illuminates different aspects of material similarity. This 

chapter, then, will explore how each of these three approaches has guided the archaeology of 

Ptolemaic Egypt. 
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One concept that spans all three approaches is the notion of koine. Koine describes material 

similarities found in regions of the Aegean, Black Sea, Asia Minor, Syria, Levant, Egypt, and 

Mesopotamia for several centuries after the end of the fourth century BCE. The term derives 

from the use of Greek as a common language, but it is also used to refer to a putative lingua 

franca in material culture.27 Archaeologists and art historians have assembled an artistic and 

material koine comprised of many different types of material culture: architecture and city 

planning (A. Stewart 2006: 162-172; Pollitt 1986: 230-249), sculptural materials and style (R. 

Smith 1991; Papantoniou 2012), terracotta figurine types (Minniti 2015: 153-160; Uhlenbrock 

1990), royal iconography (Pollitt 1986: 19-46), coinage (Davies 1984: 277; Thonemann 2015), 

jewelry and adornment (A. Stewart 2006: 178-180), glass forms and technologies (Larson 2016), 

and the forms and decoration of ceramic vessels (further in Chapter Three).  

 

Discussions of material koine are rarely limited to describing stylistic similarities. In its original 

conception, koine shares links to ideas about ‘imitation’ or ‘influence’. Objects are similar 

because they imitate an original. Imitation is laden with negative connotations of inauthenticity 

and derivativeness; if the word once conveyed sincerity, it now inevitably also exudes inferiority 

(M. Smith 2015: 23; Perry 2002: 16; Lawall & van Alfen 2011: 5).28 To imitate is to attempt but 

never quite achieve parity with an original.29 Moreover, an imitation derives meaning solely 

                                                
27 Koine is also used in studies of the Bronze Age Aegean to describe material similarity (Galanakis 2009) but my 
focus here is on the term within the context of later Iron Age or end of the first millennium.  
28 To the adage ‘imitation is the sincerest form of flattery’, Oscar Wilde purportedly appended ‘that mediocrity can 
pay to greatness.’ 
29 The negative implications of ‘imitation’ have been nowhere so piquant in classical archaeology as in discussions 
of Roman sculpture. Gazda (1995) criticized the long history of designating Roman sculpture as ‘copies’ of Greek 
art: this ‘act of classifying an object as a copy incorporates a fundamental denial of the validity of that object as a 
unique expression of its own time and culture’ (Gazda 1995: 124). 
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from its relation to an original, more central, or more valued prototype, rarely breaking free from 

this derivation. Influence operates in much the same one-way understanding. Therefore, material 

koine explains similarity across different areas with reference to a prototypical object or style 

from which the similarities spread.30 The similarity extends not just to formal features but also to 

a shared intention or message – a sort of ‘sympathetic magic’ where the imitation channels the 

character of the original (Taussig 1993: xiii). Imitations ostensibly carry a cultural kernel 

alongside the visual resemblances, such as a particular use, behavior, or shared meaning. 

Undoubtedly, this conception is grounded in the linguistic premise of koine, which equates a 

symbol (a word) with an abstract yet mutually-intelligible meaning.31 As with language, the 

prototypical objects identified within material koine are always Greek, so the imitations are 

framed as expressing a cultural Greek message as well. 

 

Such a foundation has long underlain studies of Ptolemaic Egypt. In a Hellenization framework, 

objects that are deemed ‘Greek-looking’ or adhering to koine styles are interpreted as 

expressions of Greekness.32 Hellenization equates the appearance and imitation of attributes 

ascribed to Greek objects with the spread of – and desire for – Greek culture more broadly 

                                                
30 Although, see Da Vela (2016a: 29) where koine specifies a multivariate transmission that by its very mode of 
transmission changes the meaning of an object, ‘semantic change’. See in this chapter, section 2.2.  
31 The use of linguistic metaphors within material culture theory has occasioned significant discussion: Wylie 1982: 
40; A. Jones 2004: 328-330; Olsen 2003: 90. See further below in Chapter Three, section 3.4.2. Laftsidis (2017a) 
has tried to deal head-on with characterizing styles and forms in this period as a ‘ceramic language’ and the 
differences between koine Greek and pottery similarities. 
32 Koine is mainly employed in classical archaeology where material similarities traverse political boundaries. If a 
shared political structure cannot explain similar objects (as in the Hellenistic or Late Bronze Age), then ‘culture’ 
provides the koine glue. Here one sees the difference with interpretations of Romanization, which have contended in 
more detail that elites adopt certain material and social traits for the purposes of political power. In Romanization, 
political and cultural influence is imagined as coeval and concomitant (Keay 2013: 300). Hellenization, on the other 
hand, operates without being tied to any one particular empire or state. In the Hellenistic period (as indeed in earlier 
interpretations of Italy and the western Mediterranean from the seventh century BCE), identified cultural and 
material similarities transcend political borders. Therefore, Hellenization has more often been uncoupled from direct 
political power and given a ‘cultural’ meaning (Hodos 2014: 25). 
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(Dietler 2010: 58-59). A combination of stylistic and material traditions within objects 

confounds the notion of discrete cultural identities, yet still individual objects are often directed 

to one side of a bi-cultural ledger, distilled into either a Greek or Egyptian category. Even when 

repudiated as an overly simplistic and passive understanding of cultural change, Hellenization 

often remains implicit in studies of pottery from Egypt after the end of the fourth century BCE. 

Therefore, it is necessary to first examine how Hellenization lies at the heart of the periodization 

of the Hellenistic period and how this periodization more often than not carries foregone 

conclusions about similarities – material, cultural, and social – of the eastern Mediterranean. In 

proposing to eschew the period designation of ‘Hellenistic’ in my study, I am explicitly laying 

out the terms of the ceramic features and their associations as part of my enquiry, rather than 

predetermined facets.  

 

Alternative approaches from postcolonial and globalization studies have made great inroads into 

one-dimensional conceptions of the archaeology of Ptolemaic Egypt. Under these frameworks, 

koine objects are not necessarily linked with cultural aspects but rather owe more to intercultural 

behaviors or meanings, such as elite performance. Both theoretical approaches have fostered an 

appreciation of local agency under larger structures (colonial, economic) and how objects shed 

and acquire meanings in different contexts. Each of these approaches applied to the evidence ties 

knots of its own, however. I argue that attempts to shun Hellenization in Ptolemaic archaeology 

have either substituted another universalizing force or circumvented the framework by using a 

restricted local focus. Both strategies have failed to adequately interrogate the twin foundational 

pillars supporting how Hellenization is applied to this material. One pillar holds that similarities 

to objects from the Aegean carry a universal and static connection to Greek cultural practices and 
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identity. The second pillar of this argument provides the motivation: elites in Ptolemaic Egypt 

were culturally Greek and therefore provided an aspirational target to be emulated by the rest of 

the population. 

 

Reconsideration of the evidence of Ptolemaic Egypt throws both assumptions into grave doubt. 

Greek-looking material and practice should not be conflated with elite material and practice. 

More crucially, such interpretations have denied the chance for pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt to 

adopt or facilitate associations that were not cultural, let alone culturally Greek. Equally missing 

is any sense that the objects generate material and social agency of their own. Ceramic 

similarities should be confronted without recourse to a unilateral explanation of their functions 

and associations. Nor should the pottery be conceived solely within local contexts and 

constructions of meaning, without also factoring in how particular similarities became 

widespread. Having outlined the foundations, insights, and disadvantages of the three prevalent 

approaches in this chapter, I will then turn in the following chapter to how these frameworks take 

effect in scholarship on Ptolemaic pottery. Chapter Three will also turn to how relational 

approaches to material similarity can point a way forward in interpretation. But first, a look 

towards the existing frameworks of interpretation. 

 

2.1 Hellenization and the Hellenistic period 

Hellenization is a framework that describes change in ancient communities as prompted by 

encounters with Greek people, language, and material culture. The term is rooted in the ancient 

vocabulary of ἑλληνίζειν (hellenizein), either denoting ‘to speak Greek’33 or more broadly 

                                                
33 As in references in Thuc. 2.68; Xen. Anab. 7.3.25; Aeschin. In Ctes. 172; Pl. Meno 82b, Prot. 328a, Charm. 159a; 
Arist. Rh. 1407A; Joseph AJ 1.6; Strabo 2.3.4, 14.2.28, 15.1.73; Paus. 9.23.6; Cass Dio. 55.3.5; Heliod. Aeth. 9.25.3, 
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including other ways ‘to act, think, or become Greek’.34 Hellenization purports to explain a 

spread of Greek language, cultural practices, and material forms in the ancient world. The 

framework maintains that people outside Greece adopted and imitated Greek cultural elements in 

response to Greek people and objects (Hall 2002: 104-111; Dietler 1998: 296, 2010: 45-46).  

 

Early scholarship presented this adoption and imitation of Greek language, practices, and goods 

as evolutionary progress. Johann Gustav Droysen (1893/1894: II.390) described Hellenization as 

an amalgamation of Greek and Eastern cultures that revitalized the cultural stagnation of the 

Near East. W. M. Flinders Petrie (1892: 152) portrayed Late Period Egypt as resuscitated from 

decline by importations of ‘Western influence’. William Tarn (1938: 123) interpreted the spread 

of Greek culture as an explicit ‘civilizing’ goal of Alexander’s conquests, on the basis of ancient 

moralizing sources (Plutarch De Alex. 328c–9a).35 Alongside emphasizing the benefits and 

appeal of Greek culture, scholars also referred to the incapability of non-Greeks to adequately 

imitate Greek learning and artworks (Mahaffy 1887: 575). George Grote (1846-56: 494-497) 

regretted the contamination and dilution of Greek ‘genius’ through interaction with Near Eastern 

traditions, and other lamenters denounced Greek racial degeneration through intermarriage (Tarn 

& Griffith 1952; Fraser 1972: 60-62, 81-82).36 Hellenization therefore both envisaged the growth 

and spread of Greek culture, while keeping adopters apart from ‘true’ Greeks. Hellenization 

never allowed its subjects to become ‘Hellenes’.  

                                                
10.9.6. 
34 As in references in Joseph Ap. 1.180; II Macc. 4.12-13; Ael. Ar. Orat. 32.403; Plut. De Alex. Fort. 328D; Lucian 
Scyth. 3; Philostr. VS 489; Lib. 11.103. Many uses are ambiguous as to whether they denote language and/or culture 
more generally, such as P. Col. Zenon II. 66; Acts 6.1, 9.29; Dion. Hal. Pomp. 2.5; Chariton Callirhoe 4.5.2; Sext. 
Emp. Math. 1.184. See discussions in Casevitz 1991; Cartledge 1997: 2; Scholz 2015: 11-12; Prag & Quinn 2013: 4; 
Schmitt & Vogt 2005: 1; Hall 2002: 115-116. 
35 See the discussion of Plutarch’s presentation of Alexander by Humbert (1989). 
36 Moyer (2011a: 14-17) and Schmitt & Vogt (2005: 1-2) provide a thorough discussion of the historiography. 
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Here, one can recognize the roots of classical scholarship in Europe intertwined with nineteenth- 

and early twentieth-century colonialism.37 The same regions that purportedly benefited from 

Greek culture were often those under modern British or French colonial rule, and European 

colonialists aligned themselves as the inheritors of western civilization from the ancient Greeks 

(Bernal 1987: 183-190). Egypt provides a quintessential case study of how modern colonial 

attitudes underpinned contemporaneous classical scholarship (Mitchell 1989; Reid 1996; 

Bowman 2006). The framework of Hellenization naturalized the superiority of Greece as part of 

a Eurocentric academic enterprise, with pervasive effects on scholarship lasting well into the 

twentieth century.38 

 

Although scholars have applied these concepts in scholarship on the Archaic and Classical 

periods in the Black Sea and central and western Mediterranean,39 Hellenization has a particular 

intrinsicality and potency with respect to the Hellenistic period. The label of the Hellenistic 

period – generally understood to cover the years between the deaths of Alexander the Great and 

Cleopatra VII (323-30 BCE) – also couples ‘Greek’ and ‘imitation’: the center is ‘Hellas’ and the 

‘istic’ adds the necessary layer of imitative inferiority (Cartledge 1997: 2; Papantoniou 2012: 

29).40 Droysen first deployed this period label in his Geschichte des Hellenismus (1836-1843, 

combined into one volume in 1877).41 His partitioning of the centuries after Alexander’s 

                                                
37 Dietler 1994, 1998: 290, 298; Gosden 2004: 114-152; Walsh 2014: 68-70; Trigger 2006: 61-73. 
38 For example, see Murray Gilbert’s comments made in 1953, as quoted by Dietler 2010: 39-50. 
39 Representative examples of Hellenization applied in these areas: Dunbabin 1948 on The Western Greeks, Cunliffe 
1993: 72-76 about first millennium BCE Iberia; and Lomas 1995 about southern Italy. Keay 2013: 300 (further 
sources in n.4) presents a critical discussion of the use of Hellenization in studies of Iberia from the sixth to the third 
century BCE. The term and framework also crop up in studies of Late Antiquity, most prominently in Bowersock 
1990 and more critically in discussions by Cameron 1992; Markschies 2012; A. Johnson 2013. 
40 Compare here the word ‘realistic’ – close but not quite real. 
41 Discussions of Droysen’s invention abound, including Moyer 2011a: 13; Scholz 2015: 13; Bugh 2006: 1; Schmitt 
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conquests as ‘Hellenistic history’ set the terms not only for this era’s periodization but also for its 

major lines of analysis. From its first definition, the Hellenistic period was an era in which Greek 

culture spread but only did so in a derivative manner; in other words, an era of Hellenization. 

 

Since this introduction, ‘Hellenistic’ has been widely adopted as a period designation, although 

occasionally criticized for its lack of specificity. All boundaries of the term – temporal, 

geographical, linguistic, material – have been disputed (Ager & Faber 2013: 11). Military battles 

and royal reigns are predominantly used to bookend the period in time, but these political 

occurrences are largely region- or kingdom-specific and therefore yield decisive but 

incompatible dates (Rotroff 2006b: 141). If defined on the basis of social, economic, or cultural 

characteristics, the period seems to bleed through several centuries both before and after the 

standard political divisions (Schmitt & Vogt 2005: 2-5).42 

 

Region-specific temporal boundaries conflict with an expansive definition of Hellenistic 

geography. Geographical boundaries are largely borrowed from ancient constructions of the 

oikoumene. Ancient geographers distinguished the oikoumene or ‘inhabited world’ as a domain 

that remained separate from other parts of the globe (Erastosthenes Fr. 15, 25, 33; Strabo 2.5.4-

10).43 Built on the conquests of Alexander in the fourth century BCE, the linked oikoumene 

extended across Macedon and Asia Minor, from the Levantine coast to the Indus River, reaching 

Egypt and Libya. Similarly, the second-century BCE historian Polybius justified his 

geographical scope by noting the new interconnectedness and shared trajectories of Italy, Libya, 

                                                
& Vogt 2005: 1. 
42 Possibly the most far-reaching of these definitions is Arnold Toynbee’s (1959) definition of ’Hellenism’ – as a 
social and cultural phenomenon, distinct from political entities – as reaching to the seventh century CE. 
43 Rostovtzeff 1941: 1037-1040; Alcock 1994: 171. 
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Greece, and Asia (1.3.3-4).44 Greek epigraphical sources also constructed boundaries using the 

terminology of kinship (syngeneia) to connect disparate poleis and royal courts under an 

imagined political unity (Ma 2003: 14).45 These self-conscious literary and epigraphical 

constructions in the ancient sources are frequently adopted indiscriminately into modern 

definitions of Hellenistic space.46  

 

In archaeological terms, the ties binding the oikoumene and thus delineating Hellenistic space 

and time are a shared material koine. Archaeologists have used the term koine to group shared 

features across many different types of material culture extending across the eastern 

Mediterranean and the Near East.47 While not all present in all areas, these material aspects have 

provided a post hoc justification for defining Hellenistic geography.48 Yet a piecemeal approach 

to koine makes it particularly difficult to agree on Hellenistic boundaries: should Greek-looking 

ceramic decoration and sculptural forms found in Meroe in the first century BCE move Nubia 

into the orbit of the Hellenistic world or do these represent the necessary fringes (Burstein 1993: 

49-50; Török 2011: 309-310; Nowotnick 2016: 400-405)? The largely political demarcation of 

Hellenistic time also ensures that material changes – which are largely unresponsive to 

                                                
44 Polybius (1.1.5; 1.2.5-6) also framed Roman domination within the same space of the Hellenistic oikoumene. 
45 Inscribed replies to Magnesian envoys requesting an acknowledgement of their city’s games illustrate the broad 
participation of cities in this constructed ‘shared’ world: sixty extant responses (of perhaps originally over ninety) 
name over one hundred cities and kingdoms from Sicily to Iraq (RC 33 = BD 154; Syll.3 558-562; Austin 2006 
#189; Ma 2003: 13; Erskine 2013: 21-24). In a similar way, Frank Walbank (1993: 125-126, 139) regarded the 
foundation of cities by Alexander and his Successors as providing the necessary ties for the oikoumene. John Ma 
(2003: 30) emphasizes the constructedness of this concept: ‘a world willed as homogenous because there were so 
many competing ways of constructing and living this world.’ 
46 As, for example, with a continued focus on the importance of the polis and polis traditions as a way of asserting 
‘Greekness’ (Ager & Faber 2013: 5-12). The recent volume edited by Prag and Quinn (2013) explicitly addresses 
whether analysis of the central or western Mediterranean benefits from inclusion under the ‘Hellenistic’ label. 
47 See discussion at the beginning of this Chapter. 
48 Davies 1984: 275-276; Rotroff 2006b: 147-150; Versluys 2015: 155-158. Edwards (1975: 7) qualified the notion 
to express some doubt about just how similar the material culture was in different areas in this period. 
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individual reigns or events – do not synchronize well with historical divisions (Rotroff 1997: 11, 

2006b: 140; Kotitsa 2016: 279). As the use of a homogenous koine Greek language has been 

called into question,49 so too the sense of homogenous koine material features serving as markers 

of Hellenistic territories or strategies has deteriorated (Papantoniou 2012: 43-45). Nonetheless, 

the authority of the koine in studies of third- and second-century BCE pottery perseveres, as I 

will explore in greater detail in the next chapter. 

 

Dividing historical periods always entails a certain amount of arbitrary decision-making 

regarding geographical and temporal margins. The demarcation of the third to the first centuries 

BCE primarily hangs on the particular characterization of Greek imitation inherent in the term 

‘Hellenistic’. Greek imitation provides the unity that distinguishes the period and justifies further 

analysis of it social, economic, and cultural aspects.50 Yet it is the idea of universal Greekness 

that most needs deconstructing.51 Concentrating on common elements has made the unity of the 

period self-evident (Davies 1984: 263). Susan Alcock, Jennifer Gates (Foster), and Jane Rempel 

(2003: 354) demonstrated how earlier scholars using exclusively Greek textual sources 

interpreted this period as transfigured and united by Greek culture.52 Despite examining varied 

material sources, archaeologists too have largely conceptualized this period as one in which it is 

critical to explore the appearance, maintenance, and transformation of Greekness. 

Archaeological studies have often neglected other social, economic, political, and material 

                                                
49 Colvin (2011) scrutinizes how koine Greek was not a common, uniform linguistic strain as often presumed, but 
rather an expansion of Greek dialects that overlapped but still possessed great variation. 
50 For example, Rostovtzeff’s (1941) large-scale synthesis of the Hellenistic world is predicated on the 
understanding that there was a shared social and economic system.  
51 On this point, see the critique by Davies (2001: 11-12), Bugh (2006: 2-3), and Prag & Quinn (2013: 5). Beloch 
(1910) was already warning about the danger of concretizing a period of Greek cultural imitation by using what 
should simply be an expedient term. 
52 See also Alcock (1993: 163). 
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considerations that may undercut or contest such mono-cultural explanations. Not recognizing 

how the periodization frames research questions can lead to circuitous confirmations. This 

legacy lingers, even when ‘Hellenistic’ is explicitly invoked as a period title rather than a period 

description per se.53 

 

Crucially for my examination here, the term’s particular infusion of Greek cultural imitation as 

the characteristic feature of the period threatens to take for granted two aspects that I aim to 

interrogate: 1) that similarities in material culture channel the same meaning as objects from 

Greece, and 2) that Egypt shared an understanding with other contemporary kingdoms that Greek 

culture was elite culture. Therefore, I avoid ‘Hellenistic’ as a period designation or descriptive 

term. Instead, I use ‘Ptolemaic’ for when I require a catch-all term to designate the period. 

‘Ptolemaic’ provides a periodization centered in Egypt.54 Although it is a political term that does 

not inevitably map onto archaeological divisions, it at least dispels the central position of Hellas 

and the compulsion to frame the evidence with respect to Greek culture.55 My research questions 

demand that I do not assume this central position from the outset; avoiding the term across other 

studies is rather less achievable. Although Jonathan Prag and Josephine Crawley Quinn (2013: 

13) recently concluded that the term ‘Hellenistic’ is inappropriate, they do not suggest any 

alternatives. The downsides of not employing common terminology can be offset by questioning 

                                                
53 For example, both Khatchadourian (2007: 72 n.1) and Mairs (2014b: 177) explicitly deny any expressive or 
explanatory power of the periodization. 
54 See Chapter Four, section 4.2 for the definition of boundaries of my data set. 
55 Some might see ‘Ptolemaic’ as a term with a comparable basis in Greek cultural aspirations – I hope to dispel this 
in the analysis that follows at the end of this Chapter, section 2.3. See also the review by D. Thompson (2006: 427) 
of Ancient Alexandria: Between Egypt and Greece, where she contemplated Baines’ use of ‘Hellenistic’ to describe 
individuals adapting and modifying their self-presentation: ‘“Ptolemaic Egyptian” might equally serve to describe 
such men, since this was a period when, in interesting ways, old categories became blurred and changed.’ R. 
Thomas (2018: 2) distinguishes the terms ‘Ptolemaic’ (for objects made in Egypt) and ‘Hellenistic’ (for imported 
objects) in his reassessment of pottery finds from Naukratis. 
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those terms that have pervasively colored the interpretation of archaeological material in Egypt. 

 

Shared assumptions about Greek imitation have therefore ensured that Hellenization fits its hand 

in the Hellenistic period glove. Both terms reciprocally affect how archaeologists frame material 

evidence and their questions about its social, economic, and cultural significance. Unlike 

continued references to the Hellenistic, however, uses of the terminology of Hellenization have 

dramatically declined since the middle of the twentieth century.  

 

2.2 Archaeological critiques of Hellenization 

Beyond recognizing the colonial tendrils that built Hellenization and lionized Greek culture in 

the Near East and Egypt, there are distinct archaeological criticisms that compromise the 

framework’s conception of cultural change. Archaeological deployments of Hellenization share 

theoretical infrastructure with culture-historical archaeology. Culture-historical archaeology 

considers culture as an all-encompassing and bounded group of traits that leaves material traces, 

with different cultures and peoples distinguishable by differences in material style (Childe 1944: 

56).56 Within this equation, objects are the ‘translucent by-product of cultural essences’ 

(Pezzarossi 2014: 150) and these cultural essences can be mapped by the distribution of similar 

objects. Classical archaeology, with its focus on finding the Greeks or the Romans in the 

material record, largely espoused a culture-historical approach from its inception (Trigger 2006: 

216). 

 

When culture comprises an all-encompassing, largely unconscious, and bounded set of shared 

                                                
56 See further about the historiography of style in archaeological thought in Chapter One, section 1.1.  
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traits, change in material culture can only stem from external factors. External stimuli might 

include the diffusion of people, objects, or ideas (M. Johnson 2010: 20), which are then posited 

to cause changes in the cultures coming into contact, sometimes termed acculturation.57 For 

classical archaeology, the nature of this diffusion was (and is) often gleaned from ancient 

historical or literary sources (Dyson 1993: 201). For example, Alexander’s campaigns supplied 

the diffusion of people and material necessary to explain new forms and styles in Anatolia, the 

Near East, the Levant, and Egypt from the end of the fourth century BCE. Distinct pieces of 

material evidence slotted into an already-established and teleological sequence, which charted 

how the diffusion of people and objects brought cultural traits to new areas and overturned 

existing cultures. With such a sequence in mind, levels of cultural change are measurable 

archaeologically by tracking the appearance of new objects; a lack of new objects can be 

attributed either to isolation or resistance. 

 

An emphasis on acculturation and diffusion in culture-history encourages a fixation on the 

source of specific material traits, in order to demonstrate from where and when the trait diffused 

(Trigger 2006: 218). The source also serves to explain the archaeological evidence; the function 

and meaning of an object or style is unproblematically shared by all its different iterations in 

time and space (M. Johnson 2010: 70; Maran & Stockhammer 2012: 2). Hellenization describes 

not only the appearance of ‘Greek-looking’ material but also expounds the cultural motivations 

or aspirations of its users. An imitation of a Greek vessel (ie., the replication of a material trait 

traced back to Greece) must be motivated by an intent or need to emulate Greek cultural 

practices. 

                                                
57 Cusick (1998) provides an overview of the historiography of the term ‘acculturation’ in archaeological studies, 
including its changing definitions and more recent critiques. 
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As data sets accumulated, archaeologists were able to compare the archaeological record of the 

fourth to the second centuries BCE with the framework of Hellenization. The comparison 

exposed several fatal flaws in the approach.58 Firstly, Hellenization dictates that regions should 

eventually become indistinguishable from one another as a consequence of assimilation (Walsh 

2014: 70; Landvatter 2013: 14), but wide swathes of the eastern Mediterranean and the Near East 

bundled under the Hellenistic oikoumene and koine lacked material uniformity. Alcock (1993, 

1994, et al 2003) demonstrated how local variability between many different areas of Greece, 

Asia Minor, and the Near East resisted the homogenizing brush. She collated regional 

archaeological surveys from around the eastern Mediterranean, highlighting the variation in 

material cultural patterns, as well as in regional trajectories of population and settlement growth 

in this period.59 Alcock’s work in particular established that a detailed examination of the 

archaeological record severely undermined any notion of an all-encompassing wave of 

Hellenization and shared material culture. 

 

The second flaw in the application of acculturation ideas within Hellenization was the difficulty 

in pinpointing the process within a particular period of eastern Mediterranean history. 

Acculturation theories implicitly rely on a ‘New World’ scenario, where a confrontation between 

two discrete cultural spheres occurs in a distinct episode. These conditions are not clearly met in 

the ancient Mediterranean (Wengrow 2010: 147-148; Versluys 2015: 145). Once scholars drew 

attention to the long history of exchange between the Aegean, Asia Minor, the Near East, and 

                                                
58 These critiques drew on fruitful reappraisals of acculturation models more broadly in archaeology. 
Reconsideration in ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern archaeology has criticized Romanization (Woolf 1997, 
1998; J. Barrett 1997; Gardner 2007), Egyptianization (S. Smith 2013), and Minoanization (Hilditch 2008). 
59 Egypt was conspicuous by its absence in this study, as Alcock (1994: 175) acknowledged. 
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Egypt, the period from the fourth to the first century BCE could not occupy a position as an 

exceptional or isolated era of material, social, or cultural interactivity.60 Any isolation was 

primarily the result of disciplinary divides that had cloistered later history and archaeology from 

earlier periods, probably exacerbated by scholars sequestered by different ancient language 

traditions.61 When these divides were reassessed, the trajectories of Greek material or cultural 

practices in all periods required more in-depth explanation.62 Equating exposure as simply 

leading to fusion or emulation no longer sufficed. 

 

These incongruities between archaeological observations and the framework of Hellenization – 

combined with a theoretical wind-change against acculturation – prompted archaeologists to seek 

alternative models for how and why cultures and materials change. Postcolonial and global 

studies have presented alternative approaches to the archaeology of Ptolemaic Egypt.63  

  

 

2.2.1 Postcolonial 

Postcolonial studies explore the cultural and material interactions that take place in colonial 

encounters (Gosden 2012: 241). The application of postcolonial approaches in archaeology built 

                                                
60 Sherwin-White & Kuhrt 1993: 142; Manning 2010: 2; Versluys 2017: 26. Török (2011: 311-112) notes that a 
‘pluralistic visual world’ incorporating Greek, Persian, and Egyptian ideas existed already in Achaemenid Egypt of 
the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. 
61 Alcock 1993: 172, 1994: 174, 190. Deconstructing disciplinary divides was an especial concern within 
Achaemenid studies in the 1980s and 1990s (Sherwin-White & Kuhrt 1993). Egyptian Late Period specialists have 
only more recently sought social and cultural trajectories across the different dynasties extending from the Saites, 
through the Persian periods, to the Ptolemaic era, as expressed in Manning 2010. 
62 Similar divides with respect to Hellenization include the division between ‘Greek East’ and ‘Roman West’ and 
the problems involved in assessing the influences on Roman culture at the same time of its spread elsewhere 
(Wallace-Hadrill 2008: 17-28). As a comparison, Keay (2013: 303) contends that one must understand the long 
duration of earlier Greek influence in the Mediterranean in order to understand Iberia from the third century BCE 
onwards. 
63 Classical archaeology largely sidestepped any insight from ‘New Archaeology’, see Dyson 1993. 
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on the burgeoning field and terminology of postcolonial theory that developed in literature in the 

1980s. Ptolemaic Egypt seemed ripe for such reappraisal because of a long comparative tradition 

with colonial India, perhaps most memorably expressed by Edwyn Bevan (1927: 38, 86, 89).64 

Postcolonial approaches explicitly interrogate uniform narratives about colonial history and 

experience.65 Apart from re-examining historical evidence, postcolonial theory also targets the 

colonial paradigms of research production (Gosden 2012: 260-63; van Dommelen 2012: 402).66 

Therefore, postcolonial scholarship questions the colonial roots of archaeological and 

Egyptological practice and acknowledges how prior scholarship has framed Egyptian inferiority 

and passivity.  

 

Postcolonial analysis of Ptolemaic Egypt can be roughly characterized into two impulses. The 

first was an impulse to evaluate Ptolemaic Egypt as a bipartite society separated between the 

Greco-Macedonian colonizers and the indigenous Egyptian population. Claire Préaux (1947: 68-

86, 1978: 545-562, 680) depicted two separate spheres of Greek and non-Greek people, co-

existing alongside one another with only intermittent and very high-level interaction. Many 

subsequent historians followed her lead: Naphtali Lewis (1986), Alan Samuel (1983: 63-71, 

1989), and Jean Bingen (2007) all argued that traversing these two different spheres was the 

ability only of a very small and elite minority. The characterization of two separate cultural 

spheres of Greek and Egyptian was very widespread elsewhere in scholarship.67 Arnaldo 

                                                
64 See also more recently Chauveau 2000: 43, 52. 
65 Discussions of the drawbacks to interpreting Ptolemaic Egypt as though it was a modern colonial state occur in 
Moyer 2011a: 19, Ritner 1992: 286, and Bagnall 1997: 229-230. 
66 The extent of this transformation is mixed. While addressing the chauvinism in prior scholarship and in the 
Hellenization framework is nowadays widespread, more radical changes in excavation and research practices have 
not permeated the field. Edward Said (1995: 5) – one of the seminal figures of postcolonial studies – has agreed that 
confronting Eurocentrism is the most enduring achievement of postcolonialism. 
67 For example, Eddy 1961: 257-294; Bagnall 1988; Lloyd 2000: 395; Fraser 1972: 70; Maehler 2004: 11; Green 
1990: 316-317. 
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Momigliano notoriously chose to omit Egypt from his book Alien Wisdom: The Limits of 

Hellenization (1975: 3-4), because he maintained that the Greek view of Egypt did not change 

after Alexander’s conquest; Greeks and Egyptians were ‘singularly unable to communicate’. The 

separation was increasingly cast using anti-colonial terminology and ideas of resistance.68 

Edouard Will (1985) drew a spotlight to Egyptian resistance against Ptolemaic authority, under 

an explicitly postcolonial approach.69 The Ptolemaic administration was thought to have fought a 

culture war against Egyptians, again perhaps importing nineteenth-century assumptions about 

what conquering Greeks would have felt towards conquered Egyptians (Erskine 1995: 43; cf. 

Bevan 1927: 38). Scholars have also categorized Ptolemaic Egypt as proto-apartheid (Bathish 

and Löwstedt 1999) or a system of colonial subordination (McCoskey 2002). 

 

Characterizations of little to no interaction in Ptolemaic Egypt predominantly rested on 

papyrological documentation and historical analogies.70 References to material culture were 

conspicuous by their absence, probably because the archaeological evidence rarely slotted into 

discrete and combative categories of ‘colonizer’ and ‘colonized’. Only in the field of stone 

sculpture (Noshy 1937; Adriani 1939) or in the characterization of Alexandria’s material culture 

as distinct from the rest of Egypt (Bianchi 1988; Hardiman 2013: 215) did separation and 

                                                
68 Muhammad Awad Husayn 1949, as noted in Reid 1996: 28 n.94; Eddy 1961. A similar vein of anti-colonial 
characterizations of Roman imperialism includes Bénabou 1976, as discussed in Van Oyen 2015a: 215-216 and 
Versluys 2014: 2-6. 
69 Other discussions of Egyptian resistance (Lloyd 1982; McGing 1997) have met with more recent responses 
downplaying the cultural or ethnic foundations of divisions: J. Johnson 1984; Veïsse 2004; Moyer 2011b: 119; 
Fischer-Bovet 2015.  
70 Peremans (1970) used the entries in the Prosopographia Ptolemaica (1950-1970) to determine that only 131 out 
of more than 5000 individuals had names that clearly contravened the ethnic markers of their parents, in changing 
from Egyptian to Greek or vice versa. So too, Ray (1994: 254-258) discussed the minimal amount of Greek loan 
words in Demotic documents, although he noted that this is largely due to the conservatism of Demotic writing 
rather than the separation of speakers of the languages. 
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resistance interpretations gain a real foothold.71 Instead, material culture seemed on the whole 

rather ‘mixed’ (Rotroff 1997: 225; Bianchi 1992: 15). Object forms and styles presented an 

alternative perspective and a circumvention of binaries created by colonialism and colonial texts. 

Overly simplistic characterizations of Ptolemaic Egypt as a modern colonial state with sharply-

delineated ethnic separation had already begun to rankle some historians (Ritner 1992: 286; 

Bagnall 1997: 229-230). Postcolonial approaches to material culture instead demonstrated 

adaptation, new forms, and complex combinations of material traits within cultural encounters 

(Gosden 2012: 257; Dietler 2010: 51).  

 

The second strain of postcolonial approaches to Ptolemaic Egypt therefore switched the 

emphasis from separation to interaction.72 Emphasizing interaction did not herald a return to the 

cultural fusion of earlier Hellenization paradigms, but rather drew attention to the active and 

complex pathways of cultural and material change.73 In particular, scholars emphasized that 

                                                
71 Building on concepts that separated Alexandria from the rest of Egypt and the chora as ‘Alexandria ad 
Aegyptum’; for a reconsideration of this distinction and terminology, see McKenzie 2007: 4; Savvopoulos 2010. 
72 See discussion by Moyer 2011a: 29-32. A shift also took place in the appreciation of papyrological and literary 
sources. For example, scholars expanded the minimal number of names that crossed ethnic boundaries by giving 
greater weight to double-naming practices (Clarysse 1985; Quaegebeur 1992; Broux & Coussement 2014: 122). 
This work – focussing on the ability of people to use different names and ethnic labels in different situations – was 
made possible by a more collaborative reading of Demotic and Greek documents side-by-side (Clarysse 1992: 55-
56). Scholars not only challenged narrow definitions that tied ethnicity exclusively to ancestry but demonstrated 
how individuals could gain different ethnic labels within their lifetimes, seemingly on the basis of linguistic skills 
and tax brackets (D. Thompson 1992, 2001; Goudriaan 1988; La’da 1994, 2003), as well as mercenary service 
(Vandorpe 2008; Fischer-Bovet 2008). Moreover, this renewed attention emphasized the interaction between people 
of different cultural backgrounds in the Ptolemaic administration, religious cults, and social situations at all status 
levels: Peremans 1983; Quaegebeur 1989; Clarysse 1992; Vittmann 1998; Heinen 1996; Rowlandson 2003: 256; 
Lloyd 2002; J. Johnson 1991; Manning 2010: 3. Scholars reviewed traditional Egyptian literary genres such as 
biographical inscriptions (Derchain 2000; Lloyd 2002) as well as Greek poetry (Selden 1998; Stephens 2003), and 
drew attention to elements of reciprocal influence. Moyer (2011a, b) has also focused on interactions between Greek 
and Egyptians in his reassessment of certain literary texts. The synod decrees are sources that have been routinely 
shunted from one side of the Greek vs Egyptian ledger to the other, but recent approaches have instead viewed these 
texts as unique literary productions of the Ptolemaic period (Pfeiffer 2004; Moyer 2011b). See further below section 
2.3. 
73 Again, this reorientation occurred in many different studies on empire, drawing on postmodern and postcolonial 
attempts to decenter and diversify portrayals of authority, see Hodos 2010: 9-10. Emphasis shifted to the ways in 
which dispersed populations and practices drove imperial outcomes. Van Dommelen (2002, 2005) accentuated the 
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cultural change should not be analyzed as a process that happens to people, but rather results 

from and through the actions of individual agents (Dietler 1998: 299). Postcolonial critiques of 

Hellenization accentuated how individuals materialized their own social strategies through the 

adoption or emulation of Greek elements.74 Determined to reattribute agency to populations 

previously conceived as passively accepting Greek culture, scholars shifted the terminology from 

Hellenization to ‘Hellenizing’. The verbal form rendered imitation active, revising any idea that 

change occurs as a self-propelling wave or imperial design to instead locate agency within the 

individuals who chose to adopt Greek objects and practices.75 Similarly, in his study of material 

culture on Cyprus, Giorgos Papantoniou (2012: 32) proposes a move from analyzing 

Hellenization as a cultural condition to instead analyzing the ‘processes of hellenisation’, which 

more thoroughly aims to encapsulate the dynamic methods involved in connecting many areas 

through similar languages and forms of material culture.76 Miguel John Versluys (2017: 211-

219) emphasizes that the use of a Greek visual style is not about ‘being Greek’ but ‘doing 

Greek’. A switch from Hellenization to Hellenizing therefore attempts to inject agency and 

choice into the imitation of Greek objects or practices. 

                                                
local practices that constituted Punic colonialism in Sardinia. Among others on the Roman empire, Millett (1990) 
and J. Barrett (1997: 62) emphasized internal drive rather than any externally-imposed cultural and material change 
and noted the need to understand local constructions and understandings. A recent review of these ideas on the 
Roman empire by Versluys (with responses) can be found in Archaeological Dialogues 2014: 1-20. 
74 Other studies emphasizing how elites strategically chose to adopt certain elements of Greek culture in this period 
include Sherwin-White and Kuhrt 1993: 141-49, 153, 186 for the Seleukid empire; Austin 2003: 130 and Birnbaum 
2004 for Jews; Michels 2013: 298 for Cappadocia; Mairs 2014b: 185 for Central Asia; Stavrianopoulu 2013: 15 for 
Cyprus. For arguments against the spread of Greek material and culture as an imperial aim of the Hellenistic 
dynasties, see Sherwin-White & Kuhrt 1993: 142; Scholz 2015: 291; Michels 2009: 315-324.  
75 In reference to an earlier time period, Antonaccio (2010: 47) distinguishes the Sikels in Archaic and Classical 
Sicily as ’Hellenizing’ rather than ’Hellenized’ ie. indigenous elites adopting Greek objects and practices into their 
discourse through active and selective appropriation. The difference in attributed agency is particularly noticeable in 
scholarship on the different uses of ‘Hellenized’ and ‘Orientalizing’. Greek artists are attributed a greater ability to 
emulate other cultures without taking up another identity, an ability denied those cultures emulating Greek goods. 
See discussion by S. Martin 2007: 41; Hall 2002: 106-108. 
76 Similarly, Stavrianopoulou (2013) advocates that Greekness should be analyzed as a process rather than a fixed 
state; Hellenizing is then the process of creating cultural meanings through links between different regions. 
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The other important consideration ushered in by postcolonial theory was a new emphasis and 

vocabulary to address material, social, and cultural creations brought about by colonial 

encounters. Such an emphasis directly inverts an assumption of acculturation that cultural change 

is a zero-sum interaction, either resulting in the destruction of one culture (assimilation) or no 

change (resistance). Postcolonial theory introduced the vocabulary of creolization, hybridity, 

entanglement, and middle-ground (Dietler 1998: 291), while also acknowledging that colonial 

interaction can discursively affirm binary structures and identities as much as it can collapse 

them (Gosden 2001: 247).77 All of these terms attempt to capture how new practices and material 

culture ‘represented and contributed to the construction of a newly evolving situation’ (van 

Dommelen 2012: 403). In Ptolemaic Egypt, researchers of religious ideas, strategies, and cult 

material had long framed selection and adaptation in these phenomena under the vocabulary of 

syncretism (C. Barrett 2011: 32-33).78 Related terms emphasizing choice were then broadened to 

different material techniques and artistic styles (Baines 2004: 45-46). For example, studies 

underscored how selection and innovation characterized funerary iconography and sculptural 

style, rather than simply ‘blending’ or ‘separation’ (Baines 2004; Török 2011: 61-71; Venit 

2002; Lembke 2012). 

 

One important consequence of postcolonial approaches in archaeology was a disavowal of 

                                                
77 Antonaccio (2003) exploits the language of hybridity for her investigation of fifth-century BCE Sicily. For Roman 
Britain, Webster (1997, 2001) has found creolization most beneficial. Moyer (2011a) drew on Richard White’s 
terminology of the Middle Ground to describe both the space and effects of interaction in Ptolemaic Egypt. 
78 Even Samuel (1983: 72-101) acknowledged, albeit extremely reluctantly, the religious reciprocity, while denying 
the significance of other material and artistic interactions (101-105). Studies of syncretism in Ptolemaic religion tend 
to focus on the advent of gods such as Sarapis (Nock 1933: 37-38; Bell 1953: 2; Samuel 1983: 83-101; discussion in 
Moyer 2011a: 148-150), new visual representations of Egyptian religious concepts (Koenen 1993: 45; C. Barrett 
2011: 141-142, 196-197), and distinctive textual representations within Egyptian religion (Fowden 1986: 45-52; 
Derchain 2000; C. Barrett 2011: 316; Moyer 2016). 
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imperial or holistic explanations in favor of local or particular observations (Bhabha 1994: 173; 

van Dommelen 2012: 403). Postcolonial framing of material entanglement explicitly challenged 

the stability of meanings and values attached to material culture as it moved through the world 

(N. Thomas 1991; Appadurai 1986). ‘Similar’ in appearance no longer specified similar in use, 

meaning, or value; there was a general shift to emphasize that consumption episodes had the 

potential to re-order the social and cultural relations associated with an object. Therefore, 

scholars recognized that material culture adopted from outside could undergo significant 

transformations in meaning and use in different regions, and it was necessary to attend to local 

contexts and constructions (Boozer 2012: 232; van Dommelen 2002: 124; Dietler 1998: 296). 

‘Local’ can vary in scale in its archaeological definition, from intra-site divisions to small 

regional constellations, but the term is generally used to signify ‘a particular bounded space with 

a set of close-knit social relationships based upon strong kinship ties and length of residence’ 

(Hodos 2010: 14). For the eastern Mediterranean in the third to first century BCE, Papantoniou 

(2012: 32) emphasized how each region of the Hellenistic world underwent its own process of 

encounter with Greek culture and material. Attention to local encounters constituted part of a 

larger ‘bottom-up’ reorientation of postcolonial approaches that privileged individuals, contexts, 

and mundane objects rather than elites, imperial structures, and cultural homogeneity. 

Postcolonial interactions rely on the agency of individuals and these individuals must be 

conceptualized within local contexts (van Dommelen 1997: 309; Stein 2005: 27).  

 

Studies of similar material culture encounter obstacles in this reorientation, however. The 

foundation of postcolonial studies lay in literary criticism, dissecting the representation of 

colonized spaces and people in literature and history (eg. Said 1978; Bhabha 1994; Lazarus 
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2011: 7-8). Material culture did not become a focus until much later when the vocabulary of the 

field was already established in linguistic or genetic metaphors (Dietler 2010: 52; 

Khatchadourian 2016: 46). Genetic models particularly haunt uses of the term ‘hybridity’ (R. 

Young 1995: 1-26); Peter van Dommelen (1997: 309) has criticized studies that slip into reifying 

two cultural entities that ‘come together’ as a hybrid.79 Hybridity attempts to move away from 

cultural monoliths but may in turn end up essentializing them. Moreover, models of material 

hybridity can sometimes operate under the same unilateral logic common to acculturation, where 

one side enforces and the other adapts (Silliman 2015: 289; Moyer 2011a: 48n21). For many 

studies of Ptolemaic Egypt, agency continues to lie with Greeks and Greek material culture, 

ensuring that Egyptians ‘Hellenize’ while Greeks ‘appropriate’.  

 

A different critique contends that terms such as hybridity and creolization blur too many 

different interactions together under one label (Dietler 2010: 52; Silliman 2015: 282; Landvatter 

2013: 16). Consequently, this blurring can nullify the power relations that were originally 

embedded in postcolonial uses of the term hybridity (Dench 2003: 304; Pappa 2013: 33). For 

material culture, it can be difficult to ascertain exactly how much conscious strategy contributes 

to the deployment and adaptation of particular material attributes; yet strategy is essential to 

hybridity as conceived within postcolonial theory (Pappa 2013: 36-37). The same problems mar 

the use of Hellenizing as a way to foreground choices about adopting Greek objects and styles. 

Consumers might now be active choosers, but there is only one reason accepted for their choice: 

Greek aspirations. A focus on the agency of (elite) individuals can often fail to interrogate how 

others might not have the power or relations to select alternatives (Gardner 2013: 6; Dench 2003: 

                                                
79 As an example: ‘The Ptolemaic age in Egypt seems to have been an age of collaboration in which the most fruitful 
aspects of the two cultures blended together to create a new society’ (Minniti 2015: 151). 
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304).80 Interpretive pitfalls created by the adoption of terms like hybridity and creolization have 

meant a general shift towards ‘entanglement’ and ‘middle-ground’ (eg. by Dietler 2010: 51-

53).81  

 

All of the postcolonial terms for and explorations of interaction have expanded the understanding 

of interaction within Ptolemaic Egypt beyond assimilation and separation. Discussions of 

hybridity, entanglement, and related concepts attempt to avoid sweeping and teleological 

narratives that encompass all aspects of material culture. Postcolonial approaches aim to 

deconstruct monolithic exegesis, in step with the fragmentation of political empires in the 

twentieth century. Yet the fragmentation has its drawbacks. Postcolonialism as a field of study 

has been criticized for its theoretical disunity and its unrelenting recourse to cultural explanations 

over other social aspects (Lazarus 2011; Silliman 2010: 29-30). A local focus can neglect far-

reaching elements of material, social, or cultural coherence, resulting in limited cul-de-sacs of 

knowledge (Roberts & Linden 2011: 4). Emphasizing local choice and agency can downplay 

important power relations (Fahlander 2012: 117-118).82 Moreover, it can be a dangerous trap to 

reify the ‘local’ as a homogenous, stable, and unchanging arena where change only comes from 

outside (Hodos 2010: 15; Whitmarsh 2010: 3). Such a characterization is a particular snare when 

any characterization of an unchanging local Egyptian tradition is fraught with colonial overtones 

about Egyptian passivity (Carruthers 2011: 1445).83 An equally misleading assumption, 

                                                
80 For example, in his recent book about Antiochus of Commagene, Versluys (2017: 211-212) explicitly makes 
Hellenizing or Hellenism the prerogative of elites and rulers. 
81 Pappa (2013: 38) argues that the many discussions of postcolonial terminology suggest that scholars aim for an 
‘“optimal” term’ at the expense of interpretive insight. As another example, Greene 2008: 67 suggests 
‘crystallization’ rather than Romanization because this is a ‘neutral’ word that can describe the empire’s 
transformation on a broad scale. 
82 Hingley 2003: 111 expounds on this problem in the critiques of Romanization. See also Gardner 2013: 7. 
83 For an analysis of the ways in which Egyptian narratives and priestly texts constructed a conservative image of 
Egyptian history and society in the Late Period, see Moyer 2011: 68-74. It is also interesting to contrast the ancient 
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however, maintains that a local perspective demonstrates greater heterogeneity in opposition to 

the totalizing homogeneity of a broader comparative scale that does not observe or take into 

consideration smaller details (Van Oyen 2015a: 219; Revell 2016: 149). Both perspectives can 

make it difficult to appreciate and analyze large-scale similarities across different regions (Van 

Oyen 2016c: 4). It is to large-scale approaches that have also attempted to complicate 

Hellenization paradigms that I now turn. 

 

2.2.2 World-systems, globalization theory, and ‘international’ style 

Other theoretical models in archaeology have tried to encompass large-scale phenomena and 

small-scale experience into a multiscalar understanding of material change and particularly 

material similarity. Two of the most widespread frameworks in this strain for the ancient 

Mediterranean are world-systems models and globalization. Both of these frameworks attempt to 

incorporate both local and interregional scales into an understanding of cultural and social 

changes. 

 

World-systems analysis took inspiration from Immanuel Wallerstein’s model of a political or 

economic core dominating periphery regions and extracting raw materials (Wallerstein 1974; 

Pitts & Versluys 2015: 8). Specifically developed to discuss modern economic activity after the 

sixteenth century, world-systems models adopt a macro-scale focus on economic exchange to 

describe how different regions wield resources and labor. For application to the ancient world, 

the model had to be redefined and adjusted.84 Retained from Wallerstein’s template was the idea 

                                                
literary trope that the conquest of Egypt changed its conquerors more than the Egyptian inhabitants, see Vasunia 
2001: 116-119, Sonnabend 1986: 57-58.  
84 For the Roman world, see Woolf 1990 and for the Hellenistic world, Shipley 1993. Discussions of the 
historiography of world-systems in relation to the ancient world include: Dietler 2010: 48-50 for the western 
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of a core serviced by various peripheral regions (Davies 2001: 40-41). The problem of 

designating the center and its peripheries has troubled numerous critics of the archaeological 

application of world-systems theory (A. Sherratt 1993; Walsh 2014: 71; Dietler 1998: 297; Stein 

2002: 904-905). Reducing the archaeological record to a centripetal structure neglects to take 

into account the variety of actions taken on both sides of any cultural or material encounter 

(Dietler 1998: 295-299, 2010: 49). Moreover, world-systems models tend to assume that 

economic domination by a central core entails domination across a range of facets: political, 

social, military, ideological, and material (Stein 2014: 56; Pitts & Versluys 2015: 10). Such an 

assumption poses a particular problem for the eastern Mediterranean because the notion of 

‘center’ allows multiple interpretations. As Troels Engberg-Pedersen (1993) noted, designated 

centers of political and cultural power did not necessarily overlap, nor were stable, especially 

from the fourth century BCE onwards. Therefore, this region and time-period requires great 

flexibility in assessing the directionality of cultural, social, or material phenomena.  

 

World-systems models have struggled against such criticisms in archaeological applications. A 

more recent attempt to acknowledge local differentiation as well as a larger structural system is 

globalization. Globalization involves different processes whereby individuals and groups become 

connected, dependent, and conscious of their interrelation (Pitts 2008: 494; Versluys & Pitts 

2015: 11). Scholars exploring the possibilities of globalization within classical archaeology have 

predominantly worked on the Roman world (Pitts 2008; Boozer 2012; Hingley 2005; Versluys 

2014; Pitts & Versluys 2015), although Versluys (2013) has applied the framework to the 

                                                
Mediterranean in the seventh century BCE; N. Smith 2009: 56-61 for Iron Age Levant; A. Sherratt 1993, S. Sherratt 
2010, and Sherratt & Sherratt 1991 for the Bronze Age eastern Mediterranean. Khatchadourian (2016: 27-32) 
provides a critique of world-systems concepts applied to the archaeology of ancient empires. 
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Hellenistic material koine. The framework and terminology of globalization has not yet appeared 

explicitly within interpretations of archaeological material from Ptolemaic Egypt, but related 

ideas about connectivity do appear.85  

 

Globalization often addresses the same archaeological material and questions as earlier 

acculturation models: how do different places and people come to share or diverge in patterns of 

material culture?86 Under the terminology of globalization, people in connected regions 

participate in processes of material universalization and particularization. Universalization 

occurs when objects and material attributes are deployed to operate on a larger scale than their 

original conception. In particularization, material attributes gain different meanings and enact 

distinctive work through specific contextual uses (Appadurai 1996: 42; Versluys 2015: 155). 

These parallel movements result in certain similar aspects across wide areas, shared by 

individuals who are able – whether symmetrically or hierarchically-positioned in social, 

economic, or geographic relationships – to connect (Pitts 2008: 494). An inability to participate 

in certain globalized practices can be marginalizing (Pitts & Versluys 2015: 14; Pitts 2008: 494), 

and the process of globalization can also introduce new forms of differentiation on a local or 

regional scale (Boozer 2012: 237). Globalization always results in the re-contextualization of 

objects, ideas, and identities: ‘individuals negotiate these extra-local forms and phenomena with 

different understandings of the cultural, social and economic conditions that gave rise to them’ 

(Mata 2012: 37). Unlike world-systems, therefore, a globalization framework explicitly allows a 

                                                
85 Boozer (2012) has applied globalization theory to her study of Roman material culture in Egypt and Larson 
(2016) raised its usefulness for interpreting glass production and consumption in the Hellenistic eastern 
Mediterranean. Given its current prevalence in Roman archaeology, I predict more globalization studies on earlier 
periods of Mediterranean history and archaeology in the near future. 
86 For example, as Pitts and Versluys (2015: 19) note: ‘In the majority of cases in which globalisation is directly 
evoked, the concept is used as an alternative to traditional accounts of cultural change based on Romanisation.’ 
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place for multidirectional negotiation of cultural, economic, social, and material exchanges. The 

term ‘glocalization’ attempts to capture how macro-scale changes connect to and are transformed 

by local practices and values (Pitts 2008: 494). 

 

Nonetheless, globalization theory was developed with respect to the modern world and applying 

the framework to ancient material culture can cause headaches and paradoxes, similar to world-

systems. For Kevin Greene (2008: 80), the lack of global reach is not the only aspect that 

invalidates globalization as a framework for the Roman empire. After all, how to exactly delimit 

the ‘globe’ in globalization when it comes to ancient Mediterranean archaeology is often 

undiscussed (Van Oyen 2015b: 642; Pitts & Versluys 2015). More insidiously, the casting of 

globalization’s strategies and effects into the ancient past could provide a justification and 

pedigree for global capitalism (Greene 2008: 80; Hingley 2015: 39). Globalization terminology 

and its reference points assume a capitalist model, overlooking other forms of value, economy, 

and practice. As Andrew Gardner (2013: 7) remarks, ‘there are serious questions to do with the 

utility of, and political implications of, the application of some of the vocabulary of globalisation 

to the Roman world.’ Globalization certainly arrives with a lot of popular and scholarly baggage 

(Pitts 2015: 69). An economic emphasis on trade and on objects as commodities – although not 

the extent of its archaeological applications – continues to pervade the terminology. 

 

Moreover, to adapt the framework to the ancient eastern Mediterranean threatens to flatten its 

historical particularity and dissolve its theoretical insight within broad platitudes of connectivity. 

If any society or culture can be conceived as ‘connected’ to some other, then all periods of 

history stand as globalized; globalization becomes a condition but not an explanation (Van Oyen 
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2015b: 644). Any application of a globalization framework to Ptolemaic Egypt should be equally 

cautious. Certain material characteristics could be described by the vocabulary of 

universalization, particularization, or glocalization. But two questions remain. The first is how to 

ensure that ‘global’ or ‘universal’ attributes are not automatically collapsed into ‘Greek’, 

undoing the valuable decentering promised by globalization approaches.87 The second is whether 

a globalization framework provides a valid historical explanation regarding the ancient world or 

simply a way of labeling connections that continue to require interpretation. 

 

A less loaded framework than globalization that also attempts to assess inter-regional material 

similarities is the study of ‘international style’. Marian Feldman (2002, 2006) evaluated the use 

of international style in Late Bronze Age luxury objects. She maintained that the amalgamation 

of different artistic motifs in one object or context might represent a ‘consciously constructed, 

universalizing message’ associated with rulers and elites (Feldman 2002: 22). For the eastern 

Mediterranean in the third and second centuries BCE, Katherine Larson (2016: 160-162) 

combines the terminology of globalization and international style to assess the ’synchronicity of 

style and form across media during the Hellenistic period’. In a similar spirit, Rolf Strootman 

(2013: 91) submits a form of ‘partial “Hellenization”’ in the use of Seleukid practices and style 

by Babylonian elites:  

Instead, I propose to understand the elements of Greek style and Greek material 
culture that were adopted by local cultures as ‘international style’, which 
contemporaries initially considered to be imperial. 

 

                                                
87 In some respects, globalization repeats the stumbling block whereby Greek commodities are often seen as 
'cultural' rather than 'economic', see Sherratt & Sherratt 1991; van Alfen 2002. See also the interpretative distinction 
between Greek and Phoenician pottery found in the western Mediterranean in an earlier period in van Dommelen 
2012: 402. 
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The desire to recognize shared elements without attributing their similarity to the appeal of 

Greekness is one way of retaining a broad outlook while trying to subtract the ‘Hellene’ from 

Hellenization. The impulse incorporates a postcolonial principle that ideas or material attributes 

can radically change in significance as they move over time and space.88 International style 

connects disparate regions, but the attributes carry political, rather than cultural, significance. For 

example, Stanley Burstein (1993: 51) states that while Hellenization in Meroë was 

inconsequential, Ptolemaic influence was considerable; that is, Meroitic imitation of objects 

drew on symbols of power rather than cultural practices or beliefs. Similarly, László Török 

(2011: 111) recognizes that the emergent Meroitic culture used outside styles and forms, some of 

which had Greek prototypes, but argues that this region had always drawn from Egypt for their 

own cultural behaviors. In other words, Török (2011: 309-310) employs an art historical 

approach that is deliberately resistant to associating the appearance of Meroitic sculpture and 

architecture as demonstrating a desire for or engagement with Greek culture more broadly. 

 

International style explicitly aims to find value in widespread similarities in material culture 

without importing a homogenous cultural meaning. The concept – as with globalization theory 

and ‘universalization’ – does not always explain why some material attributes (and not others) 

gain currency as internationally meaningful, however. Addressing why and how a particular 

material form or motif becomes widespread is as much a part of the analysis as its use within a 

shared system. Moreover, international style in its current framework pertains to luxury goods 

                                                
88 For example, Hodos (2014: 29) observes that the origin of a Greek idea or material feature might have changed 
over time to lose an explicitly ‘Greek meaning.’ For a variety of different settings but also uncoupling Greek or 
Aegean material styles from Greek or Aegean cultural meaning, see also Mairs 2014a: 185, C. Barrett 2009, Ayers 
2015: 1935-1949, and Alexandridis 2010: 259. Gosden (2005: 209) likewise questioned whether a user would 
identify certain widespread pottery as ’Roman’ or merely as having ‘broader exotic connections’. 
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and their use within elite political networks, which is less applicable for the undecorated pottery 

examples that occupy my focus in this dissertation.89 That being said, there is a tenacious 

understanding that elite persons in Ptolemaic Egypt either thought of themselves as ethnically or 

culturally Greek, or espoused Greek culture for the purposes of attaining and retaining a high 

social position. The reciprocal impulse then elevates any objects with Greek-looking attributes – 

be it metal, stone, or ceramic – into a privileged echelon. The following section will confront the 

conflation of ‘elite’ and ‘Greek’ in much current scholarship on Ptolemaic Egypt. Beginning 

with the Ptolemaic rulers themselves, and progressing down the social and political scales, 

materializations of power were by no means confined to Greek styles.  

 

2.3 Ptolemaic Egypt and ‘Greekness’ 

Assessing the ‘Greekness’ of the Ptolemaic administration and imagery has preoccupied many 

scholars over the years. Greek culture and identity certainly served as a prominent touchstone for 

the image-making of all the dynasts of the eastern Mediterranean in this period, including the 

Ptolemies. Contemporary kingdoms used the Greek language and embraced the vocabulary of 

kinship and 'freedom' of the poleis, iconographic traditions, and literary allusions that explicitly 

referenced the legacy of Alexander the Great and Aegean political centers of the fifth and fourth 

centuries BCE.90 Scholarship on the Ptolemaic dynasty has largely emphasized the imagery that 

the new rulers introduced for generating ties with the Greco-Macedonian Aegean.91 

                                                
89 Unique in this respect is Wengrow (2010: 157-159), who concludes in his exploration of Bronze Age trade 
networks that status and prestige-based models of interaction are not the only drivers of object and style 
transmission. He credits ‘shared practices of ritual difference’ across different areas of the eastern Mediterranean as 
creating a more hidden and non-palatial network of exchange. 
90 Diod. Sic. 19.62; Paus. 1.17.2. See discussions in A. Stewart 1993; C. Jones 1999; Erskine 2002; Ma 2003; 
Strootman 2014: 9-11; Mooren 1979. 
91 Such as Ptolemaic representation in coins, statues, architecture, sanctuary dedications, and poetry: Hazzard 2000; 
Palagia 2013; Ager & Faber 2013: 7. For discussions of Ptolemaic literary culture as Ptolemaic politics, see Erskine 
1995: 42-45; Stephens 2003; Yatsuhashi 2010; Strootman 2017. 
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Too great an emphasis on ties to other kingdoms can obscure distinctive Ptolemaic dynastic 

representations, however. Many of the ways that the Ptolemaic dynasts asserted their power and 

image show a high degree of knowledge and experimentation with long-practiced forms of 

representation in Egypt, taken up and adapted from earlier dynastic periods.92 Ptolemaic royal 

statuary and iconography,93 decrees,94 and cult patronage all demonstrate such adoption and 

adaptation.95 Harnessing Egyptian modes of power characterized the earliest Ptolemaic presence 

in Egypt. Even before the official declaration of his kingship, Ptolemy I positioned his power in 

the Satrap Stele as drawing heavily on established models of Egyptian kingship and negotiations 

with Egyptian priests (Simpson 2003: 392-397).96 The adoption of pharaonic imagery and ideals 

from earlier periods was by no means a concession by the Ptolemies but a key element of their 

self-fashioning as kings in Egypt.97  

 

Ptolemaic royal imagery was once divided according to the different Greek and Egyptian 

audiences that it was thought to address,98 but any idea of separate audiences divided by cultural 

understanding within Egypt has come under increasing pressure (Stephens 2005; Manning 2010: 

                                                
92 In this respect, following many ‘foreign’ and Egyptian rulers in Egypt in the first millennium BCE, see Chimko 
2003: 23-33. 
93 Ashton 2001, 2003a, 2010; Stanwick 2002; Fulińska 2010. 
94 J. Johnson 1995: 147; R. Smith 1996: 205, 210; Moyer 2011a: 91; Pfeiffer 2004. 
95 Dunand 1973: 27-40; D.B. Thompson 1973; Quaegebeur 1978; Pfeiffer 2008; D. Arnold 1999. 
96 Also a feature of the images and dedications in Egypt associated with Alexander’s conquest, see Hölbl 2001: 77-
80. 
97 Concession and weakness ideas are largely inherited from ancient literary sources, such as Livy (38.17.11) and 
Polybius (5.34, 39.7.7), influencing scholars such as Fraser (1972 I.51, 60-62). Among other scholars, Fischer-Bovet 
(2015) has recently critiqued the historiographical adoption of ‘Ptolemaic decline’ inherited from Polybius. For a 
repudiation of the narrative of ‘gradual Egyptianization’ of the Ptolemies, see El-Masry et al 2012; Clarysse 2000: 
58-62; Moyer 2011a: 22-24. 
98 Kyrieleis 1975: 40-41; R. Smith 1996: 208-210; Clarysse 1985: 64; Peremans 1987; Koenen 1993; Ager & Faber 
2013: 7. 
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1-6; Moyer 2011a: 26-36). Binary communication addressing different audiences with different 

imagery seems not only unsustainable but implausible, particularly over the centuries of 

Ptolemaic rule. Any analysis of Ptolemaic power must grapple with the full range of Ptolemaic 

self-representation. There is a particular weakness in collapsing 'Greek' and 'Macedonian', as the 

Ptolemaic rulers sometimes exploited a distinction between these categories.99 Furthermore, 

recent scholarship has reframed Ptolemaic dynastic programs – even in endeavors like the 

Museum and Library of Alexandria – as not so much ‘taking up the reins’ of Greek tradition, but 

rather actively forming how Greekness was defined and received in the third and second 

centuries BCE (Yatsuhashi 2010). ‘Tradition’ is always an interpretative process that reproduces 

practices within the needs of the present.100 The Ptolemies did not simply espouse ‘Greek’ or 

‘Egyptian’ traditions but inevitably refashioned the very imagery presented as traditional. 

 

Once the constructedness of Ptolemaic dynastic representation and its Egyptian elements are 

recognized, it becomes easier to imagine more pluralistic resonance for those areas that had 

previously been cordoned off as exclusively associated with the ‘Greekness’ of the Ptolemaic 

dynasty.101 Some of the evidence marshaled in favor of a Greek orientation of the Ptolemaic 

dynasty can be reframed as evidence of Pharaonic tradition. For example, Ptolemaic dedications 

within Greek sanctuaries and gifts to Greek city-states like Athens might seem initially to assert 

a Greek outlook and identity (Grabowski 2014: 32-34). But such dedications were also the 

purview of Saite pharaohs (P. Kaplan 2006: 134, 143-146, 151). Amasis may have been 

                                                
99 Plutarch Life of Antony 27.5; Poseidippos poem quoted by Clarysse 1998: 12. See further Borza 1996. 
100 Hobsbawm 1983: 1-14; Handler & Linnekin 1984: 273-274, 286; N. Thomas 1997: 186; M. Jones 2000: 120; 
Noyes 2009: 235. 
101 One greatly contested area is Alexandrian literature: Zanker 1989; Weber 1993; Selden 1998; Reed 2000; 
Stephens 2003; Hunter 2003; Goldhill 2005; Heerink 2010.  
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designated ‘philhellenos’ (Hdt. 2.178), but the nature of his kingship is hardly called into 

question by those dedications – neither should that of the Ptolemaic dynasty. An interconnected 

eastern Mediterranean world was not solely derived from a shared Greek cultural identity 

between dynasts. Instead, long roots of interconnection extended back to the Bronze Age 

(Feldman 2002; Manning & Hulin 2005; Wengrow 2010). 

 

Just as the Ptolemaic rulers wove Egyptian ideas and images into their representations, they also 

incorporated many different people into their administration. The study of historical and 

documentary sources written in Greek resulted for a long time in a depiction of the Ptolemaic 

court and administrative structure as overwhelmingly Greek as well.102 The Ptolemaic court had 

a great variety of individuals from very different cities and regions around the Aegean, Asia 

Minor, Thrace, and Macedonia, which are often flattened under the single term ‘Greek’ (Clarysse 

1998).103 More recent attention to a variety of sources has also recognized the prominence of 

Egyptian indigenous elite in the Ptolemaic administration (Lloyd 2002; Rowlandson 2007; 

Weber 2012).104 The self-representation of elite individuals in Egyptian modes of statuary, 

inscriptions, cult dedications, and funerary contexts weaves together both traditional and 

innovative characteristics.105  

                                                
102 For example, Mooren 1979.  
103 Ramifications exist for interpretations of material culture as well, because different patterns and types of pottery 
occur in Macedonia in the fourth and third centuries BCE in comparison with other northern Aegean regions, see 
Tzanavari 2012; Kotitsa 2016; Paspalas 2006: 102. 
104 Much of the reorientation is due to scholarship on adaptability of naming and doubles names in Ptolemaic Egypt, 
see Yoyotte 1969; Clarysse 1985; Vittmann 1998; and above section 2.2.1. 
105 Derchain 2000; Baines 2004; Bothmer 1960; Josephson 1997; Klotz 2009; Klotz & LeBlanc 2012; Legras 2002; 
Moyer 2011b. 
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Nor were these forms confined to people of Egyptian 

ancestry as narrowly defined. A priest of Amun named 

Horemheb (Haremhab) dedicated a large striding statue at 

the temple at Naukratis, variously dated from the end of the 

fourth or early third century BCE (Fig. 2.1).106 Within the 

hieroglyphic inscription, Horemheb describes himself as 

Greek (Wynn),107 his father appears to have a Greek name 

(presumed to be 'Krates'), and the reference to bronze 

statues for his parents also fits with Greek dedication 

practices (Derchain 2000: 20-21). Yet the statue’s granite 

material – carved to show the figure striding forward onto 

one foot wearing a short garment and complete with back 

pillar – clearly embodies long-established Egyptian 

statuary traditions (Baines 2004: 49). The colossal size of  

 

Figure 2.1: Statue of Horemheb (Cairo Museum CG 1230; Borchardt 1934: 120) 

                                                
106 The date of the statue is not definitively indicated by the inscription, but it has largely been ascribed to the early 
Ptolemaic period, see Borchardt 1934: 120; Yoyotte 1994-1995: 671-73; Ashton 2001: 84; Baines 2004: 49. For 
dating more narrowly to the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, based on stylistic comparisons and the prevalence of 
colossal statues in this period, see Bothmer 1960: 127-128; Derchain 2000: 20; Riggs 2005: 19; Riggs & Baines 
2012: 7. 
107 The word utilized for his self-identification has a long history from the Middle Kingdom that can specify Aegean 
areas but also any coastal lands on the Mediterranean, see Yoyotte 1994-1995: 671; Baines 2004: 49, 58; Darnell 
1992: 74-75; Huss 1994: 140-141. Nevertheless, here, in connection with Horemheb's Greek patronymic and 
bolstered by the association with Naukratis as a region of long-established Greek presence, the term does seem to 
indicate a Greek label, whether ethnic, linguistic, cultural or legal. See further below on the convoluted multivalence 
of ‘Hellene’. 
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the statue also points to prosperity and high status. The combination of different onomastic, 

stylistic, and religious identifiers does not seem to present a problem for Horemheb’s 

presentation as an elite personage. The sarcophagus of the financial official dioiketes 

Dioskourides in the mid-second century BCE was also ‘entirely Egyptian in appearance’ (Baines 

2004: 42), although his name and title would otherwise suggest a prominent Greek role in the 

Ptolemaic administration (Collombert 2000; Veïsse 2012: 19-20).  

 

Therefore, it was not just the Ptolemaic rulers who created and exploited various forms of self-

representation. Elite people with different and overlapping roles in the military, priesthoods, and 

administration remade traditional references in the imagery and material culture they created 

(Blasius 2011).108 The different styles of these representations do not seem to have contradicted 

other identity markers, such as official titles (dioiketes) or labels (Wynn). Little suggests that 

visual style in elite monuments and artworks was tied closely and exclusively to Greek cultural 

identity. 

 

The arenas where elite individuals wielded authority over other groups in Egypt also do not 

indicate huge ruptures that entirely changed the cultural associations of power. The personnel 

and practices of the Ptolemaic bureaucracy that oversaw the running of agricultural surplus and 

taxation largely continued as before (J. Johnson 1991), although changes in some economic 

institutions and roles altered the existing structure over time (Manning 2010: 30-36, 75-80, 2003: 

7-8, 49-60). The basic administrative units of the nomes and their subdivisions was maintained 

                                                
108 Prada (2016) equates ‘elite’ with ‘Greek’, but also mentions key early examples of representations showing 
multiple lingual, religious, and visual strategies, as for example the bilingual funerary stela of Diphilos. 
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(Hölbl 2001: 25). Ptolemaic rulers and elites also seem to have largely perpetuated existing 

forms of legitimacy in temples and the military. The active participation and negotiation of 

Egyptian temple personnel is well attested in both cult and administration contexts throughout 

the dynasty.109 Christelle Fischer-Bovet (2008: 52-56) has pushed back against a pervading 

interpretation of the negligibility of the sources to argue that Egyptian soldiers participated 

within the Ptolemaic army from the beginning of the Ptolemaic dynasty, including within the 

cleruchic systems of land-grants.110 The existing Egyptian legal structure continued alongside a 

newly-instituted Greek court system, well into the second century BCE (Mélèze Modrzejewski 

1966, 1975; D. Thompson 1994: 82; Manning 2010: 167-198). All in all, there is little evidence 

of Ptolemaic state interest in overhauling cultural identity in Egypt by spreading Greek symbols 

or practices, but rather evidence of ongoing negotiations with existing institutions and the power-

brokers within them.111 

 

New immigrants to Egypt, many of whom came to serve in the Ptolemaic army, certainly 

brought new practices with them. With close attention to numbers from army estimates and 

census documents, however, Fischer-Bovet (2011) has recently challenged the usual estimate of 

new Greek and Macedonian settlers constituting ten percent of the total population of Egypt in 

the late fourth and third centuries BCE. She approximates that the number of Greek and 

                                                
109 Moyer 2011a: 85-92; 2011c; Pfeiffer 2004; D. Thompson 1994; Manning 2010; Weber 2012. 
110 For a different understanding of the Ptolemaic army, as a Greek army with an emphasis on Greek identity, see 
Gorre 2013: 110-111. 
111 A comparative case that shows how complicated the relationship can be between the prevalence of a visual style 
and political or cultural control is Hayashida’s (1999) study of the Inka empire. Even though the Inka went well 
beyond the efforts of the Ptolemaic empire in relocating craftspeople to imperial centers, potters at imperial 
administrative centers in the Leche Valley still retained local styles and potting practices in combination with more 
imperial forms. Hayashida concluded (1999: 347) that ‘style alone is a potentially misleading indicator of the 
political context of production’ and that local or regional pottery traditions could be continued or even expanded 
under Inka control. 
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Macedonian immigrants was probably only five percent and that the major flow of immigrants 

only lasted until the mid-third century BCE. Halving the amount of new Greco-Macedonian 

settlers and curtailing the immigration influx to the third century BCE should force a 

reconsideration of how new immigrants enacted and affected material changes in Egypt. Instead 

of attributing all of the material changes solely to the cultural identities introduced by 

immigrants, it pays to explore how new objects and styles were grounded also in other social, 

economic, and material changes in the period. 

 

The upshot of this brief overview of Ptolemaic and elite material culture is to argue that elite 

symbols and practices did little to promote an exclusive Greek cultural identity. Some 

representations of power by Ptolemaic rulers and elite individuals harnessed Greek traditions and 

discourses. Many also built on existing Egyptian institutions and modes of self-presentation. 

Sharp cultural differentiation on the basis of material and visual style is not evident in the royal 

court, temple and funerary monuments, or military spheres. But three further institutions have 

often been raised as cultivating and barricading Greek cultural identity in Ptolemaic Egypt: tax 

bracketing, gymnasia, and baths.  

 

Tax exemptions are most commonly brandished as evidence that a Greek identity was regarded 

as an elite privilege in Ptolemaic Egypt. Census documents surviving on papyri from the Fayoum 

record that individuals with the label ‘Hellene’ were exempt from the obol tax (D. Thompson 

1997; Clarysse and Thompson 2006: II.52-59, 154-161). Some aspects of personal labeling in 

Ptolemaic Egypt was clearly a matter of state concern, provoking severe legal penalties for 

altering one’s stated name or ‘homeland’ (πατρίς, patris) without administrative permission 
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(BGU VI 1213, 1250; Clarysse and Thompson 2006: II.58-59; Bingen 2007: 61).112 The tax 

advantage tied to ‘Hellene’ status has been the main basis for arguing that Ptolemaic Egypt 

discriminated between its Greek and Egyptian populations.113 Yet much relies on the 

understanding of ‘Hellene’ here. Several documentary cases demonstrate individuals’ ability to 

adopt the label, which undercuts any idea that the status was solely dependent on genealogy 

(Goudriaan 1988; La’da 1994, 2003). Dorothy J. Thompson (1992, 2001) has persuasively 

argued that the tax exemption was dependent on Greek literacy, instituted in order to encourage 

individuals to master a newly-introduced language to facilitate administrative coordination.114 

The ability to assume a Greek name as well as the ‘Hellene’ label also demonstrates the 

flexibility of certain markers that used to be assumed to have clear ethnic significance (Clarysse 

1985; Quaegebeur 1992; Broux & Coussement 2014: 122). 

 

The use of a new language, a ‘Hellene’ label, and/or a new Greek name should not necessarily be 

regarded as an ethnic or cultural transformation of identity. A number of documented instances 

from the third century and into the first century BCE show individuals with two names, 

comfortable deploying either depending on the situation.115 Individuals were capable of carrying 

and using both, seemingly without personal or public friction. Nor was the use of a Greek name 

necessarily always advantageous. There could be advantages to using an Egyptian name, 

particularly in legal situations that linked the language of the contract to the prerogative of the 

                                                
112 Individuals were also required to use personal labels in legal contracts, see P.Hamb. II 168, l. 5‒10; Fischer-
Bovet forthcoming.  
113 Will 1985; McCoskey 2002. The ability to claim to be a citizen of one of the three Greek poleis of Egypt 
(Alexandria, Naukratis, Ptolemais) did have legal and civic ramifications, but these divisions are not easily 
discernible in the archaeological record of pottery, see further Chapter Five, section 5.1.3. 
114 Although only to coordinate in the upper administrative levels, as much administration in nomes still took place 
in Demotic into the second and first centuries BCE, see Clarysse & Thompson 2006: II.52‒59.   
115 Clarysse 1992; Lewis 1986; D. Thompson 1992; Gorre 2013: 111; Broux & Coussement 2014: 122-126. So too 
in Babylon with the (admittedly smaller) evidence of double Greek-Akkadian names, see Mairs 2014a: 182. 
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Egyptian or Greek court (Vandorpe 2011; Broux & Coussement 2014: 125). Documents 

associated with the notary (agoranomos) Ammonios/Pakebkis demonstrate that he switched 

between his Greek or Egyptian name based on the language of the contracts (P. Dryton 3; 

Pestman 1978: 203-210; Broux & Coussement 2014: 126). If this flexibility was not shared by 

all – as seems likely (Bagnall 1988: 22) – then having a double-name and access to certain labels 

did hold some social privilege.116 But tax exemptions also granted to other seemingly ethnic 

markers, such as ‘Persian’ and ‘Arab’, support the case that it was flexibility and not specifically 

Greek culture that the Ptolemaic tax system encouraged (Clarysse & Thompson 2006: II.157-

159; Fischer-Bovet forthcoming).117 What was advantageous and perhaps could be considered 

‘elite’ was the ability to be linguistically, legally, and administratively adept.118 

 

That being said, some individuals exempt from the salt tax do fit roles that have stronger Greek 

cultural associations. A third-century BCE letter recording a royal decree specified that teachers, 

athletic coaches, those associated with the cult of Dionysus, and victors at the games in 

Alexandria did not pay the salt tax (P.Hal.1 260-265; D. Thompson 1992: 325).119 Many of these 

roles slot well into the institution of the gymnasium. The gymnasium was adopted from Greek 

poleis, which focused on male physical and choral training as well as education (paideia; 

                                                
116 Although the traversing of naming and labelling boundaries is probably more popular than the meager evidence 
of the chance-surviving papyri suggest, see Broux & Coussement 2014: 129. 
117 The use of ‘Persian’ did not specify a genealogical or cultural association, although the use of the term in the 
third century BCE is unclear, see Fischer-Bovet 2008: 88-95. ‘Persian by descent’ seems by the second century BCE 
to have specified an inactive professional soldier in documentary sources, see Vandorpe 2008; Fischer-Bovet 2008: 
89-98. Other military markers that may have originally had an ethnic meaning (as regards ancestry) might also 
include ‘Macedonian’ (Fischer-Bovet 2008: 88-90).  
118 Which did not necessarily only mean the Greco-Macedonian military immigrants. There is a long history of 
Egyptian elite individuals integrating into and adapting the hierarchies of foreign rulers, such as Udjahorresnet under 
the Achaemenids. See further Lloyd 1982; Baines 1996; Klotz 2006; Vittmann 2009; Lloyd 2014. 
119 Also policemen too, often with Egyptian names, although this exemption seemed to represent less fiscal 
advantage, see Fischer-Bovet 2008: 55-56; Clarysse & Thompson 2006: II.54. The salt tax exemption was expanded 
to doctors and some priests in the middle of the third century BCE, see Fischer-Bovet forthcoming. 
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Troncoso 2009).120 Scholars have sometimes argued that gymnasia were only open to Greek men 

in Ptolemaic Egypt and specifically invested in cultivating a sense of Greekness in this 

community (Launey 1987; Lewis 1986: 26-27; van Nijf 2013: 316; Scholz 2015: 290-293). 

Unlike earlier institutions in poleis, however, gymnasia in Ptolemaic Egypt appear to have been 

mostly privately-organized rather than state-directed (eg. P. Enteuxis 8), and not confined to 

civic centers, ensuring that they almost certainly had different social functions than their 

forebears (Paganini 2015: 47-48; Habermann 2004: 335-338).121 In general, however, gymnasia 

seem to have continued an emphasis on military and athletic training, as well as educational and 

religious associations, as those mentioned in the royal decree (Habermann 2004: 341-344; 

Paganini 2015: 53-55).122  

 

A major difficulty of assessing the exclusivity of gymnasia members lies in the problem of the 

practice of double-names (Habermann 2004: 340); it is plausible that all male members would 

have used a Greek name in their participation, which would curtail any interpretation that relied 

on individuals’ names as evidence for or against broader participation (Paganini 2015: 56).123 

The military bearing of Ptolemaic gymnasia, however, may have necessitated a relatively open 

membership, particularly as time went on. Indeed, the devotion of gymnasium members in 

Theadelphia to Egyptian crocodile gods in the Osireion around the end of the second century 

                                                
120 Although different Classical-period cities could have quite different gymnasia practices; see, for example, the 
differences in gymnasium institutions between Athens and Macedonia in Stavrou 2016: 22.  
121 Gymnasia were founded from the start of the third century BCE onwards, across the Fayoum, as well as Lower 
and Upper Egypt. Evidence consists almost exclusively of epigraphical and documentary sources, mostly dating 
from the later Ptolemaic period (Habermann 2004: 336; Paganini 2015: 47-49). The first Ptolemaic-period 
gymnasium to be identified archaeologically is not yet published in full, but has been identified at Philoteris in the 
Fayoum region, see Römer 2017. 
122 None of these attitudes or training practices were necessarily foreign to Egypt in the fourth century BCE, see 
Stavrou 2016: 194-199. 
123 Stavrou 2016: 119-121, 165-170 discusses the evidence of gymnasiarchs and gymnasia members in Ptolemaic 
Egypt. 
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BCE (I Fayoum 2 119) shows that there was at least a development in cult practices not inherited 

or perpetuated from Classical gymnasia of the Greek mainland (Habermann 2004: 342; Fischer-

Bovet 2008: 279-281). If gymnasia were still the bastion of a cultural community in Ptolemaic 

Egypt, the ways in which Greek identity was defined seem to have changed dramatically in these 

institutions.  

 

Another institution with long-standing Greek connotations is collective bathing. Public baths 

were not a new introduction to Egypt in the Ptolemaic period, as hygienic bathing was long 

associated with Egyptian cult and cultural practices. Collective bathing did represent a slight 

change. From the third century BCE, tholos-style collective baths in a roughly circular plan 

began to appear in Egypt, with similarities to Greek models. Thirty-four of these tholos-style 

baths have been excavated in Egypt so far (Redon 2016: 60-62; Fournet & Redon 2017: 100). 

Unlike in the Roman period, Ptolemaic Egyptian baths were not connected to gymnasia but were 

often located close to temples or public buildings, although probably mostly privately leased 

(Redon 2016: 66).124 

 

Papyrological sources demonstrate that there were a wide range of individuals who used tholos 

collective baths. Individuals from different onomastic and social backgrounds appear, without 

their attendance at the baths seeming to affect their identity or status (Redon 2016: 67-69, 76). In 

that respect, such baths do not seem to have operated as exclusive spaces, invested in 

maintaining cultural boundaries (Redon 2016: 73). It is difficult to assess exactly how bathing 

practices were drawn from earlier Greek models alongside the basic tholos-style architecture. 

                                                
124 An examination of the baths and pottery assemblages found at Athribis takes place in Chapter Seven, section 
7.1.2. 
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The difficulty stems from Egyptian dominance of the archaeological corpus of bathing evidence: 

about half of all known bathing structures in the Greek tholos-style have been excavated in 

Egypt (Lucore 2016: 329). Within the tholos-style, baths in Egypt continue to have individual 

hip-tubs placed in a circle while many parts of the Mediterranean were investing in circular 

collective pools (Redon 2016: 63, 2017: 8). Egypt also has the majority of side-by-side tholoi in 

bathing structures, perhaps for the separation of male and female bathers (supported by papyri: 

Lucore 2016: 330, 335). Gender separation and preference for individual tubs may represent a 

particularly Egyptian approach to bathing, where the collective bathing model was adapted and 

developed according to local customs and needs (Redon 2017: 8). The quantity of both large and 

small bathing structures certainly demonstrates the success of collective bathing in Ptolemaic 

Egypt (Redon 2016: 65).  

 

With such complicated self-styling, even at the very top of the Ptolemaic administration, the 

conflation of ‘Greek’ with ‘elite’ in Egypt in this period is unconvincing. No one exclusive 

visual style was emanating from the Ptolemaic court, nor shared by elite individuals in high-

ranking administrative, religious, or military roles. Instead, iconography grounded in Egyptian 

modes, as well as new combinations of attributes drawing on previously-disparate styles, 

characterizes Ptolemaic-period monuments, statues, and inscriptions.125 Even those elements that 

do seem more pointedly Greek – like literary poetry composed in the Ptolemaic court – did not 

inherit cultural styles and boundaries from immigrants. Cultural traditions from a variety of 

Greek and Macedonian regions were actively re-constructed in the kingdom, opening space for 

ideologies and constructions of Egyptian kingship to resonate in Ptolemaic royal image-making. 

                                                
125 See, for example, the combination of Egyptian male striding statue types in hard stones with headbands in Moyer 
2011c. 
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The re-making of tradition subverts any equation of a Greek visual style and an upholding of 

Greek cultural identity as trickling down from the Ptolemaic upper echelons to the population 

more broadly. 

 

Defensiveness about cultural identity also does not strongly characterize Ptolemaic 

administrative and social institutions. Tax brackets and gymnasia do seem to have used and 

deployed linguistic markers once associated with ethnic distinctions. But the spread of gymnasia 

and collective baths throughout Egypt seemed to trade on developing intersections with Egyptian 

practices, once again re-making the institutions for the new Ptolemaic setting. The ability to 

become a ‘Hellene’ for tax exemptions also points to incorporation and flexibility. Moreover, 

having one sort of privilege like a tax exemption or polis citizenship does not necessarily equal 

‘elite’.126 The evidence of double-names in documentary evidence demonstrates that a Greek 

name was not equally advantageous everywhere and that any privileges were not incompatible 

with an Egyptian name and social role. 

 

Finally, how any partitioning of the population by the Ptolemaic state either accords with or 

stems from objects and material attributes is conjectural, if not doubtful. As will be explored in 

Chapter Three, pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt deserves consideration on material terms rather 

than simply as expressions of divisions found in poetry, letters, contracts, or census documents. 

The flexibility tolerated in the literary and documentary evidence, however, encourages an 

equally adaptive and relational understanding of the material culture. Use of the label of 

‘Hellene’ within Ptolemaic Egypt suggests a certain flexibility of terms and practices taken up 

                                                
126 For skepticism about the conflation of ‘Greek’ with ‘elite’ in gymnasia in the Roman period, see van Minnen 
2002. 
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from the Greco-Macedonian dynasts and immigrants. Moreover, ideas about Greekness were not 

fixed, universal, and ready-for-export, but rather developed in concert with their movement and 

change over time (Stavrianopoulou 2013). Ptolemaic pottery therefore did not inherit a meaning 

and expression of Greek culture from similar pottery from the Aegean and eastern 

Mediterranean, but remade meaning in Ptolemaic Egypt through the relations of resemblance, 

production, use, replication, and value. 

 

2.4 Summary 

Poking holes in Hellenization is not a new endeavor. As a terminology to describe cultural 

changes in Egypt from the fourth century BCE, it has been forcefully repudiated (Fischer-Bovet 

2008: 11; Landvatter 2013: 15-18). The framework implies cultural homogeneity that is not 

supported by the archaeological evidence, as well as characterizes Egyptians as entirely passive 

recipients of cultural changes – a none-too-subtle inheritance of modern colonialism (Samuel 

1983: 122). Critics have shown that any simple framework dividing ‘Greek’ and ‘Egyptian’ 

where one side affected the other obscures a whole variety of social and material processes at 

work. Over-reliance on Hellenization also masks different responses and conceals regional 

variation under one homogenizing rubric. Scholars have objected to the lack of analytical focus 

on who enacted changed practices, and how or why changes occurred. Hellenization perpetuates 

an overly uniform and passive view of the way changes take effect and materialize in the 

archaeological record.127  

 

                                                
127 Perhaps needless to say, I remain unconvinced by authors who think that the terminology and framework of 
Hellenization accurately describes a phenomenon and can be separated from its colonial overtones, as in Thonemann 
2015: 87-88. I share similar doubts about Roth’s (2003) statement that Romanization is both a convenient and 
neutral term because its ‘original implications are now so widely rejected.’ 
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Nonetheless, even rejecters of Hellenization have had difficulties fully expunging its legacy and 

offering alternative theories of archaeological interpretation. As Stephanie Langin-Hooper (2007: 

146) has reflected:  

While this call [to avoid Hellenization] has been a particularly important one, it has 
not been, as yet, universally heeded, nor have many alternative models of social 
interaction, which do allow for regional variation (as opposed to universal 
‘Hellenising’ processes) and cross-cultural interaction without complete 
acculturation, been developed. 

Many of the difficulties for developing new approaches hinge on the recognition that 

certain material attributes – commonly termed koine and new to Egypt around the end of 

the fourth century BCE – share similarities with objects found around the Aegean, Asia 

Minor, Syria, the Levantine coast, and beyond. Although newer uses of the terminology of 

koine have tried to assert more varied reasoning beyond cultural imitation for the spread of 

material traits, the links between koine and Greekness threatens to hinder progress. 

 

Some alternative insights have gained currency in scholarship. Postcolonial theory has 

been crucial in recognizing the complexity of cultural interaction beyond merely 

assimilation or resistance. A panoply of terms such as hybridity, creolization, 

entanglement, and middle-ground attempt to capture the innovative and various material 

consequences of intercultural encounters. Postcolonial theory therefore tries to analyze the 

variety of ‘vectors of social interaction than simply those of “colonizer” and “colonized”’ 

(Silliman 2010: 31). Moreover, postcolonial approaches – with a distinct leaning towards 

object consumption, rather than production – have emphasized the ability of objects to 

undergo huge variations in use, classification, value, and meaning, depending on the 

different social, cultural, and economic relations through which they move. In that respect, 
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studying objects within local contexts provides a necessary counterbalance to a 

homogenizing Hellenization approach.  

 

Yet an exclusive focus on local context can downplay or even outright ignore how 

material similarities relate to one another or become widespread. Globalization models 

have attempted to analyze material culture on multiple scales, recognizing broader 

similarities while also acknowledging the importance of local relations that surround them. 

Globalization theory has moved the conversation forward by explicitly decentering its 

analysis (Van Oyen 2015b: 644). Scholars like Søren Handberg and Jan Jacobsen (2011: 

175) have also attempted to explore the widespread imitation of Greek-looking material 

traits while wresting the interpretation from narratives of cultural domination. Often, 

however, the analysis is reduced to merely describing local differences and broader 

similarities; as Versluys (2013: 430) puts it, ‘almost nowhere does this koine look exactly 

the same’. Descriptions oscillate between ‘local’ and ‘global’, without exploring how 

constructions of material similarity and difference interpenetrate and affect one another 

over multiple scales. Koine is left as a widespread veneer that is overlain across fixed local 

homogeneity (Cameron 1992: 287; van der Enden 2013: 30). 

 

More particularly, the insight of postcolonial and globalization models has had little purchase on 

the study of Ptolemaic Egyptian pottery. In practice, meaning-making is conservative and the 

framework of Hellenization is pervasive. Rendering certain ceramic forms, attributes, and styles 

as having a fixed Greek meaning ensures that they are only able to be adopted or imitated by the 

population in Egypt. The frameworks of Hellenization, Hellenizing, and koine provide a ready 
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answer to the question of why such pottery features were adopted: because elites in Ptolemaic 

Egypt were culturally Greek and the pottery expressed sought-after Greek cultural identities. Yet 

the realms of elite and Greek – even as broadly drawn as possible – did not always overlap. 

Recent reappraisals have done much to demonstrate how boundaries of material culture and style 

imagined between Greek and Egyptian were by no means clear-cut, even for the Ptolemaic rulers 

themselves.  

 

The analytical impasse created by conservative definitions of koine objects and attributes 

with relation to Greek culture, set uneasily alongside a postcolonial compunction to 

recognize local contexts and agency, calls for new perspectives. After a review of the ways 

in which Ptolemaic pottery is currently presented and interpreted, the following chapter 

will explore how pottery across wide areas can be explored without tying ceramic 

similarity to cultural emulation or by downplaying the widespread nature of ceramic 

similarities.  
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Hellenistic pottery has been neglected, and deservedly... 

㸫R.M. Cook (1960: 194) 
 

 

Chapter Three 

Ptolemaic Pottery 

 

I now turn to the scholarship on pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt to explain how different models – 

including Hellenization, postcolonialism, and globalization – have shaped the interpretation of 

pottery assemblages from this region. Studies focused on ceramic vessels from Egypt are often 

not explicit about the theoretical frameworks that guide their presentation and interpretation. 

Gates-Foster (2011: 803, 2012) notes that archaeological studies of pottery from all periods of 

Egyptian history have only recently and sporadically considered social theory and have generally 

not ‘kept pace’ with broader scholarship.128 Nonetheless, implicit ideas about similarity have 

underlain the analysis of pottery. Ceramicists showed an initial interest in imported fine wares 

and foreign styles to track immigration, before broadening their concerns around the end of the 

twentieth century to cooking vessels and coarse wares to provide a fuller picture of the variety of 

pottery used by all communities in Ptolemaic Egypt. A purported koine of similar ceramic traits 

shared between Egypt and sites across the eastern Mediterranean has served as a guiding 

touchstone for both fine and coarse pottery interpretation. 

                                                
128 For a critique of the lack of theorization in studies of eastern Mediterranean pottery more broadly, see van der 
Enden 2013: 24, 27-28. Drougou (2014) provides a concise overview of the progress of pottery chronologies and 
studies on the Hellenistic world, from the work of Homer and Dorothy Burr Thompson in the 1930s through to the 
present day. 
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3.1 Ptolemaic pottery and chronology 

Pottery initially appealed to archaeologists working at sites from Ptolemaic Egypt as 

straightforward tools for chronology. Flinders Petrie (1892: 158) was an early promoter of 

pottery as essential to the dating of archaeological sites in Egypt. Ptolemaic ceramic vessels 

resisted easy temporal arrangement, however. Petrie (1910b: 128) considered ‘debasement’ to be 

the main characteristic of the pottery of the period.129 In the mid-1930s after decades of 

archaeological work, Robert Mond and Oliver Myers (1934: 83) were still lamenting the lack of 

regard given to pottery of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods and their inability to compare 

material they had excavated to a well-dated corpus.130 They attributed the paucity of scholarship 

to the undistinguished and largely undecorated pottery from Egypt in this period, as well as the 

interest of archaeologists in other well-preserved materials, such as papyri. 

 

Elaborately-decorated pots excavated from Ptolemaic sites were predominantly imports or 

imitations of fine tableware that was made elsewhere in the Aegean or southern Italy. As these 

southern Italian and Aegean vessels were better-known and dated, the imports provided 

chronological anchors for archaeologists working in Egypt. Therefore, the chronology of 

Egyptian pottery in the Ptolemaic period was initially built on imports and their identified 

imitations.131 Alexandria as a prime destination for imports was particularly central to this 

                                                
129 Alternatively, W.M.F. Petrie (1910b: 131) noted that this period was characterized by ‘soft red pottery’. No 
pottery makes it into the figures of his Arts and crafts of ancient Egypt volume (1910b). 
130 See also Rostovtzeff’s (1941: 919) summary a few years later: ‘Lastly, as regards pottery, we know practically 
nothing of the ware used and made in Egypt and especially in Alexandria in the second and first centuries B.C. No 
comprehensive study of the pottery of this period has ever been made.’ The need for manuals of Egyptian pottery 
and the backlog of unpublished sherds and vessels making comparative work difficult remained a concern in the 
mid-1970s, see D. Arnold et al 1975: 21-22. 
131 Coulson & Leonard 1981: 148; Venit 1982; Rouillard 1985; Allen 1982; Holladay 1982. A similar situation can 
be seen in North American archaeology, as European trade goods were primarily used as dating markers for contact-
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endeavor (Rostovtzeff 1941: 159-161; Fraser 1972: 138-154).  

 

More recent and more comprehensive publications of pottery from Ptolemaic-period sites have 

broadened and refined pottery typologies and chronologies (Gates-Foster 2005: 121-122).132 

David Aston (1999) and Andrea Berlin (2001) developed extensive typologies for vessel forms 

found in Upper and Lower Egypt, respectively. Consistent publication of pottery from extensive 

excavations at Berenike (Tomber 1998, 1999), Tebtynis (Marchand 1996, 2002; Ballet & 

Południkiewicz 2012), and the western oases (Gill 2016) has allowed for greater regional 

distinctions. Such publications continue to provide crucial reference corpora for understanding 

the dating of pottery in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt in greater detail. Clear chronological 

definition is still lacking for some pottery, though whether this is due to the invariability of the 

ceramic forms and fabrics or the lack of clear stratigraphic assemblages remains unclear (Aston 

1999: 247, 330).133 

 

3.2 Ptolemaic pottery and the koine 

Once the process of sketching the chronological contours was underway, archaeologists turned to 

other facets of Ptolemaic-period pottery, seeking to understand how pottery can shed light on 

social, cultural, and economic conditions of Ptolemaic Egypt. The legacy of referring to pottery 

from sites outside Egypt continued to shape these subsequent lines of analysis, however. 

Similarities with the Aegean and eastern Mediterranean were the primary point of departure, 

                                                
period sites, see Kidd 1954; Quimby 1966 as discussed in Mullins 2011: 135-136. The usefulness of this scheme for 
dating has recently been revised in Manning et al 2018. 
132 Although the earlier laments of Mond and Myers were echoed well into the 1980s and 1990s, as by Jeffreys & 
Smith (1988: 21): ‘dating of domestic pottery made in Egypt during the 4th century BC and the Ptolemaic period is 
at present ill-defined and urgently needs analysis.’ 
133 The implications for my study of such unclear chronologies are explored further in Chapter Four, section 4.2.5. 
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linking Egypt with the broader region through similarities in pottery forms and appearances. 

Even before the term koine was used to describe these similarities,134 Mikhail Rostovtzeff (1941: 

1208-1211) had identified ‘pan-Hellenistic’ vessels. Endeavors to describe and interpret a 

ceramic koine dominate discussions of pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

A basic assumption of an identified material koine is that its presence must denote or express 

something in common. Object similarities stand in as markers of other shared characteristics. 

Ceramicists often divide local products from imports in their classifications, although the term 

koine typically covers similar pottery from different regions. But a commonplace in ceramic 

studies has been that Ptolemaic Egypt had comparatively fewer imported pottery sherds than 

surrounding regions of the eastern Mediterranean in the same time period (Berlin 2001: 27).135 

The relative scarcity has sometimes been attributed to stringent controls that the Ptolemaic 

administration placed on coinage exchange and import duties, making imported goods available 

only to the wealthiest few (Stone 2013: 295). Although fewer imports could imply Egypt’s 

isolation from neighboring regions, the paucity has mainly been held up to signify the opposite. 

The dominance of locally-made pottery with similarities to sites further afield is instead regarded 

as indicative of strong interaction and integration between these areas (Rostovtzeff 1941: 367, 

533; Ballet 2002; Marchand 2002: 254; Herbert & Berlin 2003: 45; Ladstätter 2010: 455). 

Following scholars of earlier periods in Egyptian history – who predominantly attributed 

imported pottery to temporary populations such as mercenaries and traders (eg. Cook 1937; 

Niemeier 2001: 22-23) – imported pottery has tended to be regarded as not having a far-reaching 

                                                
134 See the discussion at the beginning of Chapter Two. 
135 The domination of local products rather than imported pottery is clear from most sites, see for example 
Myśliwiec 1994. 
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or long-lasting impact on Egyptian society. In contrast, ceramicists have interpreted Egyptian-

made vessels showing similarities with pottery further afield as deeply-entrenched responses to 

local demand as well as requiring important changes in pottery production.136 Pots made in 

Egypt have therefore been marshalled to show a strong adherence to a ceramic koine. 

 

As with diffusion and acculturation paradigms in archaeology, the search for the origin or 

prototype flavors all ceramic similarities. For pottery in the eastern Mediterranean from the 

fourth to second centuries BCE, Athens has occupied a position as the fount of the ceramic 

koine. Part of this is attributable to the site’s intensive archaeological excavation and publication 

history through the Athenian Agora project. The wealth of material provides a ready corpus of 

relatively well-stratified archaeological objects from which to draw comparisons (Rotroff 1982, 

1997, 2006a). However, as the quintessential Greek city-state, Athens’ domination in cultural 

histories of the eastern Mediterranean has also propelled the site and its pottery to the forefront 

of narratives about ceramic koine. Scholars have long assumed and accepted its material 

precedence. For Rostovtzeff (1941: 159-161), for example, Athens led the ‘spirit of the times’ 

within pottery styles in the early third century BCE. References to Athenian and Aegean pottery 

therefore crowd Ptolemaic pottery discussions.  

 

The four features on which I have chosen to focus are central to discussions of ceramic 

characterization and similarity across Ptolemaic Egypt. Black slip pottery, moldmade pottery, the 

                                                
136 Peignard-Giros (2007: 205) has also asserted that imitated Greek and Roman pottery are markers of ‘true 
acculturation’. In his assessment of the Late Bronze Age koine of Mycenaean ceramic imports and locally-made 
vessels, van Wijngaarden (2008: 126) similarly noted that these different material interactions result in different 
archaeological interpretations: imports signify trade relations while imitations signify migrations of people. Such a 
simplistic division does not do justice to many other consumption and material possibilities, see further in this 
Chapter, section 3.4. 
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incurved rim bowl form, and the casserole form have played important roles in the assessment of 

the ceramic koine across the eastern Mediterranean during this period. Therefore, each of the 

four features figures prominently in the following review of interpretations and approaches to 

Ptolemaic pottery. Noting sources and similarities is one side of a koine discussion; 

understanding and explaining those similarities is the other. Interpretation of the ceramic koine 

has evolved largely in step with the archaeological interpretations of material similarity in the 

latter half of the twentieth century. 

 

In an influential study, Lisa Hannestad (1983) interpreted koine pottery production as a material 

map of Greek colonization and settlement in the Near East. Her direct equation of Greeks with 

Greek-looking pots owed its foundation to a culture-history approach to material styles in which 

pottery and people are closely homologous. Hannestad (2001: 11) subsequently followed this 

evaluation with the conclusion that imitations in local clays fulfilled the same role as imports, 

serving as familiar tablewares for Greek settlers in sites in Babylonia and Bactria. Likewise, 

Annette Peignard-Giros (2007: 212-213) suggested that ‘Hellenization’ of pottery in the Near 

East should generally be tied to the presence of Greco-Macedonian settlers demanding forms that 

they recognize. In Egypt, a clear idea that Greek pots were confined to Greek people already had 

its roots in analyses of the Late Period and particularly the settlement of Naukratis.137 It was an 

easy endeavor to extend this interpretation to the Ptolemaic period, where immigration has long 

been assumed to have transformed the country. As an example, Berlin (2001: 32) has argued that 

the distribution of casseroles ‘probably reflects the broad settlement of Greeks in this region’.138  

                                                
137 Cook 1937; Braun 1982; Villing & Schlotzhauer 2006: 5, 65; Boardman 2006. 
138 For earlier Egyptian periods, Bader (2012: 221-222) also interpreted changes in cookware shapes as more likely 
than other functional categories to be material evidence of immigrants in Egypt. See also this interpretation of 
casseroles forms found in pottery assemblages at Priene (Amicone et al 2014: 2), Gordion (S. Stewart 2010: 169, 
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Yet there was also recognition that changes in pottery forms and appearances might be due to 

other factors beyond migration. As dissected in the previous chapter, Hellenization has long 

underpinned the interpretation of a material koine of the eastern Mediterranean in the third and 

second centuries BCE.139 Pottery in Egypt with similarities to pottery in other parts of the 

Aegean and Levant is therefore most commonly used to infer connections between broad regions 

with shared Greek cultural goals (Berlin 2013b; Peignard-Giros 2007). A stated interest of the 

recent publication of pottery from Tebtynis was precisely to assess Greek cultural influence at 

the site through the adoption of Mediterranean prototypes (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 1). 

Admittedly, it is sometimes unclear whether references to Hellenization necessarily imply the 

full suite of Greek cultural aspirations as passed down from a new elite, or simply describe 

formal or decorative changes in the pottery corpus.140 Often, however, the elite and cultural 

elements lie as implicit assumptions, providing the self-evident reasons for material changes. In 

such a schema, the distinctions often collapse between Hellenization as a wave of cultural 

change or Hellenizing as a choice of individuals. 

 

Therefore, whether explicitly termed Hellenization or not, many changes in the pottery of 

                                                
228), and Tell Anafa (Berlin 1997a: 21). In contrast, Iacovou (2005: 128) has written about Cyprus in the early Iron 
Age: ‘Pottery of Aegean type, mass-produced on the wheel during an international age by an industrialised society, 
cannot qualify as archaeological proof of immigration.’ 
139 For example, Gjerstad (1960: 105) on Cyprus: ‘in the Cypro-Classical period new koine tendencies appear, 
preparing the uniform civilization of Hellenistic and Roman times’. 
140 As in ceramic analysis in other parts of the eastern Mediterranean in this time period. van der Enden (2013: 97) – 
while acknowledging that Hellenization is ‘somewhat misplaced’ because cultural contact was not unidirectional or 
monolithic – has used the term to serve as a shorthand to describe changes in the pottery in Greece and Asia Minor. 
So too Wells (2012: 269) characterized the Hellenization of domestic worship and dining forms at Gordion as ‘not at 
the expense of tradition’. Stewart (2010: 236) also noted that Hellenization in the domestic pottery at Gordion 
spanned many emulative behaviors, ranging from the imitation of new styles to the adoption of new dining 
behaviors.  
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Ptolemaic Egypt are credited solely to the Greek cultural milieu of the new dynasty and elite.141 

Black slip pottery – noted from the earliest days of interest in Ptolemaic archaeology142 – 

represents one major category (Fig. 1.5). Helen Jacquet-Gordon (1997) ascribed the appearance 

of a black slip surface on ceramic vessels in Egypt to the influx of Greco-Macedonian colonists 

under the Ptolemaic rulers. These colonists brought with them a preference for black-slipped 

tableware, which was widespread in the third and second centuries BCE in the Aegean and 

eastern Mediterranean (Heinze 2014: 318; van der Enden 2013: 31). The few sherds and vessels 

with distinctive and shiny black surfaces of Gnathian and Attic-style imports found in 

Alexandria served as a foundation for the Egyptian imitation (Morel 1995). In Jacquet-Gordon’s 

interpretation, the black slip vessels made of Egyptian clays constituted the tableware of Greek 

immigrants unable to afford imported vessels, as well as indigenous inhabitants keen to emulate 

the dining accoutrements of the new elite.143 Jacquet-Gordon noted twelve sites in Egypt that had 

finds of pottery with black slip. James Gill (2012a) extended this total to forty-one, including 

sites in Upper Egypt and the Dakhleh Oasis. The designation of black slip pottery as a ‘prestige 

pottery’ emulating Greek imports and a material sign of Hellenization is widespread (de Rodrigo 

2003: 103; Ballet 2002: 91; Defernez 2002: 244).          

            

Black slip sherds might retain ‘prestigious’ associations but other characteristics of the Ptolemaic 

participation in the ceramic koine are more commonplace. The incurved rim bowl remains the 

most-cited bowl form in publications of pottery in the eastern Mediterranean from the fourth to 

                                                
141 This summary will focus on the interpretation of dining and cooking vessels, but pottery specific to funerary 
contexts has also sparked discussions about cultural changes. One significant example is the category of Hadra 
vases, see Callaghan 1983; Callaghan & Jones 1985; Enklaar 1985, 1998b: 271; Rotroff 1997: 223-225.  
142 W.M.F. Petrie 1906, 1907; Michalowski et al. 1950; Charlesworth 1969. 
143 Compare a similar interpretation of Egyptian-looking objects in the Levant in the Late Bronze Age as 
representing both Egyptian immigrants and aspirational locals in Hulin 2013: 354. 
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the first centuries BCE (Berlin 2001: 30; Fig. 1.3). For many archaeologists, the form is 

tantamount to a material hallmark for the Ptolemaic period.144 Incurved rim bowls are especially 

common in assemblages from Egypt and the southern Levant during the third and second 

centuries BCE,145 although they also appear in fourth-century BCE contexts (Defernez 2002: 

241).146 As with many aspects of the koine, incurved rim bowls loom large in any argument 

about Egypt’s Hellenization. Berlin (2013b) linked the distribution of the incurved rim bowl 

form with the influence of Alexander and his Successors. Her model posited a trickle-down 

process from the aesthetic preferences of the Greco-Macedonian elite. The example shows the 

slippage between Hellenization and Hellenizing; Berlin proposed that consumers of incurved rim 

bowls chose to emulate the material of the Greco-Macedonian elite, but the ‘choice’ still entails a 

unidirectional and unarticulated flow of influence from prototype to imitation. Other pottery 

characteristics that are variously attributed to the introduction and imitation of Greek vessels by 

immigrants and inhabitants of Ptolemaic Egypt include the decorative schemes of pilgrim flasks 

(Seif el-Din 1992), floral painting motifs found mainly on jars from the Fayoum, Upper Egypt, 

and the Dakhleh Oasis (Bourriau 1981; Pierrat-Bonnefois 2002: 177; Schreiber 2003; Gill 2016: 

52-53; cf. Marchand 2013: 245-246), and further forms of drinking and tableware vessels 

(Élaigne 2002; Berlin 2001: 27-31).147  

 

                                                
144 The earliest identified example of the incurved rim bowl occurs in Athens in the fourth century BCE, see Sparkes 
& Talcott 1970: 131; Rotroff 2006a: 115. For examples from many different regions, see van der Enden 2013: 30, 
161; James 2014: 54; Kögler 2014: 157; Puschnigg 2008: 117; Berlin 1997a: 72-75; Stone 2012: 137-138; 
Hannestad 2001: 11; S. Stewart 2010: 196, 231; Hayes 1995: 38, 1991: 26-27; Schäfer 1968: 37-38; Jackson 2002: 
109-112. 
145 Myśliwiec 1988: 192; Myśliwiec & Tomasz 1988: 184; Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003: 135; Berlin 2001: 
27; Bailey 2004: 301; Aston 1999: 249; Élaigne 2002: 160; Hudson 2014b: 18, 2014a: 242; Schreiber 2003: 26. 
146 See further Chapter Seven, section 7.1. 
147 Such as the skyphoi, kraters, and unguentaria mentioned in Chapter One, section 1.2, as well as distinctive 
tableware forms of thickened rim saucers, everted rim bowls, and deep carinated bowls. 
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Scholars have also emphasized changes in production methods. For instance, black slip 

tablewares necessitated an expansion in reduction pottery firing.148 In Egypt, potters began to 

produce tableware forms in black slip seemingly in the mid to late fourth century BCE, although 

the exact date is uncertain (Herbert & Berlin 2003: 27; Defernez 2002: 243; Marchand 2002: 

250). By the second century BCE, black slip tableware was widely distributed in Egypt and its 

production continued into the first century CE (Berlin 2001: 28; French 1997: 143). Pascale 

Ballet has published extensively on the production of black slip pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt, 

particularly focusing on the excavations of kilns from Buto (Tell Fara’in) (Ballet 2004; Ballet et 

al 2006). Ballet proposed that Buto was one of only a few sites to produce black slip pottery in 

the Ptolemaic period; its exclusivity lay in the need for reduction-firing installations and 

techniques not previously used for tablewares in Egypt (Ballet & Vichy 1992: 112). Ballet 

(1998) also attributed a leading role in the production of black slip pottery to the site of 

Alexandria, due to its presumed status as a Greek cultural hub. Ballet therefore dovetailed an 

exclusive production know-how with the use of black slip tableware by those with Greek cultural 

aspirations.  

 

Another introduction that implicates new production methods is moldmade relief (or ‘Megarian’) 

bowls (Fig. 1.6). This bowl form is a thin-walled hemispherical vessel with molded decoration 

on the external walls, either possessing a slightly everted, inverted, or vertical rim (Rotroff 

1982a: 4). Often cited as the most widespread drinking vessel in the eastern Mediterranean 

during the second century BCE,149 moldmade relief bowls and other moldmade tableware appear 

                                                
148 Confusion about the exact process used to achieve black slip pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt is explored further in 
Chapter Six, section 6.1.2. 
149 Rotroff 1982b: 335, 2006c: 376; Rogl 2014: 113; Edwards 1975: 6; Schäfer 1968: 64-65; Schmaltz 1996: 71; 
Hayes 1991: 13; Haas 1998: 67; Parlasca 1955: 130; Pieridou 1969: 69; Siebert 1978: 56. 
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in several contexts in Egypt.150 Molding a pot involves a distinctive process of production that 

separates it from other hand or wheel-thrown methods. The process necessitated new production 

techniques and materials, as well as enabling new designs and easy multiplication (Drougou 

2014: 149; Mairs 2014a).151  

 

In some cases, the designs found on ceramic relief bowls may have been directly molded from 

metal vessels (Edgar 1907; Rotroff 1982a: 4, 1982b: 334, 2006c: 372). A century of scholarship 

has debated the origins of these designs, due to decorative links to silver and faience vessels 

from Egypt.152 Rostovtzeff (1941: 370) proposed that Alexandrian potters had ‘Egyptianized’ an 

otherwise Greek form. More recently, Susan Rotroff (1982a, 1982b: 331, 2006c: 359-363) 

attributed the first appearance of ceramic relief bowls in Athens to Athenian diplomatic links 

with the Ptolemaic dynasty.153 Any Egyptian origins of metal or ceramic relief bowls has not 

affected the status of the ceramic relief bowls as a key component of the koine of the eastern 

Mediterranean in the second and first centuries BCE, however. The ceramic forms still draw 

attention as a ‘Greek style’ that spread from the Aegean world across the eastern Mediterranean, 

the Black Sea, Egypt, and the Near East. As so often, the distribution is interpreted as a sign of 

the shared cultural Greekness of elites in these distant regions.  

 

Attention to the technical changes required to produce moldmade and black slip pottery has 

                                                
150 Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 133-138; Południkiewicz 2000: 264-266; Młynarczyk 2009: 211; Mandel-Elzinga 
1988. 
151 The significance of these new methods and affordances is explored in detail in Chapter Six, section 6.2. 
152 Rotroff 1982a: 6; Courby 1922: 424; Parlasca 1955: 137; Mandel-Elzinga 1988: 248-252; Edwards 1975: 151ff. 
153 Moldmade relief bowls appear in archaeological deposits in Athens dating to the last quarter of the third century 
BCE, which is a few decades before they first occur at other sites around the Aegean and eastern Mediterranean, see 
Rotroff 1982b: 331; Rogl 2014: 131; Lund 2014: 298, 2015: 104; Edwards 1975: 6; Pieridou 1969: 69; Hausmann 
1996: 104-106.  
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therefore tended to reinforce Hellenization firmly on both sides of Egyptian production and 

consumption of pottery. Scholars have proposed deep-seated transformations beyond the use of 

particular motifs or decorative schemes (Marchand 2002: 254). Demand for a particular 

appearance or material can affect the way that objects are produced (M. Smith 1999: 126). There 

is a general sense that technologies require more conscious and thoughtful adoption than 

decoration. For example, in reference to the material koine and its similarities in the Hellenistic 

period, Papantoniou (2012: 31) has stated:  

While style for instance, can be transferred without the presence of people who 
have actual knowledge of it, the adoption of new technologies or ideologies 
apparently requires the presence of people who can demonstrate ways of doing 
things and ways of thinking about them. 

Nonetheless, recognizing potential differences in the transmission of ‘styles’ and ‘technologies’ 

has not resulted in different explanations of their adoption but has instead simply deepened 

scholars’ assessment of acculturation. Moreover, any stark division of style from technology of 

production threatens to undo the gains made in ceramic analysis, which emphasize that style can 

reside in multiple decisions in potting practices (Lechtman 1977; Sackett 1990; Dietler & 

Herbich 1994). New technical strategies and practices in forming and firing pottery have been 

emphatically slotted into a Hellenization framework and envisioned as affecting people in 

workshops as well as in houses, temples, and other public spaces in Ptolemaic Egypt.154 With 

this understanding, Paesis and his fellow potters either adopted or sustained potting practices 

according to the same cultural allegiances that purportedly affected the consumers of the koine 

pottery. 

                                                
154 See the literature about social identities associated with production, such as Mills 2016: 248. This is a field that 
builds on studies on ceramic sociology and learning behavior, where increased material similarity is taken as an 
index of increased human interaction, whether organized by kinship or another social mechanism, as for example in 
Longacre 1970; Deetz 1965. 
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A final addition that has deepened but not challenged Hellenization as an interpretative 

framework is a broader interest in utilitarian pottery. Studies of Ptolemaic pottery initially 

focused on decorated vessels and fine tablewares as more easily distinguished and dated. The 

field expanded to encompass a fuller extent of the archaeological pottery record including 

storage vessels, cooking vessels, and coarsewares.155 As with the interest in production changes, 

attention to more utilitarian material seems to have lent especial weight to acculturation 

interpretations. Potters and consumers in Ptolemaic Egypt did not merely change their dining 

vessels but also cooking vessels.156 New forms included the angled-rim cooking pot and the 

casserole, found in contexts in Egypt that date from the end of the fourth century or start of the 

third century BCE.157 The casserole form differed from previous Egyptian cooking vessels by its 

relatively shallow shape and the provision for a lid, which facilitated particular types of food 

preparation (Fig. 1.4). The wide mouth affords greater evaporation and larger morsels of meat 

than a cooking pot with a narrower neck and lends itself to stewing and frying (S. Stewart 2010: 

81, 170; Berlin 1999: 52, 2001: 31; Rotroff 2006a: 179).  

 

Cooking methods and the dishes that result often lie at the heart of the daily practices that, 

through repetition, constitute cultural and social identity. If cooking practices changed, this 

                                                
155 Following the broader methodological call that only with a full view of the types of pottery could archaeologists 
assess popularity and change, see Orton & Hughes 2013: 60-61. 
156 Hayes & Harlaut 2002; Harlaut 1998, 2002; Berlin 2001: 31; Bailey 2004: 301. 
157 Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 67-68; Berlin 2001: 31; Harlaut 2002: 267; Hudson 2014b. The form was first 
made in Athens in the latter half of the fifth century BCE; in publications of Athenian and other Greek mainland 
excavations, the vessel is called a ‘lopas’ from ancient Greek literary sources that specify a vessel for cooking fish 
(Sparkes & Talcott 1970: 227; Rotroff 2006a: 178-179). Sparkes & Talcott (1970: 227) argue that the term 
‘casserole’ has too many deceptive modern associations, but the ‘lopas’ terminology potentially has as many pitfalls 
in too narrowly defining the vessel with reference to ancient literature. By the middle of the first century BCE, the 
form regularly appeared at sites around the Aegean, the Black Sea, Cyprus, the southern Levant, and Mesopotamia, 
see Rotroff 2006a: 185; Gabrieli & Merryweather 2002: 36; Hayes 1991: 81-82; Hannestad 2001: 13.  
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might imply a corresponding change to the practices connected to commensality (Mills 2008: 

254; Villing & Spataro 2015: 13-14; van der Veen 2003: 417; Greene 2008: 73). New cookware 

forms also potentially heralded the introduction of new methods of food preparation, which also 

might include new food products (Berlin et al 2003; Berlin 1999).158 Culinary change is often 

linked with the introduction of new agricultural products, as found in papyrological documentary 

sources of Ptolemaic Egypt.159 Current interpretations of new cookware forms therefore treat 

changes in culinary practices as tied to either the presence or the emulation of Greek people and 

cultural practices.160 Scholars such as Sylvie Marchand (2002: 254) and Berlin (2001: 32) have 

argued that changes to the shapes of cooking pots signify more profound changes in the cultural 

practices of cooking and dining in Ptolemaic Egypt, which stretch beyond the mere fashionable 

imitation of fineware pottery. As Sharon Herbert and Berlin assessed the pottery assemblage 

excavated at Koptos, they concluded (2003: 45): 

The beginning of the Hellenistic ceramic sequence is marked by the appearance of 
locally manufactured shapes, types and wares that largely emulate the ceramics of 
the Hellenistic Mediterranean. This ‘Hellenization’ can be seen in every functional 
category, a point that underscores the breadth and depth of the change. 

In other words, attention to ceramic production and more utility wares has largely served to give 

greater weight to a Greek cultural explanation, rather than expanding the reasons provided for 

changes in pottery. 

 

Once the pattern was established – linking pottery changes to Greek prototypes and then 

                                                
158 See similar interpretations of casseroles as demonstrating Greek-style cooking at Tel Kedesh and Akko-
Ptolemais in Stone 2012: 77, 100, 146, 178, 283, 2013: 295. For casseroles and Greek cultural habits more 
generally, see Fenn & Römer-Strehl 2013: 379. 
159 Such as the papyri in Pestman 1981. The biggest change was the switch in grains from emmer wheat to durum: 
Crawford 1979: 140.  
160 Proposing that new forms accompany new dining and cooking practices is common beyond studies of Ptolemaic 
Egypt: Potts 1997: 300; Puschnigg 2008: 125-126. Further discussion of the intersection of casseroles and cuisine 
occurs in Chapter Seven section 7.2. 
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explaining their introduction into Egyptian ceramic assemblages by reference to Hellenization – 

studies could then compare the acculturation of various populations across Egypt.161 For 

example, Genevieve Pierrat-Bonnefois (2002: 180) appraised the ‘level of Hellenism’ in the 

dining and tableware pottery at Tod. By comparing the pottery types excavated at Tod to that of 

Elephantine, she deemed there to have been greater Hellenization at Tod and attributed the 

distinction to Ptolemaic temple building, which integrated Tod more closely within the orbit of 

the Hellenistic oikoumene. Rather than assessing individual types, Berlin (2013a) took a different 

course in comparing the constitution of the pottery assemblages at Naukratis, Koptos, and 

Elephantine. Berlin considered certain percentages of individual dining vessels in comparison to 

other serving or cooking vessels as more indicative of a sustained engagement with Greek 

culture than the adoption of new morphologies. Ultimately too, her study attempted to position 

these sites along a scale of cultural adaptation from thorough Greek emulation to superficial 

veneer.  

 

Alternately, the frequency of koine pottery at any one site has served as evidence for economic 

connections. Both P.M. Fraser (1972: 154) and Berlin (2001: 26) used the density of imports and 

koine similarities within pottery assemblages to measure the wealth and cosmopolitanism of sites 

in Ptolemaic Egypt, envisaging a hierarchy of settlements. The language and conception here 

shares some infrastructure with globalization theory and the ranking of settlements in terms of 

connectivity.162 As often with globalization studies of the ancient world, however, any sense of a 

                                                
161 For a similar interpretation of different fine ware proportions in Roman Egypt, see A. Martin 2014, who 
attributed the scarcity of sigillata types at Schedia compared to Alexandria in the Augustan and Tiberian periods 
(either made locally or imported) as a desire to continue to hold to a prior identity and not present themselves as 
Roman. 
162 See Chapter Two, section 2.2.2. Rathbone (2002: 164) advocated that pottery should be utilized more for 
economic information and insight regarding Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. Perhaps the impulse also draws from calls 
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connected world and its material ties slips all too readily into collapsing ‘global’ with ‘Greek’. 

Similarities in Ptolemaic assemblages to pottery from Greece – particularly Athens – are used to 

tally adherence to the ceramic koine and thereby measure Hellenization. Particular pottery forms, 

decorations, and attributes overwhelmingly serve as indices of Greek cultural influence.  

 

3.3 Ptolemaic pottery and the ‘local’ 

Such is the overwhelming dominance of koine and Hellenization in ceramic scholarship, 

extending from Rostovtzeff to the current day. Some alternative approaches are present in the 

study of Ptolemaic pottery, however. More comprehensive publication of ceramic material from 

Egypt has turned greater attention to the full range of pottery at Ptolemaic-period sites, rather 

than focusing on newly-introduced features. Many pottery forms, decorations, and techniques did 

not change in the fourth and third centuries BCE but continued to be produced as they had been 

in Egypt for centuries. Continuity of forms and practices are especially prominent in publications 

– such as Aston’s (1999) work on pottery from Elephantine – that explicitly compile ceramic 

typologies across preordained period divisions. Most noticeably conservative were tall jars, 

bread molds, transport containers, and some cooking pots (Marchand 2002, 2013). 

 

Regional and site-specific differences in Ptolemaic pottery also allow scholars to push back on 

an all-encompassing koine. Ceramic production and consumption display regional variation 

across Egypt in all time periods, both because of distinctive clay sources and because of different 

regional histories of exchange and vessel preferences (Marchand 2013: 239; Bourriau 1981). 

                                                
to use ceramic evidence as economic evidence in earlier periods of Egyptian archaeology, as by Perunka (2010: 99-
105), who has pointed to the usefulness of pottery as an indicator of state-controlled and localised economic 
systems. 
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Long historical trajectories of difference between regions in Egypt prepared the way for varied 

interactions with new material features as well. 163 For example, a concentration and 

standardization of jar forms particular to Lower Egypt bridged the Late Period into the Ptolemaic 

period (French 1992; Harlaut 2002). Gill (2016: 95) has also showcased forms unique to 

Dakhleh Oasis sites in his recent study, including jars with painted decoration and Ptolemaic Bes 

vessels. The Aswan region, the Fayoum, Khargeh Oasis and eastern deserts of Egypt also had 

distinctive pottery traditions, including forms like kegs or gourds (Marchand 2013: 246-247; 

Gates-Foster 2005: 140-141; Gill 2016: 91). 

 

Interest in Egyptian clay sources and fabric compositions can particularly foreground regional 

variation. Ceramic fabrics from Egypt are broadly divided into Nile alluvial clay and marl clays 

(Bourriau et al 2000: 121; Ballet 2002: 87-90; see also Chapter One, section 1.2). The defining 

properties and geographic range of each broad group correspond to its geological constitution: 

Nile clay is high in silica and iron and deposited by the river flooding, while marl clays are 

calcareous and stem from the shales and limestone layers found along the river between Cairo 

and Esna or in secondary wadi deposits (Bourriau et al 2000: 122; Sterling 2004). Clays 

particular to the western oases span both Pharaonic, Late Period, and Ptolemaic production 

(Hope 1993, 2000; Gill 2016: 47-51). Marl clays are more regionally variable, largely depending 

on the character and size of inclusions (Bourriau 1981; Ownby & Griffiths 2009; Sterling 2004). 

Geological processes therefore clearly affected the location and accessibility of various clays 

across Egypt.164 Clay sources could also be newly discovered and utilized in Egypt, as seems to 

                                                
163 For this idea in the realm of funerary practices, see further Landvatter 2013: 17. 
164 Although there is also an increasing recognition of mixtures between marl and Nile clays in Egyptian ceramic 
production, see Bourriau et al 2000: 122. 
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have been the case for the kaolin clays around Aswan in the later Ptolemaic period (Ballet 2001: 

108, 2002: 90; Bourriau et al 2000: 122). However, even though archaeological and 

archaeometric research has attempted to characterize Nile clay from different regions for over 

thirty years, Nile alluvial clays have proven resistant to consistent regional subdivision.165  

 

Some regional trends do emerge from the close study of the use and treatment of different clays, 

however.166 With Michèle Vichy in 1992 and in further articles published in 2001 and 2002, 

Ballet reviewed known sites of Ptolemaic and Roman ceramic production across the different 

areas of the Delta, Upper Egypt, and Khargeh Oasis, identifying how workshops treated clay 

differently and preferred certain pottery forms. Clay levigation or tempering treatments have 

been studied in great detail at a few sites. Catherine Defernez (2002: 241-243) noted a move 

towards more well-levigated clay fabrics with finer vegetal temper in tablewares at Tell el-Herr; 

although this change occurs in tablewares dating to the end of the fifth century BCE, Defernez 

credited the change to the emulation of Greek pottery imports.167 Paul De Paepe and Brigette 

Gratien (1995: 63) also examined pottery sherds from Tell el-Herr using polarizing microscopy 

to distinguish how Nile alluvial clay sherds dated to the Ptolemaic period had less charred plant 

remains than Achaemenid and late Roman sherds. Another recent study utilizing XRF analysis 

on sherds from El Hibeh found that Ptolemaic and Roman-period pottery made from Nile clays 

could be chemically differentiated from Nile clay pottery made in the Third Intermediate Period 

based on the difference in rubidium concentrations (Morgenstein & Redmount 2005).168 Because 

                                                
165 Further discussed in Chapter Four, section 4.1.3. 
166 More broadly, Ballet (2001: 108) noted a general ‘refinement’ of clay fabrics for tablewares across the third 
century BCE at various sites in Egypt. Bourriau (1981) suggested that greater levigation accounted for the denser 
and more standardized Nile clay pottery in Late Period Egypt.  
167 See further Chapter Six, section 6.1.1 regarding the fabrics of fine wares. 
168 Although chemical differences might be derived less from decisions in clay selection and treatment and instead 
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Ptolemaic clay fabrics across different regions have rarely been the focus of great analysis, 

however, it can sometimes be hard to recognize whether regional variation reflects the difference 

in study between different regions or historical differences of clay selection and treatment.  

 

The selection and treatment of clays provide the foundation of ceramic production and can 

transform not just the location and organization of workshops but the subsequent steps of the 

production process (Bourriau et al 2000: 125). Regional clay usage therefore presents an 

important obstacle to any narrative of homogenized ‘Hellenization’ across Egypt as a whole. 

Individual workshops and regions had differentiated responses to the introduction of new 

production techniques and consumption of particular forms in the Ptolemaic period. Paying 

attention to regional distinctions allows different trajectories of ceramic production and 

consumption to emerge. 

 

Apart from regional distinctions, a further complication for any homogenized Hellenization 

framework is the analysis of pottery that is difficult to assign to either Egyptian continuity or 

Greek change. Athribis (Tell Atrib) is a site in the Delta with a great deal of evidence of ceramic 

production dating to the Ptolemaic period. Excavators at Athribis found kilns and wasters 

alongside hundreds of pottery sherds of local production identified as imitations of well-known 

Greek forms and decorative schemes (Myśliwiec 1988; Południkiewicz 1993; Myśliwiec & 

Herbich 1988; Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003).169 Yet new forms without clear ‘lineage’ 

were also common. As an example, Anna Południkiewicz (1993: 96) noted a storage vessel at 

                                                
from climatic change affecting the composition of Nile clay deposits, compare Mallory-Greenough et al 1998: 88-
90. 
169 The site is described in more detail with respect to the production and consumption of incurved rim bowls in 
Chapter Seven, section 7.1.2. 
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Athribis with a wall profile similar to a Late Period Egyptian jar but with three strap handles 

placed like a Greek hydria or a globular jar with a vertical rim now with an added ring foot (Fig. 

3.1). A rounded cookpot (‘caccabai’) but with vertical handles found at Tell el-Herr similarly 

combined Greek and pharaonic traditions (Defernez 2007b: 157). Creative selection of different 

attributes therefore produced completely new pottery forms, unable to be labeled solely as Greek 

or Egyptian ceramic traditions. Describing these pots as ‘hybrid’ might be a useful way of 

acknowledging the combination, but should not be mistaken as an indication of a corresponding 

hybridity in the society of Ptolemaic Egypt.170 Rather, identifying different pottery traditions 

within one vessel can shed light on the different material negotiations and strategies that 

intercultural encounters generate (Carrano et al 2009a: 796).  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Pottery vessel from Athribis with 
Egyptian profile and ring foot (TA 93/61; 
Myśliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: Fig. 6) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                
170 For similar cautions regarding different 'hybrid' pottery assemblages, see Dietler 1998: 294 or Westh-Hanson 
2011: 110-112. 
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To recognize that certain forms are neither inherited nor adopted from elsewhere supports a more 

active interpretation of Ptolemaic pottery. Cécile Harlaut (2002: 275) has characterized the 

adaptations of forms and decorations in Ptolemaic Egypt as a reinterpretation (‘réinterprètent 

parfois assez librement’) of models from the eastern Mediterranean. Egyptian producers and 

consumers actively engaged with imported pottery, in imitation, adaptation, and presumably also 

disregard. Importantly, the types of engagement were not uniform over different regions nor over 

time. In an analysis of pottery assemblages from Tebtynis, Ayn Manawir, and Douch, Marchand 

(2013) argued that Egyptian imitation of imported Greek vessels did not follow a one-way path 

but that pots that were imitated in the third century developed new attributes in the second 

century BCE. Marchand (2013: 250) characterized the process as an active combination and 

assertion of different inspirations over time.  

 

The above-mentioned studies have emphasized regional differences in the production and 

consumption of the ceramic koine, as well as innovative engagements with traditional and 

imported models. All of this attention aims to understanding local interaction and ongoing 

invention, although few studies engage specifically with postcolonial theory. Reconsideration of 

the fuller spectrum of Ptolemaic pottery assemblages has revealed strong continuities in form, 

manufacturing process, and material elements with earlier Egyptian periods. Such attention has 

also brought to the fore particular regional or local elements in assemblages of this period – a 

welcome balance to a totalizing Hellenization framework. Yet despite this fuller recognition of 

the range of pottery assemblages, continuity in forms and decoration has often served merely as a 

foil to the evidence of pottery changes and connections to a wider sphere. 
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Generally, studies of Ptolemaic pottery have been content to document continuities and changes 

in the forms and decoration of vessels, without explicitly analyzing what their appearance and 

prevalence might entail. The recognition of pottery continuity is important, but it often results in 

mere listing of different forms and attributes that continued or changed in Ptolemaic Egypt, 

rather than changing the terms of analysis about why or how those changes or continuities 

occurred. One conclusion oft reiterated is that some vessels changed and some stayed the same 

(eg. Marchand 2013: 248; Harlaut 2002; Masson 2011; Gill 2016: 94).171 At sites where pottery 

assemblages feature older forms, excavators have assumed that inhabitants were not as fully 

embedded in elite Greek discourse172 or that particular vessels such as tall beer jars or bread 

molds served specific Egyptian cultural purposes (Marchand 2002: 252). Regional variation or 

continuity of pottery forms is therefore contrasted with a homogenizing Hellenization effect. 

 

What has yet to be questioned is the notion that when identifiable similarities to koine pottery 

occur, these should be interpreted as cultural emulation. Any interregional comparison continues 

to deploy the same interpretation. Moreover, long-range similarities still occupy an important 

place in ascertaining chronology and providing terminology. Any shift to a local focus has not 

fundamentally challenged the tenacity of the Hellenization framework in interpretations of koine 

pottery, but has often avoided confronting it. In other words, recent studies can argue that the 

shared forms and decorations of pottery constituted only a veneer in the Hellenistic world (van 

der Enden 2013: 30). The interpretation of that veneer as elite emulation of Greek culture has 

                                                
171 Compare S. Stewart 2010 about Gordion, Winther Jacobsen 2006: 393 about Cyprus, or the theme of the volume 
edited by Japp & Kögler 2016. 
172 An observation that seems to echo globalization theory, as mentioned in Chapter Two, section 2.2.2. 
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remained unaltered, however. The debate has shifted to assessing the depth of the cultural 

changes in Ptolemaic Egypt as indexed by ceramic attributes (eg. Berlin 2013a) but stops short of 

exploring alternative ways of understanding pottery assemblages. 

 

A dissatisfaction with an exclusive local view has occasioned some attempts within the last five 

to ten years to broaden the conversation to specifically address widespread similarities while also 

incorporating regional differences. As Stella Drougou (2014: 150) has written recently about 

Hellenistic pottery: 

On-going research constantly raises new questions about, for instance, the role of 
economic and social history, but these matters cannot be discussed except on the 
basis of material that has been identified and dated. It is no longer possible for one 
or two examples of vases, or isolated sets of material, to provide answers to this 
whole spectrum of problems. It requires the whole wealth of pottery yielded by a 
specific Hellenistic location, as well as its relation to the rest of the world. 

Several recent projects have been designed to collate information in order to answer comparative 

and broad-scale questions. For example, CeramEgypt is an ongoing collaboration that aims to 

use geochemical data from portable XRF measurements and petrographic analysis to 

characterize ceramic production in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt (Ballet et al 2015). If production 

centers and their pottery output can be more clearly distinguished, then trade in pottery within 

Egypt can emerge more clearly. The Levantine Ceramics Project is a similarly-aimed database of 

fabrics and types from the Levant region from the Neolithic to the Ottoman periods, whose 

aggregation of data is designed to foster collaboration and comparison. In a project 

acknowledging the importance of reincorporating museum collections into archaeological 

discourse, Artefacts of Excavation has collated objects from Egypt distributed into museum 

collections around the world to demonstrate how archaeological and museum practice 

constructed the material of ancient Egypt (Stevenson 2013; Stevenson et al 2016). All these 
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projects began with the notion that archaeological objects need to be contextualized in relation to 

particular production and consumption settings, as well as being compared with other similar 

examples.  

 

In this review of studies of Ptolemaic pottery, certain names appear again and again. These 

scholars have pushed the field into important new areas and their expertise has facilitated a more 

comprehensive and comparative approach to ceramic similarities, beyond the scale of one site. 

For example, Ballet (1998, 2001, 2002) has consistently outlined and summarized major research 

thrusts in the field of Ptolemaic and Roman pottery. Ballet’s focus on production grounded the 

study of Ptolemaic pottery in Egyptian clays, as well as providing essential details for the 

regional characterization of different workshops. Berlin’s publication of pottery assemblages 

from excavations at Naukratis and Koptos (and also further afield, at Tel Kedesh, Tel Anafa, 

Sardis, and Akko Ptolemais) has enabled comparison of the distributions of different vessel 

types. Furthermore, she has pioneered important studies that explore the wealth of information of 

assemblage composition, including cookwares and coarsewares, in order to assess site use and 

history (Berlin 2013a). Marchand (1996, 2002, 2007, 2013) also has highlighted the continuity 

and change in pottery forms at sites in the Fayoum, Delta, and the western oases. The ability to 

compare between different sites and regions has been crucial for chronology, typology, and 

characterization of trends in pottery of Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

Despite these developments, certain assumptions about how to interpret the ceramic data linger. 

As the preceding overview has shown, pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt is overwhelmingly 

interpreted as cultural symbols, signaling Greek or Egyptian behaviors, aspirations, and 
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identity.173 The reflection of culture by koine is largely taken for granted: 

Similarities within the pottery assemblages for dining and cooking reflect shared 
cultural habits and attitudes. During the Hellenistic period styles and social 
behaviour in drinking and dining were adopted in the Aegean and beyond. This 
may be connected with a feeling of identity, which we are familiar with today as 
well. (Fenn & Römer-Strehl 2013: 379)      

Cultural behaviors and cultural identity are certainly important considerations for an analysis of 

the forms and uses of everyday pottery. However, the differences in distribution, production, and 

consumption of new pottery features in Ptolemaic Egypt suggest that additional explanations are 

necessary. These additional explanations require a wholesale reconsideration of how material 

culture comes to be similar and how that similarity affects the consumption of pottery.  

 

Scholarship on pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt therefore requires new ways of considering the 

material similarities seen across widespread regions. Similarity is itself a relational concept; an 

object cannot be ‘similar’ on its own but only in comparison to another object. Similarity might 

imply many different sorts of connections, but the relatedness remains in view.174 Because of this 

inherent relationality, any understanding of material similarity needs to analyze the connections 

of material culture on multiple scales. Two relatively recent theoretical movements have 

expanded archaeological understandings of object relations. The first is a reconceptualization of 

contextual relations that constitute how a particular object was used, imagined, or valued. The 

second has reoriented how material objects are understood in relation to human and social action. 

Both, and their consequences for how I conceptualize pottery similarities, are explored below. 

                                                
173 As Pitts (2015: 73-74) has contended about Roman archaeology, ‘[t]he potential of consumption to reveal 
complex social patterning cannot be realised until it is conceptually unshackled from notions of acculturation, 
Romanisation, and “Romanness”.’ 
174 For a distinction between relations and connections, see Strathern (2018): ‘In other words, relations have an 
effect on – and pose problems for – actors far beyond the scope of their connections.’ 
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3.4 Material similarity and relational understanding 

3.4.1 Contextual relations 

Theoretical and methodological reorientations often entail seemingly simple adjustments that 

have vast repercussions for the ways in which archaeologists conceive of archaeological objects. 

In the light of post-colonial theory, objects with similar attributes were reconceptualized with 

attention to their different contexts. Nicholas Thomas (1991) argued for different understandings 

borne by objects in colonial encounters – an ‘instability’ (198) or ‘promiscuity’ (208) in the 

arrival, exchange, and use of an object. Imported objects did not carry an existing value or 

meaning but were embraced and altered by social relations already existing in colonized places 

(N. Thomas 1991: 35-36, 1999: 16). The agency of individuals means that all sides in a colonial 

encounter have a role in shaping the relations that coalesce around an object. van Dommelen 

(2002, 2005) and Michael Dietler (1998, 2005: 64-65, 2010) have been foremost in applying 

such notions to the ancient Mediterranean, noting a malleable rather than fixed function and 

meaning for pottery made in Greece and the Levant that was imported into sites in Sardinia and 

southern France.  

 

Thomas (1991: 18-21) was particularly interested in changes undergone by an object through 

various stages of consumption (cf. Appadurai 1986; Kopytoff 1986). Consumption in 

archaeological and anthropological scholarship refers to any selection and use of an object, 

including its purchase, adaptation, display, or disposal (Campbell 1995: 102; M. Smith 1999: 

115; Douglas and Isherwood 1996; D. Miller 1987: 47-48).175 Across these different stages, one 

                                                
175 The archaeological record generally displays patterns of consumption rather than production, see Hulin 2009: 40. 
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object can attract multiple meanings, enable different functions, traverse contexts, and promote 

many understandings or identities at different times and places (Glennie 1995: 177; Fincham 

2002: 35). Carl Knappett (2005: 164) recognized the mutability of object meanings, not 

‘imprinted solely during the production phase’, but rather changing over different configurations 

of people, practices, and places.176 The emphasis on consumption rather than typology has only 

recently infiltrated archaeologies of the Hellenistic period. Mark van der Enden (2013) 

highlighted the agency of consumers in selecting and using forms of the Hellenistic ceramic 

koine. He interpreted local production of widespread pottery tableware forms as evidence of 

active selection on the part of consumers.177 Consumers actively appropriated or rejected 

imported pottery forms and then adopted the forms into local uses and understandings. 

 

The value attached to an object comprises a particularly movable measure; affiliations that make 

an object valuable are by no means inherent nor remain static but are constantly re-evaluated 

through the object’s interaction and movement (van Wijngaarden 1999: 2; Bray 2012: 395; C. 

Barrett 2009, 2019: 38-39, 292-293, 319). Value is particularly important for material 

resemblances, because of the sense that similarity plays a large part in how objects are consumed 

and the value given to them. The prevailing common-sense understanding of luxury objects 

formulates that luxuries, initially available only to the privileged few, will invite copying. Once 

too many imitations are made and similarities are widespread, the object becomes available to 

                                                
176 The recognition that function, meaning, and value are context-specific relieves pottery from a monolithic 
association: Hübner 2006: 27; Hulin 2013: 365. As Gosden (2005: 208) encapsulates: ‘A Samian bowl or an 
amphora are definitely Roman for us, but not necessarily for all who owned and used them – for those on rural 
settlements they may have had broader exotic connotations coming from over some far horizon, but not of necessity 
from anywhere connected with Rome.’ 
177 Stewart (2010: 3) similarly emphasizes selectiveness in emulating Attic types as displayed at Hellenistic 
Gordion, whereas Wells (2012: 268-269) applies this model of selectiveness to other forms of Greek cultural 
traditions adapted at Hellenistic Gordion. 
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those lower on the social ladder and loses its exclusivity and therefore its value as well.178 For 

Hector Neff (2014: 6) with his interpretation that imported pottery ‘signaled’ access and control 

of long-distance resources, local imitations of an imported pottery style or forms muddied the 

signal and decreased the value of the import. Widespread similarity can therefore change the 

value, use, and meaning of objects (M. Smith 1999: 113).  

 

Archaeological analysis of similarity has therefore moved sharply towards local understandings. 

Similar styles or objects can no longer point to a fixed meaning, but rather meaning and value 

have to be understood as generated within a local and a consumption context.179 In discussing 

objects within the Roman Empire, Anna Boozer (2015a: 123) has advocated that the 

circumstances of individual consumption episodes should govern the understanding of ‘similar 

goods’, rather than the presence of the goods themselves.180 Moreover, because objects will 

always be participating in multiple relational frames, attention to a consumption context can 

highlight relations that might not be ‘cultural’, even in situations identified as intercultural 

encounters.181 A few examples suffice. Elizabeth Fentress (2013: 160) noted that the differential 

                                                
178 Glennie 1995: 166, 178; Fine & Leopold 1993: 139; van Wijngaarden 2008: 125; van der Veen 2003: 407, 409. 
Principal (2006: 48) gives the example of Campanian A trade that ‘democratized’ black gloss wares in the 
Mediterranean in the second century BCE, which because of its increased distribution also decreased in value. 
179 Boozer 2012: 232; van Dommelen 1997: 309, 2002: 124; Stein 2005: 27; Dietler 1998: 296. Postcolonial and 
consumption understandings of the different relations which can collect around an object are combined in 
‘discrepant consumption’ (Fincham 2002), a concept branching from ‘discrepant experience’ as defined by Edward 
Said (1993: 31-40) in his collection entitled Culture and Imperialism. This terminology has also been taken up by 
postcolonial scholars in Roman archaeology, particularly Mattingly 2011. Versluys (2017: 28) is clear that a flexible 
approach ‘does not imply a fixed relationship between a (fragmented, occasional or invented) identity and a specific 
style: that relationship has been made contextual’.  
180 Similarly, Knappett (2005: 62) states that ‘we should not treat objects as individual, isolated items; attention must 
be devoted to both their spatial and temporal situatedness.’ 
181 Binford (1972) was eloquent about the problems of material being used to define ‘culture’ when it can be 
indebted to many different types of behavior. Glennie (1995: 177-178) has stressed the often piecemeal acquisition 
processes of emulated objects, which do not necessarily involve wholehearted strategies to express a certain cultural 
identity; Glennie (1995: 187) noted that there is a tendency to attribute ‘too much autonomy to culture from 
economic, political and social contexts.’ See also Campbell 1993 questioning whether imitation necessarily requires 
emulative motives. 
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presence of Greek pottery in comparison to local Punic pottery in graves at Palermo might be 

grounded in differences in wealth and social standing rather than in divergent cultural identities. 

Lauren Ristvet (2015: 181) concluded that changes in rural, urban, and household practices in 

Mesopotamian regions under the Seleukid empire came not from a simple Hellenization of 

society but rather related to ‘widespread economic changes’, which placed many ‘customary 

practices’ in flux. Similarity might not carry the cultural practices or symbolism of the original 

but might simply copy the adaptability or success of the object (Orton & Hughes 2013: 28). 

Robin Osborne (2009: 89) posited a network of similar pottery across the Mediterranean in the 

sixth and fifth centuries BCE that was grounded in aesthetics but not cultural practices associated 

with drinking and eating.182 In all of these examples, the relations that embroil similar objects are 

constructed in local practices and encounters, rather than being carried from the outside (Alcock 

et al 2003: 363). By being aware of the variability of an object’s lifetime from production to 

consumption, scholars have turned to contextual rather than static understandings of objects. 

 

3.4.2 Material relations 

Contextual understandings of objects have shifted the over-reliance on material similarity as 

bearing an identifiable sign of culture, imbued by its point of origin. Yet the impulse to 

accentuate contextual understanding often neglects or underplays material similarities, without 

probing why particular attributes were shared or what effects the widespread similarity had. To 

begin to explore such facets requires a further reorientation. Material theory in the last twenty 

years has put great emphasis on the active powers of material culture in human interaction (Gell 

                                                
182 M. Smith (2005: 838) also advised that aesthetic materiality is a neglected factor in archaeological interpretations 
of the appearance of similar forms: ‘...artisans can copy imperial styles to suit local tastes, resulting in an apparent 
distribution of imperial ‘‘style’’ (in pottery, textiles, and architecture) that may imply imperial domination but is 
really only a fashion statement.’ 
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1998; Meskell 2005; Knappett 2008; Robb 2010; Bennett 2010; Hodder 2012). Approaches that 

emphasized ‘systems’ surrounding objects – whether colonial, economic, ecological, symbolic or 

otherwise – tended to suppress the ability of objects to take effect and have effects in the 

world.183 Scholars have more recently elaborated the vital capacity of material objects to 

accomplish or resist human actions, and to constantly defy or oblige human interference (Gosden 

2005: 196; Hodder 2012).184 

 

This adjustment adds an additional layer to the web of different values and relations woven 

around an object. Another set of relations emerges: not only those changing associations of 

value, meaning, or understanding that coalesce in different contexts, but also the associations 

between objects and people necessary for any interaction. Bruno Latour remains a touchstone 

theorist in this reorientation. For Latour (2005), objects and humans stand as actants within a 

network of relations that constitute all social activity. Only in interaction does each actant create 

and mediate meaning. Latour’s Actor Network Theory – taken up subsequently by archaeologists 

(eg. Webmoor & Witmore 2008; Van Oyen 2015c, 2016b; Jervis 2013) – calls for analysis that 

examines how objects and humans associate and constitute one another. To appreciate the power 

of objects in this way poses a challenge to the divide between material perception and immaterial 

consciousness, as well as to an interpretative divide between material and social factors.185 All 

meaning is generated between actants that mediate each other’s engagement. Partially, this is 

about reintroducing some uncertainty about the meaning-makers and boundaries of ‘the social’, 

                                                
183 The ability is sometimes termed object or material ‘agency’, see explicit discussions in Dobres 2001; Robb 2004; 
Gosden 2005; Knappett & Malafouris 2008.   
184 In a related but separate vein, see archaeological approaches to material and interactionist cognition: Renfrew 
2001, 2004; Malafouris 2004. 
185 Although Latour (2005: 75-76) was very clear that his approach should supersede any ideas of reconciliation or 
symmetry of the categories of subject and object. 
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allowing new possible definitions. The new possibilities are of particular importance at times, 

Latour (2005: 11) states, ‘where innovations proliferate, where group boundaries are uncertain, 

when the range of entities to be taken into account fluctuates’ – a seemingly apt description of 

Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

When conceptualized as active and potent, objects therefore gain an ability not only to attract 

different understandings but also to form them. Objects deserve greater attention than merely as 

the expressive channels or backdrop of already-existing identities, allegiances, or symbolic 

messages.186 Social, cultural, ethnic, and economic distinctions do not exist prior to their 

materialization. Instead, material things generate and sustain social processes at the same time as 

they are made by them. Objects therefore do not solely reflect or express social changes but are 

engaged within the social dynamics.187 In consumption, for example, objects are not simply the 

result and expression of consumer intent but take an active part in how consumption is defined 

and enacted (Mullins 2011: 135). By the same token, identities and symbols are not whole and 

constituted before their materialization in things.188  

 

The potency of an object lies partially in its physical intrusion and mediation of human action. 

Actions are not divorced from materials (Robb 2015: 178); cutting meat is made easier by the 

use of a knife than a teapot. But the practice of cutting meat – not tearing, pounding, grinding, or 

                                                
186 See Chapter One, section 1.1 on archaeological approaches to style. 
187 For case studies and explorations of this idea, see Jervis 2013: 456; Lyons and Papadopoulos 2002: 8; Gosden 
2004: 153, 2005: 197; DeMarrais et al 2004: 2; Knappett 2004: 46; Gates-Foster 2016: 223; Khatchadourian 2016; 
A. Smith 2015.  
188 In a similar vein, different identities are seldom so completely embodied in a particular style or set of objects that 
the adoption of other objects dilutes a professed identity. For explorations of coexistent identities in the ancient 
world, see Papantoniou 2012: 50; Moore 2015; Fischer-Bovet 2015: 6; C. Barrett 2011: 16-22; and see further 
Chapter Two, section 2.3. 
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any number of other actions – is predicated on a serrated blade, not a stimulus for the blade’s 

development. The array of subsequent associations with cut meat might include distinctive 

cooking practices or particular forms of commensality; these too are generated by the interaction 

between knives, meat, and (human) cutters. In this way, objects do not express identity or 

ideology, but objects are essential to the practices that might constitute identity.189 The semantics 

of this difference may seem slippery. When objects are too tightly bound together with a 

function, practice, or symbolism, then the movement from object to interaction to practice to 

identity seems simply like a convoluted path arriving at the same destination (Jervis 2014: 70-

71). Nonetheless, understanding the force of objects as social actants introduces a necessary 

intervention in any shortcut, allowing for the material to generate new social forces in its 

relations with humans. 

 

Moves towards understanding objects as active also implicate the interpretation of style. If 

conceived as a symbolic language, style remains abstract and rather static. Post-processual 

fascination with linguistic and symbolic metaphors positioned style as a material message-

bringer (Hodder 1991; Tilley 1991). Using an object was equated with speaking a word, which 

made clear an intended meaning or allegiance (D. Miller 2010: 10-11). To be sure, objects can be 

powerful symbols. The potency of objects, however, also ensures that object presence and action 

can intervene in the world in ways that do not just relay an already-established idea (Robb 2015: 

167; Boast 1997: 190). Objects also participate in the conception and development of styles and 

                                                
189 For an example from Ptolemaic Egypt, Landvatter (2013) charted the intersection of ethnic identity with funerary 
practices at the sites of Alexandria, Abydos, and Thebes. He suggested that the use of cremation practices at 
Alexandria – not simply the Hadra hydriae themselves – might constitute a shared group identity of difference 
during the early Ptolemaic period. Landvatter interprets other differences in funerary practices and material culture 
as either more local or based on social inequalities unrelated to conceptions of Egyptian versus Greek ethnic 
identity. 
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symbolism. Alongside any acknowledgment that the use of a pot can ‘represent’ a local identity 

is the equally important recognition that pottery is continuously enrolled in establishing and 

activating categories. Moreover, objects also engage categories of material similarity and 

differences; in other words, objects generate style (Gosden 2005: 194-196). Objects can have 

longer active ‘lifespans’ than people and can perpetuate forms in interaction with human 

producers and consumers. Object forms can therefore exert a hold over the expectations of 

producers as much as producers exert a literal hold on the material (Gell 1998: 74). The material 

can hold producers to certain outcomes and consumers to particular interventions or interactions. 

Tracing the relations of materials and styles in objects – or should that be relating the traces? – is 

a necessary undertaking to begin to understand how things come to look the same, and 

understanding this trajectory is an important aspect of understanding its effects. 

 

These two valuable ways of understanding archaeological material relationally are missing from 

many discussions of Ptolemaic pottery. The different relations that arise in different consumption 

episodes necessitates attention to local and archaeological contexts of use. Static interpretations 

of vessels or ceramic features deserve to be replaced by a consideration of the variety of uses, 

practices, meanings, and values that a pot can occupy (Van Oyen 2013: 82; Silliman 2015: 284). 

But simply interpreting similar pottery within a local context fails to interrogate how widespread 

similarities developed and what effects they had. Therefore, the second set of relations are the 

connections between humans and objects, which constitute all interaction and meaning. Dietler 

(1998: 301) offered four necessary elements for insight into archaeological objects: the contexts 

of consumption, the patterns of objects associated with one another, the relative representation of 
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the objects within sites and across regions, and the distribution of the objects across space.190 To 

these elements might be added new actants in the Latourian sense; not just the producers, traders, 

and consumers of the past but also the material properties of the form, the clay, and the foods and 

drinks held (Beestman-Kruyshaar 2014: 169). As Chris Gosden (2005: 196) has noted, 

‘[p]atterns of exchange or consumption derive partly from the nature of the objects themselves’. 

Therefore, relations between producers and materials can be added to the necessary traces that 

contribute to a fuller study of pottery. 

 

Difficulty lies in not prioritizing one set of relations of an object.191 In his discussion of 

authenticity, David Lowenthal (1992: 82-84) notes the difficulty in selecting criteria by which to 

deem a tradition or an object ‘authentic’. He raises loyalty to a form, a context, or to an intention 

as standards that have been used to judge material heritage. In a similar way, the various 

relations that pervade and surround archaeological objects sometimes seem competitive: should 

the use of the Egyptian clays or formal similarities to earlier Athenian pottery be treated as more 

‘meaningful’ in discussions of Ptolemaic pottery? Such zero-sum calculations fail to do justice to 

the ways in which these fields of categorization interact with one another in the object, however. 

The material properties of archaeological objects as well as associations of practice, symbolism, 

and value inform each other, solidifying and dissolving certain trajectories of meaning in their 

interaction (Knappett 2005: 62, 2012: 88; Hodder 2012: 13-14). Philipp Stockhammer (2013) has 

                                                
190 The scale of all of these relations is an important factor. As Gates-Foster (2016: 223) has written, ‘...context is 
defined not only by the immediate sphere of life in which an object is deployed – domestic, cultic, and so on – but 
by the particular situation of a community within a province, and indeed by the very different profiles offered up by 
the diverse provinces that together formed the modern construct that we call the Roman Empire.’ 
191 Balance was a concern of Knappett (2005: 85), who noted that the idea of material affordances provides a useful 
focus on the relations between material, action, and the human mind, but who also worried that too exclusive a focus 
could isolate objects from associations with other objects. Mullins (2011: 134) similarly notes that consumption is 
generally conceived as either structural and systemic or active and contextual, but that overall, analysis needs to 
incorporate both. 
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made a distinction between ‘material entanglement’ and ‘relational entanglement’ with respect to 

whether the ‘sheer materiality’ or simply the systems of perception or practice that surround the 

object has been altered.192 Rather than separating these out under two headings, however, the 

challenge is to encompass how the different relations between humans and objects overcome or 

amplify one another. Every one object contains and sustains networks of relations (Strathern 

1996: 526-529). Attending to both the flexibility of attributed meaning and the grounded material 

similarity between pots is part of exploring what Thomas (2016: 50) calls ‘the paradox of 

physical immediacy and nebulous identity’. 

       

3.5 Ptolemaic pottery and the way forward    

The previous chapter and the first half of this chapter have laid out the state of the field. 

Archaeological interpretations of Ptolemaic Egypt – involuted within the concepts of the 

‘Hellenistic’ and ‘Hellenization' – have struggled to conceptualize material changes and 

similarities to objects beyond the Nile as anything other than expressions of Greek cultural 

identity. The framework of Hellenization provides a method of recognizing ceramic similarities 

between disparate regions and of explaining those similarities in one fell swoop. 

Acknowledgments of continuing material traditions in Egypt have served merely as a 

counterbalance to such concepts, rather than challenging the interpretation of similar material as 

expressing cultural identity or aspirations. Alternatively, attempts to recognize the mutability of 

object meanings in local contexts (as influenced by postcolonial approaches) have neglected to 

theorize the conditions and effects of widespread similarities. Even while not often explicitly 

theorized, studies of pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt have absorbed and reiterated these 

                                                
192 See also Maran and Stockhammer 2012: 2-3; Stockhammer 2012. 
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viewpoints. 

 

The challenge then becomes how to use the wealth of data in these published studies to explore 

what accounts for the changes in Ptolemaic everyday pottery and the similarities of certain 

pottery features to other sites in the eastern Mediterranean. Is it possible to interweave large-

scale and local viewpoints, rather than oscillate between them? The incorporation of both 

contextual and material relations, on multiple scales, may provide a bridge. The next chapter 

explains the implications of including contextual and material considerations in a relational 

methodology.  
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Almost all people working on sites previously investigated by an earlier generation of 
archaeologists have wished at some time that their predecessors had taken up  

some other profession.                      

㸫Clive Orton and Michael Hughes (2013: 41) 
 

 

 

Chapter Four 

Data and relational methods 

 

A synthetic study of everyday pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt allows for a fuller understanding of 

both the large and small-scale dynamics of the pottery’s production and consumption. In order to 

synthesize information about pottery and pottery assemblages, several important steps are 

necessary. I gathered examples of my four chosen ceramic features from publications of 

archaeological excavations at Ptolemaic Egyptian sites and assessed the data parameters in order 

to make the different publications compatible. The available data were sometimes starkly limited 

and have long legacies of disciplinary distortion that needed confronting. I then used a network 

and relational approach to answer how and why the pottery of Ptolemaic Egypt connected to 

existing pottery practices and newly-introduced changes. This chapter details the steps that 

underpin my data collection and analysis.  

 

4.1 Data sources, data selection, and data challenges 

As specified in Chapter One (section 1.2), my study focuses on four features in published 

collections of Ptolemaic Egyptian pottery: the incurved rim bowl form, the casserole dish form, 

the production of moldmade pottery, and black slip surface treatment. Each of these features has 
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been held aloft as an indicator of the Hellenization of everyday material culture in Egypt 

following the establishment of the Ptolemaic dynasty. However, these features have rarely been 

compared to one another in quantity, distribution, or chronology within Egypt. I chose these four 

features for the range of different contributions and changes to everyday Ptolemaic material. 

Black slip pottery and moldmade pottery embody distinct changes in production methods of 

forming, surface treatment, and firing. The incurved rim bowl is a new tableware form and the 

casserole a new cookware form, incorporating possibilities of new dining and cooking practices. 

 

The scholarly preoccupation with charting Hellenization in Egypt has often promoted these 

ceramic features to the forefront of publications of Ptolemaic Egyptian pottery. Certain features 

like black slip are rather more likely to be over-reported in comparison to ceramic sherds with 

different attributes. However, I aim to reorient this scholarly focus and leverage the priority 

given to these ceramic features to challenge assumptions about the ways to interpret similar 

material culture and its relation to social life. 

 

My study synthesizes published ceramic assemblages from Egyptian sites dating to the Ptolemaic 

period in order to compare the distribution in time and space of ceramic features. The 

publications range in the amount of data and are the result of many different excavation 

conditions and constraints. These parameters are tabled in Appendix 1, and the next section 

addresses the difficulties involved in collating such different sources.  

 

Archaeological reports published in the late nineteenth and much of the twentieth centuries 

predominantly tried to determine the dating of a site and fit it within an historically-derived 
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narrative. This prioritization relegated coarse undecorated pottery to the back of the queue, 

because its character – deemed non-diagnostic because of relative longevity and lack of 

ornamentation – made it difficult to date. Only the most recent era of comprehensive 

archaeological publication has advanced a fuller appreciation of everyday ceramic vessels and an 

interest in what their patterns indicate socially and culturally, not just chronologically (see above 

Chapter Three). 

 

The time is ripe for a synthetic analysis of these excavation publications. Ceramic studies 

constantly cross-reference each other in order to compare ceramic vessels, whether it be to 

juxtapose the dating of the vessel or explain its classification. However, such cross-referencing is 

largely limited to comparing single vessels; comparisons of assemblages are uncommon. Only 

rarely has the proportional composition of a Ptolemaic-period assemblage been compared with 

that of other similar assemblages (eg. Berlin 2013a). The fragmentary nature of these cross-

references limits a fuller understanding of how ceramic features relate to one another across the 

regions and centuries of Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

The amalgamation of different excavations and publications comes with distinct hurdles, 

however.193 The first is the problem of standardizing discrete data sets. Individual projects use 

different excavation techniques and systems to record archaeological material. Varying 

publication strategies result in different choices about which objects to present, which 

chronological divisions to follow, and what level of additional information to include. All of 

                                                
193 See Lund 2015: 46-47 about general challenges to compiling archaeological data from disparate sources: the 
overrepresentation of some sites, the absence of data from some known sites, the varying quality of publication, the 
lack of standard descriptions, a tendency to focus on uncommon rather than common types, and the scarcity of 
quantification. 
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these factors ensure that the published data from different sites are not automatically 

commensurate.194 Furthermore, comparing different data sets can require extensive 

reconnaissance in order to ensure that similarities do not fall through gaps created by different 

terms or classifications. 

 

This last concern of uneven terminology particularly plagues publications of pottery. Distinctive 

terms occur not only across projects published in different languages but also result from 

changing terminology over time and the different research aims of projects. While the 

publication of Egyptian pottery has benefitted from extensive collaboration to standardize terms 

used for fabrics, this work has often not extended past New Kingdom ceramic wares.195 The 

Levantine Ceramics Project has defined ceramic fabrics that can be compared online, although 

not specific to Egypt. There is no universal or standardized vocabulary for common pottery 

forms, but recent handbooks like that of Anna Wodzińska (2010) for the Ancient Egypt Research 

Associates Field School program do provide general guidelines for the field.196 Generally, 

ceramicists do seek to use common categories because they want their analyses to be able to 

relate to the work of others. Gains made in standardized terminology has not eliminated all 

variation, however, and certainly not for past publications.197 In order to bridge diverse terms and 

categories, I have reviewed the publications alongside my definitions of the ceramic features. 

This often meant paying attention to drawings and detailed descriptions as much as the specified 

                                                
194 Difficulties in compiling and comparing data sets have been well confronted in the realm of archaeological 
survey, see Alcock & Cherry 2004: 4-8; Given 2004: 16-19. 
195 See above Chapter One, section 1.2. Devised in the early 1980s, the Vienna System somewhat standardized the 
characterization of Egyptian ceramic fabrics, but the categories of the current Vienna System rely on fabrics from 
the late Predynastic period to the end of the New Kingdom, and later divergences in ceramic production choices are 
not accounted for, see Nordström 1986: 629-634; Bourriau 1981; Nordström & Bourriau 1993; Ballet 2001: 105.  
196 More quantitatively, Aston’s (1999) use of numerical evaluations for categorizing vessels has been taken up 
recently by Gill 2016. See above Chapter One, section 1.2. 
197 See further below section 4.2.3 for the range of terms in publications for black slip. 
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typologies of a vessel or sherd. Sometimes this review broadened a category to include many 

different terminologies (such as with black slip) and sometimes it sharply delimited a term used 

more loosely (as with the 'casserole' form).198  

 

The most significant concern that prevents easy comparison between projects is the extremely 

variable quality of metadata that accompanies the publication of archaeological pottery. By 

'metadata', I refer to the accompanying information that explains how sherds and vessels were 

acquired, how they were identified, how they were categorized, and how they were published. 

These factors vary significantly among projects with different research designs and goals.199 A 

certain excavation process might retrieve greater numbers of sherds. Not all the pottery found 

might be saved or recorded, let alone published. Only very thorough publications elucidate the 

proportions of sherds found to sherds recorded to sherds published in full. However, these 

proportions are important for assessing the representativeness of the published data to the 

archaeological record. Publications might prioritize exceptional material – whether exceptional 

in terms of quality, origin, or design – and minimize more mundane objects. These mundane 

objects might represent the bulk of the material excavated at a site, however. Every 

archaeological project grapples with the fact that only a tiny fraction of what was used in the past 

survives in the archaeological record, only a tiny fraction of the surviving archaeological record 

can be excavated, and perhaps even only a small fraction of what has been excavated can be 

                                                
198 For example, Berlin (2001: Figs. 2.21 and 2.26) uses the term casserole for vessels that do not fit my criteria, see 
further below section 4.2.2. 
199 Where known, these details are also included in Appendix 1. As a minimum, Orton & Hughes (2013: 116) 
advocate publishing the approximate size of the collection, the means of archaeological retrieval, and the current 
location of the collection, in order to enable a later researcher to determine whether the collection is worth 
reexamining. For those collections that are not retained, the minimum level information increases. For a guide to the 
essential metadata desired for all archaeological objects (based on zooarchaeological faunal data), see the study by 
Atici et al 2013: Table 2. 
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published. Without understanding the metadata, the relation of the publication to the 

archaeological record can be difficult to ascertain. This type of unaired information can frustrate 

critical analysis of archaeological data produced and published by other people, especially when 

compiling and analyzing multiple projects. 

 

Despite these difficulties, synthesis remains an important goal for archaeological studies and 

only a direct engagement with the disparate publications can work to minimize their 

incompatibility. I constructed a database to record and compare data from different publications 

(see Appendix 2). The database consists of a series of four tables ('Publication', 'Location', 

'Context', and 'Ceramic') connected by keys, and aimed to retain the original publication 

information for review while normalizing the data for systematic comparison. Because I have 

defined different ceramic features rather than wares or 'types', I have fewer struggles with 

'continuum problems' that trouble the allocation of vessels within typologies (Orton & Hughes 

2013: 84). When two features co-occur within one vessel – for example, a black slip bowl with 

an incurved rim – I recorded both features. Moreover, I can choose to include a ceramic feature 

even when publications allocate the vessel to a different morphological or functional category 

than most examples with that feature. For example, several bowls with incurved rim bowls were 

classed by particular projects as cooking vessels on the basis of the coarseness of ware,200 but 

these may be equally interesting to the development of my feature (see further Chapter Seven, 

section 7.1). Nevertheless, I am still reliant on the publications for accurate descriptions and 

drawings of the ceramic features.  

 

                                                
200 See examples from Timai (Ochsenschlager 1967: 3MP291), Berenike (Tomber 1999: 5-7.74), and Tebtynis 
(Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: no. 202). 
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Four aspects that have guided published archaeological evidence from Ptolemaic Egypt deserve 

more discussion. These are the representativeness and quantification of ceramic data in 

publications, the legacies of archaeological site selection in Egypt, the difficulties in assessing 

production locales of Nile clay pottery, and the degree of contextual recording in archaeological 

publications. 

 

4.1.1 Representativeness and quantification 

As noted above, extant publications often fail to provide adequate information (metadata) on the 

ratios between archaeological data excavated and data published. Metadata lacunae hinder the 

analysis of the relative quantity of ceramic types and fabrics at any site. Quantification of 

ceramic assemblages from excavations at Ptolemaic-period sites is extremely minimal, except in 

recent publications.201 As an exceptional example, Herbert and Berlin (2003: 133-138) include 

counts of different fabric and vessel types as a supplementary appendix to the more detailed 

publication of select pottery vessels.202 The lack of information about the frequency of pottery 

within an excavated assemblage renders extrapolations about assemblage compositions risky. 

This missing information also has ramifications for the analysis of absolute or proportional 

volumes of pottery between sites, which makes a synthetic analysis such as mine extremely 

                                                
201 As Ballet & Południkiewicz (2012: 5) reason, ‘[p]our un certain nombre de raisons que les familiers du terrain 
égyptien comprendront aisément, les méthodes les plus affinées de quantification n'ont pu être ici adoptées.’ As an 
alternative to weighing pieces per category, counting total fragments, or establishing 'NMI' (minimum number of 
individuals), the Tebtynis project calculated a ‘Maximum Number of Individuals’. This measure involved counting 
rims, feet, and handles per category (considering form and fabric). The Tebtynis project prioritizes other ceramic 
interpretation over sherd quantification, such as the need to efficiently recognize the biggest categories per period 
and the ability to identify local productions as opposed to imports. Compare also Bes 2015: 7 about pottery 
quantification in eastern Mediterranean excavations. 
202 These are presented as gross totals of diagnostic sherds, rather than minimum vessel counts. For further about 
these distinctions, see Rice 2015: 261-264. Bader (2010: 214) provides an overview of the use of estimated vessel 
equivalents (EVEs) at Tell el-Dab'a/Avaris. She compares how the quantification of rims versus bases can differ 
based on the identifiability of a type from top or bottom sherds. 
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difficult. 

 

As useful – albeit underexploited – as quantification is, it should not be the sole objective for 

publication of a ceramic assemblage (Symonds & Haynes 2007: 70; Bader 2010: 214). As 

explored in further detail below (section 4.3.2), my analysis assesses certain ceramic features as 

either present or absent, as even one example can provide evidence of pottery similarities. When 

I do use proportional analysis, I make a general assumption that ceramic features published in 

greater numbers were more commonly encountered in the excavation as a whole. This might not 

be the case for every feature but at the very least is a standardized baseline. Certainly, the 

features I have chosen are not regarded as rare within broader studies of Ptolemaic pottery. The 

distinctiveness of these ceramic features in Ptolemaic Egypt and their scholarly association with 

Greek influence means that they have traditionally been well-represented in publications. Small 

open forms like incurved rim bowls are more likely to be preserved as whole vessels, and 

therefore more likely to have been included in publications of the early twentieth century 

(Bourriau 2006: 33). Moreover, two of the ceramic features – black slip and mold-made 

production – are identifiable from body sherds and do not rely on the survival of fragments of 

rims, handles, or feet. Therefore, the scholarly interest in 'Greekness' and the materiality of these 

ceramic features both serve to render these features very 'visible' in archaeological publications, 

even if they are not representative of the full extent of ceramic material from Ptolemaic-period 

sites. 

 

4.1.2 Excavation histories and Egyptian archaeology 

More serious problems stem from the legacy of excavation history in Egypt. Modern 
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considerations have determined the types of sites that have been excavated and the types of data 

available (Dyson 1993: 202-203). The choice of where to excavate in Egypt was initially 

governed to a large extent by early archaeological and museological interests, bound up tightly 

with colonial aims and rivalries, which directed excavation at sites deemed most likely to yield 

collectible objects (Stevenson et al 2016: 8; Colla 2007: 24-66; Trigger 1984: 360-363). Such 

preferences privileged monumental Pharaonic architecture or sculpture, best preserved in desert 

areas alongside the Nile Valley. The retrieval of such large-scale Pharaonic material often 

entailed the removal and disposal of Ptolemaic and Roman-era remains, or at best a cursory and 

undifferentiated handling (van Minnen 2010: 438; Ballet 2001: 105). Interest in the awe-

inspiring also directed early archaeological efforts towards tombs and temples rather than 

settlements (Trigger 2006: 68-69). The vestiges of such preferences are routinely noted, but still 

not entirely expunged, in contemporary Egyptian archaeology (Bagnall & Davoli 2011: 110). 

 

However, new regulations have somewhat served to counteract this Nile Valley fixation. Site 

selection policies controlled by the Egyptian government under the aegis of the Ministry of 

Antiquities (previously, the Supreme Council of Antiquities) have attempted to reorient 

archaeological endeavors towards sites under duress from urban and agricultural development 

(Bagnall & Davoli 2011: 108). From the late 1970s onwards, new efforts focused on the areas of 

the Delta, Fayoum, and western oases (Tassie et al 2015; Bagnall 2001: 231-234; Marlow & 

Mills 2001). Reconsideration of these areas also contributed to a renewed interest in Late Period, 

Ptolemaic, and Roman-era remains, because the archaeological evidence under threat on the 

surface and, in the case of the Delta, above the water-table was likely to date from post-
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Pharaonic periods.203 Archaeological surveys in these areas were especially important for 

supplementing the known material record of these regions, as well as for outlining those 

localities and sites that required urgent attention under pressure of modern infrastructural 

expansion (A.J. Spencer 2001; Rathbone 1996, 2001; Römer et al 2004).204 However, there is 

still a relative dearth of evidence from Ptolemaic Middle Egypt, along the Nile Valley (Ballet 

2001: 114). 

 

Another factor that distorts the archaeological evidence is the development of Egyptian 

settlement. Modern cities in Egypt are often situated on ancient sites, which occupied prominent 

and strategic locations (Bagnall 2001: 227). Because of modern development, major 

municipalities from the Ptolemaic period – most notably Alexandria, but also Ptolemais Hermiou 

and settlements like Krokodilopolis/Arsinoe in the Fayoum – have therefore seen very little 

systematic or full-scale excavation. For example, excavations of settlement rather than 

cemeteries in and around Alexandria have necessarily taken the form of limited rescue or pre-

development excavations (Bagnall 2001: 230).205 These constraints significantly impact the 

ability to compile representative data about everyday pottery, as many major sites are 

inaccessible. These biases are not unique to ceramic remains; the sparse survival of papyri within 

Egypt also complicates how scholars can extrapolate from papyrological texts (van Minnen 

                                                
203 Reinvestigation at certain large sites in the Nile Valley (eg. Deir el-Bahari) can involve epigraphic and 
architectural surveys, without significant explorative excavation. Therefore, the loss of archaeological evidence and 
material discarded in the initial clearing of these buildings in the nineteenth century is not yet balanced by new 
stratigraphic and well-recorded excavations. Nevertheless, the vast quantity of epigraphic and construction evidence 
at temples of the Nile Valley attests to intensive post-Pharaonic involvement and activity at these sites, by no means 
neglected in the Ptolemaic, Roman, or later periods. For an example of the vitality of Roman-period construction 
and religious life at Thebes, see Klotz 2012. 
204 The intense cultivation of both of these regions has ramifications for patterns of sherd scatter and its relation to 
archaeological sites, see Bailey 1999: 218. 
205 The underwater excavations of the 1990s and 2000s have largely focused on statuary and monumental 
architectural blocks, see Empereur 1998a. 
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2010: 444). Nor is this archaeological problem unique to Egypt. Archaeologists never have 

recourse to all sites or accumulations of human activity, even within a strictly delimited area, and 

rarely have the necessary time and money to explore all those that might be accessible. 

Nevertheless, the colonial, governmental, and urban interests that have guided site selection in 

Egypt are crucial to understanding the ceramic data obtained from publications. Such constraints 

must remain in view in the analysis that follows. 

 

4.1.3 Clay origins and production sites 

The pottery sherds and vessels that I catalogued were exclusively made from Egyptian clays. 

Egypt has a very diverse landscape and settlement history, and Egyptian ceramic production 

across all time periods displays regional variation (Marchand 2013). A fine-grained 

understanding of regional ceramic production and distribution in Ptolemaic Egypt is limited by a 

lack of excavated production areas, however. Relatively few sites have identifiable kiln 

complexes. Of these, Tell el-Herr and Buto feature evidence of ceramic production prior to the 

end of the fourth century BCE (Seton-Williams 1967: 148-50; Charlesworth 1970: 24; French 

1992: 92-93; Defernez 2002: 235). Memphis was a center for production in the Ptolemaic period, 

although the excavation evidence and exact history is uncertain (W.M.F. Petrie 1911: 34-35; 

Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 116-17; Ashton 2003b). Athribis appears to have been a major site of 

production, with a workshop complex containing kiln remains and many unfired vessels 

(Południkiewicz 1993: 95-96; Południkiewicz 1995: 299; Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz: 2003: 

134-35). A kiln at Kom Dahab in the western Nile Delta has its earliest evidence of use dating to 

the mid-second century BCE (Berlin 2001: 45; Coulson & Wilkie 1986: 70) and numerous kilns 

of the Roman period have been found in the area around Lake Mareotis and further west along 
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the coast (Rieger & Möller 2011), as well as in the Dakhleh Oasis (Hope 1993: 123-26). 

Conspicuous by their absence, however, are the largely-unaccounted-for production areas of 

Alexandria, the Fayoum region, and Ptolemais Hermiou, which are otherwise presumed to have 

played large roles within ceramic production in the Ptolemaic period. 

 

The geology of Egyptian clays has also impeded differentiation of regional production areas. 

Egyptian ceramic fabrics are broadly divided into Nile alluvial clays and marl clays (Bourriau et 

al 2000: 121; Ballet 2002: 87-90; see also Chapter One, section 1.2). The defining properties of 

each broad group corresponds to its geological constitution: Nile clay is high in silica and iron 

and deposited by the river flooding, while the marl clays are calcareous and stem from the shales 

and limestone layers found along the river between Cairo and Esna, or in secondary wadi 

deposits (Bourriau et al 2000: 122). Both broad Egyptian types are relatively easy to distinguish 

from pottery made from clays of surrounding regions through hand lens magnification (Ballet 

2001: 110; Élaigne 2002: 160).206 Distinctions between Egyptian Nile clay pottery and pottery 

manufactured in the broader eastern Mediterranean, Nubia, or Levant have also been also 

distinguished in chemical studies of ceramic materials (Goren et al 2011; Tschegg et al 2008; 

Carrano et al 2009a; Carrano et al 2009b). 

 

However, even though archaeological and archaeometric research has attempted to characterize 

Nile clays from different regions for over thirty years, the chemical composition of Nile alluvial 

clays has proven difficult to subdivide into groups of either a chronological or geographical 

nature. Sami Tobia and Edward Sayre (1974) analyzed samples from both Egyptian sites and 

                                                
206 Increasingly, this has led to greater recognition of pottery made in Nile clays in other places, including Cyprus, 
see Gabrieli & Merryweather 2002: 37; Ballet 1995: 14.  
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Egyptian pottery in an attempt to differentiate Nile clay sources, but they concluded that 

chemical analysis alone could not distinguish Nile clays from different parts of the river. 

Similarly, Hany Hamroush (1992) suggested that the formation processes of both old and 

modern Nile sediments had produced an even pattern of rare earth elements throughout the Nile 

valley. The study of R. Hancock and others (1986) using instrumental neutron activation analysis 

(INAA) affirmed that pottery manufactured from Nile clays over five thousand years and 

throughout the Nile valley was chemically indistinguishable. After conducting NAA on 160 

samples of Egyptian pottery made from Nile clay, Maureen Kaplan (1982: 44) concluded that the 

clay fabric was ‘abysmally homogenous from the First Cataract to the Delta’. 

 

Where scholars have discerned differences in the chemistry of Nile clays, it is difficult to know if 

the distinctions are based on solid regional variation or the changing composition of Nile alluvial 

deposits over time (Hancock et al 1986; Mallory-Greenough & Greenough 1998: 88-89; Spataro 

et al 2018). Most of the successes in chemically analyzing sherds made from Nile clays have 

therefore resulted in temporal, rather than geographic, differentiation. Methodologically, 

statistical differentiation of the geochemistry of Nile clay fabrics has only been possible on 

collections from known sites, where the majority of the assemblage is assumed to be made 

locally (eg. Morgenstein & Redmount 2005). As yet, there is no baseline or model able to 

distinguish different geochemical signatures between Nile regions. The CeramEgypt project is in 

the midst of compiling standardized XRF data on sherds from across Egyptian sites, building on 

the earlier CeramAlex undertaking that focused on excavations around Alexandria and the 

northwestern Delta region. 
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As vessels in Nile clays constitute the majority of the data set under analysis in this dissertation 

(about fifty-seven percent),207 the inability to regionally differentiate Nile clays in archaeological 

pottery hampers attempts to identify the precise production locales of vessels. Not knowing 

production locales also obscures the exchange processes or distribution pathways by which the 

sherds ended up in an archaeological context (Ladstätter 2010: 450). Greater differentiation 

between marl and oasis clays in Egypt does seem to provide some idea that pottery could travel 

the length of the region. Even then, the actual production site of the vessel is not entirely 

guaranteed, as the exceptional find of raw marl clay transported to make vessels at Tell Timai in 

the Nile Delta has shown (Hudson et al 2018). Other evidence for the movement and distribution 

of pottery between and within different regions in Egypt is patchy but present. For example, a 

papyrus (P. Petrie III 107) lists pottery as a trade item on ships traveling from Ptolemaios 

Hormos to Krokodilopolis in the Fayoum. 

 

Even if not chemically distinctive, fabric distinctions of Nile clay do seem to exist between 

different production areas.208 Added tempers to Nile clays – such as ash, dung, straw, and/or 

sand – seem to have had regional popularity (Sterling 2004). For example, sherds found in the 

production areas at Buto display a high amount of mica inclusions (Ballet & Vichy 1992). I do 

not attempt to reconstruct the production and exchange networks within which pottery moved 

from production site to eventual deposition in the archaeological record; such a reconstruction 

will be work for the future if and when strong regional differentiation of clay sources becomes 

                                                
207 Incidentally, this percentage would be much larger if the dominance of Koptos and its overwhelming volume of 
marl examples were withdrawn from the equation. 
208 The adaptation of clay sources with different treatments and tempers is one reason why the subdivisions of the 
Vienna System, organized petrologically and mineralogically, have not yet been correlated with chemical 
compositional 'fingerprints', see Bourriau et al 2006. While some mineralogical additions are clear under the 
microscope in characterizing differential ceramic production, chemical analysis does not clearly distinguish them. 
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clearer. As will be made clear, I do not assume that pottery with the four ceramic features was 

made at common production sites. 

 

4.1.4 Contextual recording 

The amount and quality of contextual recording at Egyptian archaeological sites varies 

significantly according to the date and circumstances of excavations. Older excavations 

sometimes lack detailed contextual recording apart from a broad site designation, leaving 

stratigraphic distinctions either insufficiently recorded or unrecognized. The paucity of 

contextual recording makes it difficult to assess distinctions between different types of context. 

A comparison of different excavations could unknowingly or inadvertently compare material 

from small domestic structures to material associated with large public buildings, where vastly 

different dynamics might have affected pottery use (Rice 2015: 219). 

 

Recent excavations and publications more often allow a reconstruction of the excavation 

contexts of the sherds and vessels. Yet the careful recording of additional information about 

where exactly sherds were found has not necessarily generated different archaeological questions 

about the social and material significance of pottery. The vast bulk of ceramic vessels and sherds 

catalogued for this dissertation was excavated from secondary contexts such as dumps or fills 

(see Appendix 1). The findspots attest to the discard, deposition, removal, and transfer processes 

of pottery, rather than providing direct evidence of consumption practices such as cooking or 

dining (Rice 2015: 215). Dump contexts jumble the original relations that shaped the acquisition 

and uses of the vessels. The pottery is rarely able to be fitted back into distinct consumption 

assemblages or 'episodes', where bounded depositions of objects illuminate a purpose and use in 
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the past through relations with other nearby objects. Therefore, although missing contextual 

attention and the recording of mixed dump or fill contexts are two very different issues in 

archaeological publication, both can stymie fine-grained analysis of the practices involving 

pottery consumption.  

      

A lack of contextual information can also make ceramic sherds and vessels difficult to position 

in time. When contextual or stratigraphic information is missing, assigning a date to the pottery 

can only be achieved through stylistic comparison with other pottery from better-recorded 

contexts. Such comparisons tend to overemphasize data from a few long-standing, premier 

excavations.209 The recording of contextual information can significantly assist the dating of 

ceramic material, although such information can only ever identify a sherd's deposition date, 

rather than establishing when it was made or how long it was used (Lund 2009; Peña 2007). 

There is no 'average lifespan' for ceramic vessels (Rice 2015: 200). Recent estimates place the 

use life of pottery in the Hellenistic and Roman periods between one and twenty-five years 

(Lund 2009; Poblome 2013). In the case of fill or dump contexts, the gap between production 

and deposition is presumably longer. Even with contextual information, pottery is often 

compared to other examples to establish a timeframe. In all such comparisons, scholars run the 

risk of eliding variance in the uptake of ceramic forms and features in different geographical 

regions and different social contexts. Such elision is particularly frustrating for my project, 

which explicitly attempts to investigate possible differences in the timelines of ceramic features 

in Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

                                                
209 See Chapter Three, section 3.1 regarding the dominance of Athenian pottery and chronologies from the Athenian 
Agora Project. 
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Nonetheless, it would be unfortunate to automatically discard the so-called 'legacy' data simply 

because their presentation does not possess the format or standards of current archaeological 

reporting. Concerted efforts can leverage and synthesize earlier archaeological work without 

importing its outmoded interpretations or distortions wholesale. Not least, the reuse and 

amalgamation of older data can encourage best practices for data collection and publication in 

future archaeological projects. As mentioned above, the flattening of contextual differences is 

not confined to older excavations that did not record contextual information. Even in recent 

projects, fill and dump contexts thwart attempts at close-detailed analysis of specific 

consumption assemblages of Ptolemaic-period pottery. 

 

The legacies that have steered the selection and publication of Egyptian pottery make any 

synthetic undertaking to compare different archaeological reports and sites a daunting task. The 

scarcity of contextual recording, quantification, and metadata means starting on shaky ground. 

Cognizant of the irregularity of the data set, however, I have compiled a database of published 

pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt in order to understand how four particular ceramic features relate 

to one another. I now define the four ceramic features that I sought in excavation publications. 

 

4.2 Definition of the ceramic features 

4.2.1 Incurved rim bowl 

The incurved rim bowl is tantamount to a material hallmark for the eastern Mediterranean region 

from the fourth to the first century BCE (see Chapter Three, section 3.2; Fig. 1.3). Publications 

of pottery from Ptolemaic Egypt can term the same form a ‘hemispherical’ or ‘convex’ bowl,210 

                                                
210 Ballet 2002: 90-91; Holladay 1982: 57; Pierrat-Bonnefois 2002: 178; Harlaut 2002: 269-270; Grataloup 1989: 
87; Masson 2011: 280. 
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or an ‘echinus’ bowl, so-named because the wall profile looks like the echinus of a Doric capital 

(Młynarczyk 2009: 210; Ladstätter 2010: 449-450). 

 

For my project, I define the incurved rim bowl feature as an open vessel form that registers a 

value equal to or smaller than 1.4 when the maximum body diameter is divided by the aperture 

diameter. It must also possess a quotient of width to height between 1.25 and 5, where these 

ratios are measurable.211 The main characteristic of interest is the incurving rim with either a 

direct, thickened, or tapered lip. The extent of the curve inwards was largely a matter of 

judgment, based on drawings of the pots, but I maintained a distinction between the incurved rim 

form and those hemispherical (Marchand 1996: Fig. 38) and carinated bowls (Marchand 1996: 

Fig. 20) with straight or square rims.212 

 

In many examples – and especially those regarded as particularly influenced by Athenian 

prototypes – the incurved rim bowl has a ring foot and a maximum diameter between ten and 

fifteen centimeters. However, the identification of this feature primarily relies on rim fragments, 

and so I included examples with simple footed bases, as well as a variety of diameter sizes. 

Bowls with all sorts of clay fabrics, wall widths, surface treatments and decoration were 

included.213 

 

4.2.2 Casserole 

A casserole is a relatively shallow cookware vessel with rounded or carinated walls, an internal 

                                                
211 Compare Aston 1999: 10. 
212 For the range of bowl and beaker types attributed to Ptolemaic period sites, see Wodzińska 2010: Types 
Ptolemaic 83-110. 
213 See further Chapter Seven, section 7.1.1 about how distinctions between sizes and wares affects distribution. 
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flange for a lid, a flat or rounded base, and potentially furnished with two horizontal handles 

against the rim (Fig. 1.4). The casserole form is linked with Greek cooking practices and 

settlement in areas of the eastern Mediterranean from the fourth century BCE onwards (see 

Chapter Three, section 3.2). The form is commonly referred to in pottery publications of 

Ptolemaic Egypt as a casserole or lopas, although sometimes simply termed an open cooking 

form or carinated open jar.214 

      

In order to catalogue a casserole form, I required several criteria. The vessel had to have an 

internal flange or ledge under the rim in order to hold a lid. This specification eliminated wide 

bowls made of coarse cookwares, which otherwise shared the casserole form's broad and shallow 

shape. In conjunction with the flange, the profile had to demonstrate an open shape and a rim 

diameter greater than the vessel's overall height. However, identification depended largely on rim 

sherds, and I often had to infer the overall height. Therefore, the preservation and recording of 

base versus rim sherds can severely affect the identification of a pot as a ‘casserole’, as opposed 

to another cooking form or large-mouthed jar.215 Generally, if the profile demonstrated that the 

rim diameter was not the maximum diameter of the vessel, then I did not classify the form as a 

casserole. All of these criteria aim to preserve the distinctions of the casserole as heralding new 

cooking possibilities by virtue of its open, shallow shape and capacity for a lid. 

 

I recorded different rim shapes above the flange; while most rims were sharply angled, some 

                                                
214 For example, see Jacquet-Gordon (2012: Fig. 135l) who describes a ‘jarre à ouverture large et parois arrondies à 
bord évasé avec ressaut interne’. For confusion about the application of ‘lopas’, see the widely divergent forms all 
put under this label in Amicone et al (2014), including where Fig. 1.4 is raised as a regional substitute for a lopas in 
Priene; this example has no flange but perhaps the upturned rim would suspend a lid. 
215 Bader (2010: 215) explains this difficulty succinctly. See also above section 4.1.1. 
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possessed a triangular, rounded, or squared lip. Handles were optional attributes as they are not 

necessary for the identification of the form and also depend on the survival of fragments with the 

handle attachment. I also left open the fabric or ware category. Some casserole forms were 

slipped and burnished, while others were composed of coarser fabrics with an untreated surface. 

However, many of the casserole sherds I included had base sections that showed significant 

exposure to fire, whether burned, smoked, or blackened. The recording of this vessel wear 

supported that the form was predominantly used for cooking. 

 

4.2.3 Black slip 

Slip is a treatment of the surface of an unfired vessel with a mixture of clay and water; the black 

color is most probably achieved by a reduction firing stage where the lack of oxygen in the kiln 

reduces the iron in the slip mixture to its ferrous state (Fe II) (Bourriau, Nicholson & Rose 2000: 

126-128; Rice 2015: 281).216 Confusion about the exact process used to achieve the black surface 

in Ptolemaic Egypt has resulted in myriad and overlapping terminology.  

 

The effect is sometimes classified as ‘black ware’ (Jacquet-Gordon 1997; Gill 2012a: 15; de 

Rodrigo 2003, David et al 2016: 12), ‘black silt ware’ (French 1992: 92; Masson 2011: 279), 

‘terra nigra’ (Berlin 2001; Herbert & Berlin 2003: 27-28; Grataloup 1989: 24; Hudson 2014a), or 

‘Egyptian bucchero’ (Pagenstecher 1913: 86-90). Sometimes the term used ascribes a certain 

area of production, such as ‘Memphis black ware’ (B. Johnson 1981; A.J. Spencer 1996: 31, 

2003: 60) or ‘Bubastis ware’ (Hayes 1980: 19, 23). Scholars also describe the surface treatment 

as a ‘black glaze’ (Bailey 2004: 301; Tomber 1999: 137; Aston 1999: 262), or emphasize its 

                                                
216 See further in Chapter Six, section 6.1.2. 
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surface treatment as ‘black burnished ware’ (Allen 1982: 17-18), ‘black lustrous ware’ 

(Chłodnicki 1988), ‘gray slip-ware’ (Ladstätter 2010: 450), or ‘black polished ware’ (Ballet 

2004). Alternatively, some publications simply emphasize the firing conditions of the fabric, 

which is referred to reduction or ‘mode B’ firing (Ballet 1997; French 1997: 143; Grataloup 

2010). Sometimes two different terms are used within the same publication, as when Nicholas 

Hudson (2014b) distinguishes between ‘terra nigra’ (a finer ware he attributes to Buto 

production) and ‘reduction-fired grey ware’ (a coarser ware attributed to local production). As 

part of its efforts at ceramic fabric definition standardization, the Levantine Ceramics Project has 

incorporated many of these examples under the heading of ‘Ptolemaic Black Slipped Ware’ 

(Berlin et al 2016).217    

  

I defined the black slip feature predominantly on the basis of surface color of the vessels or 

sherds (Fig. 1.5). I did not confine the feature's identification to a particular Egyptian clay 

source, as vessels in Nile, marl, and oasis clays can demonstrate the same effect (Ballet 2002: 91; 

Harlaut 2002: 272; Gill 2012a: 17).218 I also did not make an effort to distinguish between 

burnished and polished pottery; the survival and more importantly the recording of a shiny 

surface on a sherd is inconsistent. 

 

The colors that I included ranged from black to dark grey.219 Consistency of the color across the 

entire surface of the vessel was not a strict requirement, as firing variability can render the 

                                                
217 Although some regional distinctions remain on the site: there are currently different entries for Buto, Assiut, 
Aswan, and Oasis Black Slipped wares. 
218 See further in Chapter Six, section 6.1.1. 
219 Some of the relevant Munsell ranges include 2.5YR 2/0, 5YR 3/1–4/1, 7.5YR 2/0–3/0, 7.5YR 7/2, 10YR 2/1–
5/1, 10YR 4/3, and 2.5Y 3/1. 
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surface somewhat blotchy red to black (French 1997: 143). Nor did the entire fabric cross-

section need to have a dark or greyish color, as certain Egyptian sherds with a shiny black 

surface had a lighter interior fabric that indicated multiple stages of firing (Harlaut 2002: 273; 

W.M.F. Petrie 1910a: 44). Nicholson (1993: 104) notes, however, that a grey or black surface 

color not only arises from firing in a reduction environment but may also result from the 

pottery's post-firing exposure to smoke. As it can be difficult to differentiate a purposeful slip 

from other surface alteration (Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 86; Rice 2015: 162), I was forced to use 

some discretion to decide whether the surface color reported was the intentional outcome of a 

surface treatment and firing process.  

 

The main reason I defined my feature on the basis of surface color is the widespread 

interpretation of this ceramic feature as imitative of Greek pottery. In other words, the finished 

appearance of the pottery is the keystone of this emulative argument, rather than any particular 

clay source or clay treatment. Gill (2012a: 16) not only used color but also particular forms of 

tableware to define the ware, and comparing the black tableware forms commonly tied to Greek 

dining to black-surface pottery more broadly is an interesting test of how the distribution of the 

ceramic feature changes when the definition changes (see Chapter Six, section 6.1.3). For the 

catalogue, however, I included all black-surfaced pottery, in order to explore the connections 

between the pottery and its firing technology more broadly. 

 

4.2.4 Moldmade   

Moldmade relief bowls are a small bowl type common to eastern Mediterranean contexts of the 

second century BCE (see Chapter Three, section 3.2; Fig. 1.6). The process of molding pottery 
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not only represents a significant departure of technology for ceramic production but has also 

been linked explicitly to Egyptian metal-working. My definition of moldmade as a feature across 

numerous open and closed forms is an attempt to concentrate on the particular technology of 

production. Molding a ceramic vessel involves a distinctive process of production that separates 

it from other hand or wheel-thrown methods. 

  

Within my definition, I included all ceramic vessels from Ptolemaic contexts that used a mold to 

fashion the majority of the vessel. In cases where the method of production was not expressly 

identified by the publication, the use of a mold was deduced either by relief decoration on the 

walls of the vessel or a noticeable join between two separately-molded parts of the vessel.220 This 

definition encompasses moldmade bowls, jugs, and flasks, but not vessels that incorporated only 

a small molded feature, like a handle or collar. Sometimes it was difficult to distinguish whether 

relief decoration was made using a mold or some other technique like stamping or applique-

decoration. Any uncertainties have been flagged as undetermined. Despite that, some decorative 

appliques appear to have been made in a mold before attachment onto the vessel wall, so their 

inclusion can also contribute to a general sense of the technological expansion of moldmade 

production. Once again, a comparison of the distribution and relational fields of my widely-

defined feature with the narrower category of ‘Hellenizing’ moldmade relief bowls (Chapter Six, 

section 6.2) can provide a fuller depiction both of the impact of this technological process and of 

the valencies of the definition. 

 

                                                
220 Although, not all two piece vessels used a mold; some lentoid or globular flasks were wheel-thrown in two 
pieces and joined, as in Knudsen 2003: 87-94. I am dependent on the publication’s distinction and reporting of these 
differences and as with relief decoration, uncertainties are flagged. 
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4.2.5 Other data delimitation 

There are some other boundaries to my data collection, beyond the definitions of the four 

ceramic features. I chose to limit my analysis to sherds, vessels, and pottery assemblages from 

non-burial archaeological contexts excavated at sites of Ptolemaic Egypt, dating between the 

mid-fourth and the end of the second century BCE (Fig. 4.1).  

 

The delimitation of Egypt – a region largely geographically bounded by deserts and seas – is 

largely in order to confine the project. The Ptolemaic dynasty controlled areas such as Cyprus, 

much of southern Palestine, and regions of the Aegean for periods of the third and second 

centuries BCE, but the narrow timelines of some of those conquests makes pinpointing 

associated material culture as ‘Ptolemaic’ difficult. Further uniting pottery from Egypt, however, 

are the ceramic fabrics themselves, including the almost ubiquitous Nile alluvial clay. 

 

I incorporated pottery found in domestic, settlement, production, and temple contexts in order to 

provide a broad slice of how these ceramic features took their place in everyday settings. The 

inclusion of temple contexts under an ‘everyday’ heading might surprise. Certainly, rituals at 

Egyptian temples were conducted daily. Beyond this, however, contextual recording is rarely 

detailed enough to distinguish objects used in sacred practices, such as washing or meals, from 

similar nonreligious behaviors. Moreover, cult practices could take place in domestic households 

and within temple enclosures, and therefore any sacred vs profane distinction between pottery 

seems disingenuous. For those excavations where there are clearly different areas at one site, the 

pottery in temple enclosures and in domestic buildings is largely comparable, as at Buto (French 
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2000: 15) and at Karnak (Masson 2013).221 

 
I excluded burial contexts in order to avoid any idiosyncrasies of pottery made to commemorate 

or provide for the deceased.222 Egyptian burials demonstrate a long-standing practice of including 

objects with unique features, produced solely for funerary use (Bourriau et al 2000: 142; 

Grataloup 1989: 20). At the North Cemetery in Abydos, the excavators maintained that some of 

the bowls found in a large mud-brick tomb and dated to the Ptolemaic period were made 

specifically for funerary use, because of their cheap production and pristine condition 

(Knoblauch & Bestock 2009: 236). Some distinctive Ptolemaic pottery categories like Hadra 

hydriae also seem to have had an exclusive or particular burial use.223 I therefore did not include 

pottery found in cemeteries or burials.224 Using all of these guidelines resulted in a database of 

3648 pottery entries from twenty-five different sites (Appendix 1 and 2).  

 
I chose to compile pottery assigned a date between the beginning of the fourth and the end of the 

second century BCE. My range explicitly spans the invasion of Alexander and the inauguration 

of Ptolemaic rule, in order to probe the roots of the four chosen ceramic features. The end of the 

second century also does not align with political history – the Ptolemaic dynasty continued in 

power until 31 BCE – but with changes in pottery forms and dynamics. By the beginning of the 

first century BCE, the appearance of terra sigillata forms in the eastern Mediterranean and the  

                                                
221 See further in Chapter Five, section 5.1.3. 
222 As a comparison, Lund (2015: 226) included funerary contexts in his synthetic analysis of Cypriot pottery 
because he found that vessels found in tombs are also found in settlements and occasionally sanctuaries. Yet 
Winther-Jacobsen (2006: 391-395) did note that even though the forms of the vessels overlapped, some examples 
found in Cypriot tombs (eg. Evrychou V tomb) were thought to have been made specifically for burial purposes and 
had no other use.      
223 See note in Chapter Three, section 3.2.  
224 Although I do note the contextual breadth of the ceramic features included in burial contexts in Chapters Six and 
Seven. 
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Figure 4.1: Map of sites with Ptolemaic pottery catalogued 
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growth of new centers of ceramic production had introduced new pottery and new pottery 

associations into Egypt. For example, John Hayes (2005: 12-13) has remarked on the coherence 

of ceramic styles from the first century BCE and the first century CE, crosscutting the traditional 

'Hellenistic' and 'Roman' divide.225 Understanding the prior two centuries can help to place this 

general shift into longer trajectories of pottery similarities between Egypt and other places in the 

eastern Mediterranean.226 

 

As already mentioned in the section on stratigraphic contexts, it is very difficult to assign narrow 

dates to the ceramic vessels in this study. Predominantly, excavators use comparisons to pottery 

with similar forms and features in order to provide a possible date range. The chronological 

resolution of such ranges is typically fifty to one hundred years. These ranges cover the 

approximate dates of production of these ceramic features, which may or may not be close to 

their dates of deposition and also do not take into account that different forms and styles may be 

popular or available at different sites at different times. However, I decided that at least some 

division of the data into temporal intervals was important in order to gauge diachronic trends. 

Chronological resolution is one reason why I have only used excavation publications to compile 

my data, rather than information from survey projects in Egypt. However, I have referred to the 

appearance of the chosen ceramic features within archaeological surveys in order to compare the 

data boundaries in Chapter Five (section 5.1.2). 

 

I therefore incorporated additional details for ceramic examples for which additional 

stratigraphic information is available. Even these divisions must be broad: the data are split into 

                                                
225 See also Aston 1999: 331 about pottery changes in the Late Ptolemaic period. 
226 See further Chapter Seven, section 7.3. 
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three divisions of roughly one hundred years (see Chapter Five, section 5.2). Where certain sites 

have stratigraphic information that does not fit within just one of my three time intervals, I had to 

apportion them. The probability distribution within these ranges remains unclear, however. 

Should these features be regarded as following a curve in popularity that grows and falls, or a 

uniform distribution across the range? Any theoretical distribution that assumes a normal 

popularity curve might presume too much about the process and motivations involved in a 

distribution of a ceramic feature. However, adopting a uniform distribution across the range is 

also unrealistic, as features probably did reach a 'peak' of popularity (unimodal distribution) 

(Crema 2015: 321). Popularity presumably varied for different ceramic features (Roberts et al 

2012: 1519). In order to err on the side of conservatism, where necessary I have apportioned 

ceramic wares uniformly across the range.  

 

4.3 Relational methods 

The first half of this chapter detailed the compilation of the data, as well as the necessary 

precautions to keep in mind about the data limitations and legacies. The second half of this 

chapter explores the methods used to analyze the compiled data. My methods shelter under the 

broad umbrella of relational approaches. Relations – between people, and things, and the 

environment – constitute a major focus of anthropological or archaeological inquiry (Strathern 

2018). Relational approaches emphasize connections, rather than categories or inherent 

characteristics, in order to seek explanations.227 Without being tied to any one method, theory, 

scale, or object of analysis, relational approaches in these fields understand human behavior, 

institutions, power, and social agency as accumulated within relationships, rather than developed 

                                                
227 Terrell 2013: 19; Marin & Wellman 2011: 11-22; Wellman & Berkowitz 1988: 4; Mills 2016; Brughmans 2013: 
625; DiMaggio 2011: 286; Pachuki & Brieger 2010. 
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internally within actors or groups (Marin & Wellman 2011: 13; Borck et al 2015: 35). 

 

Relational approaches that acknowledge the power of interconnections therefore match well with 

contemporary archaeological theory. A context – the quintessential archaeological unit of inquiry 

– is after all a ‘set of relationships which bestow meaning’ (Shanks and Tilley 1992: xix). 

Contextual sets of relationships do not necessarily have to be stratigraphic or spatially 

contiguous, as important as these associations often are. Instead, the context under examination 

can differ greatly in scale and is fluid by definition. An archaeological context might be a set of 

wider relations that explain or give meaning to an object (Friemel 2008: 10). Carla Antonaccio 

(2010: 38) emphasizes the importance of ‘connection’ or ‘social relations... that produce and 

entail material culture.’228 Ideally, archaeological analysis is able to traverse differing scales of 

relations from archaeological deposit to typological distribution. I noted in Chapter Three 

(section 3.4) how archaeological theory has recognized that objects do not carry concrete, 

immutable essences but that object meanings, values, and uses can change in different contextual 

settings. Additionally, recent archaeological reflections on material agency insist that objects 

mediate social relations, emphasizing how objects and humans exert and take effect only in 

connection to one another. In other words, a relational approach provides a method of 

comparison and contextualization of archaeological data, as well as an understanding of how 

material and social relationships are co-created. 

 

I employ two general relational methods. The first is a more formal network approach, for 

constructing and analyzing comprehensive charts of the ceramic feature data. The second might 

                                                
228 See also Hodos 2014: 26. 
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be regarded as less formal, but no less informative, where I explore material and contextual 

relations surrounding the ceramic features in case-studies of production and consumption. Both 

methods reveal a great deal of information about material similarity.229 

 

4.3.1 Network methods in archaeology 

Networks are relational structures consisting of lines (also called edges or ties) representing 

relationships between points (or node or vertex).230 The flexibility of network representation 

allows researchers to define what a point and a connection in any particular network might 

denote.231 Network graphs not only represent the connections between nodes for easy 

visualization, but can generate a standardized description of connection patterns or a predictive 

model on the basis of other known network structures.232  

 

Within the last decade, network analysis has become more popular within studies of the ancient 

Mediterranean (Collar et al 2015: 2; Malkin et al 2007: 7; Harris Cline 2012). Notable projects 

have reconstructed social networks from textual and epigraphical sources,233 as well as used 

                                                
229 I take some inspiration from Strathern (1996: 531): ‘I have wilfully mixed old and new - the old networks of 
network analysis [...] and the new ones of actor network theory.’ 
230 For a full and accessible set of definitions of network language, see Ruffini 2008: 28-39; Brughmans 2010; de 
Nooy et al 2011: 3-33; the glossary in Collar et al 2015. Social network analysis was developed from formal graph 
theory and statistical models that employ mathematical reasoning to identify and analyze patterns of relationships. 
For a recent brief overview of the historiography of network analysis in anthropology, sociology, and history, see 
Ruffini 2008: 9-14; Knox et al 2006. For the major social network analysis influences on archaeological studies, see 
Brughmans 2013: 632-633. 
231 Similarly flexible is whether connections between nodes flow only in one direction (arc) or are reciprocal (edge). 
Connections might be weighted to represent the strength of connections in relation to others or use signed 
connections to include information about whether a connection is positive or negative. 
232 Malkin et al 2007: 2-6; Sindbæk 2013: 71; Knappett 2013: 3; Valente 1995; Kandler & Caccioli 2016: 177-181. 
233 Some of the more significant and analytically-grounded contributions include: Graham 2002 surveying the 
connections between individual names on imperial Roman brick stamps as well as clay sources, determined 
archaeometrically; Graham 2006 and Isaksen 2007, 2008 using the Antonine Itineraries to demonstrate transport 
networks and differences between Roman imperial regions; Larson 2013 exploring a network of Aegean sculptural 
signatures from the late 4th c to the 1st c BCE; Ruffini 2004, 2008 mapping pagan networks in the eastern 
Mediterranean in Late Antiquity through literature and then Byzantine Egypt through prosopography in papyri; 
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network concepts to frame economic and cultural connections (Horden & Purcell 2000; Malkin 

2003, 2011; Reger 2013). Archaeological networks are by their nature somewhat more fragile, 

however, because archaeologists study social relations through material connections that may be 

indirectly related to the social phenomena or unevenly preserved.234  

 

Despite these cautions and even in the face of naysayers,235 archaeological applications of 

network theory and modeling have ranged widely. A few brief examples can show the range of 

themes and methods in archaeological networks.236 Many network studies in archaeology build 

strongly on geographical or spatial relations, because spatial proximity is considered to be one of 

the most significant factors in the creation and maintenance of social connections between 

individuals.237 Cyprian Broodbank (2000) modeled a proximal point analysis for the Early 

Bronze Age Cyclades on the assumption that communities would interact most with their closest 

geographic neighbors. Broodbank then returned archaeological data to his model, not as 

attributes that aligned the material to particular ethnicities or peoples, but rather as indications of 

social relationships (Broodbank 2000: 34).238 Working the same principle from the opposite 

                                                
Rutherford 2007 reviewing 'theoric networks' from epigraphical testimonies on visiting envoys in ancient Greece; 
Hezser 2015 analyzing Late Antique networks between Palestinian and Babylonian sages; and Collar 2013 studying 
religious networks in the early Roman empire through epigraphical sources. 
234 Knappett 2013: 8; Blake 2014: 80, 243; Isaksen 2013: 47, 66; Brughmans 2010: 298, 2012: 196-197, 282; 
Coward 2010: 465; Malkin et al 2007: 6; Larson 2013: 242. Brughmans (2013: 632) attributes common problems in 
archaeological network interpretation to the wholesale adoption of social network analysis rather than reviewing its 
graph theory roots. 
235 Network modeling has been dismissed in certain cases as being a useful visualization tool but unable to offer 
definitive new perspectives, see Nitschke & Rollinger 2015: 218; Walsh 2014: 72. 
236 Networks in archaeology have been predominantly envisioned as trade networks, concretely working to circulate 
goods. The examples below demonstrate how connections spanning social, religious, technological and other such 
spheres can also be illuminated by network approaches and analysis; see the concerns of Riedel 2013: 371. 
237 Even in the modern world, see Sorenson 2005: 515. Network approaches to geographic space have been used to 
understand the territories of ancient states (M. Smith 2005), how visibility networks facilitate control and 
communication (Brughmans et al 2014), as well as how network applications can assist interpret regional survey 
data and analyze settlement patterns (Rothman 1987). 
238 Broodbank 2000: 163ff discusses how pottery designs show ‘interaction spheres’ between different areas of the 
Cyclades. 
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direction, Katja Mueller (2003a, 2003b) used evidence of social interactions in Ptolemaic-period 

papyrological sources to map clusters of as-yet-uncharted unsettlements in the Fayoum. 

 

Emma Blake (2014) also framed her archaeological investigation of group and ethnic identity in 

Bronze Age Italy through levels of interaction between group members. The archaeological 

record can show the distribution of certain artifact types; Blake (2014: 66-76) maintained that the 

interaction necessary to distribute these artifacts was most relevant in constructing and 

maintaining group identity.239 Therefore, she argued that material similarities between sites (and 

the communities at this site) were best investigated not as signs of ethnic groups but as traces of 

interaction. Although it was often unclear whether the artifact types ended up at sites through 

direct exchange, redistribution, or itinerant traders, Blake (2014: 72) theorized explicitly that the 

very presence of shared objects could in turn promote connectedness between these 

communities.240 Finally, Blake (2014: 110) applied a multiple regression analysis to test whether 

the appearance of shared objects at sites can predict a later regional affiliation. The regression 

analysis allowed her to mathematically demonstrate a relationship between the sharing of objects 

in the Final Bronze Age and an increased likelihood of later group affiliation, so that habitual 

regional exchange did indeed seem to precede regional identity formation.  

                                                
239 Blake constructed two different networks for the Recent Bronze Age and the Final Bronze Age, using different 
sites in Italy as nodes. She designated connections in the network between sites where certain artifact types co-
occurred and were equal to or less than fifty kilometers apart. Artifact types were mainly constituted by ceramic 
vessels from the Aegean, distinctive weapon types and foreign forms of personal adornment (see tables 2.1 and 2.2). 
By these conditions, Blake (2014: 91) created a symmetric, binary, one-mode adjacency network: symmetric 
because the ties were undirected, as Blake did not know which sites originated the interaction; binary because the 
ties were not given a value, as Blake realized that comparing numbers of different artifacts often did more to 
compare different excavation techniques and histories; one-mode because all the nodes were of the same type (ie. 
sites). 
240 Blake (2014: 74) maintained that 'foreign' objects – so often explored for information about long-distance 
interactions – could shed light on local interactions as well. This use of nonlocal artifact types to show local 
dynamics was even more useful when it was difficult to identify regional differences from locally-produced material 
culture (Blake 2014: 84). 
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For the Etruscan region in the Hellenistic period (350-80 BCE), Raffaela Da Vela (2014-15, 

2016a, b) has explored how the transmission of materials connected networks of people, both in 

the introduction of new forms and new ideas. She tracked not only material and architectural 

forms, but also depositional practices as material evidence of connections between places (2014-

15: 212).241 Da Vela acknowledges the drawbacks in applying network analysis to legacy data 

from numerous excavations and publications: complex quantitative approaches are unsustainable 

and a micro-focus often untenable.242 Nonetheless, she demonstrates that even recording the 

presence of material and analyzing on the scale of whole communities can show how areas 

gather increasingly homogenous material culture through their exchange of objects and ideas. 

 

Fiona Coward (2010) likewise constructed networks of material co-presence on sites from the 

Near East across a large time-scale in the Epipalaeolithic and Neolithic. She used 780 

stratigraphic contexts as nodes from 591 sites around the Near East and divided the data into 

1000-year time-slices. Like Blake, she did not compare numbers of objects across different 

nodes to determine the strength of the ties between stratigraphic contexts. However, Coward did 

use the number of shared types between contexts to provide a tie strength; if two stratigraphic 

levels both shared three different object types, this was considered a stronger connection than if 

                                                
241 Da Vela (2016a: 27) notes that the deposition of grave goods can be considered a tightly-controlled ‘cultural’ 
place, with distinct depositional practices suggesting social connections, including where the pottery itself changes 
meaning and function in that burial. She plans to compare human mobility as seen in funeral inscriptions as well. Da 
Vela has also employed the terminology of globalization (ie. how does interconnectedness affect local identity), 
where networks stand in for global connections. 
242 Although I would also like to note Da Vela’s (2016b) excellent suggestion for archaeologists to use network 
analysis to ascertain and measure loops, gaps, and dependencies in the accumulated data of archaeological 
excavations, particularly legacy excavations. 
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they had only shared one object type, regardless of the total number of objects.243 Coward (2010: 

461) claimed that the co-presence of different forms of material culture from comparable time 

periods was ‘a material reflection of some sort of social relationship (in its widest sense) between 

those sites’. The objects themselves were direct material proxies and agents of social relations, 

but could also represent shared material practices, such as the use of pestles for grinding.244 

 

Turning to pottery evidence specifically, the Southwest Social Networks (SWSN) project is a 

leader in the field of network analysis.245 This project utilizes ceramic wares, types, and totals 

from over 700 sites in the North American Southwest, dating between about 1200-1550 CE. 

Collaborators in this project have applied numerous network analyses to this large data 

collection, which includes more than 800 000 decorated ceramic artifacts that have been assigned 

to distinctive ware categories and apportioned to fifty-year period divisions. Barbara Mills and 

her collaborators (2013) compared how similar the assemblages of decorated pottery were across 

different sites. On the basis of the proportions of different wares within a site's total ceramic 

assemblage, the project calculated a similarity score between every pair of sites. The SWSN 

project primarily uses a similarity score built on the Brainerd-Robinson (BR) index (see further 

detail below in section 4.3.2); the project plots connections between sites that scored equal to or 

over 0.75 and examines the resulting networks for structural features and changes over time. 

 

                                                
243 The objects used by Coward for her analysis ranged widely from representational artworks, architectural features, 
ground stone, shell and worked bone, lithics, clay vessels and objects, and ochre, among others. 
244 Bridging the methods applied by Blake and Coward, Sindbæk (2007) explored Viking-period trade routes around 
Scandinavia and the Baltic by first designating links through a combination of artifact distribution and 
reconstruction of the shortest routes possible. He returned to this artifact distribution in 2013 but this time analyzed 
links that were not dependent on closeness but on the number of shared artifact types. 
245 Borck et al 2015; Mills et al 2013; Mills et al 2015; Mills 2016; Peeples & Haas 2013; Peeples & Roberts 2013; 
Roberts et al 2012; Peeples et al 2016. 
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Calculating a similarity score between sites based on the proportions of different ceramic wares 

provides a common measure of relationships between the sites. A strong resemblance of 

decorated pottery indicates strong social relationships. The SWSN project has also compared its 

network of ceramic wares to other materials such as obsidian artifacts (Mills et al 2013).246 

Although the use of ceramic wares in this project encompasses both the fabric type and the 

decoration, the project does not seek to trace pottery from its source. Rather, the similarities 

between the ceramic assemblages at different sites form communities of consumption or 

practice, originating in relationships that share information, objects, and ideas (Peeples et al 

2016: 66; Mills 2016). As with Blake and Coward, Matthew Peeples (2011) has described 

material networks as key to relational identities, rather than interpreting the objects as 

expressions of identity.  

 

Because of the robustness and magnitude of the SWSN database, researchers on the project have 

explored many other network calculations. Lewis Borck et al (2015) assessed how a site's 

embeddedness within the wider social network correlated with its population stability over time. 

Different measures of centrality (eg. degree centrality, relative eigenvector centrality: Mills et al 

2013) compare changes in network connectedness and the position of certain sites over time. The 

project has also led the field in exploring how different data definitions and network measures on 

the same dataset can affect the analysis. Peeples and John Roberts (2013) experimented with 

how a binary measure of similarity (ie. above or below 0.75) affected the subsequent 

characterization of network measures. The extremely large size of the data set allows a wide 

                                                
246 Using a similar method, Golitko et al (2012) tracked obsidian from known source origins across different Mayan 
sites in four different time periods. This study also used the BR index to analyze the similarity between frequencies 
of obsidian origins across different Mayan sites and thereby to construct networks of trade in this material. 
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variety of statistical testing and network calculations that can guide subsequent archaeological 

applications. 

 

The Inventory of Crafts and Trade in the Roman East (ICRATES), begun in 2004, is also a large 

project that focuses on Roman ceramic tablewares in the Eastern Mediterranean. This ongoing 

project applies network approaches and methods to the study of over 30 000 individual pottery 

records from both past and current excavations (Brughmans & Poblome 2016a, 2016b; Poblome 

& Bes 2006, 2008; Bes 2006, 2007, 2015; Poblome, Bes & Willet 2012). The data derive from a 

range of publications that differ in their reporting style and comprehensiveness; to counteract this 

discrepancy, the database combines both well-published sites with more general data 'regions' 

(Bes 2006: 4). The volume and precision of data allow the ceramic sherds to be divided into 

twenty-five-year periods. ICRATES aims to bring together existing data about Roman ceramic 

tablewares to shed further light on the major production areas, exchange networks, and 

consumption relationships that the material encompasses. The use of 'ware' definitions for the 

ceramic data of the Roman eastern Mediterranean means that each pottery sherd is tied to a 

production area (Poblome, Bes & Willet 2012). ICRATES network applications therefore focus 

on the pathways of ceramic vessels from their production origin to their consumption site, rather 

than any pathways of ideas in pottery forms or technology per se. More recent endeavors have 

also tested the distribution of Roman pottery against distance-based networks (Brughmans & 

Poblome 2016a) or compared the distribution patterns to hypothetical models of the Roman 

economy (Brughmans & Poblome 2016b). 

 

Tom Brughmans (2010, 2014) has completed one of the most rigorous in-depth network studies 
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on the ICRATES database. In order to study the sigillata wares (divided A-D) found in the 

eastern Mediterranean in the Roman period, Brughmans analyzed the distribution of the wares, 

as well as the diversity of different tableware forms in these wares. Once again, this specification 

does not trace exchanged ideas or technologies, but traces pottery forms in wares that are linked 

to a particular production area. Brughmans constructed a two-mode network that connected site 

nodes with form nodes based on whether a form was found at a site. He then partitioned this two-

mode network into two one-mode networks for further analysis: a network of sites as nodes that 

were connected if they both shared a certain ceramic form (the more forms, the greater value of 

the connection), and a network of forms as nodes that were connected if they were found on the 

same sites (the more sites, the greater value of the connection). 

 

Constructing separate one-mode networks allows a more in-depth analysis of their structural 

features. In the first network with sites as nodes, Brughmans clustered sites into groups 

depending on the diversity of forms at the sites. For the network with forms as nodes, he 

clustered the forms into groups depending on how many sites at which they appear. The resulting 

descriptive statistic (the m-slice) allows for a differentiation between nodes based on the strength 

of their individual ties. Another measure that Brughmans used (k-core) clustered nodes based on 

their number of ties (a site with forms that are present on many other sites will have a high k-

core, and likewise a form that is co-present with many other forms). Brughmans demonstrated 

that certain vessel forms did not completely match ware distributions, thereby showing that 

complete sets of wares were not necessarily distributed along the same networks. Brughmans 

engaged multidimensional explanations for such relations, whether the distribution of an object 

itself or of the 'knowledge' required to imitate it. His network similarity testing of the 
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distributions, as well as a sensitivity analysis of the changes in network measures against various 

cut-off values of 'similarity' – ie. what happens when the network conditions specify that a 

relation only occurs over a certain value – provide useful touchstones for how archaeologists 

should explore network approaches with respect to archaeological data. 

 

Rather than attempting to trace the spread of ceramic vessels linked to certain production centers, 

other archaeological network applications have specifically explored how similar ceramic 

features made in different locations can also serve as a proxy and conduit for social relations.247 

In one of the most complex similarity models used in archaeological research so far, Per Östborn 

and Henrik Gerding (2015) constructed a similarity network that explored the manufacture and 

use of fired bricks in the Mediterranean from the fourth to the first century BCE. They used 

eighteen attributes of fired bricks – dimensions, architectural use, use of binding, and more – to 

analyze this building material across 233 contexts from 131 different sites (Östborn & Gerding 

2015: 312). Östborn and Gerding interpreted those contexts or sites with the greatest number of 

shared attributes as more connected in the network but combined different kinds of attributes into 

the one measure of similarity. Östborn and Gerding were especially concerned with the diffusion 

of fired brick manufacture through space and time, but also explored the effects of different 

similarity thresholds and how those limits altered the structure of the generated network. They 

conducted random permutation tests on the clusters of attributes in order to check whether the 

clustering was statistically significant and whether the process of similarity distribution was 

                                                
247 See also different projects such as Mizoguchi 2009 on ceramic stylistic similarities and pottery exchange 
between regions of Japan in the Kofun period, a network charting of pottery motifs in the Linearbandkeramik 
settlement in the Merzbach valley in Bentley & Shennan 2003, and the examination of similarities in decoration 
motifs on the collars of ceramic pots to demonstrate ties between different Iroquoian sites in the north-eastern 
United States in Hart & Engelbrecht 2012; Dermarkar et al 2016. 
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random. Finally, they experimented with the significance of different attributes in the analysis to 

explore whether technical expertise or elite decision-making was most decisive in the spread of 

fired bricks (Östborn & Gerding 2015: 338-339). 

 

4.3.2 Similarity network approach 

The aforementioned projects show the range of network approaches within archaeology and the 

vitality that these methods can introduce into the study of material culture. All of these earlier 

studies productively applied network analysis to archaeological materials, whether to show the 

distribution of objects from their production through exchange networks or to establish the social 

networks behind the sharing of material technologies and styles. This section outlines how I have 

adopted or adapted some of these network applications to analyze the ceramic features of 

Ptolemaic Egypt. I explain how I have modeled the data from the published assemblages in a 

network approach. 

 

I follow many archaeological applications of network analysis in predominantly defining 

archaeological sites as nodes in the network.248 The definition is largely determined by the data 

sources, as it is rare that publications allow intra-site levels of specificity. My interpretation of 

the network analysis will consider more detailed consideration of contexts, where possible. In 

such cases, I can investigate the degree to which broad differences in context types – for 

example, public religious areas, or domestic settings – provide distinctive patterns of pottery 

consumption. 

 

                                                
248 In some cases, I also frame the ceramic features as nodes and sites as connections, but the same problems still 
apply. 
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I define connections in my network analysis primarily as co-occurrence across sites. I use 

undirected connections, because the resolution of diachronic change available from the data does 

not allow the pinpointing of origins. I also predominantly use binary connections, in order to 

avoid merely charting the extent of archaeological excavation at each site. Therefore, the 

presence and proportions of shared forms and features is most significant, rather than how the 

absolute number of similar vessels or sherds at each site compares. However, I have sometimes 

retained the volume of sherds for comparison, keeping always in mind the variations of 

archaeological excavation, collection, and publication. 

 

Network approaches can provide a systematic way to compare the appearance of certain features. 

As Søren Sindbæk (2013: 81) states, ‘[a] comprehensive discussion of dozens of find groups 

across numerous sites—no matter how elaborately presented—is unlikely in itself to provide an 

analyst with a balanced view of structural patterns across those sites and source materials.’ 

Network modeling standardizes the calculation and display of relational data, thereby enabling 

easier pattern recognition. Network analysis also facilitates the comparison of categories that are 

not ordinal, which other forms of principal component and cluster analysis require (Östborn & 

Gerding 2014: 79-80). This systematic approach can then be used to ‘formulate qualitative 

hypotheses’ (Östborn & Gerding 2014: 83). I use the network software Gephi, which provides a 

free and open-source visualization and network measurement tool (Bastian, Heymann, & Jacomy 

2009; Huisman & van Duuijn 2011: 587). 

 

Underpinning my analysis is the assumption that sites with more similar ceramic features were 

more likely to have had – and had greater potential for – stronger social relationships (Sindbæk 
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2013: 74; Coward 2013: 251). Communities sharing similar ceramic features were more 

connected than those without similarities; these connections enabled the production and 

distribution of similar objects. Similar ceramic features can occur at two different locations 

through a variety of processes, such as imitation, emigration, trade, and so on. Regardless of the 

specific process, the presence of similar ceramic features is here taken to indicate a greater social 

relation between two communities as represented by sites.249 

 

I also advance under the assumption that features with similar distributions followed similar 

networks of communication. This is not to say that the geographical space is in any way 

homogenous or neutral; the uniqueness of the Nile Valley versus the desert in the Egyptian 

landscape is a clear indication that not all spatial units or pathways have equal access, speed, 

permanent occupation, or populations. Nor is my conception a 'distribution network' in the 

traditional sense because I am not able to link pottery fabrics with production centers. However, 

the distribution and exchange of ideas can follow similar social pathways as that of objects 

through space. Material similarity is thus broadly conceived as a distinct set of social 

relationships that provide and encourage the spread of a material or social practice (Valente 

1995). Therefore, I assume that similarities and differences in feature distribution patterns reveal 

something about the human behavior that led to them. I also hold that features with a similar 

distribution pattern have a higher probability that similar processes resulted in their distribution 

(Brughmans 2010: 288). Those features with significant differences in distribution patterns are 

therefore less likely to co-occur on the same sites at the same time. 

                                                
249 For a similar rationale, see also Borck et al 2015: 39: ‘We contend that the similarities in the proportions of these 
various ceramic wares provide an indication of the most robust patterns of interaction based on all of these social 
processes and likely others.’ 
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Importantly, a network approach does not simply attempt to identify patterns of relations 

between entities but also tries to give significance to the patterning and its analysis. Network 

approaches force archaeologists to focus on the relations between phenomena and to state 

explicitly their assumptions about how relations affect nodes and the network as a whole. 

Mapping these data grounds them in space and visually presents their overlaps and differences as 

well (Orton & Hughes 2013: 238-40). I seek not only to identify difference but also analyze the 

extent of similarity between two sites or the distribution patterns of two features. Calculating the 

extent of similarity is the basis of similarity network analysis. A similarity network assumes that 

nodes are more strongly connected when their data are more similar and less connected when 

their data are less similar. 

 

Similarity networks can be constructed in two ways. In each case, the data are represented in a 

matrix that details every possible set of paired nodes and whether there is a connection between 

them (Fig. 4.2). The first is as an affiliation network or two-mode network that links nodes of 

two different types (Borgatti & Halgin 2011: 418). For example, a network of the data for this 

dissertation can have both features and sites as nodes; a tie is placed between a feature and a site 

when this feature appears on that site. The two-mode network can incorporate the volume of the 

feature at each site as a tie value. I can then separate this two-mode network into two one-mode 

networks: sites connect to sites if they share a feature (the number of shared features designating 

a tie value), and features connect to features if they are on the same site (with the number of sites 

in common as a tie value). Constructing one-mode networks simplifies the characterization of 

which features had similar distributions and which sites share similar features.   
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Figure 4.2: Example data matrix of paired nodes and BR values as connection strength 
 
 
BR values of features at sites in fourth-century BCE contexts 
 

 I I/B B B/M M C 

Naukratis 83 0 0 0 0 17 

Timai 0 0 0 0 0 100 

Tebtynis 44 0 56 0 0 0 

Koptos 76 8 16 0 0 0 

Syene 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Elephantine 100 0 0 0 0 0 

Mut al-Kharab 50 0 50 0 0 0 
 
 
BR values of features across sites in fourth-century BCE contexts 
 

 Naukratis Timai Tebtynis Koptos Syene Elephantine Mut al-Kharab 

I 13.5 0 11 51 3 13.5 8 

I/B 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 

B 0 0 42 33 0 0 25 

B/M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C 33 67 0 0 0 0 0 

I all 13 0 10 54 25 13 7.5 

B all 0 0 36 43 0 0 21 

M all 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Similarity can also build on several attributes of the data. For example, I can designate a 

connection only if the two objects share a possible time range or if sites are within a certain 

distance of one another (Blake 2014; Sindbæk 2007). Alternatively, I can calculate similarity not 

just on co-presence but also on material proportions. A network tie represents a similarity value 

calculated using the difference between the proportions of different ceramic features or wares 

found at two sites (as used by the SWSN project: Mills et al 2013). This latter calculation works 

from the BR index already mentioned (Borck et al 2015: 40). The similarity (S) measured 

between the ceramic assemblages of sites (a) and (b) is calculated using the percentage of a ware 

or feature (k) at each site: 

   Sab = 200 - ∑ | Pak – Pbk | 
           k 

S has a possible range from zero to 200 where a score of 200 describes the proportions of a 

ceramic feature at two sites as exactly the same. Brughmans (2014: 427-428) also flipped this 

formula so that it analyzed the similarity between form distribution patterns; he sought the 

similarity between the proportions of all sherds of a pair of forms at a site. In this case, the 

calculation for similarity between forms (j) and (k) takes the percentage representation of site (a) 

in their distribution: 

             p 
   Sjk = 200 - ∑ | Pja – Pka | 
          a =1 

In each case, the value sufficient to represent a tie between two nodes requires qualitative 

definition. For example, Mills et al (2013) used ties over 75% strength of their calculation (on a 

scale from 0-200, anything with a similarity score of 150 or more). By using both presence and 

proportion as measures of similarity, I can compare the data in different forms and how the 

similarity networks differ on the basis of these values. 
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Using the BR index in archaeological seriation to place site assemblages in chronological order 

introduces problems (McNutt 2005).250 The BR index also has limitations within similarity 

network models. The measure is arbitrary and does not adjust its results according to volume of 

sherds for each feature. In my study, discounting the volume of sherds leads to direct 

comparisons between features that only have a few examples in a limited distribution to features 

with a large number of sherds. The calculation of proportions can result in higher BR values for 

the minimally-attested features and rather low values otherwise (Brughmans 2014: 428). 

Nevertheless, the two approaches to similarity networks (presence-absence and proportional) 

also have their advantages. Broad comparisons of pottery forms and appearances are susceptible 

to the trap of recording the intensity of archaeological work, rather than ancient consumption 

patterns. As already noted, publications of Egyptian archaeology skew towards particular sites, 

whilst other regions and types of settlement are underrepresented. Therefore, by focusing the 

exploratory data analysis on the range of pottery features attested at sites rather than comparing 

sherd or vessel counts, I attempt to minimize the impact of long-standing excavations. 

 

4.3.3 Contextual and material relational approaches  

Apart from formal network analysis, relational approaches in archaeology can also embrace 

more fluid understandings of how connections affect and constitute the past. As I outlined in the 

previous chapter, archaeological theory has emphasized the role of context and material 

relations, which play out on multiple scales. Sometimes this is a case of using network or 

                                                
250 In a mathematical article, Shucat (1984) converts the BR index into a network problem specifically for 
archaeological seriation. 
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relational metaphors to explain material phenomena.251 The percolation of ideas from Actor 

Network Theory (ANT) has also foregrounded how agency is enacted in and by relations rather 

than individuals (see Chapter Three, section 3.4.2; Van Oyen 2012: 49, 2016b: 54, 2016a: 355-

356). Knappett (2011, 2016) has been foundational in trying to integrate such a sensibility for the 

social roles of objects into the framework of network analysis. If objects are actors in the ANT 

sense, then objects participate and are affected by social changes, making them contributors and 

substantiations of social relations (Orser 2009: 263; Coward 2013: 248; Harvey & Knox 2014: 7-

12). Therefore, understanding how objects work in both small-scale and large-scale relational 

fields constitutes a key part of understanding their social effects (Papantoniou 2012: 31). 

Knappett (2012: 104) describes networks of object meaning in different frames of reference, both 

vertical (extending through manufacture to consumption) and horizontal (contemporaneous 

connections with other objects). Archaeologists can gain a deeper appreciation for objects within 

an understanding of their material sequence of production, as well as alongside an understanding 

of the objects that moved and were used with them in the same contexts (Archibald 2013: 141; 

Orton & Hughes 2013: 237). 

 

A sense of movement or distribution of objects in space is crucial to understanding object 

relations, whether as a trade network or as a network of shared attributes. Material connections in 

the past do not rely simply on spatial relations but also social relations (Brughmans & Poblome 

                                                
251 van der Enden (2013) used network terminology as a heuristic to understand the dissemination and choice of 
tablewares at different sites around the Aegean from the late fourth to the early first century BCE. Although he 
applied no formal network modeling to his dataset, network concepts underpinned his understanding of the ceramic 
similarities and what the similar pottery indicated about the centrality of certain sites and the social relationships 
maintained (van der Enden 2013: 166-68). In a similar way, Langin-Hooper (2007) proposed a model of interaction 
between Babylonian and Greek styles and techniques in terracotta figurine production that she termed a ‘Social 
Networks’ model. Foxhall et al (2016: 281-300) have a research program entitled 'Tracing Networks' involving 
archaeologists and computer scientists, which focuses on networks of craftspeople and craft traditions from the Late 
Bronze Age to the Hellenistic period (1500-200 BCE). 
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2016a: 259). However, comparing the social to the spatial can illuminate whether the closest 

sites always possess the strongest connections. Concrete models built on archaeological data are 

easier to compare and evaluate than lists or descriptions. I can compare the aforementioned 

similarity (or co-presence) networks with distance-based networks of sites to explore the impact 

of geographic distance on distribution network for certain forms (Brughmans 2010: 292). By 

explicitly situating the network analysis in the geography of Ptolemaic Egypt over time, I can 

explore how social and spatial relations worked in concert or in contest to produce the 

distribution of ceramic features. 

 

The comparison of the ceramic feature network with other material features can also contribute 

to an understanding of how the chosen ceramic features differ or overlap in their relational 

patterns. For example, I explore whether the consumption of locally-made ceramic features 

follows or offsets patterns of consumption of imported ceramic vessels at the same sites. It is 

also useful to see whether they replicate patterns generated by 'foreign' ceramic forms or 

decorations that came to Egypt from other places than the Greek world, such as the adaptation of 

the forms of Levantine-Phoenician amphoras in Egyptian clays. To determine the balance of 

change and continuity in the ceramic record and whether these remain constant across time and 

space, I compare regional continuities of Egyptian ceramic features, such as distinctive neck-less 

and two-handled storage jar forms (Marchand 2002, 2013). Situating my chosen ceramic features 

from Ptolemaic Egypt alongside additional material relations adds to an understanding of these 

vessels and sherds as material productions, rather than as one-note cultural symbols. 
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4.3.4 Similarity and its relations 

A relational approach has particular significance for any exploration of similarity because – as 

mentioned in the previous chapter (section 3.4) – similarity is itself a relational concept. Drawing 

on the two relational aspects under-exploited in examinations of Ptolemaic pottery, three 

leitmotifs run throughout my reorientation of the ceramic features. The first is an exploration of 

how similarity is constructed. An assessment of how to define the exactness or extent of 

similarities is a useful self-reflexive process (Bader 2013: 274). The definition is inevitably 

connected to the state of relations between pots, people, and practices as well. On the production 

side, research on material standardization scrutinizes and invokes similarity to postulate 

particular economic and production structures (Kotsonas 2014). Visual similarity may or may 

not involve the exact imitation of the process and skills in production, however, which can have 

significant implications for subsequent interpretations of object standardization, distribution, and 

meaning (N. Smith 2009: 169-170). 

 

Similarities also affected how pottery was used, thought about, and how it acted in consumption. 

Margaret Miller (1997: 135-152) categorized three ways in which Athenian pottery in the fifth 

century BCE resembled an Achaemenid repertoire of metalware and ceramic forms: imitation, 

adaptation, and derivation. In imitation, Athenian potters copied forms ‘as accurately as possible’ 

(136), which ensured that the pots could slip easily into a comparable role signifying ‘aristocratic 

wealth and authority’ (151). Miller (1997: 141-152) classified vessels with some modifications 

as adaptation; the vessels resembled Achaemenid forms but – by adding attributes such as 

handles that allowed new uses – commandeered them to fit Athenian customs. Derivation was a 

further step removed, with only solitary attributes resembling pre-existing Achaemenid vessels 
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and with a corresponding latitude in meaning and use. Miller provides just one model for how 

understanding similarity in the archaeological record can also lead to understanding different 

ways that objects were constructed and employed in ancient uses. Without applying her tripartite 

division, I am sensitive to the ways in which different definitions of similarity guide an 

understanding of how shared characteristics were used and conceptualized.  

 

One long-acknowledged connection of certain attributes of Ptolemaic pottery is a relation to 

metal vessels. Silver, bronze or gold vessels from Egypt are very rare, likely because of the value 

and reusability of their material. Nonetheless, archaeologists have attempted to take account of 

their social and material effects by tracing their forms and decorations as copied in ceramic 

vessels. Pottery versions of metal tablewares did exist in the ancient Mediterranean. Knappett 

(2005: 145) has expounded on the iconic relationship between pottery and metal versions of the 

Minoan carinated cup. Skeuomorphic attributes of Etruscan bucchero like false rivets, repousse 

decoration, and connecting handle projections are directly linked to metal manufacture (Perkins 

2016: 227; Walsh 2014: 148-149). The ‘Achaemenid bowl’ form with rounded base, carinated 

body, and everted rim appears in both metal and clay (M. Miller 1993: 137-140; Dusinberre 

1999: 76-78; Khatchadourian 2016: 131, 172-173). 

 

Other characteristics are more tenuously related to metalware. Despite much debate (Vickers 

1985, 2011; Boardman 1987; Vickers & Gill 1994), the mere presence of a black slip or gloss 

without additional connections should not necessarily be used to link pottery with metal 

prototypes. The long history and popularity of black slip as a ceramic feature by the fourth 

century BCE could have severely diluted any immediate and direct relation to metal vessels. As 
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further explored in Chapter Six (section 6.1.5), the vessels in black slip from Ptolemaic Egypt do 

not have features that overtly reinforce a connection between the black surface and metallic 

effects. Moldmade ceramic vessels, particularly hemispherical moldmade relief bowls, have been 

more convincingly compared to silver vessels in their designs (see sections 3.2 and 6.2). 

Furthermore, the use of a mold is a distinctive embodied practice that connects these particular 

metal and clay production methods. 

 

More treacherous than the identification of skeuomorphism in pottery vessels are interpretations 

of the meaning and value of the formal similarities. Many pots are seen as copies of metal 

vessels in a lower cost material, attempting to draw on some of the value of the metal original 

(Knappett 2005: 145). Elspeth Dusinberre (1999: 96-98, 2003: 172-195) argued that non-elites 

imitated elites with ceramic ‘Achaemenid bowls’, linking communities at Sardis with central 

imperial authorities. Rostovtzeff (1941: 1205) framed the pottery koine from the third century 

BCE as cheap imitations of luxury goods and the framework persists (Drougou 2014: 152). 

There are two obstacles to this conceptualization. The first lies in the static bracketing of the 

relative value of the metal and ceramic materials, despite the widespread acknowledgement that 

value is established contextually; consumer choices are not always so predictable nor is the sense 

of social emulation through lower-cost material imitation necessarily a universal principle (Jervis 

2014: 66-67; Revell 2016: 84). Clear evidence of a temporal relationship where earlier metal 

vessels were subsequently imitated in clay is also often feeble because of the lack of actual metal 

vessels in the archaeological record. In a slight reinterpretation of the archaeological record in 

the western Mediterranean, Jordi Principal (2006: 42-49) has argued that metal vessels assumed 

renewed luxury symbolism in the second century, overtaken from the imported black gloss wares 
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of the third century BCE. It was only as the black gloss wares themselves became more 

‘democratized’ and plentiful that pottery that particularly embodied toreutic and metallic 

attributes re-established value in relation to the metal vessels. 

 

The most compelling argument in favor of resisting too straightforward an interpretation of the 

significance of similar metal and ceramic vessels is the nature of the material. The call to attend 

to the active, material grounding of objects enjoins a serious consideration of the differences in 

material within even similar forms. Substances enforce or afford particular choices in the 

production of material things. Tim Ingold (2012: 433-435) has argued that the intent of a 

producer does not dictate to raw material; he rather views the correspondence of producer and 

material as bringing forth the form of the object. Ian Hodder (2012: 48-50) has proposed that an 

object form is by no means separate from its constituent materials but that certain materials 

afford (or constrain) different potential shapes, sizes, attributes, and uses. A step further, Bjørnar 

Olsen (2010: 156) considers material things as having a non-relational ‘core’ of material 

integrity that is never affected by human interaction. In archaeological study of objects, however, 

the focus can be on those material qualities that emerge through human construction and use 

(Hodder 2012: 11; Jervis 2014: 21). Some material conditions might be ‘stickier’ or more 

‘steely’ than others (Latour 2005: 68). Even the use of such language implies the grip of material 

qualities on human understandings of the world. 

 

Changes in material do not just implicate value – as in a low-cost (ceramic) production that 

resembles a luxury (metal) object – but all aspects of the relational understanding of an object, 

beginning with production. A similar shape emerges from a potter’s interaction with the clay, 
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inevitably allowing and constraining not only certain formal attributes but also further 

elaborations or experiments (Khatchadourian 2016: 181-183). The material might also coax 

similarity between its objects, because the material might enable greater seriality or 

standardization through its production practices. The material can continue to enable potential 

functions, practices, and associations through all stages of an object’s consumption. Therefore, 

the materiality of an object and its subsequent flow-on effects present the second important 

leitmotif in my study. 

 

Because of the aforementioned inseparability of material and social vectors in relational 

understandings of objects, many of the material effects are bound up with changes in the social 

order. In the ideas of Latour (1991: 115), archaeologists cannot consider that ‘one particular 

segment of a program of action is the essence of an innovation, and that the others are merely 

context, packaging, history, or development’. Rather, all changes create and respond to the 

construction of the social forces and social world. Material implicates imagination, production, 

replication, distribution, practice, meaning, and expectations. For Hodder (2011: 167), ‘the ways 

in which humans and things are embedded within entanglements’ such as these are crucial to 

understanding object similarity. As with Hodder’s ‘entanglement’, material similarity embraces 

both contextual and material fields of relations. Rather than looking doubly at objects, 

archaeologists need to explore the relational fields together: material affordances generate 

contextual associations and linked associations generate affordances. It is the relations and their 

interactions that can then suggest practices, values, and meanings of archaeological objects. 

 

One particular effect of material similarity is its ‘forgetability’. The repetition of similar objects 
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can make each appear less conspicuous, yet they are no less impactful. Similar objects, retreating 

into the background, can forcefully determine expectations, perhaps all the more so by being 

unremarkable (D. Miller 2010: 50; Robb 2015: 170). In the terminology of ANT, John Law 

(1992) terms the process of invisibility ‘punctualisation’. The relations between different actors 

are often ignored because the connections are so necessary as mediators that they are simplified 

into a single unit (Latour 2005: 80). It is upon the breakdown of the relations otherwise taken for 

granted that the constructions become more apparent. In invisible expectation-setting, similar 

objects might therefore work to create solidarity (Robb 2015: 170), or at least a shared 

imagination (Mullins 2012: 39). Ikea designs for dining tables build on and set widespread 

expectations about how to furnish and dine domestically, for example: in groups of four to eight, 

in symmetrical and largely even arrangement.252 Objects enabling and reiterating material 

practices might help to build communities of shared understanding and coordinated action. 

Material similarity can therefore establish the participation of an individual or a group in a wider 

set of social relations, as well as be the method by which that social relationship is achieved or 

maintained (M. Smith 1999: 129; Jimenez 2010: 56). Interactions that enabled the exchange of 

material, knowledge, or style can also be the necessary creative forces of ‘social imaginaries’: 

how people envisage and make meaning with themselves, their practices, and their things 

(Stavrianopoulou 2013: 1-7). 

 

Repetition and similarity are not always so harmonious, however. Emulation also nurtures the 

potential for subversion, because of the different possible effects and causes of using similar 

objects in everyday settings (de Certeau 1984: xiii, 30-32). The subversive effect is demonstrated 

                                                
252 It is only in seeing ‘contrary’ uses or combinations – several bistro sets in a large dining room, chairs facing 
outwards, a sloping tabletop – that the quintessential dining table design becomes noteworthy (‘depunctualization’). 
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and influenced by consumption episodes that might undo the otherwise powerful construction of 

similarity. Ambivalence lies not just in the ‘using’ of similar objects, however. Even the very act 

of emulating an object is to open a distinct space for ambiguity, where the copy cannot replace 

the original. Lori Khatchadourian (2016) uses the term ‘proxy’ for objects that mimic imperial 

styles or forms, though in different materials and production techniques. Her study details 

architecture and pottery that ambiguously reproduce imperial Achaemenid forms in the 

Armenian highlands – ambiguous, because the different materiality and assemblages that these 

‘similar’ objects engage also opens a space for social disruption. Similarities therefore not only 

involve repetitions but possess their own dynamics and ripple effects, which can undermine as 

much as reinforce the original power layout (Fuchs 2004: 3). A new political power can disrupt 

old ways in which individuals conceptualize their links to other people, authorities, customs, and 

objects, both to connect or alienate (Kaptan 2013: 44). Paying attention to how certain objects 

use and undo invisibility entails attention to repetition and use across different contexts. 

 

Within the two extremes of solidarity and subversion, the replication and proliferation of similar 

objects has particular effects in the world. Widespread similar objects clearly have properties that 

allow them to move beyond one iteration or region (Webmoor & Witmore 2008: 64). Because of 

this, similar objects do not necessarily share significances and a single prototype. The similarity 

itself can produce distinctive effects. For example, similar objects might lose a special relation to 

a particular origin and instead the very ubiquity becomes the referent (Jimenez 2010: 51). So too, 

the meaning of a similar feature might widen or adjust with each new iteration (Alexandridis 

2010: 262; Sponsler 2002: 21). Similarity has its own values, meanings, and momentum 

(Trimble & Elsner 2006). This point of view breaks the automatic assumption between material 
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adaptation and cultural change; instead, adaptation can be positioned as a way of cultural 

continuity (Silliman 2015: 287) or cultural relevance (Pezzarossi 2014: 169). It also breaks the 

overly-fixed idea attached to similar objects that replication equals efficiency. Tackling 

similarity with a relational approach therefore requires:  

1. constant reference to what defines the material similarity and how that definition 

affects an understanding of the perception and use of the similar objects; 

2. an attention to how the object is made similar, which in turn can suggest relations that 

are materially grounded; and 

3. the recognition that widespread similarity has its own effects, which affect the 

visibility, referentiality, and trajectory of similar objects.  

 

4.4 Summary 

All synthetic projects must first reckon with the data: how they were constituted and how they 

need to be managed to enable comparison between many different sources. Archaeologists will 

always encounter problems and incompleteness of information. Despite the inconsistencies 

between the different sources used for this study, a relational approach can shed new light on the 

pottery that has been collected from sites of Ptolemaic Egypt. Both formal similarity network 

analysis and relational understandings of material and contextual information can situate the 

ceramic features within new frames of reference that differentiate their effects and expand the 

frameworks of explanation.  
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If finds catalogues are not simply to remain examples of a particular approach to classifying the 
world, they need to be harnessed to broader goals. This, in turn, requires a degree of optimism 

about the interpretative value of archaeological material. … In what follows I hope to 
demonstrate that such optimism is not misplaced. 

㸫Andrew Gardner (2007: 128) 

 

 

Chapter Five 

Relational Understandings 

 

This dissertation project builds comparative pictures of ceramic features from sites across 

Ptolemaic Egypt. It is very difficult to make general conclusions when the data are not classified 

or integrated (Ballet 2001: 105). I detailed the hard work of collating and harmonizing the vast 

array of pottery publications from Ptolemaic sites in Egypt in the previous chapter. In this 

Chapter, I show how the synthetic presentation of the disparate sites presents new understandings 

of material similarity and its meanings. The three main sections presented here investigate 

relations between sites, over time, and between the ceramic features. 

 

5.1 Relations between sites 

5.1.1 Sites and geography 

One simple relational understanding for Ptolemaic pottery is spatial or geographical. I was 

particularly interested in how the geographic connections of the sites correlate with the ceramic 

features of my study. I constructed an initial network with sites as nodes and the connections 

based on whether the sites shared ceramic features. The number of shared ceramic features (edge 
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weight) varies from zero to six. When the calculation is made on presence only, a mutual lack of 

a feature is not regarded as a shared ceramic feature. Generally, this seems to be the safest way to 

ensure that non-reporting of particular pottery types does not overly disfigure the visualization. 

However, in certain cases, the shared lack of a particular ceramic feature at two sites might 

indicate similar conditions, whether in rejection or lack of access to a new pottery form or 

technology. Therefore, I have also calculated and represented network connections based on both 

presence and absence of pottery types. This obviously tends to privilege sites with a scarcity of 

data overall, but nonetheless can be a useful comparison to presence-only networks. 

 

Geolocating the network visualization places the site nodes in a geographically representative 

relationship to one another. The overall network map of site-to-site connections based on the 

presence of shared ceramic features that I generated is relatively uncentralized (Fig. 5.1). Sites 

across Egypt are connected by the number of ceramic features that they share, showing that sites 

such as Alexandria and Tell el-Maskhuta are as well-connected as Alexandria and Syene, and 

Kom Firin shares as many different ceramic features with Tell el-Balamun as with Tebtynis. 

Across the two centuries of pottery collated in this diagram, therefore, there does not seem to be 

a clustering of sites in the north versus the south, nor sites directly serviced by the Nile valley 

versus the oases. The edges generally become denser when I factored in shared absence of 

features alongside presence, but no more geographically distinct (Fig. 5.2). 
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Figure 5.1: Overall Site-Site Network of Presence - Geolocated 
Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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Figure 5.2: Overall Site-Site Network of Presence/Absence - Geolocated 
Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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The lack of a geographical hold over the spread of ceramic features in the overall network is 

equally clear in its non-geographic representation (Fig. 5.3). Here, I placed site nodes in the 

visualization according to the strength of their ties, using Gephi’s ‘Force Atlas 2’ algorithm. 

Force Atlas 2 is an algorithm that assigns a position to a node based on its edge connections to 

other nodes; unconnected nodes are placed further away whereas well-connected nodes are 

pulled closer together, all while trying to ensure as few edges cross as possible (Jacomy et al 

2014). In the resulting visualization, the connectedness of Buto, Tebtynis, Tell el-Balamun, Mut 

al-Kharab, and Kom Firin seems to defy easy geographic categorization. Sites in the Delta, 

Fayoum, and Dakhleh Oasis have the greatest shared presence of ceramic features, despite the 

vast differences in landscape and distance between them. How far Karanis lies outside the norm 

also becomes crystal clear in this visualization.  

 

For shared presence and absence, the density of the network visualization changes, but the lack 

of geographical clustering does not (Fig. 5.4). Koptos, Naukratis, Berenike, Timai, and Tell el-

Herr all span great distances and geographies but overlap greatly in the types of ceramic features 

that are found and not found at these sites in the Ptolemaic period. Because the first two of these 

sites (Koptos and Naukratis) are so well-documented in terms of pottery publication, their shared 

absence of moldmade vessels is more notable and therefore interesting as a connection.253 In 

networks of both presence and presence-absence of the ceramic features from the accumulated 

data of all twenty-five sites, geographic constraints do not seem to have rigidly defined the 

                                                
253 Nonetheless, as R. Thomas (2018: 11-12) demonstrates, local moldmade pottery was found at Naukratis, just in 
excavations of the earlier twentieth century under Petrie and Hogarth, rather than the controlled excavations of the 
later twentieth century, which were catalogued here. I cannot speak to Thomas’ reclassification of four sherds 
mentioned by Leonard (2001: 193-194), as no reference is made to moldmade techniques in the description, only 
bichrome decoration. I mention this here not as a way of completely overturning the inference but as a reminder that 
the analysis relies on outlines of the data and legacies of earlier collection that sometimes defy easy reconciliation. 
See further on the legacies of identification on moldmade pottery in Chapter Six, section 6.2. 
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similarity of pottery features that sites – and the communities who occupied those sites – 

enjoyed.  

 

Figure 5.3: Overall Site-Site Network of Presence - Force Atlas 2 
Edge weight gradation: 

0-6 
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Figure 5.4: Overall Site-Site Network of Presence/Absence - Force Atlas 2 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-6 

 
 

 

 

 

A proportional look at the overall distribution of ceramic features across the sites reveals a 

different picture, although again not much in the way of geographic clustering. Proportional 

similarity between two sites is based on the BR calculation: the difference between the 

proportion that ceramic features constitute at the site, ranging in value from zero to two hundred 

(see Chapter Four, section 4.3.2). Instead of simply considering the presence of the same ceramic 
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features as connecting two sites, the proportions in which the ceramic features appear also comes 

into consideration. The highest similarity clusters are perhaps surprising (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6). The 

strongest proportional similarity exists between the groups of Tod, Koptos, and Elephantine; Tell 

el-Balamun, Mendes, Memphis, and Berenike; Naukratis and Karnak; Tebtynis and Mut al-

Kharab; Pelusium, Soknopaiou Nesos, and Syene; and Timai and Tell el-Maskhuta.  

 

The first group (Tod, Koptos, Elephantine) have a strong geographical association as sites in 

Upper Egypt. The high proportion of incurved rim bowls at these sites – at over eighty percent of 

the total of the surveyed ceramic features – cements the similarity calculations. The next clusters 

of sites defy geographical spacing, however. While Tell el-Balamun and Mendes are very close 

in the central eastern Delta region, the proportional similarity with Memphis and Berenike not 

only links them with the full length of Egyptian territory but also includes a site well outside the 

Nile valley region. Each of these sites had a slightly greater proportion of black slip examples 

than incurved rim, with a proportion of between thirteen and twenty percent of casserole 

examples as well. Naukratis and Karnak also sit at different ends of the Nile, but each had just 

under half of the ceramic features as incurved rim bowls, while about a quarter of the total was 

made up by casserole examples. Tebtynis and Mut al-Kharab both lie in western oases (the 

Fayoum and Dakhleh, respectively) but separated by vast distances and geographies, particularly 

in considering that the usual method of crossing the western desert of Egypt involves traveling 

south on the Nile and then crossing the Khargeh Oasis (Boozer 2015b). Incurved rim bowls once 

again dominated the total ceramic features assembled from Tebtynis and Mut al-Kharab, but the 

presence of moldmade pottery also linked the sites together. Finally, Timai and Tell el-Maskhuta 
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return to a geographically-closer relationship, with their proportional similarity shared in the 

dominance of incurved rim bowls and a doubled proportion of casserole examples to black slip. 

 

Figure 5.5: Overall Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Geolocated 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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Figure 5.6: Overall Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Force Atlas 2 
 

Edge weight gradation 0-200 
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Looking at low similarity, Karanis sits again as an outlier. Both the presence and proportion of 

the ceramic features isolates this site from the pottery found at other Ptolemaic sites. The 

presence of black moldmade vessels to the exclusion of other ceramic features of interest makes 

it vastly different to the other pottery assemblages I explored. The variance is best attributed to 

the lack of representativeness in the publication of the pottery, rather than any particular material 

or historical conditions at the site of Karanis in the Ptolemaic period. Not only was the site 

excavated in the early twentieth century, but when Barbara Johnson (1981) published the pottery, 

she only included vessels that were taken to the Kelsey Museum, which inevitably skewed the 

collection towards intact vessels.254 The outdated dating techniques applied to levels at the site 

also may have culminated in an inaccurate dating for the pottery, including for examples of 

incurved rim bowls and casseroles at the site (Landvatter 2014). 

 

Buto also has a very dissimilar proportional profile of ceramic features to many other sites, 

across both the Delta and Upper Egypt. The high proportion of black slip, the unbalanced ratio of 

black slip incurved rim bowls to other incurved rim bowls, plus the presence of moldmade 

examples makes the assemblage of ceramic features at Buto very distinctive. Its similarity value 

with other sites ranges vastly, but its closest proportional parallel is the site of Alexandria. 

Although close in space, there are perhaps other more compelling reasons for this similarity. 

Both Alexandria and Buto share skewed publication results.  

 

                                                
254 See appendix of sites (Appendix 1) for more details of the Karanis publication and site. 
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Doubt about the representativeness of Alexandria’s pottery in publication sheds a long shadow 

over all comparative projects. Alexandria’s pottery suffers from both scattered and scarce 

publication. This is a long-standing problem, already acknowledged by Fraser (1972: 138). Most 

of the pottery that was initially collected and studied from the site of Alexandria was taken from 

cemeteries, which makes it less useful for my purposes (Enklaar 1998b: 271; Élaigne 2012: 6-7). 

Much of the Ptolemaic settlement lies underneath the modern city. 

 

The most troubling aspect of the lack of a cohesive and comprehensive publication of everyday 

pottery assemblages from Alexandria is the conjectured leadership of the site in both pottery 

production and consumption in Ptolemaic Egypt.255 As the royal capital and a polis founded in 

Egypt, Alexandria has always been presumed to have been the first to adopt and spread cultural 

changes (Harlaut 2002: 266). Production of black slip almost certainly occurred at Alexandria 

(Enklaar 1998b: 271), but no pottery production sites of any of the four ceramic features have yet 

been found. Moreover, until more recently, the use of Mareotide clay – a type of marl near 

Alexandria – was misinterpreted by scholars, who ascribed many locally-produced vessels as 

imports into Egypt. Sandrine Élaigne (2012) recently attempted to clarify this distinction 

between imports and local production in her study of Alexandrian fine wares. The presumption 

that the city was the leader of the changes in pottery assemblages makes the deficiencies in its 

pottery excavations and publications of greater consequence for understanding the Egyptian 

region in this period as a whole. Because of the dearth of published information, much of the 

narrative about Alexandria’s material character is based on its position on the eastern 

                                                
255 Clear pottery production evidence in the Alexandrian region includes amphora kilns of Roman period, in 
association with wine production in the Mareotic region, see Abd el-Fattah 1998; El-Ashmawi 1998; Empereur & 
Picon 1998. 
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Mediterranean and its association with the Ptolemaic dynastic court. In other words, the material 

is assumed to have been overwhelmingly and prominently Greek because of assumptions about 

the site’s geographical and political character. 

 

Another ‘missing’ city in the archaeological record that is presumed to have had an outsized 

standing on production and consumption is Ptolemais Hermiou. The settlement of Ptolemais in 

the Thebaid has not been systematically excavated, with archaeologists instead focusing on 

Upper Egyptian temple sites at Karnak and surrounds. As another of only three poleis founded in 

Egypt during the Ptolemaic period and described by Strabo (3.46) as the largest city in the 

Thebaid, its absence is significant.  

 

In my study, there is also a lack of sites from Middle Egypt. Publications of settlement sites in 

this region are few and far between. One, although lacking published specificity, is the site of 

Akoris and the nearby quarry of Zawiet Sultan (Suto 2008). The description of the two sites 

notes a large amount of amphoras dating to the second century BCE, including 351 stamped 

amphora handles and ‘many Hellenistic pottery sherds, both domestic and imported’ (Suto 2008: 

96). Unfortunately, this level of description is suggestive but ultimately unproductive for 

comparative projects. Other Middle Egypt sites from which one might wish to have more 

comprehensive pottery data include Ashmunein/Hermopolis and Oxyrhynchus.256 Otherwise, 

excavations of burials and funerary assemblages dominate the region.257 Flinders Petrie and 

Ernest McKay (1915) published a grave at Kafr Ammar (Tarkhan, Grave 242), which had a large 

                                                
256 Perhaps ironically in comparison to my laments here, Jane Rowlandson (2003: 257) maintains that one must rely 
on archaeology to assess the scale of new settlement south of Oxyrhynchos, because of the lack of papyrological 
documents available. 
257 Wilson et al 2004; Kemp 2007; Knoblauch & Bestock 2009; Bestock 2012. 
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complete krater (Pl. 38.13), two kantharoi (Pl. 38.6-7), and a ‘black pottery dish’, which was 

presumably the black slip incurved rim bowl illustrated (Pl. 38.3). But settlement sites in Middle 

Egypt are largely unaccounted for, leaving a large gap in the geographical range of the region.  

 

The large gaps in the pottery data of Ptolemaic Egypt caused by the uneven publishing of 

Alexandria, the dearth of settlement archaeology published from the Middle Nile Valley, and the 

lack of excavation at Ptolemais Hermiou certainly make too great a reliance on the geographical 

relations of ceramic features overly optimistic.258 Nonetheless, the data available suggest that the 

geography of Egypt does not seem to have strongly determined the availability or similarity of 

ceramic features. The weak geographic correlation with the distribution of ceramic features 

raises some questions. It would be normal to assume that the distance between communities 

would be a deciding factor in how ideas and objects spread. Instead, the constructed networks 

suggest that communities across many disparate sites in Ptolemaic Egypt were connected by 

certain features of the pottery that they used and discarded. Existing connections both facilitated 

the spread of the similar ceramic features, just as the similar material could foster stronger social 

connections. Of course, the compilation of over two centuries of pottery data in this initial 

investigation suggests that I may have elided some diachronic change, which will be further 

elucidated in the chronological investigation below. Other ways of reconfiguring the nature of 

the sites, apart from geography, can also help explore the boundaries of the data and their 

relations further. 

 

 

                                                
258 Not to mention all of the other known Ptolemaic sites for which pottery publications are not available. 
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5.1.2 Sites and representativeness 

As mentioned for Naukratis and Buto, there are distinct limitations to the pottery data available 

for certain sites, as well as limitations in understanding if the data that is available reliably reflect 

the pottery assemblage and ceramic features of the Ptolemaic period. One method to probe how 

much distortion such sites might throw into the overall relational structure is to remove those 

doubtful data points and run the analysis again. Exploring the effects of different data criteria on 

the outcome can at the very least demonstrate if the picture is radically different when certain 

sites are not included, for better or for worse. 

 

The foremost principles for more reliable data sets lies in both volume of pottery from sites (so 

that individual data points do not have as severe an impact on the outcome), as well as better 

documentation (in detail, cohesion, and duration) of the range of a site’s pottery assemblages. 

Sites with more than twenty examples of the ceramic features include Elephantine, Tebtynis, 

Naukratis, Koptos, Mut al-Kharab, Tell el-Balamun, Mendes, Timai, Tod, Athribis, Tell el-Herr, 

Karnak, Kom Firin, Buto, Alexandria, and Tanis. Of these, Elephantine, Tebtynis, Naukratis, 

Koptos, Mut al-Kharab, Tell el-Balamun, Timai, Tell el-Herr, and Karnak have publications that 

document more representative excavation and cataloguing of the types of pottery found at the 

site (see Appendix 1). Applying such guidelines for inclusion in a network visualization severely 

restricts the range of sites but potentially makes the resulting analysis more reliable.  

 

With the reduced number of sites, the proportions of ceramic features across all the sites are 

more similar, with fewer low outliers (Figs. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10). For the shared presence 

network, the sites of Mut al-Kharab, Tebtynis, and Tell el-Balamun show the closest  
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Figure 5.7: Representative Site-Site Network of Presence - Geolocated 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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Figure 5.8: Representative Site-Site Network of Presence/Absence - Geolocated 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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Figure 5.9: Representative Site-Site Network of Presence - Force Atlas 2 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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Figure 5.10: Representative Site-Site Network of Presence/Absence - Force Atlas 2 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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connections. The network of presence-absence reverses this picture with more varied 

connections, because while the three former sites are united by the presence of moldmade 

examples, the other sites are united by its absence. In the proportional network visualization, the 

closest cluster of sites includes Koptos, Tebtynis, and Mut al-Kharab (Figs. 5.11 and 5.12). There 

are fewer very low outliers, but of the sites with lower proportional similarity, Tell el-Herr stands 

out, in its difference from sites both far away (Koptos) and close by (Timai). Elephantine is also 

quite different from Tell el-Herr, as well as several other of these better-represented sites, 

particularly in the smaller presence of features found there. The distinction of Elephantine is 

probably its lack of second century BCE assemblages. All in all, however, the broad contours of 

the preceding analysis do not seem to alter radically: the geography of Egypt was not a strong 

determinant in the overall similarity of the ceramic features found at different sites. 

 

Apart from representativeness in excavation, I also decided to compare the sites catalogued in 

my study with some associated survey projects. I excluded survey data from my database 

because of the limits of the project and the inability to use that data for exploring change over 

time. Nonetheless, gauging where the excavation examples stand in relation to another form of 

archaeological retrieval can throw particular characteristics of the data and their constituent sites 

into greater relief. 

 

Comparisons of excavations with survey data reveal mixed results. Tell el-Balamun is one site 

where the archaeological team has conducted both a long-standing excavation and a survey 

project (A.J. Spencer 1995, 1996, 2003, 2010). Comparing the survey data to the excavated 

materials here is surprising. One might expect more black slip to appear proportionally in the  
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Figure 5.11: Representative Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Geolocated 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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Figure 5.12: Representative Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Force Atlas 2 

 
Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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survey collection, because black slip sherds are more visually distinctive and are diagnostic even 

when found as body sherds. However, the Tell el-Balamun survey actually had a greater 

incurved rim bowl proportion in comparison to the excavation publication (Table 5.1). 

Satisfyingly, the survey demonstrated a fairly similar spread across the other ceramic features of 

moldmade and casserole vessels. The survey results are not easily chronologically-fixed and 

perhaps span a longer period of pottery use than the excavation contexts, which may explain 

some of the proportional discrepancies. Overall, however, it is reassuring to recognize that the 

same ceramic features appear in both archaeological investigations.  

 

Table 5.1 

Tell el-Balamun 
Feature % 

Incurved Incurved 
black slip 

Black 
slip 

Black slip 
moldmade 

Moldmade Casserole 

Compiled survey  66.5 5 14 0 5 9.5 

Compiled excavation 39 7 40 0 1 13 
 

 

Another easy comparison between survey and excavation results is at the site of Tell el-Kana’is 

(Pelusium), where the same team analyzed the pottery from both the excavation at the site as 

well as a survey to the east (Jaritz et al 1996). In both the survey and the excavation, incurved 

rim bowl types dominate, although to a lesser extent in the survey (Table 5.2). The percentage of 

casseroles is the main differentiation. Some of the casserole types retrieved in the survey might 

be Roman in date rather than Ptolemaic.259 Otherwise, the similarity in the black slip percentage 

at around twenty-five percent across both types of retrieval is interesting. 

                                                
259 See note in Chapter Seven, section 7.2 about the long use of these forms. 
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Table 5.2 

Tell el-Kana’is 
Feature % 

Incurved Incurved 
black slip 

Black 
slip 

Black slip 
moldmade 

Moldmade Casserole 

Compiled survey  36 8 24 0 0 32 

Compiled excavation 57 5 23 0 5 10 
 

 

A vastly different picture emerges from the Naukratis survey (Coulson 1996). This survey 

catalogued many more examples of black slip pottery than other surveys, and a far greater 

proportion of black slip in comparison to the other ceramic features of interest than many other 

sites. More precise ideas about the outlines of the survey data are difficult to extract, however, 

because of the presentation of the pottery materials. The black slip examples are separated out 

from the red slip, plain, and coarse fabrics, but are not themselves categorized according to local 

versus imported fabrics. Both imported and local black slip examples are described as being 

present but are not distinguished in the catalogue.260 Instead, merely ‘a good proportion’ are 

presumed to be Attic imports on account of their superior quality, including from the fifth and 

fourth centuries BCE (Coulson 1996: 29). At Naukratis, then, the general survey conflation of 

pottery from different time periods is compounded by an elision of imported and locally-made 

pottery. The lack of differentiation makes it very difficult to compare with the pottery from the 

excavation; all in all, however, on the basis of the survey results, Naukratis seems to have had a 

larger proportion of imports and black slip than many other sites. 

 

                                                
260 Any strict division according to the interior color of the fabric (black vs red) is not supported in analysis, see 
Chapter Six, sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.5. 
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Sometimes survey results do not simply investigate the extent of the surrounds of a town or 

community but can place one site within a larger regional picture. Gill (2016) compared pottery 

retrieved from excavations at the site of Mut al-Kharab with earlier survey pottery from sites 

across the Dakhleh Oasis. The project aimed to place the main town of Mut al-Kharab within its 

larger oasis setting, as well as demonstrate the vitality of settlement in the Ptolemaic period as 

indicated by pottery across the region. The compiled survey results were most comparable to the 

fourth century BCE spread of ceramic features at Mut al-Kharab, although the proportions also 

shared some similarity with the third century BCE too, particularly in the percentage of black 

slip examples to the rest of the chosen ceramic features (Table 5.3). Although the survey results 

are not easily dated, the pottery at surrounding sites in the Dakhleh Oasis seems to have retained 

an older ceramic profile in comparison to Mut al-Kharab. In line with that profile, the survey did 

not retrieve any examples of moldmade or casserole sherds.  

 

Table 5.3 

Mut al-Kharab 
Feature % 

Incurved Incurved 
black slip 

Black 
slip 

Black slip 
moldmade 

Moldmade Casserole 

Compiled Dakhleh 
survey  

49 2 49 0 0 0 

Compiled excavation 73.5 2.5 18 1 0 5 

4th c excavation 50 0 50 0 0 0 

3rd c excavation 25 8 59 8 0 0 

2nd c excavation 85 1 8 0 0 6 
 

Another survey project conducted over a large area was the University of Leiden-Delaware and 

Michigan-Assiut Eastern Desert Survey from 1990 to 2000. These surveys focused on areas 
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southeast of Koptos and on sites along roadways between Aswan, Edfu, and Berenike. Gates-

Foster (2005: 131) notes that the pottery collected shows both a general similarity to sites like 

Koptos and Elephantine in terms of the range, as well as distinctions in terms of the activities and 

production areas foregrounded by the pottery.261 For the ceramic features of interest here, the 

proportional results show a notable similarity to Karnak in Upper Egypt but also demonstrate 

some similarity to sites in the Delta, such as Naukratis, Tell el-Balamun, Timai, and Tanis (Table 

5.4). The pattern followed is roughly half of the proportion occupied by incurved rim bowl 

examples, a fifth as black slip examples, and a third as casserole examples. To be sure, collating 

the survey results can obscure distinct differences between sites in the eastern desert (Gates-

Foster 2005: 141). But the presence and proportion of ceramic features of incurved rim bowls, 

black slip, and casseroles connects the survey pottery from the eastern desert with both Upper 

Egyptian and Delta sites. 

 

Table 5.4 

Eastern Desert 
Survey 

Feature % 

Incurved Incurved 
black slip 

Black 
slip 

Black slip 
moldmade 

Moldmade Casserole 

Compiled Eastern 
desert survey  

48 2 19.5 0 0 30.5 

Karnak 46 6 19 0 0 29 

Naukratis 44.5 5 28 0 0 22.5 

Tanis 48 0 11 0 0 41 

Tell Timai 66 4 12 0 0 18 
 

                                                
261 As, for example, the low amount of cooking vessels, the use of bowls as preferred tablewares, and the high 
percentage of Aswan clay production in the storage and transport vessels, see further Gates-Foster 2005: 159. 
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Results from pottery surveys are inevitably difficult to compare to excavated materials. Survey 

results are not chronologically targeted, potentially mingling pottery from many centuries of site 

occupation into one collection (Alcock & Cherry 2004: 4-8). The sherds are often very 

weathered and no longer remain in a spatial relationship to other pottery or architecture that can 

reflect on ancient social or site dynamics, because of the impact of agricultural or sebakhin 

churning of surface layers (Bailey 1999). In many cases, however, the same concerns plague the 

results of excavation, especially when the pottery is retrieved from mixed construction fills or 

abandonment layers (see Chapter Four, section 4.1.4). Therefore, placing the data used in my 

relational study alongside results from surveys can be a useful exercise to reflect on the 

boundaries of the data. The comparison allows new regions to contribute to an overall 

impression, including sites in the eastern desert and western oases.262 Surveys around sites like 

Tell el-Balamun and Pelusium show similarities to the excavation results in the range of ceramic 

features uncovered and do not demonstrate an expected predisposition towards the visibility and 

collectibility of black slip sherds. The survey of Naukratis is peculiar. The excavation 

publication emphasizes how unexceptional the pottery assemblages excavated from Ptolemaic 

and Roman Naukratis were, but the survey would seem to show a vastly different set of 

proportions of ceramic features, particularly in the prevalence of black slip examples. It is hard 

to know whether this survey should re-tip the scales towards Naukratite exceptionalism – as 

much of interpretation, preoccupied with Herodotus, has held it – or be considered an anomaly in 

                                                
262 The exercise is less useful for Middle Egypt, as Ptolemaic pottery reported from the Middle Egypt Survey Project 
is somewhat lacking, see Wilson et al 2004: 20-21; Parcak 2007: 50-51. The recent publication of the Fayoum 
Survey Project in 2019 (see further in Chapter Eight) will also fill in more pottery information about that important 
area in Ptolemaic Egypt. Bailey (2004) mentions the presence of incurved rim bowls and black slip examples in 
preliminary reporting of the results of that Survey at Philoteris but does not go into any greater details. 
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the way that the pottery was recorded. By and large, the survey results provide useful gap-fillers 

and further avenues of exploration for recognizing how pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt responded to 

and constructed its relations. 

 

5.1.3 Site types and settlement differences 

A comparison of excavation and survey data leads into attempts to examine the relations between 

different types of sites in Ptolemaic Egypt. Because my project collated pottery examples from 

many different excavations, some of the differences may stem from site type rather than 

geographical location. My exploration of this factor is by necessity very broad. The mixed nature 

of many of the archaeological contexts, as well as the decision to sometimes fold different 

excavations together under one site name, rarely allow great specificity of a site as a ‘temple’ 

versus a ‘production area’ versus a ‘fort’.263 Such strict divisions are also rarely borne out in the 

analysis of the practices and uses of these areas.  

 

One seemingly obvious comparison that is extremely hard to accomplish with the current 

availability of pottery publications is the distinction in ceramic assemblages between large urban 

cities and more rural towns or villages. The difficulty stems from a lack of information. Pottery 

data from Alexandria do not seem representative of the site’s entire ancient corpus, because of 

the vagaries of excavation and publication discussed above. Similar problems plague the site of 

Memphis (see Appendix 1). Other significant towns such as the nome-capital Krokodilopolis 

(Arsinoe/Medinet el-Fayum) in the Fayoum region and the above-mentioned Ptolemais Hermiou 

                                                
263 The designations I have applied only come from contexts or architecture identified that is specifically associated 
with the pottery of the publications. Otherwise all sites inevitably contained some religious, trade, industrial, and 
settlement contexts. 
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in the Thebaid lack extensive archaeological excavation. A clear hierarchy of ‘major’ versus 

‘minor’ settlements from the available data remains out of reach. 

 

One way to approach the same concept may be through further comparison of excavated site data 

with regional survey projects, comparing centers to surrounding rural landscapes. For example, 

the survey of pottery from sites across the Dakhleh Oasis showed a more conservative ceramic 

profile with respect to the ceramic features reviewed: despite the potential conflation of pottery 

data in the survey, the regional Dakhleh sites shared greater similarity with the fourth century 

BCE profile of ceramic features at Mut al-Kharab than the second century BCE. Perhaps the 

appearance of the ceramic features was linked with access, enabled not by Egyptian geography 

but by regional dynamics between communities at large and small settlements. The eastern desert 

survey, on the other hand, demonstrates that even very small sites along the eastern desert roads 

had a fairly varied set of ceramic features, including casseroles. Therefore, it remains difficult to 

pinpoint whether these dynamics between large and small settlements were regionally specific or 

universal. As noted above, the situation is exacerbated by the fact that a site’s archaeological 

importance and pottery representativeness does not map easily onto – and is sometimes actually 

at odds with – the size of the ancient settlement. 

 

The broad categories of site type that I tested were sites of temples or sanctuaries, sites of 

production, military sites, and sea-port sites. Many of the publications for sites included in my 

study noted the presence of temples or religious sanctuaries. Perhaps the high number has been 

governed by long-standing archaeological preferences in Egypt, particularly for large-scale, 

impressive, or decorated structures (see Chapter Four, section 4.1.2). Equally likely, however, is 
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the reality that no lines solidly divided religious and secular space in ancient Egyptian 

settlements, ensuring that projects customarily excavate in or adjacent to structures with religious 

uses.264 Close quarters and overlap between domestic, religious, and other public buildings like 

baths, forts, or other larger institutions is commonplace. 

 

Despite these crossovers, some of the sites in my study that have prominent religious structures 

as contexts for published pottery include Tebtynis, Mut al-Kharab, Tell el-Balamun, Mendes, 

Memphis, Tod, Soknopaiou Nesos, Tanis, Koptos, Karnak, and Elephantine. As seen above in 

the discussion of the proportions of ceramic features in the overall site assemblages, the sites of 

Koptos, Tod, and Elephantine share the strongest overall similarity in their proportions of the 

chosen ceramic features. All three are sites in Upper Egypt characterized by domestic 

installations or housing very close to a temple structure. The Elephantine material arises from 

houses bordering a Khnum sanctuary (Aston 1999), the excavations at Koptos took place at 

domestic installations near sacred temenoi to Isis, Horus, and Min (Berlin & Herbert 2003), 

while the Tod pottery was excavated from mixed refuse contexts near the dromos and silos of the 

temple of Monthu (Pierrat-Bonnefois 2000). The close similarity of ceramic feature proportions 

between these sites overall might suggest that the ceramic features do owe affinity in part to a 

shared nature as upper Egyptian temple sites.  

 

The second tier of similarity from the overall proportions was Mendes, Memphis, and Tell el-

Balamun. With Berenike excluded from the relational field (as not having a Ptolemaic religious 

area yet excavated), the clustering of the Lower Egyptian religious sites appears more 

                                                
264 For a similar discussion of the difficulty in creating any contrast between ‘religious’ and ‘decorative’ Egyptian 
imagery, see Barrett 2019: 103. 
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prominently. Mendes, Memphis, and Tell el-Balamun were all sites in Lower Egypt with long 

histories as cult centers before the Late and Ptolemaic periods. The two tiers certainly seem to 

show a stronger geographical cluster effect when separated from non-religious sites.265 Perhaps 

the assemblages from excavations close to religious sanctuaries demonstrate that it was not 

simply geography at play in the similarities of ceramic features, but rather links among religious 

sites in Lower or Upper Egypt respectively.  

 

Nonetheless, any strict division of sacred versus secular space in order to assess the pottery 

relations is fairly friable. As noted, sanctuary boundaries often encircled domestic housing. 

Aurélia Masson (2013) published an article on the priestly quarters at Karnak, where she showed 

how priests lived within temple enclosures. Production areas consisting of kilns and ovens also 

lay within the enclosure walls. Masson (2013: 142-143) noted that the pottery from these houses 

nested within the temple walls looked very similar to other domestic assemblages, with only a 

few unusual vessels like purported incense burners distinguishing the pottery. At Elephantine 

also, the pottery reported from inside the Khnum sanctuary by Mieczysław Rodziewicz (1992) is 

similar to that reported from the domestic structures to the northwest (Aston 1999). Rodziewicz 

(1992: 105) – without providing any counts – mentions incurved rim bowls as the ‘commonest’ 

bowl form as well as black slip bowls in Nile clays and siga kegs also coated in grey-black slip. 

Both Aston and Rodziewicz do not report any casserole shapes nor any moldmade vessels, 

although both also lack secure second-century BCE contexts. The similarity of the pottery 

between different areas at the Elephantine – within the sanctuary and just outside of it – further 

seems to undermine any notion that Ptolemaic Egyptian temples were sites of separate ‘cultic’ 

                                                
265 Although beyond these, the next groupings are Tebtynis and Mut al-Kharab, and then Tanis and Karnak. 
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pottery assemblages.266  

 

The overlap between domestic and religious spaces and particularly their pottery sits particularly 

uneasily with a strict cultural reading of new ceramic forms and styles in Ptolemaic Egypt.267 

Temples are often designated as the one space retained by indigenous elites as a place of 

Egyptian cultural power and accompanying ideas of cultural and religious conservatism in 

distinction to the Ptolemaic dynasty and its Hellenizing ways (cf. Agut-Labordère & Gorre 

2014). Despite the increasing recognition that Ptolemaic temples did not sit outside the political 

realm nor remained culturally conservative, one might expect the pottery to follow more 

traditional tendencies. At Soknopaiou Nesos, however, the pottery in the temple and dromos of 

the temple of Soknopaios follows new trends and incorporates new features, despite the 

‘Egyptianness of the temple’ indicated by the architectural and papyrological evidence (Stadler 

2012: 386). The appearance of ceramic features like the casserole and black slip pottery at 

temple sites is not in conflict with Egyptian temple activities. 

 

In a reverse reading that still tries to accommodate a ‘cultural’ meaning for the pottery, Pierrat-

Bonnefois (2002: 180) compared the pottery excavated at Tod and Elephantine. She concluded 

that Tod showed a greater Hellenization of pottery forms and styles and ultimately attributed this 

greater Hellenization to a greater intervention of the Ptolemaic dynasty in temple building at 

Tod. Pierrat-Bonnefois therefore reasoned that the temple and its association with Ptolemaic 

                                                
266 Compare also Buto, where French 2000: 15 describes the pottery in the temple area C1 as ‘overwhelmingly 
domestic’, including lots of cookware sherds. 
267 More prosaically, the lack of differentiation between domestic and religious areas of the same sites, as well as 
between sites, supports my decision to include pottery from both under the broad heading of the ‘everyday’. A 
secular-sacred division does not seem to have ruled the use and deposition of the chosen ceramic features in 
everyday pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt.  
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dynastic aims connected Tod more closely with Greek culture and the rest of the Hellenistic 

world. Nonetheless, neither reading of the pottery holds up to any idea of its sole expression of 

Greekness, either exacerbated by or excluded from the sanctuary space. Other relations to 

material, domestic, and production activities occurring inside and outside the temple enclosure 

walls seem more significant than the connections of religious spaces and practices.  

 

I also directly compared sites with pottery production areas in order to see if these sites showed 

particular relations that would determine the composition of the ceramic features of the pottery. 

Fara’on Imet, Athribis, and Buto are three sites where ceramic kilns and workshops constituted a 

large section of the excavation areas. The publications of the pottery of these sites were 

unfortunately majorly compromised in terms of representativeness. Therefore, the comparison 

was not particularly reliable or fruitful. The focus on production in these archaeological projects 

also probably resulted in greater similarity in terms of a concentration on black slip pottery, 

particularly with the site of Buto (see Appendix 1). The concentration on moldmade pottery also 

isolates Athribis. However, even if the three production sites reviewed did not show very reliable 

similarity in their ceramic features to each other, production and household assemblages were 

described similarly. At Buto, Veronica Seton-Williams (1967: 148) noted that ‘the houses on the 

wall contained similar pottery to that from the kilns on site Jj 33/34.’ General links between the 

pottery in production locales and in consumption locales is hardly unexpected. Nonetheless, the 

general correspondences do hint at the importance of local production rather than regional 

exchange in ensuring the widespread similarity of certain ceramic features across Ptolemaic 

Egypt.268 

                                                
268 The idea is explored further in Chapter Seven, section 7.3. 
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Sites with excavated forts include Tell el-Maskhuta, Kom Firin, and Tell el-Herr. The military 

character of these sites was another dynamic worth attending to with respect to the pottery 

assemblage. Kom Firin shows distinct similarities to Tell el-Herr in its proportions of casserole, 

black slip, and incurved rim features, although Kom Firin also has moldmade examples that 

offset those connections. Tell el-Maskhuta on the other hand has a much larger casserole 

proportion overall, as well as an increased incurved rim bowl proportion in comparison to black 

slip. Any particularities in the pottery stemming from the nature of these sites with large 

fortifications in Ptolemaic Egypt seem elusive. Once again, more clarity appears to come from 

comparing assemblages at different areas within the one site, rather than across crude distinctions 

among sites. At Tell el-Herr, the description of the assemblages found in the fort and outside of it 

(in the cellar of a tower-house, and at other housing at the site) are comparable in terms of range: 

all record the dominance of incurved rim bowls and casserole forms. Defernez (2007a: 34) notes 

that black slip pottery is less prevalent inside the fort, comparing it unfavorably with finds in the 

cellar of the tower-house (Dixneuf 2007), but black slip pottery is also relatively infrequent in 

finds from the rest of the domestic buildings. Therefore, in terms of function and ceramic 

features, the pottery from both inside and outside the fortification at Tell el-Herr shares 

similarities and does not support a particular ‘military’ trend for the distribution of the ceramic 

features. Everyday activities of storage, cooking, and eating using the same types of pottery with 

the same ceramic forms and styles occur within and outside the fortification walls. 

 

The final category of site that I tested was that of major seaport. Seaports had greater access to 

the exchange of goods from outside Egypt, which in turn potentially had an impact on the 
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distribution and consumption of pottery and pottery forms. Three examples of these sites with 

published pottery from excavations include Alexandria, Berenike, and Pelusium. I have already 

noted the peculiarities of Alexandria’s published assemblage, which makes it extremely difficult 

to rely on its similarities or dissimilarities with other sites. Nonetheless, the abnormal 

proportions of black slip at Alexandria do look closer to the proportions of black slip at Berenike 

than many other sites. Pelusium stands out from the other two port sites in the presence of 

moldmade pottery, although again the vagaries of archaeological publication from Alexandria 

have almost undoubtedly resulted in moldmade production simply being under-recorded rather 

than not present here. As with most of the divisions among site types, it is difficult to extrapolate 

much useful information from the relations of these different seaport sites and the nature of the 

ceramic features that appear at them. Nonetheless, the impulse to compare sites with trade access 

and volume is worthwhile because the introduction of the ceramic features into Ptolemaic Egypt 

has been conceived as intensely tied to new products and new ideas. Therefore, comparison with 

imported pottery remains an important feature in tracking the distribution of the ceramic features 

(see Chapter Six, section 6.1.4 and Chapter Seven, section 7.2.2). 

 

Overall, site type was not a useful categorization for understanding the relations among the 

pottery assemblages. The degree of detail about the sites and the contexts where the pottery was 

found was often not conducive to fine-combed analysis or categorization. The lack of clarity is 

not solely due to archaeological recording or interpretation, however. As the overlap between 

domestic living and temple structures demonstrates, the categorization of a site as either sacred 

or domestic, production or military, could very easily delineate contexts and pottery that held no 

such divisions for their ancient users. Instead, the exercise demonstrated that pottery assemblages 
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and ceramic features shared similarities across many different types of sites, which were places 

of everyday activities using pottery vessels. Rather than trying to find strong relations between 

whole sites of particular types, the most significant similarities came from comparing pottery in 

different contexts at the same site. For those sites that further support such close-grained 

analysis, I will take a more detailed look at a few individual contexts in Chapters Six and Seven.  

 

5.1.4 Summary 

Plotting relations among the sites as networks provided a picture of how strongly connected 

different sites in Ptolemaic Egypt were by the appearance of incurved rim bowls, black slip 

pottery, moldmade pottery, and casseroles. No geographical pull seemed to rule the presence or 

presence-absence of the ceramic features across Egypt. A spatial correspondence was more 

strongly suggested by the network of proportional relations because the cluster of Koptos, 

Elephantine, and Tod shared very similar proportions of the ceramic features. However, the rest 

of the data was not easily parsed with reference to Egyptian geography. Compiled all together, 

the data on the ceramic features did not show a strong or consistent correlation to geographic 

distance between the sites. 

 

Other permutations also attempted to test the potential valencies of relations among sites. 

Adjusting the network to only include more reliable publications and excavations did not 

radically alter the picture; geography still did not emerge as a strong directive for similarity 

between the ceramic features at these sites. Comparison of survey projects did follow some 

patterns of the excavated pottery, as well as fill in some under-represented regional areas such as 

the Dakhleh Oasis and the eastern desert roads. The survey pottery at Naukratis perhaps 
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reinforced the anomaly of Naukratis, as a site with a particular history of Greek pottery in Egypt 

– something the excavation pottery published from the 1990s had not particularly highlighted. 

Relations among designated site types, however, did not signal that this categorization was a 

persuasive explanation of the pottery patterns. Temple sanctuaries, seaports, military forts, and 

pottery production areas did not compellingly delineate the ways that the ceramic features 

appeared. All in all, adjustments to the networks constructed between sites revealed the 

boundaries, strengths, and weaknesses of the data in a more complete way. By constantly testing 

to what the similarity or dissimilarity between the appearance of the ceramic features at the sites 

may be due – whether geography, data type, site type, or otherwise – the results suggest the most 

compelling outlines. The next section puts another important vector of ceramic similarity under 

scrutiny: time. 

 

5.2 Relations over time 

My preference for excavated sites rather than survey data was not only to try to illuminate 

pottery assemblages in relationships in contexts and within structures. I also favored excavated 

pottery in an attempt to access and develop a relational understanding of the changes over time in 

pottery assemblages over the Ptolemaic period in Egypt.  

 

An understanding of pottery chronology from stratigraphic excavation is essential because of the 

difficulty in distinguishing particular phases of pottery on the basis of the forms themselves. The 

vast majority of technological and production criteria – such as clay type, surface treatment, and 

techniques – do not have a strong chronological value in distinguishing Late Period from 

Ptolemaic pottery (Marchand 1996: 185). In his study of pottery from Elephantine, Aston (1999: 
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247, 330) notes that differences between ceramic forms and styles of the fourth and third 

centuries BCE are minimal. He similarly notes that distinguishing between pottery from the early 

versus later Ptolemaic period is difficult (Aston 1999: 282). Ballet (2001: 109) and Marchand 

(2002: 250) has also reiterated the difficulties in separating pottery forms and styles between the 

fourth and third centuries, as well as between the third and second centuries BCE. In contrast, the 

transition from the mid-second century to the first century BCE is marked by the more securely-

dated introduction of the forms of eastern sigillata A (Marchand 2002: 254; Harlaut 2002: 275). 

The ceramic features chosen for this study span two centuries of production and consumption in 

Ptolemaic Egypt but do not easily sequence into more narrow time intervals on the basis of 

formal changes. 

 

Therefore, I isolated well-excavated sites with additional dating evidence in the form of site 

phasing for the pottery assemblages in order to try to ascertain whether a chronological picture 

could emerge from the collected data. Even then, the contours of the data only allow very broad 

division into roughly three dating slices: 350-275BCE, 275-200BCE, and 200-100BCE. As 

mentioned in Chapter Four, I tried to deliberately choose assemblages and ceramic features that 

predated the establishment of the Ptolemaic dynasty in Egypt, in order to explore how pottery 

changes did or did not coincide with political institutions. 

 

For the first interval (350-275BCE), only seven sites provided examples of the chosen ceramic 

features from contexts that supported securely assigning them to this time frame. These sites are 

Naukratis, Timai, Tebtynis, Koptos, Syene, Elephantine, and Mut al-Kharab.269 Many of these 

                                                
269 See further details in Appendix 1 about the dating of particular contexts at these sites to this early period. 
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sites had less than ten examples of the ceramic features for this period. The presence and 

proportional networks generated are therefore tentative. Both network visualizations appear to 

demonstrate, however, that there is a more general tendency towards geographic clustering of 

sites, with Syene and Elephantine, and Tebtynis and Mut al-Kharab most closely connected 

(Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). Nonetheless, both black slip and incurved rim bowls appear at this early 

stage in the Delta, Fayoum, upper Nile Valley, and Dakhleh Oasis.270 Timai is an outlier, 

connected only loosely with Naukratis. The connection between these sites is the presence of 

casseroles. Casseroles therefore only seem to appear in the Delta in the pre- and very early 

Ptolemaic period, at the sites of Naukratis and Timai.  

 

The second interval (275-200BCE) only has eight sites but with greater quantities of examples 

than the previous iteration: Alexandria, Buto, Timai, Tebtynis, Koptos, Syene, Elephantine, and 

Mut al-Kharab.271 The networks generated show a close connection between the sites of Timai 

and Koptos, with Tebtynis not too far behind (Figs. 5.15 and 5.16). Similarities in the presence 

and proportional representation of the ceramic features therefore extend across Ptolemaic Egypt. 

Casseroles now appear in assemblages at Koptos and Syene, extending beyond the Delta region 

where they were confined in the previous time interval. Moreover, moldmade vessels first appear 

in the third century BCE at Tebtynis and Mut al-Kharab, although these two sites do not share 

many other proportional similarities.  

 

  

                                                
270 Plus R. Thomas 2018 puts them at Naukratis in fourth century BCE, although not included here.  
271 See Appendix 1 about dating of contexts and pottery to this timeframe at these sites. 
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Figure 5.13: 4th Century Site-Site Network of Presence - Force Atlas 2 
 

          Edge weight gradation: 0-6        
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Figure 5.14: 4th Century Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Force Atlas 2 
 

          Edge weight gradation: 0-200       
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Figure 5.15: 3rd Century Site-Site Network of Presence - Force Atlas 2 
 

                Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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Figure 5.16: 3rd Century Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Force Atlas 2 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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On the other end of the spectrum, Timai does not show any great similarity in the array of its 

ceramic features with Buto and Alexandria, despite being relatively close by in the Delta region. 

Of course, the problems with the data representation of Buto and Alexandria mentioned above 

are worth remembering here. Nevertheless, the high black slip proportion of Mut al-Kharab is 

interestingly similar to that of the third-century BCE assemblages of Alexandria and Buto. The 

excavations and publication of pottery at Mut al-Kharab share none of the concerns of over-

representation of fine wares or concentration on decorated pottery that plagues the two Delta 

sites; instead, Mut al-Kharab might be considered an excellent recent effort at publishing a site’s 

excavated pottery. The shared high proportion of black slip examples from the third century BCE 

therefore raises interesting questions about the success of black slip in Ptolemaic Egypt, to which 

I will return (Chapter Six, section 6.1.3). Black slip as a ceramic feature does not seem to follow 

a straightforward path of diffusion and influence throughout Egypt over time. 

 

The final time interval (200-100BCE) has the greatest range of sites available with pottery from 

dated contexts: Alexandria, Buto, Naukratis, Timai, Tell el-Maskhuta, Tebtynis, Koptos, Karnak, 

Syene, Elephantine, and Mut al-Kharab.272 Both the proportional and presence networks show 

how similar the ceramic features at Naukratis were to Mut al-Kharab and Koptos (Figs. 5.17 and 

5.18). Timai, Tell el-Maskhuta, Buto, and Syene all occupy a middle range of similarity, with 

Alexandria as an outlier in its proportional representation again, although sharing the presence of 

many of the same features as other sites. In the opposite direction, Tebtynis looks like an outlier 

when represented on the presence/absence network visualization of ceramic features but the 

proportional visualization shows greater connections with other sites. The moldmade pottery at 

                                                
272 See Appendix 1 about the dating of contexts and pottery to this timeframe at these sites. 
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Tebtynis skews the presence/absence count. 

 

 

Figure 5.17: 2nd Century Site-Site Network of Presence - Force Atlas 2 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-6 
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Figure 5.18: 2nd Century Site-Site Network of BR Proportional Similarity - Force Atlas 2 
 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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More generally for the second-century BCE contexts, the network visualizations of the 

proportions of ceramic features show a denser set of connections than the previous two time 

intervals. The BR values are much more top heavy, showing a greater similarity of the 

collections of ceramic features. In addition, all sites are connected in the proportional 

visualization in some way, unlike in the fourth- and third-century BCE time slices where some 

sites were completely dissimilar from one another proportionally (a BR value of 0). In very 

broad terms, then, the division of the ceramic data into time intervals appears to show that 

assemblages across Egypt of the chosen ceramic features become more similar from the fourth to 

the second centuries BCE. The sites show greater similarity connections in the final time slice 

than the first, despite the increase in the number of sites that have relevant contextually-dated 

examples.  

 

As outlined in Chapter Three (section 3.2), pottery studies of Ptolemaic Egyptian sites generally 

have held to the notion that Greek influence on ceramic styles spread over geography and time, 

from north to south (Masson 2011: 283). Because the Fayoum and Delta appear to have been the 

most intensively-settled areas with new immigration, it would be expected that these areas would 

have the greatest presence of those ceramic attributes commonly ascribed to the Hellenistic 

koine.273 In the north of Egypt under this framework, the influence should be acute already by the 

end of the fourth century BCE (Berlin 2002: 85-87). However, many details in the relational 

picture shown here confound this notion.274 The similarity of Syene and Elephantine, as well as 

                                                
273 For immigration levels in this area, see Rowlandson 2003: 254-256. She notes that, by the second half of the 
third century BCE, the census records in the Fayum class sixteen percent of the population as ‘Hellenes’ (some 
military with families, some civilians), which sometimes includes up to fifty percent of the population in some 
villages. Note however also the recent cautions by Fischer-Bovet 2011. 
274 As Aston (1999: 330) notes in his comparison of Elephantine’s Ptolemaic pottery assemblage, ‘one would expect 
the closest parallels for the Elephantine material to derive from the south of the country, but paradoxically, this is 
not the case.’  
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Mut al-Kharab and Tebtynis, in the fourth to early third century BCE is based on their shared 

presence of the ceramic features that supposedly should have been filtered in greater proportions 

though sites like Naukratis and Timai in the Delta first; this is not clearly the case. The increase 

in ceramic similarity in the second century BCE is therefore not part of a spreading influence 

from north to south, or even from newly-established poleis to older settlements.  

 

I can demonstrate this further by drilling down into the details of five different sites whose 

excavated examples of the ceramic features span all three phases (350-275BCE, 275-200BCE, 

200-100BCE): Koptos, Tebtynis, Elephantine, Mut al-Kharab, and Timai.275 Despite the 

increasing similarity of the collections of ceramic features across these and other sites over time, 

the individual trajectories of how each site gets towards the increased similarity are very 

different (Fig. 5.19).276 For example, the proportional balance at Koptos is largely maintained 

throughout the three time phases: incurved rim bowls consistently dominate, with the only 

change being the arrival of casseroles in the third century and their continued presence in the 

second century BCE. The proportional shift to casseroles means a slight decrease in the 

proportion of black slip examples in the ceramic feature assemblage at Koptos. The relatively 

close-by site of Elephantine, on the other hand, has a ceramic feature assemblage dominated by 

incurved rim examples throughout, with simply the addition of black slip examples in the second 

century BCE. 

 

                                                
275 It comes as no surprise that all five sites are part of the well-represented sites detailed above, section 5.1.2. Those 
other sites that do have deep and well-excavated assemblages – Naukratis, Tell el-Balamun, Tell el-Herr, and 
Karnak – lack a chronological delineation across all three phases. 
276 Here, as throughout, one must remember that the ceramic assemblage proportions are not absolute volumes nor 
across an entire site’s pottery assemblage but rather represent the proportions of the ceramic features in relation to 
one another. 
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Figure 5.19: Trajectories of ceramic feature proportions  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Tebtynis sees a sharp rise in incurved rim bowl proportions in the third century BCE, with the 

arrival of casserole and moldmade examples in the ceramic feature assemblage as well in this 

period. Correspondingly, the proportion of black slip examples drops markedly in the overall 

feature assemblage from the fourth to the third century but holds steady in second century BCE. 

Mut al-Kharab also begins its trajectory with equal black slip and incurved rim proportions; 

however, the third century BCE looks very different at this site with an increase in black slip 

proportions alongside the introduction of moldmade examples, before returning to a dominant 

level of incurved rim bowls in the second century BCE. Casserole examples also only appear at 
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Mut al-Kharab in the second century BCE. Timai presents quite a different picture with the 

presence of casseroles in the fourth century BCE, before a large proportion of incurved rim 

bowls dominates the ceramic feature assemblage in the third century BCE. Moreover, in contrast 

to all other sites, Timai shows a significant jump in the proportion of black slip examples in the 

second century BCE.277 

 

The trajectories over time therefore do not demonstrate a gradual spread of the ceramic features 

in Ptolemaic from north to south. Sites show significantly different paths towards a general 

similarity.278 The only feature that appears to have had a gradual introduction into Egypt is the 

casserole. Beginning in the Delta in the later fourth and early third centuries BCE, casseroles 

appear in later third-century BCE assemblages at Tebtynis, Koptos, and Syene before arriving at 

the remote site of Mut al-Kharab in the Dakhleh Oasis in the second century BCE. The 

distribution of the casserole in this way throws into even greater relief how the distributions of 

the other features at these sites do not fit this model. The little blip of black slip dominance in the 

Dakhleh Oasis certainly deserves greater consideration (see Chapter Six, section 6.1.3).  

 

The broad time slices of relations between the ceramic feature assemblages at Koptos, Tebtynis, 

Elephantine, Mut al-Kharab, and Timai demonstrate very little chronologically-meaningful 

diffusion. Instead, sites show rather distinctive individual trends towards a general similarity by 

                                                
277 Not in line with the traditional understanding that positions black slip as popular in the third century, then less 
popular in the second century BCE as the tableware again moves towards red slip, see for example, in Ladstatter 
2010: 455. 
278 Note also the statement by Defernez 2007b: 152 that pottery in black slip does not appear among assemblages 
datable to the third century BCE at Kom Ge’if, Kom Hadid, Tell Atrib, and Alexandria. The re-dating by R. Thomas 
(2018) does change the dating somewhat for the Naukratis (Kom Ge’if and Kom Hadid) excavations but Defernez’s 
point still stands as an unusual quality of the pottery assemblages if simple geographical diffusion was the name of 
the game. 
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the second century BCE. Just because the ceramic features at sites in Ptolemaic Egypt are 

becoming more similar, however, does not mean that the sites are becoming more Greek. The 

different paths seem to suggest different processes behind the uptake of the various features. The 

third section of this chapter will further explore the relations between the chosen ceramic 

features and how their distributions and definitions also seem to support different explanations 

for their Ptolemaic success. 

 

5.3 Relations between and among ceramic features 

The first section of this analysis concentrated on networks consisting of sites as nodes, where the 

ceramic features and their presence or their proportion served as connections. Another method of 

exploring a network of ceramic features flips the standings to instead position the ceramic 

features as nodes with the sites as possible connections between them. The ceramic features are 

designated as more strongly connected when they either co-exist at the same sites (presence) or 

share similar proportions at the same sites (calculated BR values). The distribution of the 

ceramic features across different sites is under scrutiny in this configuration. Rather than 

exploring similarities between sites, my focus here is on the similarities between the distribution 

of selected ceramic features. Since distribution is in large part connected with social connections 

– whether by object transport or by idea transmission – the similarities and differences across 

sites can also shed some light on the processes and formations behind the ceramic features in 

Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

Delegating the ceramic features as nodes calls into question the boundaries of their definition. As 

mentioned in Chapter Four (section 4.2), cataloguing the ceramic features involves some 
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overlap; incurved rim bowls covered in black slip occupy two categories of interest. Keeping 

these separated made sense when expressed as distributions at particular sites. However, for 

exploring the similarities between the distributions of the ceramic features across different sites, I 

used both separated and compiled categories. For separated categories, the ceramic features 

constitute six nodes (incurved, incurved rim black slip, black slip, black slip moldmade, 

moldmade, casserole). For compiled categories, the ceramic features constitute four nodes (all 

incurved, all black slip, all moldmade, casserole). For a network visualization of both separated 

and compiled categories, the ceramic features constitute nine nodes.279 The first leitmotif for 

material similarity that I outlined (Chapter Four, section 4.3.4) is the recognition that the 

relations between similar objects will alter as the definition of their similarity does. Therefore, a 

relational exercise always needs to be self-reflective about how the two aspects (definition and 

analysis) interact. In the first instance, comparison between the separated and compiled features 

can begin to explore how these result in different networks. In sections of the next chapters, I 

will further test the boundaries of the individual ceramic features. 

 

The network visualization of the overall connections between the distributions of the ceramic 

features reveals a wide disparity (Figs. 5.20 and 5.21). Although no two features share any great 

proportional similarity (no BR value >150), two major groups appear with a large gap in 

between. The same pattern characterizes the picture of the overall distributions by presence. The 

top group in terms of proportion clusters the similarity between the features of the black slip, 

incurved rim, and casserole features, while the other group is isolated by the low similarity of 

any of these distributions with that of the moldmade feature. In terms of presence, the closest  

                                                
279 In these visualizations, there is no charted or calculated connection between categories that are evidently 
convergent: eg. no connections between the nodes of ‘black slip incurved’ and ‘all incurved’. 
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Figure 5.20: Overall Feature-Feature Networks of Site Numbers 
Edge weight gradation: 0-25 
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Figure 5.21: Overall Feature-Feature Networks of BR Similarity Proportions 
 
Edge weight gradation: 0-200 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

←9 nodes (separated and 
compiled feature categories) 
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connection is the shared distributions between all incurved bowls and all black slip features 

across the same twenty-four sites. In other words, every site with an incurved rim bowl example 

also had a black slip example.280 The proportional network also demonstrated a somewhat 

similar proportional distribution of all black slip and incurved rim bowls.  

 

The feature-feature network construction by proportional similarity supports the general overall 

similarity of the feature proportions found at sites from the previous section in this chapter. Yet 

the sites are generally more similar in terms of their proportions of the chosen ceramic features 

than the chosen ceramic features are in terms of their appearance proportionally across all sites 

(Table 5.5 and further below). The next well-connected features are the distributions between all 

black slip and casserole features and all incurved and casserole features. In terms of presence, 

these distributions are equal at nineteen sites; every site with a casserole also had an incurved rim 

bowl and an example with black slip. There is a slightly higher proportional similarity between 

black slip distribution and casserole distribution than between incurved rim distribution and 

casserole distribution, although both are very close.  

 

The secondary tier of similarity clusters the low similarity between moldmade distribution and 

all the other ceramic features, particularly casserole and incurved rim distribution. This pattern is 

particularly clear in the proportional networks. For the networks built on shared presence, it is 

worthwhile noting that every site with a moldmade example also had a black slip example (eight 

sites),281 while only two sites separate the distribution of incurved and casserole examples with 

                                                
280 Incidentally, in no case was this overlap represented by simply black slip incurved rim bowls only. 
281 At the major outlier of Karanis, this is only achieved because the moldmade examples are also black slip 
examples. 
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respect to co-presence at sites with moldmade examples. Nonetheless, the lower number of sites 

where moldmade examples appear means that moldmade pottery occupies a low level of 

similarity in terms of distribution with the other ceramic features.282 

 

Table 5.5: Comparison between Similarity Measures  

 Range of BR Values Mean of BR Values Median of BR 
Values 

Overall Feature-
Feature (9) 

15-150 69 42 

Overall Site-Site 0-192 113 123.5 
    

4th c Feature-Feature 
(9) 

0-124 23 0 

4th c Site-Site 0-200 96 100 
    

3rd c Feature-Feature 
(9) 

0-194 74 44 

3rd c Site-Site 0-194 85 75 
    

2nd c Feature-Feature 
(9) 

0-189 52 23 

2nd c Site-Site 31-196 129 138 
 

 

Interestingly, in the exploration of the six separate features, the proportion of incurved rim black 

slip examples seems more similar to the proportion of other black slip examples than that of 

                                                
282 To be investigated in fuller outlines below in Chapter Six, section 6.2. 
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other incurved rim bowl examples. The similarity in distribution suggests something about how 

the incurved rim bowl feature plays out in consumption contexts. In contrast, the distribution of 

black slip moldmade followed the distribution of moldmade feature more than black slip. The 

different operations of these two relations of the features to black slip overall becomes 

particularly clear in the disparity of distribution between incurved black slip and moldmade 

black slip. The ability to separate, collate, and compare different boundaries of the ceramic 

features leaves little traces like this that are worth exploring further. 

 

While this overall picture of the similarity between the distributions of the ceramic features is 

more comprehensive, the specter of overly-flattened diachronic change haunts the resulting 

analysis. As with the site comparison (section 5.2 above), therefore, I have again marshaled the 

data from stratigraphic contexts of pottery in order to chart some of the trajectories over time. 

The selection radically diminishes the number of sites included in the ceramic distribution, but 

again provides a starting point for recognizing chronological change in the distributions. For the 

fourth-century BCE bracket (350-275BCE), the number of features charted is also diminished, 

because no moldmade examples are recorded at any sites. The resulting networks of the 

connections of the features across the seven sites (Figs. 5.22 and 5.23) show two broad clusters 

once more, both in co-presence and in proportional measures. No features show strong 

similarities in their distributions, however. The distribution of casseroles shares no similarity 

with black slip examples, and only a very low value with incurved rim (of non-black slip). The 

all incurved rim distribution shares a greater similarity of distribution with the all black slip 

distribution than any other feature.283 Incurved rim bowl examples appeared at six out of the 

                                                
283 In contrast to the overall picture, black slip incurved rim examples show a greater proportional distribution 
similarity to incurved rim examples than black slip examples. However, because black slip incurved rim bowl 
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seven sites and had the widest distribution of the fourth century BCE, double the number of sites 

covered by black slip examples and triple the number of sites of casseroles.  

 

Figure 5.22: 4th Century Feature-Feature Networks of Site Numbers 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-7 

 

9 nodes (separated and compiled feature categories)↑ 
 
 

6 nodes (separated feature categories)→ 
 
 
 

4 nodes (compiled feature categories)↓ 
 

 
 

  

                                                
examples only appear at one site dated to the fourth century BCE, this is perhaps best attributed to low data 
representation. See further exploration in Chapter Six, section 6.1.3. 
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Figure 5.23: 4th Century Feature-Feature Networks of BR Similarity Proportions 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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Figure 5.24: 3rd Century Feature-Feature Networks of Site Numbers 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-8 
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Figure 5.25: 3rd Century Feature-Feature Networks of BR Similarity Proportions 

 
Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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Figure 5.26: 2nd Century Feature-Feature Networks of Site Numbers 
 

Edge weight gradation: 0-11 
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Figure 5.27: 2nd Century Feature-Feature Networks of BR Similarity Proportions 

 
Edge weight gradation: 0-200 
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The third-century BCE (275-200BCE) feature distribution networks show a greater spread (in 

co-presence totals), but again a separation into two groups where the similarity with moldmade 

features grouped lower (Figs. 5.24 and 5.25).284 Finds at eight sites appear in this time interval. 

The incurved rim bowl feature again had the broadest distribution, across seven sites, followed 

by black slip examples at six sites. Incurved rim bowls also demonstrated a closer proportional 

distribution to casseroles.285 In a slightly lower tier of similarity lies the distribution of incurved 

and black slip as well as black slip to casserole. The very low similarity of co-presence and 

proportion is occupied by the relations between moldmade and all the other ceramic features. 

Moldmade examples only appear at two sites with contexts dating to the third century BCE. 

 

The final bracket extending in the second century BCE (200-100BCE) demonstrated the largest 

peculiarities in the feature distribution networks (Figs. 5.26 and 5.27). Interestingly, these 

network visualizations had significant differences when compiled according to co-presence or 

according to proportion. Across the total eleven sites from this time interval, all the sites had 

incurved rim examples. Ten out of these eleven also had black slip, and eight had casserole 

examples. Therefore, casseroles and black slip examples were co-present at all of their respective 

sites with incurved rim examples. However, proportionally, the similarity is much closer 

between incurved rim and casserole distribution. Black slip distribution seems to drop in 

similarity in relation to both incurved rim and casserole distribution. The lowest similarity is still 

occupied across the relational picture by moldmade, present at only two sites with contexts dated 

to the second century BCE. 

                                                
284 The assemblage from Koptos dominates this time interval because of the large volume of pottery recorded from 
the site, even more so than for the fourth- or second-century BCE time intervals. 
285 All sites with casseroles (four) also had incurved rim examples.  
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Broadly speaking, the analysis of networks of feature distributions demonstrates that little unites 

their distribution at the sites of Ptolemaic Egypt. The most significant conclusion is that the 

distributions of the chosen ceramic features are not compellingly similar. If all the features were 

manifested through the same processes, one would expect that the distributions would overlap in 

greater values, particularly proportionally. This is because I take for granted that similar 

processes of distribution would result in similar distributions (Brughmans 2010: 288). In no way 

do my networks suggest this, even when I consider the development of the features’ distributions 

over time. Although not constructed from the same breadth of data, the diachronic networks 

enabled by more-securely dated contexts of pottery also do not demonstrate similar patterns 

between the distributions of ceramic features. 

 

5.4 Summary 

The construction of networks to visualize and assess the relations between the sites and ceramic 

features of Ptolemaic Egypt demonstrates a number of patterns. The networks of sites reveal that 

sites that are closer to one another geographically are not more similar in their ceramic features, 

even over time. Therefore, any idea that the ceramic features gradually spread through a 

diffusion process of Hellenization from Lower to Upper Egypt is undermined. The pottery 

assemblages at sites in Ptolemaic Egypt do seem to become more similar from the fourth to the 

second century BCE but arrive at that similarity in ways that differ from one another, rather than 

following the same trajectories. Testing the boundaries of the data and compiling networks in 

many different ways also reiterates the need to constantly be cognizant of the state of the data 

and their sources, when drawing conclusions from the resulting relations. 
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Dissimilarity between the feature distributions should be a sobering recognition for the 

prevailing paradigm of ceramic studies in Ptolemaic Egypt. Although the networks of site 

connections show similarities and evidence of growing similarity over time, the networks of 

feature distributions are less strongly connected. Sites are generally more similar in terms of their 

proportions of the chosen ceramic features than the chosen ceramic features are in terms of their 

appearance proportionally across all sites (Table 5.5). The different distributions imply different 

processes and characteristics for the ways that these ceramic features materialized in pottery 

assemblages. The appearance of these ceramic features cannot by wholly credited to the same 

process of Hellenization or cultural emulation, because the different features do not appear at the 

same sites in the same ways. Additional, if not alternative, explanations seem necessary.  
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εὖ δὲ μελανθεῖεν286 κότυλοι καὶ πάντα κάναστρα, 
φρυχθῆναί τε καλῶς καὶ τιμῆς ὦνον ἀρέσθαι, 

πολλὰ μὲν εἰν ἀγορῆι πωλεύμενα, πολλὰ δ᾿ἀγυιαῖς, 
πολλὰ δὲ κερδῆναι 

May the cups and all the dishes turn a fine black,  
and be thoroughly baked, and earn the price they are worth  

as they sell in quantity in the market and the streets, and make good profits. 

㸫Homeric epigram (XIV, lines 3-6), adaptation of a translation by M.L. West (2003) 

      

 

Chapter Six 

Production and aesthetic: Black slip and moldmade 

 

 

With the widescope synthesis and overview of the previous chapter in mind, I now turn to 

specific relations of production and consumption to explain the differences in the distribution of 

the four features of Ptolemaic pottery. Looking closely at production conditions and the contexts 

of use can show trajectories for the chosen ceramic traits that differentiate them beyond the one-

size-fits-all explanation of Greek imitation. Material strategies and changes in production can 

resonate long in the consumption of a pot, just as considerations of use can entail particular 

resources and decisions in its making. In this chapter, I focus on black slip and moldmade pottery 

– two features where a distinctive production technology seems intimately tied to the resulting 

aesthetic of the pottery. The next chapter centers on incurved rim bowls and casseroles, where 

the form and function of the vessels seems paramount. For each of the ceramic features, I tack 

                                                
286 The manuscripts of Pseudo-Herodotus have μελανθεῖεν (‘blacken’) whereas Pollux offers περανθεῖεν (‘finished’) 
and the Suda present μαρανθεῖεν (‘dried’), see further Williams 2013: 40-41. 
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back and forth between production and consumption considerations to present a fuller tapestry of 

ceramic appearance, manufacture, history, and meanings. 

 

6.1 Black slip pottery 

Black slip pottery ties together a striking new tableware aesthetic in Egypt with distinctive 

production techniques used to create the black surface. Scholars have used both the similarity to 

Aegean pottery as well as the production process to elevate black slip pottery to a ‘prestige’ 

pottery, linked with elite Greek immigrants and their imitators.287 The distribution of black slip 

pottery in comparison to other surface treatments and pottery colors is difficult to assess but is 

best estimated at a level of about ten percent of tableware (see section 6.1.6). The low percentage 

could indicate its restrictedness and corresponding social exclusivity within Ptolemaic pottery. 

What frustrates that characterization, though, is the use of black slip tableware in Egypt for more 

than three centuries, as well as the long history of a black surface finishing in Egyptian pottery. 

 

One way of exploring the relations of the ceramic features is to play with the definition of the 

features. I took a broad view of ‘black slip’ pottery in my definition (Chapter Four, section 4.2.3) 

because I reasoned that the surface color of the ceramic and its link with a distinctive firing 

technology was the key attribute worth compiling. When I enforce a different definition of black 

slip similarity, the picture alters somewhat. For example, other scholars have defined the key 

attributes of black slip differently: a link with a particular fabric, the coincidence of the surface 

aesthetic with particular tableware shapes, or a certain attempted sheen. Exploring how my data 

                                                
287 See above Chapter Three, section 3.2. 
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respond to these definitions can also show how the different interpretations affect the relational 

picture. 

 

6.1.1 Fabric 

The relationship of black slip to a particular fabric type is the easiest connection to clarify. 

Although not often explained in discussions of black slip pottery, black wares in Egypt 

encompass more than one fabric type. In general, terms like ‘Memphis Black Ware’ and 

‘Bubastis Ware’ are associated with Nile clay fabrics (Ballet 2002). Yet Alexandrian workshops 

used nearby calcareous clay beds to also make black-surfaced pottery (Harlaut 2002: 271). The 

‘terra nigra’ term used by Berlin specifies a marl fabric at Koptos (identical except in color to 

‘red marl’: Berlin & Herbert 2003: 27) but a Nile clay fabric at Naukratis (Berlin 2002: 28). 

There are also examples of black slip flasks made of marl clay (Török 1995: 181), and black slip 

sherds combining a mixture of marl and Nile clay at Kom Firin (N. Spencer 2014: Fig. 141, Pl. 

590, C4141 and C460). Finally, the quantities of black slip sherds catalogued from Dakhleh 

Oasis sites in oasis clays suggest that there were additional production sites in these regions as 

well (Gill 2012a). 

 

Looking at my data catalogue of black slip examples as a whole, 137 were marl, sixteen were 

oasis clays, 679 were Nile clay, two were made of mixtures of marl and Nile clay, and 175 were 

unrecorded. Nile clay was therefore the most prevalent but not the exclusive fabric for creating 

black slip pottery.288 Constraining the definition only to one type of clay or another merely seems 

to constrain its geographic latitude, rather than the nature of the appearance of black slip in terms 

                                                
288 This formulation (Nile clays dominant but not exclusive) holds true when investigating both black slip moldmade 
examples and black slip incurved rim bowls separately. 
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of quality or vessel type. Black-surfaced pottery in Nile clay, for example, still spans table 

vessels, storage vessels, and even cookware; marl and oasis clays are used for finely-burnished 

table vessels in comparable proportions to that categories in Nile clays. Black slip pottery is 

therefore seemingly made in local clays, according to what potters had available close by, 

whether from alluvial or wadi marl deposits. If the black surface of the pottery is regarded as a 

distinguishing attribute, a variety of fabric types are bundled under the one feature. 

 

6.1.2 Production 

In order to develop the relations of black slip pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt, the production of its 

distinctive surface color deserves full consideration. There has been some confusion about the 

production of black slip pottery in Egypt, stemming partly from assumptions from other ‘black’ 

ceramic traditions. Black burnished and black surfaced wares in Roman Britain occupy both fine 

and coarse ware categories of reduction-fired fabrics (Peacock 1982: 85-86; Pitts 2015: 78-79), 

but the production of these wares has most commonly been attributed to soot-soaking (Farrar 

1973: 70). The surface of Etruscan bucchero owes its sheen and color most probably to skillful 

reduction firing (Wisseman 1994: 29-30; Perkins 2016: 225-226), although manganese, charcoal, 

or another additive may have supplemented the slip. Flinders Petrie in Arts and crafts of ancient 

Egypt (1910b: 130-131) was particularly interested in the process to achieve the black rims of 

prehistoric Egyptian pottery, noting that it was the iron reduction rather than smoke that resulted 

in the color distinction. In contrast, Roman leases for pottery manufacture in Egypt mention 

smoking as part of the firing process and requiring specific fuel (καπνισμὸν; eg. P.Oxy. 50.3597 

ln 20; Cockle 1981: 94). More recently, black-surfaced pottery made in the Egyptian Delta in the 

twentieth century was reportedly achieved by using tar or tires inside a blocked kiln to create a 
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reduction atmosphere and accelerate the smoking (Redmount 2003: 177; Ballet & Vichy 1992: 

110). Therefore, the composition of the clay, the composition of the slip, and the nature of the 

firing have all been postulated as having a hand in the creation of the black ceramic surface 

(Charlesworth 1969: 23; Ballet 2002; Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 86). 

 

Only very recently have studies examined black slip examples from Ptolemaic Egypt in detail to 

obtain a clearer idea of the processes of their manufacture. Michela Spataro and collaborators 

(2018) tested four examples of black ware produced in Egypt with scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), petrography, and neutron activation analysis (NAA). The samples came from a bowl 

base from Naukratis, a molded-relief closed vessel from Naukratis, an incurved rim bowl likely 

from an eastern Delta site such as Tanis, and a plate from Memphis. The NAA grouping could 

not distinguish different compositions from the fabrics across the Delta; the chemical profiles all 

fitted the same group (titled QanN, after earlier work by Mommsen et al 2006: 69-76; 

Schlotzhauer & Villing 2006: 64-65). Petrographic analysis, however, demonstrated that the 

Tanis example had finer silt inclusions and slightly less biotite than the Naukratis and Memphis 

black ware examples. Black wares also demonstrated more mineral inclusions, better sorting, and 

higher firing temperatures than other Nile clay fabrics more generally.289 

 

                                                
289 Although, the treatment of black slip fabrics perhaps follows a general trend of better-sorted and levigated 
pottery fabrics for tablewares in the late Persian and Ptolemaic periods, see Ballet 2001: 108; Defernez 2002: 241; 
Defernez & Marchand 2006: 75; Bourriau 1981. In a study of ceramic sherds from Tell el-Herr, De Paepe & Gratien 
(1995: 63) noted that Ptolemaic pottery had significantly less charred plant remains within the ceramic fabric, 
although great quantities were present in almost all Persian and some Roman-Byzantine sherds. Many other authors 
(Marchand 1996: 186; Smoláriková 2014: 272) note that plant and other organic temper continues in Ptolemaic 
production, however, so the Tell el-Herr results may represent a local distinction. Harlaut (2002: 274) makes a 
similar distinction between Alexandrian (minimal vegetal temper) and Tanis (continued vegetal temper) production 
of tablewares and cookwares in the Ptolemaic period. On the opposite end, Hartung et al (2003: 243) noted that 
fabrics for black pottery at Buto were sandier than those for red pottery. 
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All four examples had a slip layer with very few quartz inclusions, which showed evidence of 

polishing before being fired in a reduction atmosphere. Black slips showed greater levigation 

than red slips. The slip on the two Naukratis black ware examples was made of a very finely 

levigated clay, richer in alumina and potash, and poorer in soda, magnesia, and calcium than the 

body paste. The Tanis example, on the other hand, had a high soda and potash content, which 

may have been due to the intentional addition of alkali plant ash.290 Although the chemical 

composition of the Nile clay black wares was shared between examples across Lower Egypt, 

then, the technological production process of the slip could differ, suggesting different 

workshops. However, this study concluded what many others before have also: the color of the 

pottery depends predominantly on the firing, rather than the slip composition. Indeed, the same 

slip could most probably be fired red or black, depending on the kiln conditions.291 Unfired 

pottery at Buto and Athribis shows the same yellow-ish slip for firing either black or red 

(Charlesworth 1969: 23; Południkiewicz 1995: 300; Hartung et al 2003: 241). 

 

Reduction firing is therefore the main factor in the production of the pot’s color, which defines 

the ware for other scholars and which was the main determinant for assessing the feature in my 

study (Redmount 2003: 209). The technological elements of reduction firing entailed changes in 

kiln treatment and firing processes (Ballet 2002: 91; Nicholson 1993: 108-117; Bourriau, 

Nicholson & Rose 2000: 128). Because of these necessary technological and methodological 

changes, the number of sites that produced black slip pottery may have been limited; indeed, 

sites identified as producing black slip pottery in the Ptolemaic period have been few. The 

                                                
290 Spataro et al (2018) notes that the use of mixed alkali plant ash could be a cross-craft transmission from local 
faience production. See further about another impact of faience on pottery production below in section 6.2.2. 
291 Also compare Rigby 1973: 11 about the production of terra nigra and terra rubra in Britain. 
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prevalence of black slip sherds suggested to Flinders Petrie (1910a: 44, 1911) that Memphis was 

a major production center (thus, 'Memphis Black Ware') and a similar concentration led Hayes 

(1980: 23) to identify a production area in the eastern Delta around Bubastis. By virtue of its 

prominence and Greek population, Alexandria is assumed to have taken on large role in black 

slip production (Ballet 1998, 2002: 91).292 Unfired examples, wasters, and blackened kilns at 

Buto (Tell el-Fara'in) and Athribis (Tell Atrib) more securely attest to black slip production in 

the Delta.293 

 

Although the firing techniques were different, the overall kiln shape for reduction firing was not 

dissimilar to other contemporary kiln types used for red slip and coarse-wares (Coulson & 

Wilkie 1986: 66). Black slip firing did not necessarily require dedicated kiln structures nor 

exclusive production areas, but rather adjustments in kiln treatment and firing processes. Making 

black slip pottery does not seem to require distinctive decisions before firing, except perhaps in 

greater levigation of the slip at some workshops, as noted above. Neither the kiln type nor the 

clay fabric for black slip production was very exclusive. 

 

Another important detail to note is that the knowledge of such kiln adjustments and firing 

processes had played a part within Egyptian ceramic production for centuries. The technological 

know-how of reduction firing and the aesthetic of black-surfaced pottery was by no means 

introduced to Egypt in the fourth century BCE. Bowls from the late Old Kingdom at Saqqara had 

                                                
292 See Chapter Five, section 5.1.1 regarding the problem of Alexandrian evidence. 
293 Seton-Williams 1967; Charlesworth 1969; Ballet et al 2006; Myśliwiec and Południkiewicz 2003; Ballet & 
Vichy 1992. Although these sites in turn were not limited to black slip production; see red slip pottery from Buto in 
Ballet & Vichy 1992: 110; Ballet 1996: 118. 
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polished black slip (French 2013: 169; HAD1, Context 012, no. 1300).294 A small jug, fired 

black, was found in a fill of Middle Kingdom and First Intermediate Period pottery underneath a 

pavement dated to the time of Sesostris I at Tod (Pierrat-Bonnefois 2000: 301). Middle Bronze 

Age contexts at Tell el-Maskhuta had juglets with very dark grey fabric and dark burnished 

surface (Holladay 1982: Plate 1.15-18) as well as dark grey jar or jug bases and a bowl from the 

fifth century BCE (Plate 18.5, Plate 27.8 and 9). Black flasks at el-Ashmunein date to the Third 

Intermediate Period (A.J. Spencer 1993: 47 = K.1.42-48, Site W) and black-fired storage jars 

dating to the Third Intermediate Period have also turned up at Kom Firin (N. Spencer 2014: 

C857). At Elephantine, Aston (1999: 188, 209) has identified a high-fired grey bottle from the 

eighth or seventh century BCE and a black slipped, polished globular jar dating from the sixth 

century BCE. Coarse ferruginous or shale fabrics from the western oases were fired dark grey or 

black and predominantly used for jars and kegs in production that extended from the end of the 

New Kingdom into the Ptolemaic period (Darnell 2002: 170; Aston 1996: 9; Hope 2000: 194-

202; Gill 2016: 49-52, 91). Jacquet-Gordon (2012: Fig. 24a-h) notes a series of closed forms 

made from marl and reduction-fired with a dark grey burnished exterior in Second Intermediate 

Period levels at Karnak North. Merwatte Seif el-Din (1992: 121) also notes the Egyptian 

production of the flasks known as ‘Blackware, Greyware or Black relief ceramics’, whose thin 

slip fired to a black sheen, which is the same description given to a Persian-period black flask 

found at Ain Manawir (flask MT 448-8; Wuttmann et al 1996: 415). 

 

                                                
294 This example of the outturned rim of bowl ‘with polished slip fired black’ might just be the rim. For a black-
surfaced aesthetic, though not reduction firing, see the flasks found in tombs in the Valley of the Kings that were 
painted black in Aston, Aston & Ryan 2000: 19; for example, the marl 28-90-B-7 and 28-90-B-8 flasks from 
Chamber B of KV 28 were entirely black-covered (no. 31 and 34; CCE 6). See also the flask from Deir el-Medina in 
tomb 1169 in Nagel 1938: 93 no 31. 
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This brief excursion through black-surfaced pottery in Egypt shows that neither the aesthetic nor 

production was completely new, nor introduced by Greek immigrant potters. Potters in Egypt 

had fired ceramic vessels with black surfaces from the Old Kingdom, in the Third Intermediate 

Period, and continuing up to the preceding Persian Periods (Riederer et al 1979: 230; Marchand 

2002: 249). Therefore, any automatic association of a black surface in pottery in Ptolemaic or 

Roman Egypt with Greek influence is unsatisfactory.295 The Ptolemaic period did not herald the 

introduction of a new technology, making it hard to isolate black slip pottery examples to the end 

of the fourth century BCE (contra Ballet 2001: 108).296 Reduction firing to change the surface 

color of pottery had a long history in Egypt. 

 

6.1.3 Forms 

However, the power of the idea of black slip pottery lies not only in the production requirements 

but also in the striking aesthetic difference between black versus red vessels, particularly with 

respect to dining vessels. Earlier black-surfaced Egyptian pottery predominantly consisted of 

select categories of vessels, such as flasks or jars from the western desert (Darnell 2002: 170; 

Aston 1996: 9). Tableware in Late Period Egypt, on the other hand, was overwhelmingly fired in 

oxidizing environments and dining vessels were generally red.297 Plates and bowls from Tell el-

Maskhuta, from the seventh through the fifth centuries BCE, are covered with red and very 

                                                
295 Further afield, polished black sherds that were reduction-fired can also stem from a Nubian or Sudanese tradition, 
as noted at Berenike by Hayes 1995: 35. Also at Berenike, black tablewares and small bottles are found amongst the 
pottery imported from India, see Tomber & Begley 2000. Earlier traditions of dark-surfaced Tell el-Yahudiyeh Ware 
juglets appearing in the Levant and Egyptian Delta, as well as Cypriot Black Slip in Middle Bronze Age (Redmount 
1995; Wodzińska 2015), further corrode any easy 'Greek' association. 
296 For instances of Egyptian production of black slip tableware forms in the fourth century BCE, seemingly prior to 
the Ptolemaic period, see Defernez 2002: 243; Marchand 2002: 249-250; R. Thomas forthcoming. Herbert and 
Berlin (2003: 27) note that ‘a precise date for its beginning has been difficult to secure,’ but still designate black slip 
wares ‘as the product of a new industry of the Ptolemaic periods.’ 
297 Harlaut 2002: 266; Bourriau, Nicholson & Rose 2000: 128; French 1992: 88-90; Defernez 1997: 35; Wuttmann 
et al 1996: 415. 
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occasionally white slip, for example (Holladay 1982: Pls. 5, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17).298 Any shift 

to having black slip pottery on the table, then, was noticeable. At Koptos, Berlin and Herbert 

(2003: 28) stated that ‘terra nigra’ was used exclusively for tableware shapes for dining, although 

they also record two unguentaria in black slip in the overall totals chart. At Karnak North, 

Jacquet-Gordon (1997: 294) approximated that seventy-six percent of the black ware was made 

up of dining vessels (bowls and plates), while other forms (jars, flasks, and bottles) were less 

common but still present. 

 

If I confine the black slip examples in my catalogue only to certain forms or functions of vessels, 

different relational dynamics appear. The black slip feature appears in five vessels identified as 

cookware, seventy-one personal vessels (oil or perfume bottles), twenty-eight storage vessels, 

891 types of tableware (841 'dining' vessels, fifty 'serving' vessels), and fourteen undefined body 

sherds. The distinction between personal and tableware is sometimes tenuous, when the extant 

fragment only shows a lip or handle. Similarly, the line between eating and serving tableware 

vessels is not hard and fast – a bowl could very easily be a serving bowl rather than a personal 

dining vessel, but that distinction is dependent on the foodstuff (eg. salt versus lentils). 

 

Nonetheless, even within such admittedly coarse divisions, some greater geographical trends 

become clear.299 The distribution of reduction-fired storage vessels is heavily weighted towards 

Upper Egypt and the Dakhleh Oasis; although some appear at sites in the Delta (Kom Firin, 

Naukratis, Buto) and the Fayoum (Soknopaiou Nesos, Tebtynis), they are particularly present at 

                                                
298 Similarly, see domestic pottery wares from Tell Timai from the fourth century BCE in Hudson 2014a: 244-247. 
299 The scarce amount of cookware in reduction-fired fabrics are at Naukratis and Tell el-Balamun, but the low 
numbers should dissuade overly optimistic conclusions.  
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Elephantine, Karnak, and Mut al-Kharab.300 Moreover, of those examples that are linked with 

dateable contexts, the earliest reduction-fired storage vessels also feature in these areas. For 

example, the earliest black slip example at Mut al-Kharab is a storage jar (Gill 2016: #710; Fig. 

6.1) excavated from a transitional fill of the late fourth century BCE (Context 35, Trench 20). 

The geographical trend connects well with the history of reduction-fired storage jars in the 

western oases and in Upper Egyptian sites like Karnak in the Late Period.301  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Storage jar from Trench 20, Context 35 at Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016: 224) 

 
 

 

Chapter Five (section 5.1) demonstrated that there was no 'spread' of black slip feature generally 

across Ptolemaic Egypt and over time. Perhaps a characteristic of the development was rather the 

expansion of reduction-firing from storage vessels into new tableware forms in Upper Egypt and 

the Dakhleh Oasis. The process does not seem to take very long as Mut al-Kharab already has 

black slip tableware in contexts of the third century BCE. Just as Upper Egypt dominates the 

proportion of reduction-fired storage vessels, so one might expect that tableware forms in black 

                                                
300 As noted above, the clay fabrics used largely follow local geographical availability. 
301 In addition to those mentioned above (section 6.1.2), see also the series of vessels made in Marl A5 variation 1, 
where the surface was often dark grey (Jacquet-Gordon 2012: Fig. 121, 124, 126), and the appearance of oasis clay 
flasks and sigas with black slip found at Karnak in levels linked from the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty through to the 
Ptolemaic period (Jacquet-Gordon 2012: eg. 118g,h and l).  
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slip would be foremost in Lower Egypt. If the definition – and by extension, the innovation – of 

black slip is not simply the surface color but rather the particular surface color on tableware, then 

the history of reduction-fired vessels is not the only relation of interest. Another credible form of 

material transmission is the import of black slip tableware into Egypt from elsewhere. 

 

6.1.4 Comparison with black slip imports 

Because of the purported one-to-one connection of Egyptian black slip production to Greek 

inspiration, a comparison between imported black slip and local black slip in the Late and 

Ptolemaic periods seems overdue. Such a comparison is here by necessity only partial and 

impressionistic, however. Although many publications are very interested in charting the range 

and source of foreign imports into Egypt (Chapter Three), catalogues of local and imported 

pottery are occasionally separated, frustrating any easy compilation of the information. 

Furthermore, the distinction between imported and local black slip was sometimes decided on 

the basis of the interior fabric color or the quality of the surface treatment. Neither method is 

foolproof. Many examples made in Egyptian clays show a differential fabric color from the 

darker surface. And as will be explored later below, the distinction of quality owes a great deal to 

the paradigm of imitation to begin with. Confusion is sometimes only overcome by chemical 

analysis; at Mendes, Rexine Hummel and Steven Shubert (2004: 145) noted that ‘NAA has 

shown that a juglet from locus ALL IV.16 (pl. T:12), which looks like a Greek import, is in fact 

made of Nile silt that has been fired in a reducing atmosphere to a dark gray’. Even without 

comprehensive analytical testing, however, a broad attempt to distinguish and compare imported 

and locally-made black slip tableware is a worthwhile endeavor, in order to understand whether 
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Egyptian black slip pottery shows up in the same places and ways as its supposed foreign 

inspiration. 

 

The first impression is how many more imports of black slip appear in Lower Egypt. In several 

stratigraphic contexts from Alexandria dating to the third and second centuries BCE, Élaigne 

(2012) demonstrates that black slip imports from mainland Greece, Asia Minor, and (in smaller 

amounts) Italy appear with some regularity alongside local black slip productions.302 Imported 

black slip continued in lesser quantities until the first century BCE (Élaigne 2000: 19; Majcherek 

1990: 77; Hayes & Harlaut 2002). Nonetheless, one should not be overly swayed by the 

emphasis of earlier excavations and publications on imported goods; in his study of museum 

examples of black slip, Jean Paul Morel (1995) made a point of noting the limited presence of 

imports in Alexandria.  

 

Other sites with above-average occurrence of black slip pottery include Naukratis and Athribis. 

Naukratis is a distinctive case, because of the earlier Late Period history of imported pottery.303 

The excavation uncovered black slip imports also from the Ptolemaic period (egs. Berlin 2001: 

                                                
302 Élaigne (2012) notes, of the twenty-two vessels in context US11155 (also with a coin of Ptolemy II) that most are 
made of local Nile clay, one is a Gnathian import, one an Attic import, and three are black slip imports from 
elsewhere. In context US10104, she includes: a coin of Ptolemy III and seventeen mostly imported vases, of which 
there is one Attic black slip, one Pergamene black slip, one Gnathian import, one Rhodian bicolor skyphos, one local 
calcareous unguentarium, two local Nile clay carinated bowls, one local Nile clay ‘echinus’ bowl, and one local Nile 
clay kantharos. There are sixty-six vessels in US10043, including two Attic kantharoi, one imported black slip 
‘echinus’ bowl, two Campanian A black slip fish plates, one Pergamene black slip fish plate, many Rhodian black 
slip, at least five bicolor tableware vessels, two Ionian relief bowls, one Aegean unguentarium, thirty-four local Nile 
clay vessels and six local productions in other clay types. 
303 Naukratis has both imports of Greek pottery and local production with similar attributes since the Archaic period 
(Villing 2015: 6), though it does seem to experience a dip in such exchange in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. 
This may also be a feature of the collection bias of earlier excavations, however. The attributes incorporated into 
local production includes attributes of shape, decoration, and maybe aspects of clay treatment (Villing 2015: 24). 
For the distinctive role of Naukratis, see Villing 2015. 
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Figs. 2.4.14; 2.11.16; 2.14.11), as well as pottery dated to the first centuries BCE and CE (Fig. 

6.60.4-8; R. Thomas 2018). The survey did not distinguish local from imported examples of 

black slip, but clearly the volume of imports here was greater than many other Egyptian sites. 

Athribis is another site singled out by the noted presence of Italian as well as Aegean black slip 

imports (Myśliwiec 2009: Pl. XXIII.1-4, 2000: Pl. 130c; Południkiewicz 1993: 96, 100). The 

current piecemeal publication of the pottery of the site makes it difficult to reconstruct the 

volume of imports but these were also clearly used alongside locally-produced vessels.  

 

Elsewhere in the Delta, Kom Firin has black-glazed imports alongside local forms (Smoláriková 

2014: 272, Fig.126, Pls. 398 and 411: C2211, C2273), as well as a few black slip imports at Buto 

in assemblages dated to the start of the Ptolemaic period (Ballet 2011: Fig. 5). Publications of 

pottery from Mendes in the third century BCE recorded two black gloss lekythoi (Hummel & 

Shubert 2004: 137-128). In the eastern Delta region, the occasional Attic or West Slope black 

slip examples have been found at Pelusium (Tell Farama; Jaritz et al 1996: Cat 3.53, 3.125; 

Jakubiak 2005) and Knidian grey ware sherds are catalogued from Tell el-Moufarig (Ballet 

1997). Sites of Late Period forts in this region also had a longer history of some fineware pottery 

imports, in the sixth and fifth centuries BCE (Tell el-Maskhuta, Holladay 1982: Plate 15.3, Fig. 

34). Sites like Tell el-Herr and Tell el-Balamun therefore continued a trajectory of occasionally 

importing black slip pottery – mainly bowls, plates, and the occasional cups (A.J Spencer 1996: 

72, no. 51.12, 2003: 10, no. 14.5, no. 37.3-4; Dixneuf 2007: 56). Memphis also stands as a site 

with a long history of Greek immigration and noted importation during the Late Period. Black 

slip imports were recorded at Memphis found by Flinders Petrie (1909: Pl. XLVI.5 and 6) and 

Peter French (2013: two sherds of Attic black glaze in HAD2, context 131 = surface); Michael 
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Jones and Angela Jones (1987: 44) only record that ‘scattered throughout the fill were sherds of 

imported wares, including Phoenician and Aegean amphorae and Hellenistic Glazed Ware’. A 

much more comprehensive picture of imported and local black slip is obtainable from Tebtynis. 

Ballet and Południkiewicz (2012) note some small closed and open black slip pottery imports 

from Asia Minor/Cyprus (no. 808), Athens (nos. 809, 811), as well as some from unknown 

sources (nos. 810, 812, 813).  

 

The record of imported black slip pottery in Upper Egypt is somewhat more threadbare. At 

Koptos, no imported fineware is recorded in the H1 assemblage (late fourth century BCE 

period), but imported black slip (including west slope and Gnathian examples) appear in both the 

third century BCE (H2.1-2, H2.4, H2.19-20) and into the second century BCE (H3.54-55; also 

Knidian grey ware: H3.8). Karnak has an earlier history of imported tableware vessels from the 

Aegean and eastern Mediterranean. Cups appear in the Late Period across about two centuries 

from the sixth to the fourth century BCE (Marangou-Lerat 2009: 119-120; Jacquet-Gordon 

2012). Towards the Ptolemaic period, however, the imports seem to drop off (Marangou-Lerat 

2009: 119-120). Syene also had a long though sporadic history of imported pottery from Athens 

and the Aegean, with decorated and black gloss pottery from the sixth century BCE (Ladstätter 

2015: 133, 2010: 450). In the third century BCE, Sabine Ladstätter also notes some West Slope 

examples as well as a few sherds from Gnathian skyphoi.  

 

The publication of pottery at Elephantine had three incomplete black glazed lekythoi (one with 

palmette design: nos. 2287, 2288, 2554). Aston (1999: 262) compared these to black-glazed 

vessels from Olynthos dated to the second quarter of the fourth century BCE, which would 
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match with their find contexts in the House P alongside papyri of Nectanebo II. One black slip 

'import' is documented at Berenike (Sidebotham & Wendrich 1999: 5-6.51). At Mut al-Kharab, 

Gill (2016: #51) notes the import of one black slip incurved rim bowl, in a 'Greek' orange-brown 

fabric with a black polished surface. This imported black slip example was excavated in the 

south east corner of the temenos (Trench 22, Context 29), alongside both other locally-made 

incurved bowls and other locally-made black slip products. None of these Upper Egyptian 

assemblages would be characterized as sustained or important imports. In Upper Egypt and the 

Dakhleh Oasis, the black slip imports mainly consist of individual finds, and in some cases are 

even less prevalent in the fourth and third centuries BCE than the preceding period.  

 

Morel (1995) explained the lack of black slip imports in Alexandria as the result of an overall 

decline in Attic exports in the third century BCE across the eastern Mediterranean, so local 

production developed to substitute it. However, why any black slip local production should 

develop at all remains in question. Imports alone cannot explain the uptake of black slip in Mut 

al-Kharab and Upper Egypt. Locally-made black slip tableware appears at Koptos before 

imported black slip appears.  

 

Therefore, black slip imports were not seemingly necessary to spur local black slip production, 

even of black slip table vessels. Even within the higher amounts of imported black slip into 

Alexandria and Lower Egypt there are important distinctions. Certain forms – such an incurved 

rim bowls, carinated bowls, and plates – are much more common than cup forms, like kantharoi 

or skyphoi (Élaigne 2012: 287).304 Therefore, even the imported goods set Egypt apart from other 

                                                
304 Compare the interpretation of the assemblages found at Tel Dor in Stewart & Martin 2005, where excavations 
recovered one of the largest amounts of Attic pottery known from Israel. Black slip imports began about 500BCE, 
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areas of Asia Minor and the eastern Mediterranean. The same forms are emphasized in local 

black slip tableware production.305 The imports of black slip vessels already follow local 

preferences and permutations; it should come as no surprise that the local production of black 

slip also follows its own trends. Unlike in earlier periods in Egypt, the local production of black 

slip tableware consistently outnumbered the imports in the Ptolemaic period. Yet the dominance 

of tableware forms in both imports and in local black slip in Lower Egypt does suggest that the 

relation between the two guided part of its values and meanings. By changing the definition of 

the black slip feature to only include table vessels associated with dining and serving, the 

distribution of the feature centers more strongly on Lower Egypt.  

 

6.1.5 The aesthetic of black slip 

To focus on black slip tableware begs the question of what motivated the switch particularly to 

produce tablewares in black slip in Egypt. Does black slip tableware offer new affordances or 

functions by virtue of its surface color or firing state? The general functionality of a plate or 

bowl is not radically altered in terms of its color; the type of reduction firing done by Egyptian 

production did not affect the porousness or hardness of the finished vessel. Food and drink 

would, however, look different against red or black slip. Liquids in particular would appear less 

translucent and would make the depth of the vessel more difficult to gauge at an initial glance. 

Moreover, black vessels potentially reveal less grime and certainly less evidence of burning over 

time. On the downside, the sherds are less useful for use as ostraka after breakage. 

                                                
but reached a peak in the fourth century BCE in skyphoi and kantharoi shapes. Then there was a rapid decline at the 
start of the third century BCE when Tel Dor came under Ptolemaic control. Stewart & Martin (2005: 85-90) note 
that ‘only the vessels that fit into traditional local drinking practices are found among the early Attic import’, before 
the imports broadened into other shapes too. 
305 See Chapter One, section 1.2 about the rarity of such cups. 
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The potential differences offered by black slip pottery are made less compelling by the lack of 

strong connection between black slip and a particular dining form that would emphasize the new 

affordances. The range of tableware forms found in black slip in Ptolemaic Egypt – saucers, 

bowls, jugs – are equally represented in red slip (Ballet 2001: 108). There are far fewer incurved 

rim bowls in black slip than in red slip and the distribution is slightly different (see Chapter Five, 

section 5.3), for example, but the potential uses seem largely unchanged. If black slip tablewares 

were designed as associated with a particular food or dining experience, vessel forms were not 

exclusively tied to the surface treatment.  

 

The use of black slip for a variety of different forms also complicates its interpretation as an 

index of Greek cultural aspirations. The dark grey or black color of jars or flasks in many 

settings – as in sites in Upper Egypt and the oases – is a potential, if not intended, connection for 

black slip tableware.306 'Memphis Black Ware' was after all initially used as a ware description 

for molded flasks made in a grey-black fabric that Flinders Petrie found at the site (Petrie 1910a; 

Seif el-Din 1992: 123-124; Edgar 1911: vi-vii; Malykh 2012: 219; Fig. 6.2), but also for molded 

flasks found as far afield as Aswan (Seif el-Din 2006: 142- 204).307 Another prominent set of 

ceramic forms also confounds any idea that this technique and coloring had a straightforward 

Greek cultural association. The same fabric and firing were used for other small plastic vases and 

figurines in the shapes of divinities and other popular subjects (Ballet 1996: 117, 1998: 218, 231-

                                                
306 Although it is not unheard of for storage vessels from the Aegean to be fired in a reduction atmosphere. An 
example is the dark grey amphora, imported from the Greek mainland (NAA tested), found at Mendes, see Hummel 
& Shubert 2004: B.9. 
307 The find of numerous examples and a mold in the Fayoum is another reminder that the ‘Memphis’ part of 
‘Memphis Black Ware’ is likely to be much more dispersed, see Seif el-Din 1992: 123. 
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234; C. Barrett 2011: 55-56, 289). Therefore, it seems that similar reduction firing techniques 

were employed by potters producing both black slip tableware, plastic and molded vases, and 

terracotta figurines (Ballet 1996: 118). 

 

Figure 6.2 ‘Memphis Black Ware’ flasks 
 
 

 
Moldmade lentoid flask (Nottingham Castle Museum 1888-24; Thomas 2018: Fig. 12) 
 

 
Moldmade flask from Karanis (Johnson 1981: Pl. 32) 
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Potters do not always match the surface treatment and color of a pot with a particular form. A 

contemporary divergence between pottery form and pottery surface treatment is found in glazed 

pottery found at sites across Syria and Babylonia (Jackson 2016: 449; Westh-Hansen 2011: 112; 

Hannestad 2001: 15). Here, the Mesopotamian tradition of green or yellow alkaline glaze was 

applied to pots closest in form to Aegean tableware types, such as fishplates and skyphoi. 

Hannestad (1990: 180) commented on how unexpected it was that most finewares in Seleukid 

Doura – even those closely matched with Athenian forms – were produced in red slip.308 Cream 

slip was extremely versatile in Egyptian ceramic production, sometimes seemingly used to 

mimic forms of Upper Egyptian marl production in other clay fabrics (Masson 2011: 274-275) 

but other times not so easily tied to particular imitated forms or imitated effects (Gill 2012b: 233-

235, 2016: 94; Hudson 2016: 232). Part of the problem seems to lie in scholars too-neatly 

categorizing ceramic form and surface treatment together, in order to assign a pottery type as a 

particular cultural index. Where the form and the surface do not line up in terms of assumed 

cultural affiliation, interpretation seems to stall. 

 

Yet a black ceramic surface does represent a new expansion to tableware and dining aesthetics, 

as previously mentioned (section 6.1.3).309 Attempting to explain the appeal of black slip pottery 

relies on its relations to two supposed ‘superior’ vessel traditions. Black slip pottery in general is 

often regarded as trading on its similarity to metal vessels. Black slip pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt 

in particular is interpreted almost exclusively in relation to Aegean black gloss pottery, such as 

                                                
308 So too Peignard-Giros 2007: 207 positions Syro-Palestinian adoption of Athenian forms as less attentive to black 
gloss because vessels are both red or black. 
309 Grataloup (1989: 85) maintained the extension of reduction-firing to open forms was a short-lived fashion. 
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the pottery produced of Athens from the fifth to the second century BCE. This double inferiority 

deserves to be dissected. 

 

The interpretation of black slip as an emulation of metal surfaces has a long history in studies of 

ancient Mediterranean pottery, from the Bronze Age through to the Roman period (Walsh 2014: 

148). Perhaps most vehemently contested is the extent to which this surface treatment provides 

insight into the relative values of vessels (Vickers 2011; Boardman 1987). That black slip serves 

primarily to imitate metal is unclear, however. Only in conjunction with other skeuomorphic 

elements of metallic working (rivets, high strap handles) does a shiny black surface become a 

likely way of evoking precious metal vessels.310 Otherwise, black slip can and should be 

conceived within a ceramic aesthetic (Morel 2014: 324). 

 

The most common tableware forms in black slip in Ptolemaic Egypt do not have much to 

recommend them as imitations of metal vessels. The most metallic aspect belongs to certain 

sharply-carinated bowls, either displaying strongly flared and everted rims or grooved bodies 

that more closely evoke known metalware vessel forms.311 Yet the most distinctive of these 

forms, such as the so-called ‘Achaemenid bowls’, are strongly associated with the Persian 

control of Egypt.312 

 

                                                
310 The reference by Athenaeus (11.480e) to kylikes at Naukratis being ‘baptized to look like silver’ seems to be a 
very specific procedure and surely does not refer to black slip surface treatments. 
311 Examples from the Brooklyn Museum include bronze bowls with horizontal grooves (Cooney 1965) and silver 
examples from Tell el-Maskhuta (eg. Brooklyn Museum 54.50.32). 
312 Not least because of their prominence in Achaemenid imperial art, such as a Persepolis Fortification tablet 
impression PFS 535*, as cited in Colburn 2014: 335. 
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Ceramic ‘Achaemenid bowls’ have been found at Heliopolis, Tell Defenneh, Tell el-Herr, Syene, 

Ayn Manawir in the Khargeh Oasis, and in the Dakhleh Oasis (Marchand 2002: 251; Colburn 

2014: 342; Ladstätter 2010: 453; Gill 2016: 93). A very thin-walled carinated bowl with sharply 

everted and flaring rim made in Nile clay and covered in red slip was found as part of the Late 

Period and Ptolemaic period assemblage in the Ramesside temple enclosure at Kom Firin 

(Spencer et al 2006: C338; Fig. 6.3).313 The ‘Achaemenid bowl’ form continued to be produced 

in black slip pottery in the Fayoum in the third century BCE (Marchand 2002: 251).314 The 

continuation of this form and its possible echoing of Achaemenid imperial aesthetics is a good 

rejoinder to the general ‘clearing away’ of Persian power to make way for Alexander and Greeks 

that occurs in scholarship (Root 1994: 10). Disciplinary divisions and excessive preoccupation 

with the Herodotean trope of Egyptian insularity (Vasunia 2001: 130-121) have meant that the 

study of Egyptian material culture pre- and post-Alexander has been too strongly divided. But, as 

mentioned, even these more suggestive carinated bowls with known metal counterparts are not 

exclusively rendered in black slip. The manufacture of the same tableware forms in both black 

and red slip – as well as the lack of additional skeuomorphic remnants of metal prototypes – 

negates any sense of the metallic imitation. Black slip alone does not generate a very striking 

relation to metal vessels. 

 

The second level of inferiority judged for black slip pottery in Egypt is its supposed 

subordination to Athenian black gloss.315 Ceramicists primarily distinguish imported black slip 

                                                
313 Masson (2016: Fig. 7; LS 1157) notes an Achaemenid bowl in a fine pink marl clay, found at Karnak, with black 
painted horizontal lines on the rim and lower neck. 
314 See also the imported (probably from Asia Minor) cup in black slip found at Buto in an assemblage dated to the 
start of the Ptolemaic period, in Ballet 2011: Fig. 5. 
315 Although Italian black slip products also appear as occasional imports and purported prototypes for Ptolemaic 
pottery. There is evidence of a small quantity of Egyptian production of overpainted wares, where white or yellow 
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wares from Egyptian-made pots by looking at the cross-section of the wall: imported forms often 

show a beige or red fabric, with the black slip on the outside (Myśliwiec 1988: 190-191, 

Myśliwiec & Herbich 1988: 184). Although reduction-fired Egyptian pottery was usually fired 

entirely grey or grey-brown, different effects are not unknown. Examples in my catalogue with a 

pink, red, or yellow interior fabric covered by a dark grey or black slipped surface appear in Nile, 

oasis, and marl clays.316 Another distinction often drawn between Egyptian and Greek black slip 

pottery lies in the slip uniformity and sheen. Comments about the substandard quality of black 

slip vessels from Egypt in comparison to Athenian and Aegean imports are common in pottery 

assessments.317 But the supposed inferiority of Egyptian production of black slip may be a 

mirage based on the enshrinement of fifth-century BCE black gloss vessels as the prototype for 

all subsequent black-surfaced pottery. 

 

Figure 6.3: Carinated bowl from Kom Firin 
 

 

C338/Vessel TO 0233 (Spencer et al 2014: Fig. 55) 
 

                                                
paint was placed after firing over black slip like Gnathian or West Slope wares, see Ballet 2011. Incidentally, the 
same designs and color palette is known from rarely-preserved wooden bowls in Egypt, as in Marchand 2015: 29. 
316 Examples include a storage vessel from Elephantine with a pink fabric and covered in ‘thick gritty grey slip’ 
(Rodziewicz 1992), a black slip body sherd with a pink Nile clay fabric from Naukratis (Berlin 1997b: no. 6.22.17), 
a red Nile clay thickened rim plate with black slip from Berenike (Tomber 1999: 5-6.59), a red-brown Nile clay 
flask covered in burnished black slip from Kom Firin (N. Spencer 2014: C431), a storage jar made from red-orange 
oasis clay with a black surface from Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016: #428), and an incurved rim bowl made from a 
yellow-beige fabric mottled black/red slip at Syene (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1994: Fig. 10.114). 
317 Élaigne 2002: 160; Harlaut 2002: 273; Charlesworth 1969: 23; Ballet & Vichy 1992: 110; Rotroff 2002: 99; 
Coulson 1996: 29. 
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To begin, the classification of this Egyptian black slip inferiority is rather static. Two contrasting 

narratives of development seem possible: either a story of improvement where Egyptian potters 

refine their process over time or a story of deterioration where Egyptian potters become sloppier 

after an initial attention to detail. Perhaps surprisingly, in light of how the feature has served so 

consistently as an index of Greek emulation, the narrative of decline is most common. 

Charlesworth (1969: 29) designated the smaller, finer, and more shiny black slip vessels as 

earlier instantiations.318 More commonly, however, the inferiority of the Egyptian black slip 

examples is assumed from the beginning and remains unchanged. Scholars working on 

Ptolemaic pottery have regarded Egyptian reduction firing as a work-around for creating black-

surfaced pottery, resulting in mediocre black slip examples (Ballet 2002). Ballet and Vichy 

(1992: 110) attributed the differences in quality to the inability of Egyptian clays to withstand the 

high temperatures required to vitrify the slip.319 Polishing of the surface was a stop-gap to 

simulate a glossy sheen.320 The main sense of inferiority is derived from the relatively common 

mottling of both red and black on the surface of tablewares. As French (1997: 143) has written: 

It is a characteristic of the Ptolemaic period that many forms, especially open 
vessels, can occur in both black and red versions. This is certainly intentional, in 
imitation of prototypes elsewhere in the Greek world, and was achieved by 
manipulation of the firing process; it was not always very skilfuly [sic] done, and 
part red/part black and variously blotchy examples abound. 

 

                                                
318 See also Empereur & Picon 1998: 83. Oftentimes, the dating of black slip vessels by ‘quality’ has resulted in 
circular argumentation. In a similar observation, see Rotroff 2002: 99 about how assigning good quality black gloss 
on ‘West Slope ware’ as automatically ‘Attic’ is rarely correct. 
319 Dixneuf 2007: 76. See also Charlesworth 1969: 23 about the unsuitability of the clay and firing variability in 
imitating high-fired Athenian black slip: ‘It is apparent that the potters had difficulty in achieving the uniform black 
finish and even among the early pieces some have an unintentionally mottled, part black and part reddish-brown 
surface.’  
320 Although polishing was a characteristic of Late Period tablewares, see Defernez 1997: 35. 
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Exploring the range of the black slip data in my catalogue certainly shows that varied surface 

colors rather than a uniform black slip are common. Any correlation between a mottled color and 

other supposed indications of sloppiness is less easy to discover. Slip quality, slip coverage, or 

sheen on the black slip vessels is not just underreported but potentially very misleading. Many of 

the examples come from secondary deposits of construction fills or refuse accumulation, which 

means that their state is already rather deteriorated. My inclusion of sherds alongside whole 

vessels makes any strict division between ‘wholly-covered’ and ‘partially-covered’ vessels fairly 

moot. The distinction between polishing or burnishing is not clarified between publications (cf. 

Rice 2015: 149), not to mention the addition of other terms in the mix as well, such as references 

to a metallic hardness (Holladay 1982: Fig. 28.9), lustre (Ochsenschlager 1967: no. 3MP440), or 

brilliance (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: no. 23). Despite these cautions, the evidence still does 

not support any easy division between a shiny black slip and matte mottled slip. Examples that 

had mottled or with variegated colors can have as equal a sheen to those in all black (eg. Berlin 

2001: Fig. 2.3.24). Examples also appear from many different sites: a bowl dated to the second 

century BCE at Syene in House 1, Room 9 (Lädstatter 2010: Fig. 13; Fig. 6.4) has a red and 

black surface, while a roughly contemporaneous example at Naukratis (Berlin 2001: Fig. 2.4.10) 

also has the same effect.321  

 

Another elevated attribute that is often raised as a link to Athenian black slip production is the 

imprint or stamping of a design on the interior base of the vessel. Sixty-two bowls or small plates 

in black slip in my catalogue had an imprinted or stamped design, often palmettes or rouletting 

                                                
321 Compare a similar effect on an incurved rim bowl rim from Syene (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1994: Fig. 10.114), 
made in an unidentified yellow fabric. Berlin (2001) specifies a whole fabric with a mottled red and black effect in 
Nile clays: Fabric IIC. 
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(Fig. 6.5). All of the stamped black slip vessels are made in Nile clays and mainly appear in 

Lower Egypt (Naukratis, Timai, Alexandria, Memphis, Tebtynis, Mendes, Tell el-Balamun, 

Buto), with just two in Syene, two in Karnak, and two in Berenike. There does seem to be a 

concentration in Lower Egypt – such imprinting appears only on tableware and has a fairly 

obvious debt to imports, so the concentration follows the earlier-established affinity between 

Lower Egypt and imported pottery. The examples do not suggest a clear chronology, however. 

Those from Naukratis are dated to the second century BCE, whereas one from Tebtynis (Ballet 

& Południkiewicz 2012: no. 100) is assigned to the end of the fourth century BCE. This bowl 

stands out because as well as the imprint of palmettes on the base, the slip coloring is also 

bicolored, black and red. Already by the fourth century BCE, a bowl with a carefully imprinted 

design was fired with two surface colors. 

 

Figure 6.4: Bowl from Syene (House 1, Room 9; Lädstatter 2010: no. 13) 
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Figure 6.5: Stamped black slip tableware 
 
 

 
Bowl with stamped rouletting from Tell Timai  
(TM10.0052; Levantine Ceramics Project) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Plate with stamped rouletting and palmette from Buto (P2 N-O US 4; Levantine Ceramics Project) 
 
 

 

Mottled slip could perhaps be regarded as inferior if the assigned reference point and goal was 

Athenian fifth-century BCE black gloss. But was this the case for potters and pottery consumers 

in Ptolemaic Egypt? Even in Athens in the third and second centuries BCE, Rotroff (1997: 11) 

noted that nearly a majority of reduction-fired tableware was not evenly fired but was produced 

in a range of mottled colors. Differences between interior and exterior surface colors may even 
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have been a desired feature of third- and second-century BCE pottery. For example, so-called 

'color-coated wares' are tableware vessels that begin to be produced in the third century BCE, 

often in similar bowl, cup, and plate forms as earlier Athenian black gloss. Color-coated forms 

can have a surface either predominantly red or black, depending on specific firing conditions, but 

which usually display both colors (Élaigne 2000: 99-102; Domzalski 2007: 166-169; Lund 2015: 

104).322 The black-slip predecessor (BSP) to eastern sigillata A (ESA) is also often mottled 

(Slane 1997: 270-271; Bes 2015: 78). ESA represented a development from BSP, rather than an 

invention; both are largely indistinguishable chemically and mineralogically from each other 

(Schneider 2000: 532; Poblome et al 2000: 279).323 

 

In Egypt, the production of two colors on the surface of tableware seems to have been 

deliberately produced in the treatment of the pottery.324 Pottery from Tebtynis shows that potters 

scraped the slip away from the bottom half of the external section of incurved rim bowls, leaving 

the slip on the upper rim and resulting in a differential color effect upon firing, both in red and 

black slip (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: nos. 8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 20, 38 etc).325 A similar effect 

appears in the dunking and/or dripping of slip over the interior and upper half of the vessel, seen 

on tablewares at Tell el-Balamun (A.J. Spencer 2010: Fig. 38), Naukratis (Berlin 1997b), Tell 

Timai (Hudson 2016: A2, A5, A7, C15), Tell el-Herr (Dixneuf 2007: 76, 78), and Alexandria 

(Harlaut 2002: 271-272). Partial slip coverage is common also in ceramic production of Asia 

                                                
322 Fraser (1972: 139 n54) describes this effect as well, without the particular ‘color-coated’ title.  
323 As a comparison, see also the red and black sigillata produced together at Arezzo and Padana; soon red was 
ascendant (Poblome et al 2000: 280). Two unique bowl examples from Pelusium had a black slip outside and red 
inside (Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 44.116 and Cat. 3.50), possibly linked to early ESA development. 
324 Here, it seems surprising that no aesthetic or technological comparison between color-coated and the Early 
Minoan Vasiliki ware (Farnsworth & Simmons 1963: 392-393; Betancourt 1979) has been attempted, in terms of 
exploring the deliberate mottling of the ceramic through variegated surface treatment and firing. 
325 Scraping away the slip on the lower external body is also mentioned by Ballet 1997: #55, 76 with respect to both 
red and black slip bowls found at Tell el-Moufarig. 
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Minor (Ballet 2002: 90). Differential polishing of black slip on the upper and lower halves of 

vessels was noticed by Catherine Grataloup (1989: 85). For a similar aesthetic of contrasting 

coloration, red tableware with black stripes is conspicuous. At Karnak, Jacquet-Gordon (2012: 

Fig. 131.a-e, k, u, z; Fig. 138.f, g) reports well over fifty different fragments of red or white-

slipped Nile and Aswan clay bowls or cups with a black rim, dating to the Ptolemaic period. 

Elephantine offers many contemporary examples, including bowls with incurved rims – a form 

that likewise occurs in color-coated wares (2315, other black rims: 2277, 2235, 2257, 3086 

etc).326 One extraordinary incurved rim bowl from Elephantine (Aston 1999: #2932) even 

featured a black slip on the interior of the bowl but white slip on the exterior. These examples 

show that potters in widespread places both within and beyond Egypt in this period were 

deliberately and prominently using black and red coloration to particular effect on tableware.  

 

Too strong an insistence on the inferiority of black slip if it is not uniform across the vessel 

might therefore miss how a new aesthetic might contribute to the production methods and 

consumption of black slip pottery in Egypt. As well-noted, pottery fired in two colors stems from 

the ability to fire the same fabrics and the same slip composition either black or red (French 

1992: 92; Enklaar 1998a: 23; Leonard 1997: 354 regarding Fabric IIC). Perhaps this was not a 

liability but rather a feature that was exploited by Egyptian potters. An additional factor in favor 

of the desirability of the mottled surface effect – or at least its tolerance as more than a mistake – 

is the export of such vessels from Egypt to Cyprus (Lund 2015: 202). These imports consist of 

                                                
326 In a review of pottery from Tell el-Retaba, Wodzińska (2011: 1017-1018) provides a history of pottery with 
black painted rims dating to the reign of Thutmosis III (New Kingdom). 
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mainly color-coated bowls and plates from assemblages of the late third and early second 

centuries BCE at Nea Paphos.327 

 

6.1.6 Use contexts 

Another important aspect in ascertaining the associations of black slip, aside from its purported 

relations to other black gloss wares made beyond Egypt, is the nature of its archaeological 

contexts in Ptolemaic Egypt. Tebtynis provides a useful case for several reasons. The publication 

of its pottery includes comprehensive details about several contexts, as well as a general 

attention to the range of fineware vessels, cookwares, and storage types found at the site (Ballet 

& Południkiewicz 2012: 1-4). Moreover, the ceramicists in charge of the publication invested 

black slip vessels with a heavy cultural weight. They maintained that reduction-fired wares are 

more prevalent at Tebtynis than at Delta sites in the same period and – because this firing effect 

had been a priori invested with a Greek cultural meaning – the conclusion followed that the 

reduction firing prevalence showed greater cultural adaptation at the site (Ballet & 

Południkiewicz 2012: 10). 

 

The composition of the pottery assemblages points to the intermingling of black slip tablewares 

with many other types, however. The site has no preserved primary use contexts of Ptolemaic 

tableware, but the dumps of pottery do perhaps give a nominal sense of the composition of 

tableware used at the site over a relatively short period. Context 21147 was recovered from the 

wall of House 3100-I, deposited after the abandonment of houses 2100-I and 3100-I in the early 

                                                
327 More uniform black slip tablewares produced in Egypt were also exported to Cyprus, see Młynarczyk 2009: 210; 
Hayes 1991: Fig. V.1-10; Ballet 1995: 14-15. Black slip and color-coated wares made in Cyprus have also been 
found in Alexandria in contexts dating from the late fourth to the second century BCE, but the number seems fairly 
limited both ways, see Lund 2015: 206. 
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second century BCE (Hadji-Minaglou 2007: 109). It was a very thick layer with very 

heterogeneous composition, spanning from the end of the third century and including an ostracon 

dated to the second century BCE. Only the characteristic elements of the context are drawn and 

published, although the inclusion of all the rim counts give an estimate of the minimum number 

of vessels (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 216-218, Pls. 113-115, reproduced here as Fig. 6.6). 

For example, seventy-four incurved rims from bowls were found. Amongst the incurved rim 

bowls, by far the majority are in the red color range (seventy in reddish Nile clay) but two are 

reduction-fired Nile clay and two are made of beige marl. The same spread of colors across 

similar forms also occurs for carinated bowls (three in red Nile clay, two in black Nile clay, two 

in beige marl) and plates with internal lips (thirty-two in red Nile clay, six in black Nile clay, two 

in beige marl). 

 

The level of black slip forms is just under eight percent of total tableware vessels in the context. 

This percentage matches with other sites with significant and somewhat representative totals.328 

The small scale might on the one hand suggest a certain ‘exclusivity’, even elite consumption, of 

black slip forms as the purview of the upper echelons. The percentage has also sometimes been 

suggested as a neat match with the proposed level of Greek immigration into Egypt in the third 

and second centuries BCE.329 Yet at no site in Ptolemaic Egypt are black slip dining vessels  

                                                
328 For example, the Koptos excavations report that ‘terra nigra’ (reduction-fired black slip) pottery makes up 2-5% 
of the total of the Hellenistic assemblages in Herbert & Berlin 2003: 133. For tablewares specifically, ‘terra nigra’ 
pots make up about 11% of the H1 tablewares (late 4th to early 3rd c BCE), about 6% of the H2 tablewares (largely 
third century BCE), and about 4% of the H3 tablewares (second to first century BCE) found. Interestingly, these 
percentage points do not change even when black-surfaced imports are included within the totals. From more recent 
excavations at Buto, one black slip example was found in a dump of 117 vessels, dated to about the first half of the 
third century BCE (Hartung et al 2009: 140). At Athribis, Myśliwiec (2000: 31) states that less than ten percent of 
vessels, lamps, and terracottas were fired black or grey-ish black in a reduction atmosphere. See also the 
characterization by Grataloup 1991: 25 that black slip tablewares are widely distributed in Ptolemaic Egypt but in 
small quantities. 
329 Although see above in Chapter Two, section 2.3 regarding the recent reassessment by Fischer-Bovet 2011. 
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Figure 6.6: Context 21147 at Tebtynis (Houses 2100 and 3100, Street NS3) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Map of Tebtynis Excavations (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 1) 
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Figure 6.6 cont.: Context 21147 at Tebtynis (Houses 2100 and 3100, Street NS3) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Pottery from Context 21147 (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 113) 
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Figure 6.6 cont.: Context 21147 at Tebtynis (Houses 2100 and 3100, Street NS3) 

 

 

 
Pottery from Context 21147 (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 114) 
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Figure 6.6 cont.: Context 21147 at Tebtynis (Houses 2100 and 3100, Street NS3) 

 

 
 
Pottery from Context 21147 (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 115) 
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found to the exclusion of all other tableware. Rather, black slip tableware seems to be an 

alternative surface color for the same forms, on the same tables, within the same houses. A set of 

primary contexts at Tell Timai that seem to preserve a coherent household dining assemblage 

presents a comparable picture; black slip wares constitute eight percent of all tableware in these 

contexts, but are also present alongside more numerous similar forms in red slip (Hudson 2016: 

212).330 At Tell Timai and Tebtynis, the assemblages that include black slip dining and serving 

vessels seem to indicate that range – rather than an exclusive expression of ‘Greekness’ – is the 

key feature. 

 

The other serving, cooking, and storage vessels from the same Context 21147 at Tebtynis can 

also speak to the likely co-use of pottery from this assemblage as well as dining practices and 

foods associated with black slip pottery. Forms that are new and linked with Greek-style wine 

consumption include two krater types (#357 and 380), a lagynos collar (#506), an imported 

lagynos shoulder from the Aegean (#839), and one imported amphora from around Smyrna 

(#713).331 On the other hand, forms with similar capabilities like the wide-mouthed basin (#342) 

and fourteen other amphora types are not only locally-made but have long trajectories from much 

earlier in the Late Period. Cookwares range from casseroles to caccabai with narrow collars (like 

#252), but with a decisive preponderance towards closed cooking forms.332 Finally, most of the 

storage jars maintain characteristic forms of the Late Period, and two pithoi, three dokkas (large 

                                                
330 Another similarity with Tebtynis Context 21147 is the range of associated serving, cookware, and storage forms 
in these Tell Timai assemblages, spanning both long-historied forms and new introductions. See a further discussion 
of the Tell Timai assemblages under incurved rim bowls below in Chapter Seven, section 7.1.2. 
331 Also designated by the publication as ‘Greek’ are a hydria (#391) and the paint-decorated closed vases like #402.  
332 The NMI division has fourteen ‘cooking open forms’ (which includes casseroles and cooking basins) to seventy-
one ‘cookpots’ (which specifies closed forms, like caccabai and chytrai). For further exploration of cookware forms 
and the ramifications for cooking practices, see below Chapter Seven, section 7.2.1. 
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coarse platters, sometimes associated with baking bread), and the fairly-common large carinated 

bowls and basins (like #335) show the continuity of older household forms too. Black slip table 

vessels are therefore being used in conjunction with many different forms of food storage, 

preparation, and serving, as well as forms like the lagynoi introduced in the third century BCE. 

Nothing hints at exclusivity of dining practices, but rather range and variety on display. 

 

6.1.7 Summary 

The double sense of black slip pottery as new to Egypt and as an imitation of Athenian black 

gloss wares has elevated black slip to a prestigious level, as a distinctive index for the cultural 

impact of Greek immigration and Greek emulation in Ptolemaic Egypt. The elevation is largely 

owing to scholars linking elite and ‘Greek’ and harboring an entrenched propensity for material 

culture of the Classical Aegean, however.333 In both production and consumption contexts in 

Ptolemaic Egypt, black slip pottery seems embedded within broader trajectories of reduction-

fired pottery and variegated tableware assemblages.334 By combining new information about the 

production of black slip tableware with relational understandings of its distribution and its find 

contexts, new insights emerge. 

 

                                                
333 Compare also decorated floral designs painted on pottery, once attributed wholly to Greek influence but 
increasingly recognized as difficult to discern as an ‘inheritance’ when the Theban and Dakhleh Oasis material 
(already from the fourth century BCE) is taken into account, see Gill 2016: 93.  
334 Some examples of black slip pottery in burial contexts include: a one-handled black vase JE89418 in the 
Silvagou cemetery at Kom Firin (N. Spencer 2008: 101; Hellenistic/Roman burial G22, excavated in 1950-1951), 
examples in the Tell el-Herr necropolis (Defernez 2007c: 191, 196), bowls of black burnished ware with ‘dark grey 
ware... not uncommon’ at Tell Abu Shieisa (Chłodnicki 1988: 26), an unguentarium in the robber fill of Tomb 
K.24/1 at Pelusium/Tell el-Kana’is (Jaritz et al 1996: 190), and of course the many examples from Alexandria, 
including the Moustafa Pasha cemetery (Adriani 1936: 140) and the Hadra Station tombs (Enklaar 1998a: 23). 
Beyond the Delta region, Petrie & McKay (1915) excavated a grave at Kafr Ammar (Tarkhan, Grave 242), which 
had a ‘black pottery dish’ – presumably the black slip incurved rim bowl illustrated (Pl. 38.3) – and black vessels 
made in marl clay come from the el-Khokha cemetery near Thebes (Schreiber 2016: 274). 
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Even though the list of recognized black slip production centers remains low, a few factors start 

to abrade any sense that dedicated reduction firing knowledge was exclusively practiced at few 

sites and that this production exclusivity in turn transferred a certain prestige onto the black slip 

pottery. Much has been made of Buto as a special production center of black slip pottery in 

Ptolemaic Egypt.335 For a long time, many examples found across different sites were largely 

attributed to this one production area (Jacquet-Gordon 1997). Gill (2012a) challenged this 

interpretation with his study of the variety of fabrics, including oasis clays from Dakhleh, that 

constitute black slip tablewares. Ladstätter (2010: 452) has urged scholars to consider a 

production locale in the Aswan region. Even if the Buto production was paramount, the earliest 

publications of excavations at Buto noted that locally-produced black slip pottery was used in 

local houses in undistinguished domestic contexts (Seton-Williams 1967: 148). Subsequent 

excavations at Buto have uncovered more detailed plans of Ptolemaic houses and demonstrated 

that the Ptolemaic habitation here clearly followed earlier traditions of house arrangement, 

architecture, and effects (Ballet et al 2011: 82; Ballet 2011: 1576). Gregory Marouard (2008, 

2012) has likewise maintained that even new towns and villages built from the late fourth 

century BCE did not correspond architecturally or technologically to the wider Greek world but 

continued housing conventions of the Late Period (Agut-Labordère 2015: 386). When one 

considers the contextual relations of other tablewares and the features of the everyday settings 

alongside the breadth of production, the use of black slip tableware does not correlate with any 

other indications of Greek cultural exclusivity or identity. 

 

                                                
335 For example, ‘Buto Ptolemaic Black Slipped Ware’ is a separate ware designation than other Ptolemaic black 
slip ware on the Levantine Ceramics Project.  
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If the sharp delineation, either in production or consumption, of a particularly exclusive use of 

black slip pottery starts to blur, how then to grasp the move of black slip as a surface aesthetic 

into dining assemblages of Ptolemaic Egypt? The first point of note is how the widespread, if 

narrow, distribution of black slip tableware is indebted to an existing tradition of black-surfaced 

pottery in Egypt. The new aesthetic for pots on the dining table joined with knowledge and 

practices of earlier production. A distinctive trajectory of black slip dominance ensured close 

links between Alexandria, Buto, and Mut al-Kharab in the Dakhleh Oasis in networks of the 

ceramic features of the third century BCE (see Chapter Five, section 5.2). Such an anomalous 

similarity is perhaps best explained by the long history of using reduction firing on storage 

vessels in the western oases and Upper Egypt. The already-existing firing technology was easily 

extended to create tablewares also. Therefore, the reason that black slip pottery was so easily 

adopted at a wide range of sites was at least partially indebted to an earlier production 

familiarity. 

 

Undoubtedly because of this intersection, the use of black slip took on different relations in 

Ptolemaic Egypt. The import of black slip vessels – already suited to Egyptian consumption in 

the narrow range of forms sought – was not the sole determinant of how, where, and why local 

black slip pottery was made. Different relations of production and consumption ensure that black 

slip imports and Egyptian black slip did not march lockstep. Black slip is not transferred 

wholesale and intact as an index of Greekness but both literally and relationally re-made in 

Egypt. 
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Recognizing the potential for variation can then go on to buoy a new understanding of the 

relative lack of imports in Ptolemaic Egypt, that ceramicists tend to note as an aside (see Chapter 

Three, section 3.2). The lack is sometimes attributed to a restrictive Ptolemaic system of trade 

and imports.336 The very similarity of forms and their widespread connections would tend to 

contradict too closely guarded an interiority, however. Instead, re-emphasizing how black slip 

taps into existing ceramic production in Egypt reasserts the impression that imports do not 

constitute the sole model nor solely determine the value of black-surfaced pottery in the 

Ptolemaic period. Egyptian black slip is not meant to ‘stand in’ or be mistaken for foreign 

ceramic traditions, as the method of reduction-firing in Egypt largely makes local production 

distinguishable from imported fabrics. Nowhere is this more evident than in the variegated and 

mottled surfaces produced by reduction firing on Ptolemaic tablewares. 

 

Perhaps some of the popularity might be sought in black slip’s distinctive appearance on the 

table next to other vessels with red surfaces, the majority of dining vessels in both the preceding 

and Ptolemaic periods. The aesthetic is therefore one of variation. Two qualities seem to 

characterize black slip pottery: both widespread throughout Egypt and present throughout 

different assemblages but always in a relatively limited number. Variety was key, as black slip 

tableware never dominated Egyptian dining assemblages but always occupied a narrow band 

alongside vessels in red and cream slip. Variation also took place on the single vessels: in 

mottled firing, in differentiated surface treatment with slip, polishing, or scraping, or even 

different color zones on the rim, exterior, and interior. In this way, the trajectory of black slip is 

                                                
336 Notions of the restrictions on trade often stem from the state of the Ptolemaic closed currency system and import, 
but the impact of these policies as ‘isolationist’ has been convincingly repudiated by von Reden 2007: 43-48; see 
also Gabrielsen 2013: 71-82. Transit taxes were also levied on goods moving between regions of Egypt, see 
Manning 2011: 304. For more on trade, see Chapter Seven, section 7.2.2. 
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not determined by relations to Aegean pottery of the fourth and third centuries BCE but instead 

feeds a larger picture of variegated tableware aesthetics in the Ptolemaic period.  

 

I will return to the idea of variation in the conclusions of the next chapter (section 7.3). Here, it 

remains to note that a new development by the first century BCE included tableware forms 

associated with eastern sigillata A (ESA), most commonly made with a red shiny surface.337 

Nonetheless, black slip pottery continues to turn up in contexts dated to the first century CE at 

Soknopaiou Nesos (Dixneuf 2012: 321), Naukratis (Berlin 1997b: Figs. 6.40.16, 6.41.10, 6.42.12 

etc, in contexts re-dated by R. Thomas 2018: 5), Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: nos. 

89, 195) and Saqqara (French 1997: 143) – another reason to think that black slip is not 

satisfactorily characterized solely as an index of Greek dining practice and cultural identity in 

Egypt.  

 

6.2 Moldmade pottery      

In all of the relational networks, the distribution of moldmade pottery caused the biggest 

disjunctions and anomalies. I catalogued all vessels in the excavation publications at the sites 

that used molds to underpin the formation of the vessel, resulting in only forty-five examples 

(Chapter Four, section 4.2.4). The fabrics used for producing moldmade pottery again show 

some breadth: examples appear in marl and Nile clays. The range of vessel function was mainly 

personal and tableware vessels, although one storage vessel appears to have been moldmade.338 

Bottles, jugs, bowls, and cups are some of the most common forms. Just under half of the 

                                                
337 ESA is found at Alexandria, Pelusium, Buto, Naukratis, Athribis, Tebtynis, Soknopaiou Nesos, Koptos, and 
Syene: Defernez 2007b: 154; Élaigne 2013; Rembart 2014; Marchand 2011. 
338 It is sometimes hard to distinguish between moldmade and joined storage vessels. For example, some kegs and 
sigas were made in two halves, see Gill 2016: 91. 
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moldmade vessels catalogued were also black slip examples (twenty-one). Sites with examples 

include Athribis, Karanis, Mut al-Kharab, Kom Firin, Pelusium, Buto, Tebtynis, Koptos, and 

Tell el-Balamun. 

 

My primary interest in moldmade vessels was in moldmade relief bowls, because of their use by 

other scholars as an index of Hellenization. As noted in Chapter Three (section 3.2), moldmade 

relief bowls were widespread in the Aegean and Asia Minor during the second century BCE and 

uniquely connected to Egypt through their interpretation as pottery skeuomorphs of metal vessels 

linked to Ptolemaic diplomacy. Debates about the particular inspiration of moldmade relief 

bowls have been ongoing. A connection to metal vessels, particularly Egyptian ones, was long-

recognized (Rostovtzeff 1941: 370; Courby 1922: 336; Rotroff 1982b).339 Rostovtzeff (1941: 

370) regarded the form as originating in mainland Greece but becoming ‘Egyptianized’ and 

successful in Egyptian production, leading to its popularity throughout the Mediterranean in the 

second century BCE. Rotroff (1982b, 2006c) advanced a different sequence whereby the 

moldmade relief bowl was developed first in Athens on the basis of Alexandrian silverware 

brought to Athens by Ptolemaic diplomatic exchanges. Moldmade relief bowls appear in 

archaeological deposits in Athens dating to the last quarter of the third century BCE, which is a 

few decades before they first occur at other sites around the Aegean and eastern 

Mediterranean.340 The development of different categories of decoration – imbricate, floral, 

figured, long-petal and so on – in the second century BCE has occasioned great scholarly trails.  

 

                                                
339 As also with moldmade ribbed vases, see Enklaar 1998b: 265-266. 
340 Rotroff 1982b: 331; Rogl 2014: 131; Lund 2014: 298, 2015: 104; Edwards 1975: 6; Pieridou 1969: 69; 
Hausmann 1996: 104-106; Peignard-Giros 2007: 212; Kotitsa 2016: 278. 
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Moldmade relief bowls and other similar tableware appear in Egyptian contexts in Egypt from 

the second century BCE (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 133-138; Południkiewicz 2000: 264-

266; Młynarczyk 2009: 211). However, Egyptian production and distribution is surprisingly thin 

for a form regarded as at least somewhat indebted to Egyptian material production and motifs. 

Certainly, the moldmade bowl in Egypt never reached the giddy heights of popularity as a 

tableware vessel that it attained in centers like Athens and Ephesos, where it supplanted earlier 

drinking vessels like kantharoi (Rotroff 2006c: 375, 2017; Rogl 2010: 658, 2014).341 Ephesos 

can boast approximately five thousand fragments of moldmade relief bowls (Rogl 2014: 1140). 

Perhaps the paucity in Egypt is to be attributed to the later development of the technique, after 

Egyptian pottery had already entered a new phase of development. Yet the lack of moldmade 

relief bowls published from Egypt is made more conspicuous by comparison to other regions 

around the eastern Mediterranean. The distribution in the eastern Mediterranean and Near East 

does not follow a clear pattern in the second and first centuries BCE that would support the 

scarcity in Egypt. Moldmade bowls are present in the Levant, in Libya (Kenrick 1985: 117-118), 

in northern Mesopotamia, Syria, and the Levant (Hannestad 1990; Rogl 2010: 659), and even in 

Ai Khanoum in Bactria (Gardin 1990: 189), although very rare in Babylonia (Ristvet 2015: 169). 

The site of Ptolemais Akko in the southern Levant has about one hundred fragments across six 

identified types (Regev 2009/2010: 164-168).342 The almost complete lack of locally-made 

moldmade relief bowls identified in pottery assemblages published from Ptolemaic sites in Egypt 

is therefore particularly surprising. The supposedly Egyptian lineage and the clear connections of 

Ptolemaic pottery production in the eastern Mediterranean in other forms and styles would seem 

                                                
341 Even including burial contexts, only three sherds of moldmade relief bowls have turned up in Alexandrian 
cemeteries (Ezbat el Makhluf in Adriani 1940), with no examples from elsewhere in Hadra, see Enklaar 1998a: 24. 
342 Although it should be noted that Akko seems to have a particularly large amount for this region. Gezer by 
comparison has only three examples, see Gitin 1990: 251. 
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to make the moldmade relief bowl an obvious addition. 

 

The shortage cannot be blamed easily on disinterest because the link with the koine would make 

such examples of great interest to archaeologists. Nor is the shortage attributable to invisibility, 

because moldmade relief bowls are able to be identified from body sherds. Recent surveys have 

not resulted in any great number of uncontextualized sherds. Nonetheless, any attention to past 

excavations does show some of the discrepancies inherent in a project like mine. Such 

discrepancies compromise not just the lack of moldmade relief bowls but also any totals of 

moldmade vessels more broadly. For example, a survey of older excavated materials from 

Naukratis now in the British Museum (R. Thomas 2018) mentions more than fifty locally-made 

moldmade sherds from drinking vessels dated to the Ptolemaic period (Fig. 6.7); the more recent 

Naukratis excavations documented none. The lack of consistency is frustrating but not 

unexpected. Perhaps greater attention to museum collections can add some additional examples. 

There is a black slip moldmade flask from Naukratis now in the Nottingham Castle Museum, 

designated as ‘memphis black ware’ (R. Thomas 2018: Fig. 12). A molded flask top ‘from 

Memphis’ in dark grey clay with a grey slip shows the busts of a couple with an Ionic column 

behind them (c. 1st c BCE, Seif el-Din 1992: Fig. 5); this example is in the Louvre Museum (inv. 

AM 146). The publication of the pottery from Karanis that was taken to the Kelsey Museum 

further demonstrates the interest of museum collections in this material and the potential wealth 

of examples that could be amassed there.343 Although these examples show that the material is 

                                                
343 From just casual observation of one museum collection in the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, I found a 
moldmade medallion dish with a double portrait in the center (‘collected in Egypt’, 968.240.4), a black slip 
moldmade flask (968.240.10, ‘Bubastis black ware’), a moldmade juglet (‘Bubastis ware’, ‘Fayum’, 910.176.21), a 
Bes head vessel (‘Fayum’, 910.176.93), and a moldmade vessel of Bes on a horse (933.7.66), black slip moldmade 
lamp (‘found in Fayum’, 916.1.93/916.1.112). 
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present, the re-incorporation of such vessels is by necessity very tentative as many collections do 

not record any findspot in Egypt, let alone at particular sites in Egypt. Nonetheless, the Naukratis 

example shows that it is possible that earlier interest has actually redistributed the moldmade 

decorated material away from sites and into museums, perverting subsequent excavation records. 

 

Figure 6.7: Moldmade pottery from older excavation at Naukratis (BM 1886,0401.1583; Thomas 
2018: Fig. 16) 

 
 

Figure 6.8: Fragments of moldmade bowl found at Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2010: Fig. 35) 
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Another issue that may afflict the identification of moldmade relief bowls in Egypt is perhaps a 

concern about divisions between imported and local examples. For example, Jeffrey Spencer 

(2010: 152) noted finding ‘a few decorated fragments of Megaran bowls’ in a Ptolemaic pit from 

Tell el-Balamun; only one is illustrated (Fig. 35; Fig. 6.8) and the designation ‘Megaran’ does 

not seem to clarify whether it specifies the form or the place of production. Elsewhere at Tell el-

Balamun, Spencer (2003: 34.14-20; see Appendix 1 list) did explicitly report some imported 

moldmade and relief-decorated bowls. The publication of Tebtynis lists moldmade examples as 

unclear whether Egyptian or not (in calcareous marl) or sometimes not decisively marl nor Nile 

clays, although two moldmade relief bowls are listed as ‘probably Ionian’ (#814 and 815). Other 

imported moldmade relief bowls include sixteen fragments from Athribis, which are attributed to 

Asia Minor and Ionia, mainly on the basis of the decoration (Południkiewicz 2011: 426). Berlin 

(1997b: no. 6.66.1) notes a black slip molded bowl import at Naukratis, and R. Thomas (2018: 

13) adds eight more fragments from Naukratis, all ‘probably made on the west coast of Asia 

Minor, possibly at Knidos.’ The one moldmade bowl catalogued from Koptos is a shallow form 

with a ring foot, rather than the typical hemispherical or rounded shape (Fig. 6.9). The fabric for 

this bowl is listed as fine, dense and red, but not specified explicitly as either local (marl) or 

imported (Herbert & Berlin 2003: H3.9). Alexandria has several moldmade relief bowls that are 

commonly attributed to Ionia or Ephesos, of which four from settlement or domestic excavations 

are particularly detailed by Hayes and Harlaut (2002: 101, Fig. 71) and by Élaigne (2012: 

US10043).344 Confusion about the attribution of a source seemingly afflicts moldmade examples 

more severely, both because of the relative lack of materials for comparison and the conservative 

focus on decoration as a method of attribution. Rotroff (2013: 560) has likewise noted consistent 

                                                
344 See Pagenstecher 1908 for the early cemetery evidence from Alexandria. 
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problems encountered by ceramicists in distinguishing ‘Pergamene’ sigillata; initial knowledge 

about a production center tends to centripetally consolidate all examples under one banner and to 

that one production tradition. Perhaps the record of local moldmade relief bowl production might 

be bolstered if some of the ‘imported’ moldmade relief bowls from Egypt were examined and 

tested. 

 

Figure 6.9: Moldmade bowl from Koptos (H3.9; Herbert & Berlin 2002: Fig. 65) 
 

 
 

 

Because of the very low numbers of moldmade relief bowl examples, additional relational fields 

or connections seem more necessary. With an emphasis on the appearance of similarity itself as a 

factor in moldmade production, broadening the field of inquiry to other moldmade ceramic 

vessels seems key. The distribution of moldmade relief bowls is significantly more confined than 

moldmade ceramic vessels in general in Ptolemaic Egypt. Indeed, the major molded forms of the 

period and region are closed forms like flasks, jugs, bottles, and small jars.     

 

6.2.1 Production       

By defining the ceramic feature of interest as all moldmade pottery, I intended to cover the 
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necessary material changes that moldmade production entails. Molding a ceramic vessel involves 

a distinctive process of production that separates it from other hand-built or wheel-thrown 

pottery methods. It introduces distinct changes in production equipment and workflows (M. 

Smith 2015: 31). The mold must be manufactured first, either from another vessel or through 

hand or stamped decoration (Rotroff 2006c: 372). It might require plaster (Edgar 1903: 66-72) or 

additional clay to make. Only after making the mold could the potter fabricate the ceramic 

vessel, either by pressing clay into the interior of the mold while throwing it on a wheel, or by 

producing multiple molded sections for joining (Rotroff 1982a: 5). The pottery process shares 

strategies with the production of other molded materials, such as metal tools and vessels, glass 

objects, faience objects, and two-part ceramic figurines (Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 23; Rotroff 

1982a: vii).345  

 

Moldmade pottery production in Egypt has a long history. Old Kingdom potters molded vessels 

over ‘patrix’ bases (Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 20; Bourriau, Nicholson & Rose 2000: 125), and 

‘open face’ molds were used to create figure vases, decorative applications, and flasks from the 

Eighteenth Dynasty (Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 24; Aston 1996: 13; Masson 2007: 614). 

However, the use of molds to fabricate and decorate open pottery forms only became widespread 

in Ptolemaic Egypt (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 133-134).346 The molding of open pottery 

vessels necessitates some attention to the interior surface and therefore the shapes often involved 

a distinctive process of throwing the vessel within the mold (Rotroff 1982a: 5, 2006c: 371). 

                                                
345 See the ancient plaster molds in the Graeco-Roman Museum of Alexandria, from Egypt but without exact site 
provenance in Seif el Din 1998. Plaster molds were used in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt to make ceramic lamps, 
figurines, and vessels.  
346 The case of the possibly very early moldmade bowl made in fine Nile clay and reported from a context with a 
sixth-century BCE horizon at Tell el-Maskhuta is singular, to say the least: Holladay 1982: Pl. 6.1.  
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Already in the 1940s, Rostovtzeff (1941: 1209-1210) had recognized that the particular use of 

molds for moldmade relief bowls constituted the most significant technological innovation in 

Hellenistic pottery production. Although he did not consider the craft as ‘mass production’, he 

recognized that pressing clay into the mold did facilitate the reproduction of pottery in a new 

way.       

      

Apart from the production and technological side, there is yet another reason to try to consider 

moldmade production more comprehensively, exploring the relations across several different 

industries and media. The use of molds can significantly change aesthetics. The technique 

developed new designs and new forms (Drougou 2014: 149; M. Smith 2015: 32). Moldmade 

production replicated and developed new relief and decorative schemes that were then brought to 

new form in ceramic tableware. Perhaps most importantly, molds facilitate replication. 

Moldmaking centers on ‘reproduction’ from a mold and therefore could facilitate the spread of 

similar designs across large areas (Mairs 2014a). Easy duplication of a ceramic vessel and design 

could not only change the rate of production but also encourage greater material standardization 

(Arnold & Bourriau 1993: 23; Drougou 2014: 149; M. Smith 2015: 27).347 Molding caters to and 

encourages widespread similarity and repetition itself as a sought-after quality. As Monica Smith 

(2015: 28) notes, ‘the successful adoption of molds for replicative manufacture requires a shift in 

perception toward an acceptance and appreciation of duplicative items.’ 

 

Molds were also used to fabricate jugs and other fine tablewares from the end of the third 

century BCE in Athens and Asia Minor (Rotroff 2006a: 144; Lund 2005: 238). Of especial 

                                                
347 The efficiency argument about moldmade production is that the introduction of the mold make pottery easier, 
cheaper, and quicker to produce and therefore results in a widespread distribution, see Élaigne 2013: 222. 
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ornamental interest are moldmade kraters with relief decoration on the vessel walls, introduced 

in Athens towards the end of the third century BCE (Rotroff 2006a: 144), and braziers on 

moldmade decorative supports (Rotroff 2006a: 200). Moldmade braziers are also linked with 

Egyptian production (Didelot 1998); some molds, made of Nile clay, have been found in Egypt, 

which has led to the suggestion of Alexandria as a major production center of this peculiar 

moldmade form (Gunneweg & Perlman 1984: 234-235). Nonetheless, as with the moldmade 

relief vessels, support from finds in the rest of Egypt or more secure confirmation of an 

Alexandrian production site have thus far proved elusive. 

 

The flasks are particularly evocative because of the overlap both with ‘Memphis black ware’ 

(mentioned above section 6.1; Fig. 6.2) and the longer roots of moldmade production in Egypt 

(Ballet 2001: 110; Seif el-Din 1992: Fig. 5). The pottery published from Karanis includes 

moldmade flasks in ‘Memphis Black Ware’ (B. Johnson 1981: #200-201).348 The flask designs 

share some similarities with the moldmade relief bowl tradition in the repetition of floral motifs, 

lotus arrangements, geometric designs, and some figural scenes (Seif el Din 1992: 122; see also 

faience connections below). Other forms like cups and jars made from two molds in Egypt and 

bearing similar relief decoration date to around the late third and second centuries BCE (Ballet 

2001: 110; Myśliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: 212-214; Myśliwiec 1998: 134; Mandel-Elzinga 

1988). 

 

The difference between molded and applied relief is slight and difficult to distinguish from 

publication photos alone. For example, the production technique for the satyr face found at Kom 

                                                
348 See also the ‘ampulla’ (flask) in black slip with erotic scene, found in House Viii at Bakchias and currently 
housed in the new Museum in the Alexandrian Library in Bitelli et al 2003: Pl. 7. 
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Firin is probably an applique but originally made in a mold (Smoláriková 2014: 52, C655). 

Appliques made in molds and then applied to cup forms are also described by Bailey (2001: 71-

93). Although not involving the creation of a whole vessel mold or joining of two molded halves, 

molding of applied decoration does follow the same aesthetic and tolerance for replication. An 

additional method for replicating designs on pottery appears to have been stamping. Clay molds 

and clay stamps – perhaps for stamping vessel molds, perhaps for stamping bread – have been 

found at Athribis (Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003: 146-147).   

 

6.2.2 Other material traditions 

Moldmade production is not only a ceramic production technique but also has relations in terms 

of process and aesthetic with other material traditions. As previously noted, moldmade relief 

bowls have a distinct connection with Egyptian metal vessels. In some cases, the designs found 

on ceramic relief bowls may have been directly molded from metal vessels (Edgar 1907; Rotroff 

1982a: 4, 1982b: 334, 2006: 372).349 Ulrich Hausmann (1959: 19-21) pointed to similarities 

between a moldmade relief bowl and a silver bowl found in a hoard at Toukh el-Quarmous, and 

Rotroff (1982b: 332) maintained that the sharper detail on seven Athenian moldmade relief bowl 

examples demonstrated this more direct transfer of design and form from metal to pottery. The 

mere knowledge of molding as a production process does not explain its adoption from metal to 

clay, however (M. Smith 2015: 31). In more general terms, the aesthetics of replication produced 

and cultivated by molding is also seen in faience and perhaps partially in glass vessels (Nenna & 

                                                
349 For detailed knowledge of metal production workshops in Egypt, one generally has to turn to metal figurine 
production: see Ashton 2003b for Memphis (including plaster molds for metal lamps) and Heinz 2015 for Thonis-
Herakleion. Heinz 2015: 62 also mentions Ptolemaic metal-working installations in the funerary temple of Seti I in 
Thebes, a possible iron works at Naukratis, and metal-working sites in Alexandria, Abou Rawash, and Marea. 
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Seif el-Din: 2000: 18, 139; Nenna 2007: 272).350 Faience vessels share design aspects with metal 

vessels and perhaps even occasionally the same molds (Nenna & Seif el-Din 2000: 20, 132).351 

As with moldmade production in pottery in Egypt, faience moldmade forms seem to widen from 

flasks to more open tableware forms in the fourth century BCE (Nenna & Seif el-Din 2000: 19-

20).352 Three molds for faience vessels – one with the remains of a faience bowl still inside – 

were found in House B, inside the Priests’ Quarters at the temple of Amun at Karnak (Masson 

2013: 142, Pl.1.a). 

 

Perhaps most significantly in terms of numbers and lasting technological change, the 

introduction of moldmade techniques and designs into lamp production also appears right about 

this period in the mid-third century BCE (Mlasowsky 1993; Młynarczyk 2012: 167; R. Thomas 

2015a: 9).353 The changeover from wheelmade lamps to moldmade lamps was not abrupt but was 

fully entrenched in Egypt by the later second century BCE. Moreover, the broad-scale switch to 

moldmade lamps in the eastern Mediterranean in the third century BCE used similar decorative 

                                                
350 As an example, see the moldmade glass vessel from Pelusium in Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 63.195. Larson (2016: 
195) distinguishes Egyptian glass consumption from the rest of the eastern Mediterranean in the Hellenistic period. 
Yet Athenaeus (Book 1111.28 or 784b) quotes Sopratros/Sopater from the fourth century BCE as saying: 
‘Alexandrian families make numerous forms and varieties of drinking vessels in glass, imitating the forms of all the 
ceramics of the entire world’; this may even refer to crystal vessels rather than glass. See further Marchand 2011: 
613. 
351 Courby (1922: 424) and Nenna & Seif el-Din (2000: 147-148) question the exactness of the ties between faience 
and moldmade relief bowls, noting that although the general composition schemes are similar, the vessel forms and 
motifs differ. Compare examples from Tell Atrib/Athribis in Myśliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: Figs. 32 and 33. 
Faience vessels in Ptolemaic period are mainly found in Lower Egypt (Alexandria, Memphis, Saqqara, and the 
Fayoum, see Nenna & Seif el-Din 2000: 34-35), though this may be simply the nature of the excavations and finds 
catalogued, often mainly known from museums.  
352 Yet applied relief vases from the fourth century BCE have no exact replication with faience designs, see Nenna 
& Seif el-Din 2000: 142. The dominance of open forms in faience in comparison with the previous century seems to 
have been from a technological development: Nenna 2002: 324. There is even one exceptional black-glazed faience 
neck fragment from Kom Firin in N. Spencer 2014: F846.  
353 As with pottery vessels, moldmade lamps also appear to have used plaster molds for initial moldmade replication 
in Egypt, see Młynarczyk 2012: 44. 
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schemes to moldmade tableware.354  

 

Therefore, at around the same time, moldmade technologies expanded within several different 

material traditions in Egypt. Often the different moldmade materials seem to have been produced 

at the same sites. At Naukratis, for example, excavations have revealed that moldmade 

production of lamps, faience, figurines, and pottery vessels occurred within the same industrial 

area (R. Thomas 2018: 3). The surviving evidence of faience, lamps, and pottery shows how 

interwoven these moldmade productions were in Ptolemaic Egypt. Apart from a shared 

production process in the use of molds, an accompanying quality in the use of molds also 

included an increased ease, tolerance, and desire to reproduce similarity in the objects created. 

Against this background, the scarcity of moldmade relief bowls in Egypt remains striking. The 

mismatch of this form with respect to much of the eastern Mediterranean in the second century 

BCE shows that Ptolemaic Egypt always developed and resituated its own trajectories of pottery 

forms and assemblages, rather than simply inheriting outside Hellenistic norms. 

 

6.2.3 Explanations 

The low numbers of moldmade pottery hold this ceramic feature apart from the others. 

Moldmade pottery had a very different distribution to the rest of the ceramic features under 

examination. Sometimes the nature of the publication of a site’s pottery is clearly to blame, 

either in over- or under-emphasizing the moldmade pottery, as with Karanis, Athribis, or 

Alexandria. But it does not seem that this can be the entire explanation of the lack of moldmade 

relief bowls or other moldmade pottery. 

                                                
354 H. Thompson 1934: 462-463; Mandel-Elzinga 1988: 255; Hayes 1980: 2; Rotroff 2006c: 368; Bailey 1963: 13; 
Thomas 2015a: 16; Dixneuf 2012: no. 226. 
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One tentative though suggestive feature arises from closely distinguishing the identified fabrics 

used to make moldmade pottery of all forms in Egypt. Identifying clay fabrics was not a focus of 

my interest in tracing ‘distribution’, because I tried not to speculate too greatly about the source 

or production site of many of the examples of my ceramic features.  

 

However, it is intriguing that several of the moldmade examples that I catalogued were explicitly 

identified as not being from the regions where they were excavated. For example, a black slip 

moldmade storage jar found at Mut al-Kharab in a third-century BCE context was made of a 

non-oasis clay (Gill 2016: no. 773). As mentioned above, the publication of several of the 

examples of moldmade bottles, a jug/jar, and a bowl from Tebtynis was uncertain about the clay 

and even whether it was an Egyptian fabric or not (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: nos. 608, 599, 

605, 607). Several others, however, were also specified as probably not originally produced in 

the Fayoum (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: nos. 587, 588, 589, 595, 604, 590, 592, 593). None 

were identified as coming from a particular production center, although explicit evidence of 

moldmade production of pottery has been found at Naukratis and Athribis and postulated 

convincingly at Alexandria. Most examples of moldmade relief bowls found in Egypt are 

identified as imports.355 

 

These tantalizing traces of the movement of moldmade pottery suggest something about the 

intersection of its production and consumption in Ptolemaic Egypt. The mold technology is often 

put forward as a method of economically producing identical pottery en masse. The products of 

                                                
355 Like, for example, the sixteen fragments of moldmade relief bowls identified as Ionian at Athribis in 
Południkiewicz 2011.  
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such a switch are not apparent in Ptolemaic Egypt, even though the techniques were clearly 

known and transformed certain other forms, such as the production of lamps. Instead, there is 

some prevalence even within the scant evidence of the movement of moldmade pottery between 

regions, which suggest more specialized production conditions. Even if the innovation of the 

mold seems like it could be a cheap method of production and replication, perhaps the initial 

investment of techniques and producing the molds deterred more widespread adoption for 

general pottery production.356 

 

The suggestion of relatively specialized production also implicates how moldmade pottery was 

consumed. The second leitmotif of material relations is that the material and its production can 

have flow-on effects that direct its values and meanings in use. If the use of moldmade 

production was not widespread, it was perhaps not used to set ‘similarity’ in pottery forms and 

decorations. Instead, the use of molds and moldmade appliques for bottles, jars, cups, and bowls 

was potentially more about making these vessels distinctive rather than similar. Moldmade 

pottery stood out because of its decoration, whereas similarity of ceramic form was already 

established in other pottery; the incurved rim bowl feature to be explored in greater depth in the 

next chapter is one such case. Therefore, the use of a mold was not an innovative way to 

replicate similarity, but rather to set the replications apart. It is interesting to find an example 

from Pelusium of a bowl with a very similar design to moldmade relief bowls, which is wheel-

thrown rather than moldmade (Jaritz et al 1996: Cat. 3.57). 

 

Any conclusions can only be tentative at this stage because of the low number of examples 

                                                
356 The economic benefit is also unclear if molds are not useful for more than two or three copies, see further H. 
Thompson 1934: 452. 
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identified in my catalogue and because of the unrepresentative publishing of many of the sites 

known to have had moldmade pottery. Even so, the finds suggest that Ptolemaic Egypt did not 

follow the same pottery trends as the Aegean and Asia Minor in the second century BCE. The 

difference in the number of moldmade relief bowls found at Egyptian sites and elsewhere cannot 

be attributed to an unfamiliarity with mold-making techniques – as any glance at coroplastic or 

lamp production readily disproves. Moldmaking seemed to be used to create a particular 

decorative aesthetic rather than a widespread similarity and did not permeate local production of 

everyday pottery forms in Ptolemaic Egypt.  
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...things become intelligible through the relations that surround them. 

 㸫Penny Harvey & Hannah Knox (2014: 1) 
 

 

Chapter Seven 

Form and function: Incurved rim bowls and casseroles 

 

7.1 Incurved rim bowls 

Incurved rim bowls are even more commonly distributed and popular than black slip pottery in 

the archaeological record of Ptolemaic Egypt.357 The link established to Greek imitation and 

Hellenization in the scholarship lies mainly in the form and its uses, rather than considering that 

its production follows a new model. The new form did not entail a radical change on the part of 

potters in Egypt. To curve the rim of the bowl inwards was only a small adaptation and did not 

require new methods or processes of production. Earlier bowl types with an incurving rim or lip 

occur periodically in Egyptian ceramic production, including in assemblages from Middle 

Kingdom cemetery contexts in el-Ashmunein (A.J. Spencer 1993: 66, Pl. 103 1.3.61 or 1.3.64), 

as well as Nile clay bowls with various levels of slip from Twentieth and Twenty-First Dynasty 

levels at the Ramesside enclosure at Kom Firin (N. Spencer 2008: C028, C271, C341) and in 

eighth-century BCE levels in the Theban region (Boulet 2018: Fig. 4q).358 Furthermore, sites of 

                                                
357 See Chapter Five section 5.3. 
358 Other examples include the sharply incurved lips on Thirteenth Dynasty bowls at Tell el-Dab’a (Bader 2002: 47-
48, Type 11) and late Second Intermediate Period to early Eighteenth Dynasty slightly incurved rim bowls with ring 
bases from Memphis (Bader 2002: 51, Type 16), as well as incurved rim bowls made in marl and Nile clays from 
Karnak North (Jacquet-Gordon 2012: Fig. 16.r P.2107, Fig. 85.aa or ww). Certain bowl types in the Third 
Intermediate Period had incurved rims, including those found at el-Ashmunein (Site W = Plate 53 A4.27.2 and 
A4.27.5; A.J. Spencer 1993: 44), at Mendes (Hummel & Shubert 2004: K.39), and at Tell el-Retaba (Wodzińska 
2011: Fig. 12.1). A bowl type with an incurving modeled rim (with a notched exterior) occurs in both Nile clays and 
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the production of incurved rim bowls also demonstrate that the same kilns used to make incurved 

rim bowls were also used for many other types of pottery (Coulson & Wilkie 1986: 71).359 

 

The incurved rim bowl has therefore not been as tied to an exclusive production process as black 

slip. Nor did the incurved rim bowl necessarily accompany a newly-introduced function, per se. 

Small individual bowls for dining had been common in Egypt for centuries, such as those with 

straight flaring walls or hemispherical bodies with direct rims documented since the eighth 

century BCE.360 Small bowls or cups with a range of rim shapes were characteristic of the end of 

the Persian period at Tell el-Herr, for example (De Paepe & Gratien 1995: 62).361 It is hard to 

identify any link, therefore, between the appearance of the form and any explicit changes in 

dining behavior within Egypt. The incurved rim bowl is certainly not a spectacular vessel nor 

easily separable in terms of its basic affordances from other existing local bowl types (Peignard-

Giros 2007: 207).  

 

The lack of a clear new production decision or vessel category in the incurved rim bowl has 

made the exact chronology of its appearance in Egypt ambiguous. Although widely used as a 

type-marker for the Ptolemaic period because of the form’s ubiquity at other sites around the 

eastern Mediterranean in the third and second centuries BCE, the incurved rim bowl appears in 

contexts in Egypt prior to the end of the fourth century BCE. In a recent archaeological survey 

                                                
marls at Elephantine in sixth-century BCE assemblages (Aston 1999: 210, 1905-1910). For more about a series of 
incurved rim bowls at Elephantine in the Persian Period, see further below. 
359 Later pottery leases (Cockle 1981) only differentiate between amphora and fineware pottery workshops; the 
capacity required to fire amphoras must have involved dedicated kilns. See further references distinguishing 
fineware potters (λεπτοκεραμεύς) in Reil 1913: 37-38. 
360 Pierrat-Bonnefois 2002: 179; Hudson 2014a: 247; A.J. Spencer 1996: 89-90; Aston 1996: 73; Masson 2011: 277; 
Ladstätter 2010: 453; Allen 1982: 19. 
361 Similarly, see the small bowls in a fourth-century BCE assemblage at Tell Timai in Hudson 2014a: 247. 
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project in the western Delta region, Penelope Wilson and Dimitris Grigoropoulos (2009: 291) 

dated the incurved rim bowl type to the Late Period or Ptolemaic era.362 An example excavated 

at Tell el-Maskhuta was found in a blocked-up well dating to the Persian period, ca 486 BCE 

(Holladay 1982: Pl. 15.16). At Tell el-Herr, Defernez (2002: 241) notes that the form initially 

appears in the first decades of the fourth century BCE. Nor is the form confined to the Delta in 

these early stages; an incurved rim bowl very similar to later Ptolemaic-period examples was 

discovered in Elephantine in a Persian context, close to some Aramaic papyri (Aston 1999: 242, 

#2112).363 The exact chronology of the incurved rim bowl pre-dating the Ptolemaic period is one 

confounding factor in the association between its desirability and its association with 

Greekness.364 

 

Nonetheless, the first appearance of a bowl with an incurved rim in Egypt is perhaps less 

important than the popularity of the form and its similarity to widespread forms across the 

eastern Mediterranean from the fourth century BCE onwards. Pierrat-Bonnefois (2002: 180) 

estimates that incurved rim bowls basically replace conical and globular bowls in the Theban 

region already by the third century BCE. Grataloup (1991: 26) noted the clear majority of 

                                                
362 See also Smoláriková 2014: 272. Thomas (2018: 7) distinguishes a hemispherical bowl form with a squared lip 
(dated to the mid-fifth through the fourth century BCE) from later ‘echinus’ bowls at Naukratis, but both have an 
incurving rim. 
363 Other bowls at Elephantine with an incurved rim and ring base found in Phase V (Persian period) contexts 
include #1983 and #2008 (Aston 1999: 222). Petrie & McKay (1915: Pl. 33.4-5) dated examples from the cemetery 
of Kafr Ammar to the Twenty-Fifth Dynasty at the latest, whereas Schreiber (2016: 270) maintains that, although an 
earlier variant appears in the fifth century, true ‘echinus’ bowls appear in Egyptian fabrics only in the later fourth 
century BCE. See below on testing similarity, section 7.1.1. 
364 Not to mention the life of this form after the Ptolemaic period; incurved rim bowls were also found at Tell el-
Maskhuta from contexts dating to the mid-second century CE (Holladay 1982: Pl. 31.6-7), at Syene in contexts 
dating to the first and second centuries CE (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1994: Figs. 6, 11), at Naukratis in first-century CE 
contexts (Berlin 1997b: Figs. 6.34 and 6.35), at Tebtynis in the first century CE (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: nos. 
12, 24a, 31), and dated by Jacquet-Gordon (2012: Fig. 144, 146, 152) to Roman levels in marl, Nile, and Aswan clay 
production. Defernez (2002) has maintained that the Greek emulation was a feature of Egyptian ceramic production 
in the Persian period, as Greek pottery was already the touchstone commodity. See the conclusions in Chapter 
Seven, section 7.3 about Late Period trends. 
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incurved rim bowls with a ring foot in the second-century BCE layers of the Temple of Amon-

Re excavations. The wide distribution and prevalence of the incurved rim bowl was a major 

factor in the similarity between the assemblages of pottery at different sites in Ptolemaic Egypt 

(see Chapter Five, section 5.3). The dominance of the incurved rim bowl in the ceramic feature 

proportions secured the strong connection between Koptos, Tod, and Elephantine, as well as 

between Mut al-Kharab and Tebtynis, for instance. Of the ceramic features under consideration, 

incurved rim bowls dominated the pottery proportions of many of the sites. Moreover, the feature 

had the widest distribution across the sites from the fourth century BCE onwards. It is this 

popularity that has underwritten an interpretation of the incurved rim bowl's place within the 

koine as a marker of Greek cultural emulation.  

  

7.1.1 Exploring the similarity 

As with the features in the previous chapter, playing with the definition of the incurved rim bowl 

is a useful way of exploring exactly what similarity is at play in its production and consumption 

in Ptolemaic Egypt. There is little in the clay fabric itself that determines the ceramic feature. 

Incurved rim bowls span the full range of Egyptian clays, appearing in marls, Nile clays, oasis 

clay, Aswan clay, and mixtures of Nile and marl clays. Most of those recorded in my catalogue 

are made of red marl, but that is due to the dominance of Koptos and its complete recording of 

hundreds of pottery finds. Across a fuller range of sites, Nile clays are more popular.365 As with 

black slip production, any distinction between the distribution of marl or Nile clay incurved rim 

bowls is largely based on whichever clay type was geographically close and available to a site. 

The incurved rim bowl was produced in all different types of clays because it seems that the 

                                                
365 The totals are: Aswan: 103, marl: 1196, oasis: 62, Nile clay: 846, Nile and marl combo: 1, undeclared/probably 
Nile clays: 192. 
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shape was paramount, rather than the link between the shape and particular kind of clay fabric or 

color. 

   

Ceramicists often distinguish among incurved rim bowl examples on a qualitative basis. The 

distinctions might depend on clay refinement, surface treatment, wall evenness and thickness, the 

crispness of the incurved rim, and the precision of the ring foot. Classification systems also often 

separate examples by their dimensions. For example, Rotroff (1997: 161-163) classified three 

different sizes of Athenian incurved rim bowls, to which she attributed different tableware 

functions. For example, she nominated small incurved rim bowls (seven to eight centimeters 

diameter) as saltcellars. She also differentiated bowls chronologically by depth, where the bowls 

became deeper in the Hellenistic period than the Classical period. Recorded rim diameters for the 

incurved rim bowls in my catalogue range from six centimeters to twenty-nine centimeters. 

However, as a plot graph of the examples show, by far the majority of examples lie between ten 

and fifteen centimeters (Fig. 7.1). The median diameter recorded was 13.6cm, while the average 

was 14.0cm. Separating small, medium, and large incurved rim bowls does not distinguish any 

particular trend in distribution.366 Incurved rim bowls with diameters less than ten centimeters 

occur across different regions of Ptolemaic Egypt, in Elephantine, Mut al-Kharab, Memphis, 

Tebtynis, Timai, Karnak, Mendes, and beyond. Very large incurved rim bowls with diameters 

over twenty-one centimeters also occur at many different places, including Elephantine, 

Pelusium, Tebtynis, Timai, Soknopaiou Nesos, Karnak, Syene, and Tell el-Herr. Size inevitably 

affected the use of the incurved rim bowls but did not seemingly affect the distribution. Many 

                                                
366 Because of the vast predominance of rim fragments without bases in the catalogue as well as the scarcity of dated 
contexts for assemblages, it is difficult to assess the dimension of depth and whether the shallower to deeper trend 
also takes effect in Ptolemaic incurved rim bowls. For a claim that it does follow Aegean models in this way, see 
Schreiber 2016: 270. 
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sites had multiple incurved rim bowls of a range of different diameters but with a heavy 

prevalence of bowls with diameters between ten and fifteen centimeters.  

 

Figure 7.1: Graph of range of incurved rim bowl diameter 

 

 

The presence of a ring foot is another aspect of the incurved rim bowl that I did not use as a 

qualifying attribute but which for some may determine similarity, particularly in assessing the 

feature’s fidelity to Athenian inspirations. The vast majority of examples I catalogued only 

consisted of rim fragments because this was the ceramic feature of interest for me (see definition 

in Chapter Four, section 4.2.1). Of the 500 examples with bases, however, 413 have a ring foot, 

fifty-three have a raised foot,367 twenty-six are flat (without a raised or footed base), four have a 

bulb ring, and four have a rounded base (Fig. 7.2). The base types with low numbers appear the 

                                                
367 Occasionally these are recorded as ‘string-cut’ as at Tell el-Maskhuta (Holladay 1982: Fig. 28.1-2) or Memphis 
(French 2013: #321, 329). 
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most particular to local trends; bulbous ring feet occur mainly at Elephantine (although one also 

appears at Timai), whereas the incurved rim bowls with rounded bases seem to cluster in Upper 

Egypt at Syene and Tod (although one also appears at Soknopaiou Nesos). It would not pay to 

put too much weight on these outliers with their low volume, however. By far the majority of 

incurved rim bowls catalogued had a ring foot, to varying heights and degrees of precision. Ring 

feet were not new introductions in Egyptian ceramic production but appeared on many Late 

Period vessels (Pierrat-Bonnefois 2002: 178; Aston 1996: 68; Masson 2011: 278; Jacquet-

Gordon 2012: 251), with a marked increase in the mid-sixth to fourth century BCE (Aston 1999: 

215). Even the combination of an incurved rim and a ring base appeared in the late Third 

Intermediate Period and into the Late Period in Egypt (A.J. Spencer 1993: 44, Pl. 53 A4.27.2 and 

A4.27.5). Both raised and proper ring feet appear on incurved rim bowls at the same sites, across 

Ptolemaic Egypt and across the chronological range.  

 

The final attribute of interest for which to adjust the similarity of incurved rim bowls is the 

surface treatment. Given the long-standing interpretation of the bowl as a copy of Aegean 

forebears, some refinement of the surface through slip or burnishing might be expected to qualify 

the incurved rim bowl as ‘fineware’ or the next best thing to an elite import. However, the 

surface treatment of incurved rim bowls ranges as widely as the use of Egyptian clay fabrics. In 

my catalogue, for instance, the proportion of slipped to unslipped incurved rim bowls was 

approximately three to one. Of those that were slipped in some way, about sixty percent were 

slipped equally inside and out, thirty-five percent were slipped to create a differential effect 

between the upper and lower registers of the exterior, while the remainder were either slipped on 
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the interior or the exterior only.368 Therefore, although most of the vessels that had a surface 

treatment explicitly recorded were slipped in some way or another, there was a wide range of 

effects. The surface color of incurved rim bowls was also wide-ranging: from pink, red, brown, 

orange, yellow, cream, as well as many also in ranges of black, grey, and mottled red and black 

as mentioned in the previous chapter.369 Unslipped vessels also ranged across many of the same 

colors.  

 

Therefore, incurved rim bowls were produced in both coarse and fine categories, broadly 

conceived. The form was not only produced with a slipped and polished surface, but also in less 

showy surface treatments. Three examples of incurved rim bowls were even specified by pottery 

publications as ‘cookware’ on the basis of their size, coarse fabric (at Tell el-Herr, Valbelle et al 

2007: no. 110, Fig. 40) and the signs of burning on the exterior (at Tebtynis and Berenike; Ballet 

& Południkiewicz 2012: no.202; Tomber 1999: no. 5-7.74). An incurved rim bowl from Timai is 

also distinguished from other tableware incurved rim bowls because of its coarser fabric and 

larger size; Hudson (2014: 20, Fig. III.2) instead postulates that this is a ‘kitchen vessel’.  

                                                
368 For example, 657 incurved rim bowl examples were slipped in some way, where seventeen had slip on the 
interior but not the exterior, thirteen had slip on the exterior but not the interior, 230 had slip on both but with some 
differential treatment between the upper and lower parts of the exterior (partial coverage or uneven burnishing), and 
397 had slip equally on the interior and the exterior. Of the other decorative surface possibilities, thirteen bowls had 
an imprint/stamping on the interior, one was incised (Herbert & Berlin 2003: H3.16), eight had painted decoration 
(either on the interior or the exterior). 204 of the examples explicitly had no slip or surface treatment, while many 
others did not have any surface treatment recorded. 
369 At Tod and Karnak, some incurved rim bowls in Aswan clay were treated in pink and red slip, and some were 
also burnished. Incurved rim bowls made from marls from all over (Fayoum, Delta, Upper Egypt, Mut al-Kharab, 
Berenike, Alexandria etc) were coated in brown, red, cream, or yellow slips. At Mut al-Kharab, incurved rim bowls 
made from oasis clays could be coated in red or cream slip. The range of surface treatment for incurved rim bowls 
made in Nile clays from all over ranged from slips in red, red-black, brown, orange, cream, pink, as well as many 
left unslipped. As already touched on in the previous chapter, I identified 228 examples of incurved rim bowls as 
‘black slip’, spanning marl, oasis, and Nile clays. Two of these are recorded as not having had any slip treatment, 
129 have slip on both the interior and exterior of the bowl, 110 have burnishing or polishing recorded (either with a 
slip recorded or not), twenty-two have slip or burnish just on one half of the exterior, and six have imprint on the 
interior base. 
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Figure 7.2: Examples of the range of incurved rim bowl bases 
 
 
Ring foot (Spencer 1999: Fig. 61) 

 
 
 
Raised foot (Gill 2016: 186)  

 
 
Flat (Aston 1999: Pl. 119) 

 
 
 
 
Bulb foot (Hudson 2016: Fig. 18) 

 
 

Rounded (Dixneuf 2012: 348) 
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The possible permutations based on size, base type, and surface treatment did not seem to cluster 

geographically or temporally to demonstrate that a different definition of the feature would affect 

its distribution in any significant way. The similarity of the incurved rim bowl feature is mainly 

grounded in a diameter size of approximately ten to fifteen centimeters and with ring foot, 

although some of the forms spill over a larger or smaller range and have a flatter or less well-

made base. This formal similarity contrasts with the range of colors and refinement of the vessel 

fabrics and surfaces of incurved rim bowls in Ptolemaic Egypt.  

 

7.1.2 Function 

Adjusting the similarity of size, base, and surface finish for incurved rim bowls is not simply an 

exercise in testing the boundaries of the data collected. Such adjustments also implicate the uses 

of the vessel. By only looking at the attributes, however, the possibilities of the bowls’ function 

exist mainly in a speculative realm. More concrete indications of the ways in which incurved rim 

bowls were used require excavations of primary or use contexts. The number of excavations with 

primary contexts that indicate where and how incurved rim bowls were used – rather than simply 

where and how they were disposed of – is small. But a few recent excavations with an attention 

to assemblages and archaeological context can provide at least some of the range of uses for the 

incurved rim bowl. Two examples include the still-being-published Polish-Egyptian excavation 

at Athribis (Tell Atrib) and the ongoing excavation at Tell Timai (Thmuis). 

  

Athribis (Tell Atrib)        

Athribis presents a noteworthy test case for several reasons. Exceptionally, the excavations 

uncovered both production and consumption contexts for incurved rim bowls. The main areas of 
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Ptolemaic-period material include a third- to second-century BCE manufacturing area for the 

production of ceramic vessels (amongst faience, terracotta figurines, and marble and limestone 

carving workshops as well) and a second-century BCE bath complex.370 

        

The manufacturing area gives a glimpse of the in-situ crafting of incurved rim vessels. 

Excavators uncovered a distinctive assemblage of fifty-four unfired incurved rim bowls, found 

together in an assemblage under the eastern wall of Room 127 of the workshop area 

(Południkiewicz 1995: 300; Fig. 7.3). A thin yellowish slip often covered the interior and the 

upper half of the exterior of these unfired bowls (Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003: 135); based 

on the most-common fired examples, this yellow slip was most often fired to red in the kiln 

(Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003: 139).371 Other finds in Room 127 included unfired 

fragments from a range of vessels, from plates with rolled rims, amphora handles, and ovoid pots 

with a short vertical neck (Południkiewicz 1995: 301). As noted in other kiln contexts, incurved 

rim bowls were produced in the same workshop alongside new and traditional shapes and were 

not the domain of exclusively Greek workshops. 

      

Fired incurved rim bowls were also found in the manufacturing area, not only as the result of 

production but also in use as tools serving the production process. Two sets of incurved rim 

bowls still held raw pigment masses (TA 87-A/; Myśliwiec 1994: 40); a small and large bowl 

contained red ochre while another set of one small and one large bowl contained white ochre 

                                                
370 Publications of various structures and finds from the excavations from 1985-1995 include Południkiewicz 1993; 
Myśliwiec 1994; Południkiewicz 1995; Myśliwiec 1996; Myśliwiec 1998; Myśliwiec 2000; Sztetyłło 2000; 
Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003; Myśliwiec 2009; Młynarczyk 2012; Myśliwiec 2017. 
371 The reduction-fired incurved rim bowls were of a similar fabric to their red slip counterparts (Myśliwiec & 
Południkiewicz 2003: 139), but whether the slip differed in any way was not emphasized. Unfired pottery at Buto 
also had a yellowish slip, see Hartung et al 2003: 241. 
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(Myśliwiec 2009: Pl. XV.6-7). The pigment may have served as an additive for ceramic slips. To 

use an incurved rim bowl to hold a coloring agent is not unusual in and of itself. The bowl type is 

plentiful and the shape adaptable for many different uses, including within manufacturing. Yet it 

is this very adaptability that threatens the distinctive status of incurved rim bowls as exclusive 

symbols of Greek culture.372 

        

The large number of unfired vessels found together at Athribis indicates a fairly significant scale 

of production. Incurved rim bowls were among the most common unfired vessel types found at 

Athribis (Południkiewicz 1993: 95) and this frequency is matched also by the finds of fired 

bowls across the excavation as a whole (Myśliwiec & Południkiewicz 2003: 135). Many of these 

fired and complete incurved rim bowls were found in association with bathing complexes 

excavated at Athribis. Two bath complexes dated to the Ptolemaic period were excavated at the 

site between 1985 and 1995.373 The earliest complex contained three parallel basins, including a 

bathing hip-tub, and dates to around the middle of the third century BCE (Myśliwiec 2017: 67-

69). The earliest rooms and contexts attributed to the second bath building are dated by coins to 

the mid-second century BCE (Myśliwiec 1998: 123). Numerous reconstructions suggest that the 

establishment was utilized for over a century, perhaps until the end of the first century BCE 

(Myśliwiec 2000: 34, 1998: 124). 

          

  

                                                
372 Not to mention that also threatened is the characterization of incurved rim bowls as ‘used only for food’, see 
Berlin 2001: 30. 
373 Additional bathing installations were also excavated at the site prior to this most recent Polish undertaking. 
Collective baths were found in 1946 near Tell Atrib; two tholoi with hip tubs were described by Abd El-Mohsen El-
Khachab in 1978 (cat. no. 2, Fournet & Redon 2016: 390). Another set of collective baths were found by Polish 
mission from 1957-1960, again with at least one tholos with hip tubs (probably 1st c CE), but no remains are visible 
now, see Myśliwiec 2017: 66.   
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Figure 7.3: Unfired incurved rim bowls from Room 127 at Athribis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eastern part of Ptolemaic workshops excavated at Athribis (Południkiewicz 1995: Pl. 1) 
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Figure 7.3 cont.: Unfired incurved rim bowls from Room 127 at Athribis 

 
(Południkiewicz 1995: Pl. 11) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Południkiewicz 1995: Pl. 12) 
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Because of the fine painted pottery and votive figurines with Dionysiac and fertility themes in 

the bathing complex, the area and the finds of incurved rim bowls may have been associated with 

ritual dining and wine consumption (Myśliwiec 1998: 129-130, 133). However, there is a hint 

that this form could be associated more intimately with bathing activities. A terracotta figurine of 

a naked woman holding a small incurved rim bowl appears to be in the midst of bathing herself 

(Myśliwiec 2000: 34, 1998: 127; Myśliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: Fig. 42; Fig. 7.4). The form of 

the bowl used by the figurine is identical to those manufactured and found in bulk at Athribis. 

This terracotta depiction also fits well with a papyrological description from the very early 

second century BCE, where Dionysios, son of Zoilos, reports using a small vessel to bathe 

himself (χρωμένου σικύαι ἀρυταίνηι: P. Hels. I 2, ln 9). 

 

Figure 7.4: Terracotta figurine of a bather from Athribis (TA92/94; Myśliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: 
Fig. 42) 
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As explored at the end of Chapter Two (section 2.3), collective bathing has sometimes been 

linked in scholarly literature to Greek immigration into Egypt. The Egyptian history of religious 

cleansing and the seeming lack of evidence of cultural exclusivity attached to such facilities in 

Ptolemaic Egypt trouble that characterization, however. At Athribis, many of the bathing 

facilities consisted of one-person tubs (Myśliwiec 1998: 126, 2017: 69-73), although tholos 

buildings for collective bathing are attested at the site in earlier excavations. The large amount of 

terracotta, faience and even bronze votives of various types found in the bath structures and 

associated rooms at Athribis incorporate Dionysian erotic and festival themes as well as imagery 

of Osiris and Isis fertility cults (Myśliwiec 1998: 128-134). The combination matches a larger 

association between Dionysus and Osiris in Ptolemaic cult imagery and practice. The distinctive 

religious and fertility aspects suggested to the excavators that these bathing facilities may even 

have been part of a temple complex, although a definite location for any sanctuary remains 

unclear (Myśliwiec 2009: 37). The setting is by no means mono-culturally associated with Greek 

practice or identity. Overall, the excavations at Athribis present a unique archaeological instance 

of significant amounts of incurved rim bowls in both production and consumption settings. The 

contexts predominantly demonstrate the versatility of use of this form, for industrial, dining, and 

bathing uses. 

        

Tell Timai 

Excavations at Tell Timai also reveal the versatility of the incurved rim bowl, this time in a more 

domestic setting.374 A multi-room mud-brick structure on the site featured a plan similar to other 

household structures identified in the Fayoum for this period (Hudson 2016: 199; Gentelli 2013). 

                                                
374 Publications of the most recent survey and excavation here since 2007 include reports by Hudson 2014a, 2014b 
and 2016. Earlier excavations on the site were reported by Ochsenslager 1967, 1968 and 1971. 
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Finds also suggested a residential or domestic nature for the building; four pottery assemblages 

in different rooms consisted of largely intact dining, storage, and cooking pottery. A narrow and 

consistent dating of the forms to near the end of the third century BCE, the exceptional 

preservation of whole forms and reconstructable vessels, and the presence of floor surfaces 

suggest that the pottery was excavated from primary contexts resulting from a destruction event 

(Hudson 2016: 204). Because of this deposition of pottery in primary context, Hudson has been 

able to explore contextual connections between vessels as assemblages in this household, 

broadening the analytical possibilities for Ptolemaic household pottery beyond typological 

studies. Incurved rim bowls of various sizes were found in all four of the assemblages of this 

building from Tell Timai. Hudson (2016) lists thirty-six incurved rim bowls, almost three times 

the amount of other individual dining vessel forms such as everted rim bowls or thickened rim 

saucers (Fig. 7.5). Clearly the form's prevalence was secure in Tell Timai by the end of the third 

century BCE.375  

 

The presence of thirteen incurved rim bowls alongside drinking-service vessels in Assemblage B 

led Hudson (2016: 215-218) to suggest that these bowls were drinking vessels. Vessels related to 

the serving of drinks included several small jugs, a flask, a table amphora, an oinochoe, and a 

krater. Communal wine-drinking is often regarded as the most ‘Greek’ cultural practice. Of 

course, communal drinking of wine and beer in Egypt had a long and celebrated history as 

well.376 In any case, the assemblage presents a different picture than a typical ‘symposium’ 

                                                
375 As also noted in the Theban region by Pierrat-Bonnefois 2002: 180, mentioned above. 
376 Eighteenth Dynasty banquet scenes in tombs show figures holding either a wine bowl or a beer jar, whether as 
depictions of specific festivals (Festival of the Wadi, Festival of Drunkenness) or mortuary feasting. See also C. 
Barrett 2019: 62-66, noting Herodotus 2.60 and Baines 2014. Evidence of wine-drinking in Egypt is clear from at 
least the Old Kingdom, including noted appreciation for different wine regions of Egypt, see Guasch Jané 2008; 
Murray 2000. Compare Muhs 2001: 5 who asserts a distinction between wine and beer as Greek and Egyptian 
cultural drinking traditions respectively. 
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setting, as Hudson (2016: 233) notes. Expected Greek-style drinking vessels, such as kantharoi 

or hemispherical cups, are absent (Hudson 2016: 233).377 Without the full sympotic repertoire of 

vessels, it is impossible to infer any idea of symposium institutions (Osborne 2009: 85). The lack 

of other forms suitable as cups in this assemblage – and indeed more widely across the site – is 

striking.  

 

Figure 7.5: Pottery assemblages from household structure at Tell Timai 
 
 
Reconstructed 
plan of mudbrick 
household 
building (Hudson 
2016: Fig. 2) 
    

                                                
377 Kraters are identified at Alexandria (Adriani 1940: fig. 53, 50), Timai (see above), Athribis (Południkiewicz 
1993: Fig. 1), Buto (Hartung et al 2009: Taf. 27b), Tell el-Herr (Defernez 2007a: 35), Saqqara (French 1992: fig. 61, 
6-7), Kafr Ammar (Petrie & McKay 1915: Pl. 38.13), Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2003: fig. 46), Thebes (Schreiber 
2003: no. 41), Elephantine (Aston 1999: pl.113), Qasr Ibrim (Rose 1996: fig. 4, 19), and possibly Tanis (Brissaud et 
al 1987: Fig. 10.117-118) and Soknopaiou Nesos (Dixneuf 2012: 321). See Chapter One, section 1.2 about the 
problems in identifying krater types from incomplete vessel remains, however, and the relative scarcity of kraters in 
Ptolemaic Egypt (Schreiber 2003: 27n20). Kantharoi follow the same problem of identification but are identified at 
Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Fig. 64), Tell el-Herr (De Paepe & Gratien 1995: no. 183), Timai (imports: Hudson 2016: 
218), Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Cat. 3.54 and 55), Koptos (Gnathian import: Herbert & Berlin 2003: no. H2.17), in 
burials at Kafr Ammar, Shurafa, and Atfieh (Petrie & McKay 1915: Pl. 38.4, 5, 6, 7, 12; Pl. 45.15), and Mut al-
Kharab (Gill 2016: nos. 149, 762). There is a skyphos in the publication of Karnak North (Jacquet-Gordon 2012: 
Fig. 140d), several at Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 57, 61, 64) and at Buto (Hartung et al 2003: Abb. 12.9). 
Earlier sixth and fifth-century BCE domestic contexts in Egypt also have little conclusive evidence of Greek-style 
symposium pottery, especially in comparison to sites in nearby regions like Israel (Villing 2013: 93-96); Karnak 
North and Buto are perhaps the exceptions, although ongoing excavation at Memphis has also uncovered Greek-
made sympotic assemblages (Trindade Lopes & Pereira 2015: 323-326). 
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Figure 7.5 cont.: Pottery assemblages from household structure at Tell Timai 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pottery from primary deposits (not complete assemblages; Hudson 2016: Fig. 4) 
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Using an incurved rim bowl as a cup does not result in a simple replacement. Assemblages, 

practices, and social reproduction are dependent on the relations between things and cannot be 

expected to remain the same when an object changes (Latour 1991: 11). Ripple-effects occur, 

and adjustments must be made. As Hudson (2016: 218) himself reported in a moment of 

experimental archaeology, the curvature of the rim promotes cautious drinking. The incurved rim 

bowl form also offers a small capacity for a drinking vessel and, with its lack of handles, 

nurtures one-handed holding. One-handed drinking seems to have much more in common with 

Near Eastern traditions and Achaemenid drinking practices.378 In this way, the incurved rim bowl 

as a drinking vessel appears strongly linked to Achaemenid forebears, rather than Aegean 

ones.379 A new set of relations coalesced around the use of the incurved rim bowl as a drinking 

vessel, and these new relations and associations must be factored in, beyond any simple intent to 

substitute for a kantharos in an assemblage. When the form was used for drinking, it cultivated a 

specific habit of imbibing.  

 

Hudson demonstrates that a typological analysis of pottery forms cannot necessarily provide 

insight into the activities associated with them in the past. The potential for incurved rim bowls 

to serve as drinking vessels only emerges from understanding the lack of other cups alongside 

drink-serving vessels like jugs and kraters within the rooms of this house.380 The assemblage 

relations in primary context preserved by this destruction layer at Tell Timai are therefore 

incredibly valuable. What is more, the same structure has a large assemblage of bread molds of a 

                                                
378 See the Persepolis Fortification tablet impression PFS 170, quoted in Colburn 2014: 337. 
379 Such as, for example, the incurved rim bowls at Achaemenid-period Sardis, see Dusinberre 2003: 175, and 2013: 
127-139. 
380 Gates-Foster (2005: 136) also noted that bowl forms dominated tableware counts in the eastern desert survey and 
postulated their multi-use as both eating and drinking vessels. 
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type that extends back far in Egyptian bread-making traditions, to at least the Second 

Intermediate Period (Hudson 2016: 208). The amount of bread molds would seem to go beyond a 

domestic level, perhaps indicating the incorporation of a bakery within the house. Alongside 

forms like dokkas and short-necked storage jars, these pottery assemblages retain some elements 

of distinct continuity with Late Period pottery.381 Such a set of circumstances shatters any 

thought that the incurved rim bowls could stand independently within these pottery assemblages 

and household context as an index of Greek practice, identity, or association. 

 

7.1.3 Summary 

These examples from Athribis and Tell Timai certainly do not exhaust the possibilities of the 

incurved rim bowl. Soot smudges on the interior rim of examples at Mendes (Hummel & Shubert 

2004: 143) point to the use of incurved rim bowls as lamps, and exterior burning on larger 

examples from Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: no.202) and Berenike (Tomber 1999: 

no. 5-7.74) indicates a potential role in cooking.382 The contexts and conditions of incurved rim 

bowls demonstrate their breadth of applications, challenging any narrow deployment of this 

                                                
381 Later contexts seem to suggest that ovens at Tell Timai conform to North African rather than Roman styles, and 
the food remains demonstrate a domestic diet typical of Egypt from much earlier (Winter et al 2015: 86). For more 
observations of the connections between pottery and foods, see section 7.2.1 below. 
382 Other examples recorded that indicate some use wear include those with residue inside (recorded above, 
Athribis), burning inside (examples at Elephantine and Mut al-Kharab), burning on the outside (further examples at 
Elephantine and Mut al-Kharab), and noted abrasion on the inside (at Pelusium, Elephantine, Mut al-Kharab, 
Berenike, and Tebtynis) and on the outside (Tanis). One example from Timai had drilled holes in the rim, and two 
examples recorded inscriptions or incised marks (at Soknopaiou Nesos and Karnak). Incidentally, probably even 
more examples were subsequently used for ostraca but these examples have often been separated entirely in 
archaeological publications, making it extremely difficult to think about which pottery types or fabrics were used as 
a writing surface. I excluded pottery found in burial contexts from my larger analysis (see Chapter Four, section 
4.2.5), but it is worth noting that incurved rim bowls also appear in burial contexts: in the necropolis at Tell el-Herr 
(Defernez 2007c: 190), at the Anubieion cemeteries in Saqqara (Giddy & Smith 1992: Type 29), and in funerary 
ritual assemblages in the el-Khokha cemetery near Thebes (Schreiber 2016). Interestingly, Knoblauch & Bestock 
(2009: Figs. 10b, g, h, i) found cheaply-made and pristine incurved rim bowls in the North Cemetery of Abydos, 
which they concluded had been made explicitly for burial, as well as a few with burning inside of them inside the 
vaults in the interior of a tomb (Bestock 2012: 54). 
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vessel as an indicator of Greek culture and consumption habits. Although generally conceived of 

as tableware vessels, incurved rim bowls found at the excavations at Athribis show that – 

contemporaneously and less than fifty miles away from Tell Timai – the same bowl form was 

incorporated into bathing and industrial uses. 

 

The incurved rim bowl was particularly good to imitate, not because of its strong attachment to 

or declaration of Greekness but rather because of its very multifunctionality and polyvalence. 

The form suited both liquids and semi-solids (Principal 2006: 51), matching well with earlier 

Egyptian production and use of other small bowl forms. The combination of the ring base and 

incurved rim even infiltrated faience production; Marie-Dominique Nenna and Seif el-Din 

(2000: 220-221) describe the type and its examples, including bowls found at Alexandria, 

Athribis, Saqqara, Memphis, and Krokodilopolis in the Fayoum, as well as less securely 

provenanced examples in the Louvre, Ashmolean, British and Benakis Museums.383 

 

The appearance of the incurved rim bowl form in faience as well as pottery hints at the 

adaptability of its formal qualities, even when translated from clay into other materials. The 

portability of the form can also be found in the different colors and surface treatments used for 

incurved rim bowls. Comparisons between the feature distributions in Chapter Five showed that 

overall, the distribution of incurved rim bowls in black slip had a greater affinity to the 

distribution of other black slip examples than other incurved rim bowl examples. In the data 

                                                
383 See further Nenna 2013 with faience incurved rim bowl type T3.1a and b from Memphis, also thirteen fragments 
of faience incurved rim bowls found in sondages at Tell el-Herr (Nenna 2007: 272), a faience incurved rim bowl at 
Kom Firin (N. Spencer 2014: F258), two faience incurved rim bows at Tell el-Balamun (A.J. Spencer 2003: 32.23-
24), an incurved rim faience bowl from the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto (910.117.3), and a faience incurved 
rim bowl fragment from the more recent excavations at Tell Fara’on/Nebesha (NAB15/020/179/S, Tell Nabasha 
Survey Project 2017). 
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available to show chronological development, however, this relationship was the opposite in the 

fourth and third centuries BCE: incurved rim bowls in black slip followed the distribution of 

other incurved rim bowls more closely than that of other black slip examples. By the sampling of 

the second century BCE, the black slip incurved rim bowl shows the overall relationship, 

adhering more closely to the distribution of black slip more generally. While the fourth-century 

evidence for incurved rim bowls in black slip can perhaps be set aside on the basis of scarcity 

(only two examples from the same site), the third-century BCE trend is surprising. When the 

incurved rim bowl form coincides with black slip, it is difficult to distinguish which feature 

appears to ‘rule’ uppermost in its affinity with either the distribution of other incurved rim bowl 

forms or other black slip examples. The overall data and the second-century BCE data suggest 

that the incurved rim bowl in black slip more closely adhered to the distribution of other black 

slip vessels.384 The form’s ‘forgetability’ meant that it could recede into the background and take 

on many surface colors, including black slip. But there is also the suggestion that this affinity 

might have also changed over time and that black slip incurved rim bowls once had more in 

common with other incurved rim bowls, stemming from a more similar value placed on the form 

itself. 

 

Unlike black slip tablewares more generally, however, the incurved rim bowl came to dominate 

the ceramic category of small bowl forms, rather than merely add an additional option alongside 

others. Its multifunctionality ensured that it became extremely widespread in Ptolemaic Egypt 

over many centuries.385 The prevalence of the incurved rim bowl across regions of Egypt also 

                                                
384 The second-century BCE data come from the widest set of sites and establish the largest margin of difference 
between the two options. 
385 An incurved rim bowl form also occurs in the first centuries BCE and CE in Cypriot sigillata and ESA wares, 
though often with an outward hooked/folded lip, see Jaritz et al 1996: Figs. 37.9, 39.67, 41.91 and Lund 2005: 234. 
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matched this pottery form with many other regions of the eastern Mediterranean. Even if this 

type of bowl was not commonly used as a drinking vessel within, say, Hellenistic Gordion (S. 

Stewart 2010: 196), the form itself was popular and numerous in many areas. Part of the effect of 

this similarity was a type of material expectation-setting where users perpetuated and employed 

the same form. The prevalence and the multifunctionality contributed to put the emphasis less on 

any explicit foregrounding of the incurved rim bowl as a new and exclusive pottery type, but 

rather to emphasize the form’s generality. The form could fade into the background and become 

embedded within many different production areas, surface finishes, and uses. All of these 

features make the incurved rim bowl a very successful material ‘replicate’ but not a good bearer 

or index of cultural practices or identity. The material stability of the form and its 

multifunctionality contributed to the incurved rim bowl receding into the background as it 

provided a shared material foundation across many areas. 

 

7.2 Casseroles 

I catalogued 443 total casserole examples from sites in Ptolemaic Egypt. My interest in the 

feature emphasizes its functional capabilities. Unlike multifunctional incurved rim bowls or the 

range of forms encompassed by black slip or moldmade production, the casserole seems more 

directly tied to a specific cooking task and therefore commands its importance as a tool (Braun 

1983). Yet the function also deeply implicates cultural changes, because of the deep-seated and 

highly-charged nature of daily cooking practices for cultural identity. Preparing, cooking, and 

eating food constitute key aspects of everyday practice. The centrality of these practices for 

social and cultural identity has ensured that cooking and eating remain a centerpiece of 

anthropological discussions of class, ethnicity, gender, and culture (Bray 2003: 3-4; Jervis 2013: 
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477).  

 

Because of the anthropological weight given to cooking practices and especially in light of the 

truism that cookpots are the most conservative pottery forms (Rice 2015: 441-442), it is 

significant that the affordances of the casserole form differ markedly from earlier Egyptian 

cookpots. Prior to the third century BCE, Egyptian cookwares mostly consisted of closed, 

rounded forms with restricted openings, with some regional variation. Seventh-century BCE 

cookpots at Tell el-Maskhuta had a narrow collar and a rounded or pointed base (Holladay 1982: 

Pls. 3, 7); these shifted to a more sloping shoulder by the fifth century BCE but still with the 

same narrow neck (Holladay 1982: Pl. 25). Late Period short-necked and narrow-mouthed jars at 

Mendes had burning on them, supporting their allocation as cooking vessels (Hummel & Shubert 

2004: G.18). At Elephantine, globular jars with two vertical handles probably served as cookpots 

(Aston 1999: 220-221), while at Karnak, Masson (2011: 271) described ovoid jars with two 

small handles on the rim as cookpots.  

 

The wide opening and shallowness of the casserole therefore makes a distinct difference from 

earlier cookwares. Of the casseroles recorded with dimensions in my catalogue, the rim diameter 

ranges from fifteen to forty-two centimeters, with the median and average diameter at 

approximately twenty-five centimeters. The height of the vessel – where reconstructable – was 

mainly one third of the diameter size, mainly ranging from five to ten centimeters. The form 

provided greater evaporation and enabled the cooking of larger morsels of meat, lending itself to 

stewing and frying (S. Stewart 2010: 81, 170; Berlin 2001: 31; Rotroff 2006a: 179). The new 

cooking affordances have been linked with the form’s appearance at sites on the Greek mainland 
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as well as Greek texts that described lopas forms suitable for braising fish (Berlin 1999: 52). 

What is at stake seems to have been the style of cooking, but not necessarily the amount of food 

or style of dining, although of course such elements could intertwine easily.386 But the strong 

links between culinary practice and cultural identity mentioned above provide one reason why 

this form above all others has been linked with Greek immigrants (Berlin 2001: 32).  

 

The appearance of the casserole in Egypt is largely dated to the beginning of the third century 

BCE and its distribution is certainly sparser than the incurved rim bowl or black slip features. As 

explored in Chapter Five, the diachronic networks showed that the casserole was the only feature 

that seemed to follow a gradual and geographical ‘spread’ from north to south over the 

centuries.387 Such a distribution trajectory, alongside the relatively limited numbers, potentially 

reinforces the idea that the form was party to a more exclusive and Greek culinary practice. 

Perhaps the cooking practices associated with the form needed to be either taught or embraced 

before the casserole itself became relevant and adoptable in communities of Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

Although the form is striking in comparison to the deeper and more-rounded Egyptian cookware 

from the Late Period, the casserole as I defined it had other formal latitude. The wall profile 

ranged from upright, flared, rounded, carinated, or even more sharply biconical (Wilson 1982: 

8MP142; Herbert & Berlin 2003: H2.45; Ladstätter 2010: Fig. 35; Masson 2016: Fig. 3.7; Gill 

2016: no.208; Fig. 7.6). The rim could be angled or inset, with a rounded, squared, or beveled lip 

                                                
386 Adaptations from communal to individual dining vessels are important (Dietler 1996; Hayden 2001; A. Sherratt 
1986, 1991; van der Veen 2003: 417), but do not seem to be apparent in the introduction of the casserole form. 
387 As always, the pattern is established but also constrained by the data included in my study. For example, 
Marchand (2002: 249-250) does mention a casserole at Ayn Manawir, dating to the third century BCE, and see also 
the note by R. Thomas (2018: 13-14) about certain Greek cookpot forms dating to the late fifth century BCE at 
Naukratis.  
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(Berlin 2001: 2.24.10; Hudson 2014b: Fig. 5.22; Masson 2016: Fig. 3.7; Fig. 7.6). I included 

examples lacking or including handles, including horizontal bows or loops (A.J. Spencer 2003: 

Fig. 37.5; Trindade Lopes & Fonseca Braga 2011: Fig. 3b.1), trace stubs hardly protruding past 

the rim (Harlaut 2002: 4d), or vertical straps (Ochsenschlager 1967: 3MP409; Fig. 7.6). My 

major interest was in a wide and shallow quality for cooking. But the range of different shapes of 

these forms in Ptolemaic Egypt do not make any obvious links to exact prototypes from other 

Greek areas, beyond the general affordances of the form. For example, of the three distinct 

casserole forms identified by Rotroff (2006a: 179-184) in Athens from the third to the first 

centuries BCE, it is the latter two with angular sides and rounded bases that most resemble the 

majority of casserole examples found in Egypt. Yet Rotroff (2006a: 184-186) designated these 

forms (Forms 4 and 5) as ‘the import of a foreign tradition’ into Athens in the third and second 

centuries BCE, most probably from an area of Asia Minor. Casserole forms adapted in Egypt 

sometimes replaced high looping handles with horizontal ones or augmented the rim shape 

(Harlaut 2002: 267-269). Any clear derivation of casseroles is frustrated by the different 

branches of this form and the lack of clear lineage in Egyptian examples (Berlin 2001: 32). 
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Figure 7.6: Examples of the range of casserole forms 
 

Wall profiles 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Upright (Wilson 1982: 8MP142, Pl. 13)         Flared (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Fig. 51) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rounded (Lädstatter 2010: Fig. 35)  
 
 

  
  
  
  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Carinated (Masson 2016: Fig. 3)       Sharply carinated (Gill 2016: 189) 
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Figure 7.6 cont.: Examples of the range of casserole forms 
 

Rims 
 

 
Angled rim (Harlaut 2002: Fig. 4) 
 

 

 
 
Inset rim (Berlin 2001: 2.24.10)  
 
 

 
Squared lip (Hudson 2014b: Fig. 5.22) 
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Figure 7.6 cont.: Examples of the range of casserole forms 
 

Handles 

 
Horizontal bow (Spencer 2003: Fig. 37.5) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Horizontal loop (Trindade Lopes & Fonseca Braga 2011: Fig. 3b.1)     
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Horizontal stub (Harlaut 2002: 4b) 
 
 

 
Vertical strap (Ochsenschlager 1967: 189, 3MP409) 
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7.2.1 Cookwares and foods 

Beyond formal similarity, the casserole feature also throws into issue whether specific forms 

necessarily accompany specific cooking techniques.388 Philip Bes (2015: 148) posed the question 

for tablewares and dining habits: are new pottery forms taken up to fit within existing habits or 

do habits change because of the uptake of new forms? In a study of pottery from Uruk, Cameron 

Petrie (2002: 106) has expressed a note of caution against any assumption that the function and 

associations of new cookware with Greek culinary practice can be surmised merely from their 

shape. Ristvet (2015: 173-174) similarly concludes that forms like casseroles were probably 

adapted within existing food consumption patterns in Seleukid Babylonia. 

 

As adaptable as pottery forms are, evidence for changes in agriculture in the Ptolemaic period do 

suggest some contemporary changing food choices and practices in Egypt. Papyri from the 

Zenon archive indicate that some landholders in the Fayoum experimented with crops new to the 

region, such as new wheat and fruit varieties (P.Lond. VII 1994, 1995; Crawford 1979). The 

most substantial change was the introduction of durum wheat to supplement and even supplant 

the previously-cultivated Egyptian olyra or emmer wheat (von Reden 2011: 429; Mayerson 

2002: 211). Newly-introduced grape varieties also make a large impact in the papyrological 

sources (Defernez & Marchand 2006: 96).389 Such agricultural experimentation constituted part 

of the Ptolemaic expansion of agricultural land in the Fayoum region, underpinned by newly-

built irrigation. 

 

                                                
388 Curé (2015) recently asked this question about Greek-style cookpots found in Gaul from the sixth to the third 
century BCE. Incidentally, her study does associate the increased number of lopades in some areas with fishplates, 
implying linked changes in cooking and dining. 
389 See note in section 7.1.2 above about the long history of wine production in Egypt. 
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From one angle, this coincidence of new cookware forms and references to new foodstuffs is 

very suggestive of an imperially-led introduction of new food and cooking. Sitta von Reden 

(2011: 426-427) has attributed the introduction of such new foodstuffs as catering to the urban 

Greek elite and those ‘who emulated their aspirations in the countryside’. There is even a hint 

that different ethnic groups were associated with different foodstuffs; a papyrus detailing 

different food allowances for workers in the Fayoum mentions that the ‘Syrian’ workers received 

barley, while the others received wheat (PCZ II 59292 lns. 464-472). In this way, one might 

imagine that the newly-introduced foods bore a Greek cultural association, echoed by the gradual 

distribution of casserole forms. 

 

The extent and duration of the crop experimentation is difficult to ascertain from the isolated 

papyrological testimony, however. The references may not indicate a sustained or widespread 

change in cooking and eating habits within Ptolemaic Egypt. The same Zenon papyri collection 

also indicates some resistance to the introduction of new agricultural products by a variety of 

stakeholders (Marchand 2002: 248). Experimentation may have only occupied a very narrow 

part and time slice of the Fayoum expansion, perhaps overemphasized by the Zenon archive. 

Second-century BCE papyri from Kerkeosiris make a different impression, as the agricultural 

products listed are traditional (Crawford 1979: 141-142).390 In any matter, the most substantial 

change – the switch to the finer and unhusked durum wheat type, lending itself to probably a 

stickier bread – did not implicate the casserole form.391  

 

                                                
390 Olyra wheat continued to be grown in Ptolemaic Egypt; perhaps a bigger transition occurs at the end of the first 
century BCE where mixtures of barley and wheat (‘maslins’) seem to no longer be recorded, see Mayerson 2002: 
211-213. 
391 The change may have changed the style of bread molds, though, see Tomber 2013: 133-135. 
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7.2.2 Imports 

Potentially more widespread evidence for varying foodstuffs comes not from papyri but from 

within the pottery corpus as well. The import and local production of new storage vessel types 

through the end of the fourth and third centuries BCE may indicate the distribution of imported 

food products, such as wine and oil (Rotroff 2006a: 83; Marchand 2013: 243; Berlin 1997b: 148-

149; Lund 2015: 214). As with the overview of imported black slip pottery, a synthesis of 

storage vessels here can only be cursory. The imported vessels are the more tangible vestige of 

potential exchange, but the locally-produced vessels should not be dismissed as necessarily a 

disconnected and secondary pottery phenomenon, as both might contribute to a network and 

valuing of new food products. As Mark Lawall (2011: 61) notes, ‘the expansion of production of 

the imitation containers might well have a reciprocal effect of raising demand for the original, 

imported product. The existence of the imitation helps to define the value and importance of the 

original.’ In any case, some idea of the distribution of both imported and locally-produced 

storage vessels that resemble foreign forms can contribute to a broader measure of connectivity 

and exchange within Ptolemaic Egypt (Defernez 2002: 238-239).392  

 

The general narrative around transport and storage imports in Egypt is that the number of 

imported vessels was higher in the sixth and fifth centuries BCE than in the Ptolemaic period 

(Ladstätter 2010: 450; Defernez 2002: 237).393 All in all, most accounts note the tiny amount of 

imports in comparison to the overall materials collected (Ladstätter 2015: 133; Masson 2011: 

                                                
392 Even the most thorough compilations of imported amphora can struggle with how to use such records to assess 
trade volume, direction, and value, particularly because of the overemphasis on stamped amphora, see Lawall 2005: 
189. 
393 The first Egyptian-made amphora is dated to the period of the New Kingdom, usually thought to be inspired by 
imported Canaanite jars. But imports of Canaanite jars were much greater by the Third Intermediate Period, see 
Bourriau 2004: 92; Aston 2004: 176, Ownby 2012: 26. 
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270; Myśliwiec 1994; Dixneuf 2012: 315; Nielsen et al 2016: 72). The Ptolemaic period, 

however, saw much greater local production of amphoras in Egyptian clays. As Marchand and 

Antigone Marangou (2007: 756) note, imported amphoras in Ptolemaic Egypt are a very small 

part of the corpus in comparison to local Egyptian-made forms. 

 

In the Late Period, storage and transport vessels were imported into Egypt from a variety of 

regions around the eastern Mediterranean. Cypriot amphoras with basket handles appear in 

Egypt about the seventh to fifth century BCE, probably containing wine or oil, and sometimes 

alongside Cypriot mortaria (Marangou & Marchand 2009: 242-243). Levantine storage jars like 

the Phoenician torpedo jar are also very common among the ranks of imported vessels (Bourriau 

& French 2007: 117-119). The import of Aegean amphoras to Egypt began in the seventh 

century BCE, initially from regions of Asia Minor and the eastern Aegean islands (Villing 2013: 

82-82).  

 

The sites that have imported transport and storage vessels from the Aegean and Levantine coast 

are largely associated with Greek traders or mercenaries under the Saite Dynasty in Egypt. 

Naukratis stands out as the leader in this regard, with large amounts of imports of both finewares 

and storage vessels.394 Close by, Kom Firin had transport amphoras from Chios and other 

Aegean imports from the mid-sixth century BCE onwards (Smoláriková 2006: 266-267). Other 

Egyptian sites known for these early imports include Tell Qedua, Buto, Sais, Memphis, Saqqara, 

Tanis, and fort sites in the northwestern Sinai region.395 In the Theban region from the sixth 

                                                
394 In the Late Period, the import of amphoras generally coincides with the appearance of imported Attic and East 
Greek table vessels, compare the summary of section 6.1.4. 
395 For example, Tell el-Maskhuta (Holladay 1982: Plates 4, 8, 9) has Phoenician amphoras in the seventh century, 
which continued into the sixth century BCE alongside imported amphoras from Chios (Plate 14; Plates 21, 26, 27). 
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century BCE, Marangou-Lerat (2009: 124-125) and Masson (2011: 284) have detailed the 

evidence of imported Greek amphoras and the much more frequent occurrence of Phoenician and 

Cypriot jars. Slightly later, in Persian-period deposits at Mendes, many imports from across east 

Greece appear (Hummel & Shubert 1994: 6), while Tell el-Balamun has Cypriot amphoras in the 

fifth century BCE (A.J. Spencer 1999: 29). At Syene in the fourth century BCE, Ladstätter 

(2010: 454) reported some imported east Greek amphoras, torpedo jars, and Cypriot basket-

handled jars. Elephantine has imports of Phoenician storage jars (Aston 1999: nos. 2289, 2304), 

Cypriot storage jars (nos. 2290, 2913), and Aegean and Cypriot amphora (nos. 2555-57, 3135) 

from the later fourth century BCE as well. 

 

Apart from exceptional sites like Naukratis, the numbers of imports of storage and transport 

vessels are relatively minimal, but the fact of their import from areas around the eastern 

Mediterranean remains notable. Sites with imports in Egypt are often identified as sites of Greek 

traders or merchants, but many of the imported vessels are found in contexts like graves or 

temples that suggest a significant incorporation of the vessels – and presumably their contents – 

into many different settings of Late Period Egypt (Smoláriková 2014: 8). Most likely these 

vessels carried new oils, resins, liquids, and food products into Egypt. Even with this potential 

import of new foods as indicated by the imported storage and transport vessels, however, the 

cooking vessels in Egypt in this period remain relatively consistent. The history of imported 

storage vessels in Egypt extends much further back without a corresponding change in Egyptian 

cookware – a reminder that new foods do not necessarily have to significantly alter cooking 

paraphernalia and practices.  

                                                
Elsewhere in the northern Sinai region, many sites have Aegean amphoras from the seventh down to the third 
century BCE, see Arthur & Oren 1998: 196-197.  
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Imported storage vessels do not cease altogether in the Ptolemaic Period but their numbers are 

fewer. In one deposit in Alexandria (deposit A), Hayes and Harlaut (2002: 105) record both a 

Punic amphora rim and Koan amphora handles.396 Ballet (1997: 75) notes that Cos and Rhodian 

amphoras make up a large part of the imported vessels at Tell el-Moufarig between the third and 

first centuries BCE. A torpedo jar and Cretan amphora appear at the end of the Ptolemaic phases 

at Soknopaiou Nesos (Dixneuf 2012: 315). Tell el-Balamun has imported storage vessels from 

Rhodes in the Ptolemaic material (A.J. Spencer 1996: 72, 2003). Naukratis has a late third-

century BCE Knidian amphora handle as well as other imported amphora (Berlin 1997b: nos. 7.6 

and 6.10.14). Athribis boasts many Rhodian, Italic, and Knidian stamped amphoras (Sztetyłło 

2000). Mendes had a fair amount of imported Greek amphoras, Levantine storage jars, and 

Cypriot mortaria, as well as locally-produced versions in Egyptian clays (Hummel & Shubert 

2004: 137-138).  

 

Instead of imports of the foreign vessels themselves, locally-produced forms that resembled 

these vessels come to dominate the storage and transport categories. Such storage vessels in 

Egyptian clays had already started much earlier, but now had numerical ascendancy in many of 

the places that had shown significant imports in the preceding centuries (Villing 2013: 82-83). At 

Memphis, there is one amphora, probably from southern Lebanon or Palestine (HAC3 context 33 

no.124) alongside earlier local pots that bear resemblances to archaic Greek pottery in Memphite 

cemeteries (Malykh 2012: 216). Likewise at Tell el-Herr, there are numerous storage and 

transport vessels that resemble Greek or Levantine amphoras (Defernez 2007a: 37; Dixneuf 

                                                
396 See also Empereur 1998b about museum examples in Alexandria, where he concluded that some were imported 
from the Aegean, some also came from the western Mediterranean, and some were locally made in Egypt. 
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2007: 49-54, 59, 165); for example, Egyptian-made basket-handled jars appear at Tell el-Herr 

around the middle of the fourth century and continue into the third century BCE. The Ptolemaic-

period port of Berenike has amphoras almost exclusively made within Egypt with only rare 

foreign vessels, mainly from Rhodes (Tomber 2012: 203). Tell Timai has exclusively Egyptian 

amphoras in the contextual household assemblages dated to the end of the third century BCE 

(Hudson 2016: B35, C27-29, D5-7); locally-made Greek-style amphoras also occur at Buto in 

the mid-third century BCE (Hartung et al 2003: 255). At Koptos, relatively few Aegean and 

Mediterranean amphoras were found; imports never attained above twenty-six percent of total 

storage vessel numbers in the third and second centuries BCE and the volume was always 

dominated by locally-made vessels (Lawall 2003: 157-159). 

 

Levantine-esque storage vessel types did not disappear. Egyptian-made torpedo jars continued 

throughout the fourth century BCE at Tebtynis (Marchand 2002: Fig. 3.1-b), in the eastern desert 

(Gates-Foster 2005: MI-1-026), and at Elephantine (Aston 1999: no.2051), and recently found as 

the majority of storage jars at Tell Nebesha (Nielsen et al 2016: 74). Tell el-Balamun had 

locally-made Phoenician and Cypriot jar types from the fourth century BCE as well (Spencer 

2009: 93, Fig. 9-18, Figs. 9-12 and 9-17). Tebtynis has a host of Levantine and Aegean imported 

amphoras, alongside the same forms made in local clays in the Ptolemaic assemblages.397 At 

Karnak, amphora imports from east Greece are found in the Ptolemaic levels alongside Egyptian-

made amphoras (one of Nile clay, one of marl) of Phoenician type, as well as Aegean types 

                                                
397 For example, Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012) have Levantine (or Punic-Levantine)-style amphoras 
(nos. 740-744), Aegean-style amphoras (nos. 745-756, 773-776/779-782/784-785) and looser adaptations of 
Aegean-style amphoras (nos. 760-762, 765), alongside imports of Levantine (or Punic-Levantine) amphoras (nos. 
681-683, 684/a/b, 685, 687-693), Cypriot amphoras (nos. 694-695), Rhodian amphoras (nos. 696-702), Nikandros 
group (Cos/Ephesos?) amphoras (nos. 703-710), and other imported amphoras: for example, nos. 711 (Cos), 712/ 
714-716 (Knidos), 713 (Aegean/Izmir?), 721 (Chios), 722 (Pamphylia), 725 (Cyprus), 727-728/730-731/735 
(Brindisi), and 737 (Libya). 
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(Masson 2011: 284). The infrequency of imports at Mut al-Kharab did not inhibit the local 

production of new forms, but older types of storage vessels like flasks and kegs always prevailed 

in the western oases (Gill 2012b: 94).  

 

Although the evidence is presented here summarily, neither the imported storage and transport 

vessels nor the locally-produced forms seem to correlate with the arrival nor the distribution of 

the casserole form. The imported vessels from the Aegean, the Levant, and Cyprus are relatively 

minimal except at a few important sites but do make their way throughout both Upper and Lower 

Egypt. The dominance of locally-produced forms is already widespread by the late fourth 

century BCE, well before the casseroles seem to gain any prominence. Neither the imported nor 

locally-produced storage vessels share the same histories nor pathways of distribution as seen in 

the summary of the casserole evidence in Chapter Five. 

 

Ideally, one could compare the appearance of imported and locally-produced amphora types to 

the continuation of older food storage vessels in Egypt, in order to more adequately assess how 

the pottery indicates potential food and cooking changes in Egypt from the fourth century BCE 

onwards. The difficulty with such an endeavor is the regional nature of earlier storage and 

transport jar types in Egypt. Aegean-style amphora types appear dominant both because of their 

wide distribution and recognizability. Because storage and transport vessels in the Late Period 

follow more regional traditions, the overall dynamics of Egypt become more difficult to trace. At 

Tell el-Herr, Delphine Dixneuf (2007: 59-61) notes two storage vessel types that are present in 

significant volume on the site, with long roots from the Late Period into the Ptolemaic in the 

Sinai region: a jar with a moderately-high moulded collar and small rounded lip and a series of 
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pithoi and jars with a ribbon rim of variable heights. Tebtynis has styles of jars divided roughly 

into two broad types, with some commonality at different sites in Late Period Egypt: high 

collared jars (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: 647, 648, see Aston 1999: #1996, 2146), and short 

collared jars (649-651, 656, 659, see Aston #1959, #2038; Fig. 7.7).398 The Western oases have 

particularly distinctive traditions of kegs, sigas, and flasks that lasted for many centuries. The 

trend of imports and new locally-produced forms that begins in the Late Period and culminates in 

the Ptolemaic period therefore goes a long way to providing a more widely-distributed and 

similar set of storage and transport vessels across Egypt. 

 

Despite the wide distribution and recognizability in comparison to more regional Late Period 

storage and transport forms, the Egyptian-made amphora and jar types do adapt rather than 

imitate the formal attributes of the Aegean and Levantine imported vessels wholesale. The 

independence of storage vessels in Egypt – even those that appear formally very similar to 

Rhodian or Levantine types – is made materially apparent by the quick development of new 

forms. The volume of local production across Egypt suggests why Egyptian amphoras quickly 

evolved different attributes than the Aegean prototypes (Hartung et al 2003: 255; Lawall 2011: 

56). The adaptation is not simply a phenomenon in the Ptolemaic period. Holladay (1982: 53) 

noted that certain jugs at Tell el-Maskhuta featured some handles that are unusual for the 

Egyptian repertoire, so that perhaps the amphora exerted some effect over the local pottery 

production already in the Saite period. Even though potters adapt the forms in Egypt, new 

storage types become widespread and standardized in Egypt. 

 

                                                
398 Marchand ()2002, 2013 notes distinctive neck-less and two-handled storage jar forms. 
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Figure 7.7: Late Period storage jar types 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Tell el- Balamun (Spencer 1996: Fig. 53.1 and 64.19) 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Elephantine (Aston 1999: nos, 1959 and 2146) 
 

 

The real trend then is of incorporation of new forms in the Late and Ptolemaic Periods in an 

increasingly outward-looking local pottery production, which results in a more coherent and 

standardized pottery assemblage in Egypt itself. The local production of Aegean and Levantine 

storage vessel types moves into distinctive Egyptian adaptations, which then become 
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widespread. The same trajectory seems relevant to the casserole form – an evidently new type 

that develops lots of formal latitude in local production in Egypt but also starts to increasingly 

appear across Egyptian regions and sites. Ladstätter (2010: 455) credits a move towards 

‘imitation’ rather than importation of pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt as a sign of immigration and 

changes in drinking and cooking. Yet the local production of new forms may draw something 

from the import but soon overtakes it. Such adaptation may be indebted to the new local clay 

materials or potential new uses of the forms. The lack of fixed easily-definable boundaries 

thwarts any easy association of an import, an imitation, or an adaptation of a storage or transport 

vessel with a particular foodstuff. The material trajectory is not straightforward nor exclusive nor 

derivative, so it seems hard to think that any of those terms would also dictate the uses or 

contents or relations of the storage or transport vessels. 

 

Ultimately, without knowing the exact contents of the imported and locally-produced storage 

vessels, it is hard to connect their appearance with the spread of new foodstuffs. What the 

trajectory in their development does show is that the same areas connected by the other ceramic 

features also show connections in pottery for storage and transport. There is an established 

precedent from the Saite period of adopting new attributes and forms into local Egyptian 

production in even the most functional of pottery types. Adoption of cookware forms such as the 

casserole therefore had a precedent in Aegean amphoras and Levantine jars. 

 

Any difficulties in ascertaining the precise foodstuffs indicated by storage vessel types are also 

problems for identifying a specific food or regional diet to link to the casserole.399 As already 

                                                
399 Crawford ()1979: 137 notes that food availability and food preferences in both pharaonic and Ptolemaic Egypt 
must have featured broad regional distinctions, at least between the Nile Valley, the Delta, and the oases. Casseroles 
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seen in the examination of discrete archaeological contexts of household pottery at Tebtynis and 

Tell Timai, casserole forms appear in household and domestic refuse assemblages alongside 

more traditional types of food storage vessel types, like short-necked jar types, as well as food 

preparation and cooking forms extending back into the Late Period, like dokkas and bread molds. 

Similar long-standing continuities in the forms of bread molds, dokkas, and deep cookpots 

continue throughout the Ptolemaic period at Karnak (Masson 2011: 271, 2013: 144-145). None 

of these suggest radical new foodstuffs exclusively tied to casserole forms. Nonetheless, the 

casserole still affords a way of cooking – even if the products were unchanged, new cookware 

could facilitate different cooking processes and tastes that could be part of a distinctive set of 

practices associated with its materialization in Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

7.2.3 Production 

For all the competing noise about how casseroles were exactly used and linked with specific 

foods, however, it pays to return to the production side. Most casserole forms in Ptolemaic Egypt 

are made from Nile clays, such as those at Delta sites like Tell el-Balamun, Tell el-Herr, and 

Mendes. Some marl casseroles from Koptos appear in debris contexts dated to the third century 

BCE; the percentage in marl even grows in the second century BCE (Herbert & Berlin 2003).400 

Casseroles are also made in marl clay at Karnak and a few are made in oasis clays from Mut al-

Kharab (Gill 2016: nos. 148, 208, 329, 406). Broadly speaking, the selection of a fabric to make 

a casserole form follows local availability, as with the production of incurved rim bowls and 

black slip pottery. Non-standardized descriptions in publications make distinctions between Nile 

                                                
are found, though in small numbers, across all of these regions, see Marchand 2002: 249-250; and further in Chapter 
Five, section 5.1.4. 
400 The totals are: marls (106), oasis clays (four), Nile clays (270), and uncertain fabrics (63). 
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clay fabrics difficult to gauge in the Delta, but most are described as a red or brown hard fabric 

with quartz or sand inclusions. The dominant use of Nile clay for cooking vessels is not 

surprising. Alluvial clays in the Delta have a fairly high amount of natural quartz inclusions, 

which renders the clay more resistant to the damages of thermal shock caused by heating the 

vessel for cooking (Winther-Jacobsen 2015: 93; Tite and Kilikoglou 2002: 1-4). Nile clay was 

the dominant fabric for cooking vessels in Egypt prior to the Ptolemaic period as well (Winther-

Jacobsen 2015: 93). 

 

However, Harlaut (1999, 2002: 272) noted a very distinctive alteration in Alexandria in the 

production of casserole forms. When pottery was first produced in Alexandria at the end of the 

fourth century BCE, Alexandrian potters used the same alluvial Nile clays as earlier Egyptian 

pottery production in the Delta (Élaigne 2012: 224). Yet there seems to have been a sudden 

switch in clay sources in the early third century BCE to semi-calcareous or calcareous clays – 

probably from the Mareotis region – for cookware and tableware. Harlaut (2002: 272-273) 

attributed this shift to a Greek preference for lighter colored clays and Élaigne (2012: 183-185) 

has also linked the new clay use with a particular kind of ‘imitation’ of Greek products. The 

consequences of this switch had a particular impact in cookware production, as the calcareous 

clays have weaker heat resistance and transference properties than Nile clays (Winther-Jacobsen 

2015: 93). Therefore, if the choice of the calcareous clays was for aesthetic matching to Aegean 

clay fabrics as Harlaut and Élaigne suggest, the choice ran counter to the functional performance 

of the cooking vessels.  

 

This century-long use of a calcareous clay source at Alexandria was not confined to the making 
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of casserole forms but did accompany its introduction. The production of cooking vessels also in 

the Alexandrian calcareous fabric therefore seems to have matched more with the production of 

new tableware forms and aesthetics than with an established mode and production process of 

other cookware in Egypt. The affiliation with tableware aesthetics is surprising for a vessel type 

so strongly tied to the functional consequences of its attributes, such as the affordance of greater 

evaporation. By using a new clay source for cookwares, especially one less suited to cooking 

performance, the Alexandrian producers of casseroles seem to have tried to delineate its 

production as marked off from the rest of the region and Egypt. Ballet (2001: 110) notes that the 

casseroles in Alexandria seem to maintain a clear distinction with the vessels of the Egyptian 

chora. Eventually, however, Alexandrian production seems to have re-embraced Nile clay fabrics 

for producing most cooking wares at the beginning of the second century BCE, rejoining the rest 

of the Delta production.  

 

Not only does this hint that new forms like casseroles were not uniformly incorporated in the 

same ways across all sites of pottery production in Egypt, but the different clay fabric chosen 

also hints at a different consumption thread as well. A casserole in calcareous clay traded not 

only on its new formal attributes but also on its appearance. Compare the assessment by 

Alexandra Villing (2013: 98) of the imitation of ‘foreign’ food-storage and preparation vessels in 

Late Period Egypt: for her, such imitations demonstrate the ‘desire to emulate certain foreign 

pottery shapes that were of particular functional use. This is in accordance with the general 

primarily utilitarian function of pottery in Egypt, with [sic] rarely played a prominent role in 

conspicuous display.’ Selecting a clay fabric with a distinctly lighter coloring did potentially 

have a display element for Alexandrian potters, however. Of all the ceramic features examined in 
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this study, the casserole is the only one where the similarity of form also incorporated another 

mimetic impulse, not fully explained by local trajectories of production.401 Knowing both the 

gradual distribution of casserole forms and the initial Alexandrian preference for the new clay 

source – even to the detriment of cooking ability – suggests that elements of the form’s 

production and use cultivated an exclusive and defined quality. 

 

If the Alexandrian production did switch its clay use to more convincingly mimic Greek imports, 

this does not seem to have resulted in an equal success in marketing casseroles for export. 

Casseroles currently identified as exported from Egypt to Cyprus are made in Nile clays; one 

casserole exported to Kition Bamboula was made in red Nile clay with concentric polishing, 

which Ballet (1995: 14) links with either Buto or Fayoum production. Another casserole made in 

brown Nile clay and covered with a slip is recorded at Nea Paphos. I only know of one casserole, 

from the end of the third century BCE at Tebtynis, identified as potentially imported into Egypt 

(Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: no.215). The casserole is made from a light brown siliceous clay 

covered in red slip; Ballet and Południkiewicz credit this casserole to an area of the Aegean, 

without any greater precision, on the basis of the fabric and the form’s similarities to examples 

found at Nea Paphos, Corinth, and Delos.  

 

The use of calcareous clays by Alexandrian potters for casseroles is therefore a suggestive but 

ultimately cursory phenomenon. As mentioned, the clay choice for cookwares shows that the 

casserole had returned back into Nile clay by the second century BCE. A similar ‘folding in’ of 

the casserole to Egyptian production and consumption relations appears in other regions. 

                                                
401 A la Smith’s (2009: 170) caution about the only strong correlation between an imitated form and an ethnic 
boundary. 
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Cookware vessel forms from the Late Period continued in Ptolemaic Egypt, as both older and 

newer forms followed parallel paths (Marchand 2002: 253, 1996: 186; Dixneuf 2012: 322). 

Unlike in Athens, where casseroles became the most popular form of cooking vessel in the third 

century BCE (Rotroff 2006a: 179), casserole forms in Egypt supplemented a broader range of 

cooking vessels, often with narrow collars and small handles as before. In Naukratis, for 

example, the casserole is the second-most popular cookware (Berlin 2013); in one wide-ranging 

context at Tell el-Herr, the casserole is also second-popular but at roughly half the number of the 

most popular (Dixneuf 2007: 73).402 The casserole form therefore seems to add to the range of 

possible domestic options but not completely supplant the existing forms or practices.  

 

As Dixneuf (2007: 79) has maintained, ‘[d]espite everything, it remains difficult to evaluate the 

consequences of this repertoire change on the eating habits of Egyptians.’ It is hard to establish 

explicit links between the casserole form and a dynastic-led agricultural change or Ptolemaic diet 

linked with expressing Greek identity.403 Instead, the broad addition of the casserole form to the 

cooking pottery options seems to echo the addition of black slip vessels to tableware 

assemblages. Both support an increasing range of difference in Egyptian cooking and dining 

pottery. Because of its association with cooking practices, the more gradual distribution, and the 

distinctive production trajectory in Alexandria, however, the casserole does perhaps suggest a 

stronger connection to changes associated with Greek cultural practices than the other ceramic 

                                                
402 The casserole is the second most popular cookware type at Koptos, after cooking pots with globular bodies and 
narrow mouths, see Berlin 2013: 232-233. Defernez (2007b: 161) notes that casseroles are often found alongside 
other cookware forms like chytrai and caccabai. 
403 Compare Tamara Bray’s 2003 study of Inka pottery as linked with imperial cuisine and elite culinary and 
feasting activities. 
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features considered.404 

 

7.3 Conclusions 

After developing broad-scale models showing different networks and distributions of the four 

ceramic features in Ptolemaic Egypt in Chapter Five, a close examination of specific 

consumption contexts and production considerations has elaborated those differences. Black slip 

had a geographically-wide but numerically-restrained distribution at sites in Ptolemaic Egypt. 

The limited proportion of black slip remains even when a close focus is directed at specific 

assemblages of tableware, suggesting that black slip dining and serving vessels were not usually 

dominant on the table but rather supplied some aesthetic difference alongside similar forms with 

red and cream surfaces. The wide distribution of black slip on the other hand seems to have 

flourished because the reduction firing of vessels like jars and flasks in earlier periods of 

Egyptian ceramic production was easily extended to tableware as well. The prominence of the 

Dakhleh Oasis in the distribution of black slip pottery in the third century BCE suggests that the 

firing technology crossed over into the new forms. By the second century BCE, the distribution 

of black slip examples across Ptolemaic Egypt had a greater divergence from the distribution of 

incurved rim bowls and casserole forms, suggesting that this ceramic feature continued to follow 

a discrete trajectory. 

 

As black slip dining and serving vessels seem to have added variety to the dining table of 

                                                
404 Compare the continuation of this form with an internal lip into the Roman period, such as at Karnak North 
(Jacquet-Gordon 2012: Fig. 148k-l) and Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 37.27) and Naukratis (Berlin 1997b: Figs. 
6.34.13-14). A similar casserole appears in a 1st-2nd c CE context at Syene (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1994: Fig. 11). 
Roman-period cookpots and casseroles are largely distinguished by a much greater amount of rilling on the surface 
exterior and an exaggerated beveled lip. Perhaps not unsurprisingly, there are fewer casserole forms found in burial 
contexts from Ptolemaic Egypt, although several were found in the Tell el-Herr necropolis (Defernez 2007c: 191). 
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Ptolemaic Egypt, so too did the casserole form to the kitchen. Its incorporation gradually across 

the fourth to second century BCE alongside other cookwares and food preparation vessels 

suggests that it added a new element to Ptolemaic Egyptian cooking and dining. The more 

gradual and geographically-led distribution of the casserole implies that it was incorporated into 

both Egyptian production and consumption more cautiously. The particular ways of cooking that 

the form promoted by its wide and shallow shape may have needed to be taught or appreciated 

before the form became more prevalent. Additionally, the Alexandrian production of the 

casserole form in a calcareous clay in the third century BCE – seemingly designed to separate it 

from other cookware made elsewhere in Lower Egypt – also hints that something more exclusive 

was intended with the initial spread of the form in Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

The gradual and geographical trajectory of the casserole in Ptolemaic Egypt is not at all the 

pattern that the incurved rim bowl followed. Not only does the introduction of incurved rim 

bowls not line up well chronologically with the beginning of the Ptolemaic dynasty and the 

presumed acceleration of ‘Greek emulation’, but the form comes to dominate the category of 

small tableware vessels at many sites by the third century BCE. The prevalence was matched by 

a diversity of uses, as seen in several preserved use contexts. While the form was clearly multi-

functional, its ubiquity also set new standards of material similarity, inevitably also affecting the 

ways in which people in Ptolemaic Egypt perceived and imagined their material and social 

settings as matched by other communities nearby and potentially also abroad. Such matches with 

far-flung communities might be thought of as a social distinction, demonstrating a sort of 

cosmopolitan awareness of foreign trends. Nonetheless, the incurved rim bowls themselves both 

resist and even invert any social distinction, through their ubiquity throughout Egypt, over 
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several centuries, and in many different types of assemblages for many different uses. The 

ubiquity and the similarity of the incurved rim bowls to one another rendered them ‘forgettable’ 

and adaptable; their multifunctionality is predicated on an ability to disconnect the form from a 

particular use. In such a way, this form and the multitude of examples both within and beyond 

Egypt set a background of similar pottery forms that was easily incorporated into many existing 

uses. 

 

Such a new material standard of similarity had the ability to set the stage for and connect with a 

new technology of material uniformity in moldmaking (M. Smith 2015: 28-29). Although the 

particular form of the moldmade relief bowl is relatively scarce in Ptolemaic Egypt, the 

expansion of moldmaking into some pottery forms, open faience shapes, and into lamp-making 

does seem to support a broad and roughly-simultaneous shift in several related industries. 

Surprisingly, however, moldmade production does not seem to have promoted an aesthetic of 

similarity in pottery vessels but rather of distinctiveness. Despite the common understanding of 

the productive efficiencies of using molds, moldmade pottery does not seem to have been as 

widely incorporated into local production in Ptolemaic Egypt as the other ceramic features. 

Instead, moldmade pottery production seems to have been more narrowly confined and the pots 

themselves more widely transported between different regions. The use of molds to produce 

decorated pottery that stood out from all other vessels also reinforced the sense of distinction. 

Rather than setting a standard of similar forms and aesthetics, moldmade production is limited 

and seems to trade on its distinctiveness.  

 

Later developments perhaps reinforce that moldmade ceramic production was a method that 
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required more centralized production and widespread trade possibilities, rather than embedding 

into existing local production conditions.405 Striking features of ESA are the high-quality fabric 

and the standardization of the shape, which was assisted through the use of molds (Hayes 1997; 

Lund 2005: 238, 2015: 214). The spread of ESA at the end of the first century BCE meant a 

radical reversal where fineware assemblages in Alexandria became dominated by imports rather 

than local productions (Élaigne 2012: 181-218); such a trend is seen elsewhere at Tel Anafa, in 

Libya, Crete, as well as Ephesos (Lund 2017). Élaigne (2013: 227) credits the technological 

characteristics as partly explaining the long-distance diffusion, because the high production costs 

of ESA needed to be recouped through widespread trade. If the techniques of moldmade 

production did suit a larger production and distribution for pottery, it perhaps makes more sense 

of why the technique and the pottery did not make a bigger impact on local Egyptian production 

in the Ptolemaic period. 

 

Overall, the distributions of the ceramic features and their different relations within Egyptian 

production and consumption resist any straightforward association with a narrow Greek cultural 

practice or identity as constructed by exclusive material culture. One of the major trends in 

Ptolemaic Egyptian pottery sees the broadening of particular pottery forms across several 

different fabrics of Egyptian production, from Nile clay to marl to oasis clays. Earlier periods of 

ceramic production had much tighter connections between a particular form and a particular 

fabric, so that a particular jar type would generally either be made in marl or Nile clay but not 

both. Such connections enabled the distinction of broad Lower Egypt or Upper Egypt production 

repertoires (French 1997: 142). In the Ptolemaic period, while the forms seem to be more 

                                                
405 For moldmade pottery in Byzantine and medieval Egypt, see Wodzińska 2010: 243. 
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generally shared across Egypt, the transport of vessels between regions is less visible (Schreiber 

2016: 268; Defernez 2007b: 166). Out of the four ceramic features, only moldmade pottery 

seems to have been narrowly produced and more regionally distributed. All the other features are 

widely produced in a wide variety of fabrics by the second century BCE, if not much earlier. 

Local production was the source of the similarity, rather than a source of differentiation. Pottery 

was shared widely but in idea or concept, rather than through exchange. 

 

A transition from import to idea had already been a general trend of pottery in the Late Period, 

with respect to storage and transport vessels. The conditions and connections that enabled the 

Egyptian production of Aegean and Levantine jar types were well underway by the fifth century 

BCE. In the Ptolemaic period, the import of transport vessels not only decreased, but all pottery 

imports decreased, particularly in comparison to preceding eras like the Saite dynasty (Schreiber 

2016; Ladstätter 2010). From the relative wealth of pottery imported from the Levant, Syria, 

Cyprus, and the Aegean in the seventh and sixth centuries BCE, the Ptolemaic period appears 

poor. But what supplants actual imports is a much greater local production of similar forms from 

the fifth century BCE onwards (Colburn 2014: 302; Schreiber 2003: 11).406 Ceramic (and 

faience) rhyta, phialai, and Achaemenid bowls during the Twenty-Seventh Dynasty demonstrate 

that Egyptian ceramic production had incorporated pottery models from elsewhere in the 

centuries immediately preceding the Ptolemaic period (Colburn 2015: 191).407 While Defernez 

                                                
406 Contra Ballet 2001: 105 who presents the ‘real insertion’ of Egypt into the Mediterranean world and pottery 
imitation at the end of the fourth century BCE. Marangou & Marchand (2007: 259) detail the first imitations in 
Egyptian clays of Greek amphora in the early fourth century BCE. See also Aston 2007: 424 and Dixneuf 2007: 78: 
‘Before the conquest of Alexander and despite the numerous imported ceramics and amphoras from the Greek 
world, few copies appear among the Persian period material at Tell el-Herr, except a small local imitation of bowls 
and lekythoi. From the beginning of the Hellenistic period and more precisely towards the start of the 3rd c, potters 
adopt the Hellenic traditional repertoire for ceramic assemblages.’ 
407 For example, see the carinated Achaemenid bowls from Elephantine in Aston 1999: nos. 2239, 2251, 2351, 2582. 
See also garrison sanctuary at Toukh el-Quarmous in Lower Egypt with Achaemenid-style vessels in Pfrommer 
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(2002: 237-244) attributes this, as in the later Ptolemaic period, to Greek inspiration, 

immigration, and emulation, the pottery can instead be placed in relation to a broadening scale of 

material engagement, which was not predicated on cultural imitation and dilution but rather a 

broadening Egyptian range.408 Egyptian pottery producers already had ample experience 

incorporating external ideas and practices, although always still doing so in a way that fitted with 

local uses and consumption. The success of black slip in Ptolemaic Egypt in particular is due to a 

fruitful intersection of an existing technology and the awareness of a market for black slip 

tableware through imported goods.  

 

The importance of local production is one way to explain the more general similarity of sites in 

the networks of ceramic features. The ceramic features at sites of Ptolemaic Egypt appear in 

more similar proportions than the distribution of the ceramic features across the sites. The impact 

of local production is also supported by the similarity between the pottery produced and used at a 

site, such as the similarities between the assemblages found at production areas and at settlement 

areas at Buto and Athribis. Overall, the ceramic features at the different sites come together in 

their different trajectories, contributing to a general similarity of pottery. The material similarity 

in turn could underwrite tighter social connections, made through and of pottery.409  

 

A general similarity of ceramic features at sites across Ptolemaic Egypt seems to have been 

                                                
1987: 142-145. The Achaemenid period and its connection of Asia Minor and Egypt under one imperial umbrella 
has not often been examined, except in relation to the supposed 'Greekness' of certain pottery traits, as in Marangou-
Lerat 2009: 117-125; Harlaut 2002.  
408 Although not on the same scale as in the Late and Ptolemaic periods, Egyptian pottery production did adopt 
vessel forms of other traditions, even in periods like the New Kingdom: Bourriau 1981; Marchand 2011.  
409 Any privileged strategic or political connection existing between Paphos and Alexandria – united under a 
Ptolemaic empire – is not adequately measured by the volume of ceramic exchange between the two centers, as 
vessels identified as moving from one to the other are rare. Nonetheless, the similarities between the locally-made 
pottery assemblages can be equally informative, see Ballet 2009: 174. 
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accepted, if not rewarded, by consumers. As the incurved rim bowl contexts indicate, however, 

the similarity by no means dictated homogeneity because the bowls were used in a variety of 

different ways. The aesthetic of difference in the black slip table examples also only comes out 

through its relations – its relations to the dominance of red tableware vessels in assemblages both 

large and small or to the similar production and surface treatment of black slip flasks and storage 

vessels with longer histories in Egypt. Similarity was not accelerated by moldmade production 

and in fact moldmade pottery seems to operate as a ceramic feature within Ptolemaic pottery in a 

different way than expected. Rather than being wholeheartedly incorporated into local 

production like incurved rim bowls, black slip, and – to a lesser extent – casseroles, moldmade 

pottery seems to have remained a rather narrow and distinctive ceramic feature. An attention to 

all the relations of production and consumption has shed some light on why the distributions of 

the ceramic features are different in Ptolemaic Egypt. The ceramic features had their own effects 

and were affected by the relations around them: by the regional history of pottery production and 

use, by the clay material, by the other vessels found in the same assemblages, and by the 

similarity and prevalence of the ceramic features more generally. All of the material and 

contextual relations seen here push the pottery beyond just Greek emulation and into its own 

forms.  
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Fantasy floods in when fact leaves a vacuum. 

㸫Peter Schaffer, Lettice and Lovage 
 

 

Chapter Eight 

 Afterthoughts 

 

The impetus of the project lay in wrestling with how to analyze and interpret pottery connections 

between Egypt and the eastern Mediterranean after the fourth century BCE. Many scholars have 

recognized that the similarities between pottery of different regions in this period invite 

comparative approaches. Recently, Alexandros Laftsidis (2017a, 2017b) has used ‘regional 

koine’ as a term to encompass both tableware similarities as well as local differences across the 

Hellenistic Aegean. The Greek inflection of the term and its linguistic basis provide a thorny 

basis for defining pottery similarities in Ptolemaic Egypt, however. Debates about when, how, 

and why Egypt might be ‘Mediterranean’ are sometimes more grounded in modern colonial 

politics than ancient understandings (Bagnall 2005: 339-347; Hussein 1954). Koine tends to 

collapse the description of material similarity together with the motivation of Greek cultural 

emulation, as in the framework of Hellenization. Instead, I aimed to demonstrate how a relational 

analysis necessitates new ways of thinking about even the most conventional archaeological 

evidence used to buttress the framework of Hellenization. The different distributions and 

relations of the pottery features require more than a unimodal explanation. 

 

I explored the different distributions of the pottery features using network approaches. 
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Archaeology can bring a unique perspective to network analysis, because its practitioners are 

particularly attuned to how archaeological evidence connects over space and time (Knappett 

2016: 23). Networks can visualize the relations between objects and the communities that used 

them, as well as be a way in which communities shared objects (Knox et al 2006: 135). 

Networks can also explicitly model how relations shift between nodes as well as change the 

nodes themselves, in their definition and in their effects. The networks I constructed showed how 

the pottery features related to one another, over geography, time, and different approaches to the 

data. My many network iterations probed the distribution of the pottery features and how the 

distributions engaged with different definitions of the features. Primarily, the network analysis 

served to highlight that the pottery features followed vastly different trajectories of production 

and consumption in Ptolemaic Egypt. 

 

Missing the forest for the trees is a danger; my focus on just four features does not capture the 

full range of Ptolemaic pottery. Another charge that I can imagine brewing is of predetermining 

the pottery distinctions. Separating the ceramic features and delving into their formation may 

result in distinctive histories and distributions for each. Nor do different manifestations 

necessarily rule out the same cause; one could imagine a scenario where individuals produce and 

select these pottery features within the same Greek emulation enterprise. I do not rule out 

cultural change and increased immigration between the Aegean and Egypt as vectors at play for 

the introduction and innovation of new pottery traits. However, I maintain that the differences in 

distribution and trajectories necessitate additional explanations. Cultural ‘expression’ is not 

automatically paramount in everyday objects, even for objects in multi-cultural contexts. 

Furthermore, new features in Ptolemaic pottery were not necessarily caused directly by specific 
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changes – dynastic, social, linguistic, cultural, economic – but the changes could certainly 

promote ceramic possibilities. Acknowledging the significance of the administrative and social 

changes should be the starting but not the ending point for understanding how people constituted 

their everyday lives with pottery in Ptolemaic Egypt.  

 

Moreover, the existing interpretative models of pottery and Greek imitation focus on cultural 

motivation in a material vacuum. A relational approach to archaeological pottery solicits an 

acknowledgement that the clay materials and their many connections also take effect in how a 

pot is made, selected, and used. Therefore, this dissertation avoids concentrating exclusively on 

questions of meaning or motivations tied up with Ptolemaic pottery, whether economic, cultural, 

or social. As Astrid Van Oyen (2015c: 73) has articulated for Roman terra sigillata, one fruitful 

way out of the many answers for what a pot meant to its ancient user(s) is instead a focus on how 

a pot materialized so many different meanings. The pottery itself had effects in its production 

and consumption, including the effect of its similarities to other pottery. In some cases, 

production similarities ensured a feature’s ready uptake into new pottery forms (as with the 

expanded use of black slip). In other cases, the formal similarities made a feature fade into the 

background and promoted its multi-utility (as with the popularity of the incurved rim bowl).  

     

This dissertation is not a final statement about the relations of new pottery forms and styles in 

Ptolemaic Egypt. I used only four features to begin an exploration that did not take for granted 

that ‘Greek’ cultural emulation lay behind material similarity. I did not conduct new analysis of 

individual vessels and sherds, instead concentrating on how revisiting the existing evidence with 

a synthetic and relational approach can shed new light. The wealth of existing evidence invites a 
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renewed attention to the potting practices behind production, including more detailed analysis of 

fabric composition, inclusions, vegetal voids, firing temperatures and effects, and so on. Such 

research has sometimes been conducted at individual sites410 and on particular vessels but has not 

received a comprehensive study that could identify regional and chronological trends. New 

collaborations to aggregate pottery data such as the Levantine Pottery website and the 

CERAMEgypt project will greatly assist such endeavors. 

 

Newly-published and future pottery evidence will also alter the conclusions. I did not 

comprehensively include all publications of pottery from Ptolemaic sites in Egypt, let alone 

existing but unpublished data from current excavation. Such projects that will herald new 

conclusions about Ptolemaic pottery include the British Museum excavations at Naukratis (R. 

Thomas 2018, forthcoming), ongoing excavations at Elephantine (F. Arnold et al 2015), and 

Syene (von Pilgrim et al 2018), more recent excavations at Tanis, new houses excavated at Tuna 

el-Gebel (Fassbinder et al 2015), excavations at Schedia and Taposiris, the publication of the 

Memphis excavations (French & Bourriau 2018), the new project at Fara’on/Nebesha (Nielsen et 

al 2016), the reconsideration of the Karanis pottery (Landvatter forthcoming), the publication of 

the Fayoum Survey Project (Bailey et al 2019), the recent eastern desert survey pottery 

publication (Sidebotham & Gates-Foster 2018), as well as more intense excavation of forts along 

the eastern desert roads by French Archaeological Mission of the Eastern Desert, as at Bir Samut 

(Redon 2018). The field is and will continue to be very well supplied for evidence. Difficulties in 

synthesizing manifold data from dissimilar projects will remain, but ideally the new 

understandings that come from large-scale comparisons can ensure even greater awareness of the 

                                                
410 For example, at Tell el-Herr where reference is made to changing treatment of clays and surfaces, see Dixneuf 
2007: 79. 
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necessary components for a useful pottery publication.  

 

Despite the limitations of the project, the results are encouraging rather than enervating. In some 

ways, a study such as mine is like a snapshot of a kaleidoscope, currently showing pink stars. 

Just a few turns of the same kaleidoscope’s dial – in other words, a different selection or 

arrangement of Ptolemaic pottery – might switch the pattern seamlessly into a checkerboard of 

yellow squares. It might all depend when and how you look. Nevertheless, neither the pink stars 

nor the yellow squares are a false vision and considering them both contributes to an 

understanding of the kaleidoscope's capabilities. So too, archaeologists continue to add to the 

ways in which objects shaped the lives of the people who made and used them. It is essential to 

mobilize the archaeological material rather than minimize the details in favor of fixed 

frameworks of interpretation (Van Oyen 2016c: 134). Relational understandings allow 

archaeologists to distinguish patterns of material culture while also recognizing how the patterns 

themselves frame the objects, materialities, and similarities under consideration. 

 

The ceramic features of Ptolemaic Egypt that I chose to explore were pots with black slip, 

incurved rim bowls, casseroles, and moldmade pottery. These features combined a range of 

distinctively new potting practices, including clay choices, manufacturing technologies, and 

firing methods. People in Egypt used the resulting vessels for many different everyday activities, 

including cooking, dining, storing, displaying, cleaning, and beyond. How the two elements of 

production and consumption interlocked to generate material meaning in the past is only 

understandable by tracing the relations of these pottery features, both in the networks of their 

distribution and in their connections to other vessels.  
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APPENDIX 1 

Catalogue of Sites 

 

Elephantine 

The site of Elephantine lies on an island in the far southern Nile valley, across from the site of 

Aswan. Excavations conducted by the German Institute of Archaeology and the Swiss Institute 

for Architectural and Archaeological Research from 1969 have uncovered many different phases 

of the temple and settlement at the site, from the Old Kingdom to the Islamic period. 

 

David Aston (1999) published the pottery from the excavations of 1987-1992, which 

concentrated on a series of houses northwest of the sanctuary to Khnum. The area had seven 

phases extending from the late New Kingdom to the second century BCE. The excavations 

retrieved pottery sherds, which were cleaned and then bagged according to locus and deposit. For 

the first two years, only diagnostic sherds were recorded but subsequently all sherds were 

retained. Of those retained, Aston approximated that about twenty-five percent were drawn 

(5475 sherds or vessels). The publication includes 3135 individual pottery entries: all whole pots 

and unusual pieces, as well as all diagnostic sherds from certain houses or phases that Aston 

thought were crucial to establishing a ceramic sequence. 

 

The publication organizes the pottery initially by phase, then by fabric, ware (including surface 

treatment), and shape (from open to closed vessels). Aston described fabrics based on clay, 

temper, and surface treatment after examining a fresh break in the sherd under sunlight with a 

10x hand lens. Fabric colors are provided a Munsell color chart label. Aston also systematically 

classified shapes based on relationship between the diameter of the vessel mouth, the diameter of 

the vessel body, and the height. 

 

The stratigraphic phasing of the excavations -- often supported by papyri, ostraca, and coin 

evidence -- allows for chronological resolution on the sequence of the Ptolemaic pottery. I 

included thirty-four examples of the chosen ceramic features from Aston’s publication in my 

database. 
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Other: Mieczysław Rodziewicz (1992) published a brief note about pottery found in the Khnum 

temple at Elephantine. Although noted as comparative materials in Chapter Five, these entries 

are not included in the relational analysis.  

 

 

Tebtynis (Tebtunis) 
The site of Tebtynis lies at the southern edge of the Fayoum Oasis. Excavations at the site have 

been ongoing since 1988 under a joint Milan-Institut français d'archéologie orientale (IFAO) 

team. 

 

Pascale Ballet and Anna Południkiewicz published the pottery from the 1988-1993 excavations 

in 2012. The excavations of this period uncovered contexts of houses and streets to the east of 

the Soknebtynis temple, as well as the enclosure of the eremophulakes. Pottery was excavated 

from the site and bagged by context. From the tens of thousands of sherds excavated, the 

diagnostic sherds were counted. The publication published only the characteristic types found as 

well as some total counts of minimal vessel numbers for key contexts that served to provide 

crucial phasing for the excavation. The contexts are predominantly construction fill or 

abandonment debris layers within the houses and surrounding buildings. 

 

The publication comprises 934 individual numbered entries, sorted first by function and then by 

ware. The fabrics, textures, firing, surface treatments, and methods of production of the clay 

vessels are discussed in detail and systematized in the publication introduction. 

  

I have included 286 examples of the ceramic features from Ballet and Południkiewicz’s 

publication in my database. Of these, 112 have individual numbered entries while 174 are 

sourced from additional notes and tables. Publication of the phasing allows some chronological 

resolution on the pottery assemblages. 
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Naukratis (Kom Ge’if, Kom Hadid, Kom Dahab) 
The site of Naukratis boasts a long history of interest in its excavation and material, due to its 

fame as the first Greek emporion in Egypt in the Late Period in Herodotus, as well as its 

continued status as a polis during the Ptolemaic period.  

 

Pottery from Naukratis consists of two separate excavations at Kom Ge’if and Kom Hadid 

conducted between 1981 and 1983. Andrea Berlin published the pottery from both excavations in 

1997 and 2001, respectively. The fabric designation was developed by Albert Leonard in the 

field according to organic and mineral tempered wares, which was then changed in the 

publication to the more recognizable division between Nile and marl clays. 

 

The publication of Kom Ge’if provided stratified contexts, whereas Kom Hadid was a mixed 

dump of pottery materials. Upper phases in the northwest area at Kom Ge’if revealed most of a 

large, multi-room building; the pottery predominantly came from construction fills and residual 

debris in unspecified or household types of contexts, so it is unclear whether the fills were part of 

domestic, public, or religious buildings. Pottery was collected in bags that represented different 

loci. Berlin (1997: 136) noted that ‘virtually every sherd’ was collected and drawn, but only 

significant types appear in the publication of Kom Hadid. The pottery is presented by locus for 

Kom Ge’if and for Kom Hadid by function, form, and ware.  

 

A survey of pottery material collected around Naukratis also provides comparative material 

(Coulson 1996), but I did not include these examples in my database because of my focus on 

excavated assemblages. 

 

Recent reexaminations and excavation by a British Museum team have adjusted Berlin’s dating 

of contexts at the site. Thomas (2018) shifts the third century date for Kom Dahab to a broader 

range of 275-50BCE, as well as moving the dates of contexts from Kom Ge’if both earlier and 

later. 

 

I included a total of 422 examples of the ceramic features from Naukratis (both Kom Hadid and 

Kom Ge’if) in my database. The architectural and contextual phases uncovered at Kom Ge’if 
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allows the dating of some of the pottery, where I follow the new dating sequence proposed by 

Thomas. 

 

 

Koptos (Coptos; Qift; Quft) 
The site of Koptos is in Upper Egypt. University of Michigan and University Assiyut 

excavations from 1987 to 1992 concentrated on areas adjacent to the sacred temenos of Isis, 

Horus, and Min, which featured both domestic and production use spaces. The phases 

encountered ranged from the Middle Kingdom through to the late Roman period. 

 

Sharon Herbert and Andrea Berlin (2003) published the pottery collected during these 

excavations. Visually-derived distinctions between fabrics were described in detail and 

categorized in the introduction. Diagnostic sherds were saved and then arranged according to the 

stratigraphy of the site’s excavated contexts. The publication presents the pottery in assemblages 

rather than in contexts, however. In each assemblage, only one or two examples of each pottery 

type are presented (arranged by function and form), but counts of total sherds recorded according 

to wares/fabrics and shapes/types are recorded in tables in the appendices. 

 

I catalogued 1430 examples of the ceramic features from the Koptos publication; of these, only 

eighteen had full individual entries and drawings in the description of the pottery assemblages. 

The rest were sourced from the total tables appended to the pottery publication. 

 

 
Mut al Kharab (Mut el-Kharab; Mothis) 
Mut al Kharab is sited in the Dakhleh Oasis in the western desert region of Egypt. Since 2001, 

the Dakhleh Oasis Project has investigated the site. A large mud-brick enclosure wall around a 

ruined temple dominates excavation activities. 

 

James Gill (2016) published the pottery excavated at the site between 2001 and 2009, as well as 

revisiting pottery from earlier surveys at other sites in the Dakhleh Oasis. The pottery Gill 

included consists of both excavated material and some surface finds before the trenches were 
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dug. Most of the trenches were situated in mudbrick rooms both within and abutting the temple 

enclosure wall, although Trench 15 was dug inside the depression where the temple originally 

lay. The publication includes 784 pottery examples from Mut al Kharab, arranged by trench 

contexts, and then forms and wares. Gill fully published the contexts that were more securely 

datable to the Ptolemaic period, and then included other examples from other contexts to 

demonstrate variation in decoration or forms. 

 

The excavation and presentation of the pottery in stratified contexts, alongside some ostraka and 

coins, allows some chronological divisions to emerge between the pottery groups. My catalogue 

of ceramic features includes eighty-three examples from Mut al Kharab. 

 

 

Tell el-Balamun 

Tell el-Balamun is a site in the north-central Delta. A team sponsored by the British Museum 

have led excavations there since 1991. 

 

A. J. Spencer published the excavations of 1991-1994 (1996), 1995-1998 (1999), 1999-2001 

(2003), 2003-2008 (2009), and those of 2010 (2010). The first years of excavation largely took 

place at trenches placed along the temple enclosure wall. Spencer detailed the many mudbrick 

houses excavated, resulting in large amounts of pottery in settlement debris. The second 

publication had excavations at the temple of Amun, while the third included the foundations of a 

‘typical Ptolemaic house’ (Spencer 2009: 91), and the fourth focused on a Late Period mudbrick 

structure. Ptolemaic pottery detailed by Spencer largely came from pits and destruction fills that 

intruded into earlier layers. Spencer recorded the pottery both in the description of the areas 

excavated as well as in plates and plate descriptions. Detailed fabric descriptions are lacking.  

 

A survey project by Donald Bailey in 1993 that detailed pottery found around the site is included 

as comparison but not as data in the relational study. 

 

The 184 examples of ceramic features included in the catalogue are not divided into 

chronological intervals. 
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Tell el-Maskhuta 

Tell el-Maskhuta is positioned in the Wadi Tumilat in the far eastern side of the Delta. The site 

lies on crucial routes that allow movement and trade from the Sinai region into the Egyptian 

Delta. 

 

John S. Holladay published the excavations of 1978 and 1979 in 1982, as part of the preliminary 

reports of the Wadi Tumilat Project. The pottery came from excavated contexts relating to the 

construction and use of Warehouse III, which in its comparisons to large ‘warehouse’ buildings 

with very large thick walls at Naukratis and Tell Defenneh might have originally served as a fort. 

A domestic area (‘suburbs’, Holladay 1982: 29) is mentioned in the site report but material from 

this area was not catalogued. The pottery was coded and presented according to form, fabric, and 

surface, after its visual inspection with a wide field binocular microscope. 

 

Stratigraphic excavation allowed some chronological control on the pottery assemblage, 

although the ceramic features of interest were only found at Tell el-Maskhuta in the second 

century BCE. Nine examples from the site are catalogued. 

 

 

Mendes (Tell el-Rub’a; Tell er-Rub’a) 
Mendes was an important site in the central-eastern Egyptian Delta, mainly in the New Kingdom 

and Late Period. Excavations at the site since 1990 have been conducted by a Toronto University 

and Pennsylvania State University team led by Donald Redford. 

 

There is no comprehensive publication of the excavations or pottery from the Ptolemaic period 

of Mendes. Records have to be reconstructed from various sources. One of the first publications 

of some pottery of the Late Period and Ptolemaic period is Allen/Wilson (1982) from New York 

University excavations in 1979 and 1980. Allen (1982: 18) mentioned that black pottery was 

‘common’ in the excavated materials but only catalogued or illustrated one example. A much 

stronger focus was placed on imported Greek pottery from the Mycenaean to the Classical 

period. Rexine Hummel and Steven Blake Shubert (2004) published pottery from fills in the 
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foundation trench for the temenos wall, as well as from contexts in the harbor area. They only 

published diagnostic sherds, excavated between 1991 and 1995, and only illustrated those 

thought to be useful for dating and providing’ evidence of foreign contact’ (Hummel & Shubert 

2004: 150). The pottery is grouped by function and proposed dating. Finally, Alicia de Rodrigo 

(2003) published a short description and listing of black ware pottery found at the site between 

1992 and 1997; some but not all examples overlap with the Hummel & Shubert publication. The 

targeted study of such sherds and vessels certainly skewed the numbers of black slip examples 

included from Mendes. 

 

Drawing from the various publications, I have included sixty-four examples of the ceramic 

features from Mendes in my catalogue. The mixed nature of the contexts and unrepresentative 

publishing makes diachronic classification of the features from Mendes untenable. 

 

 

Karanis (Kom Aushim; Kom Oshim) 
Karanis was a town in Fayoum Oasis, founded in the early Ptolemaic period. University of 

Michigan excavations conducted there from 1924 to 1935 were pioneers of an early recording 

system as applied to the large-scale excavation of a Greco-Roman settlement.  

 

Barbara Johnson (1981) published the pottery from these much excavations. However, she only 

included material from the Kelsey Museum, which constitutes a miniscule percentage of pottery 

excavated at the site and mostly consists of intact pots (raising difficulties in identifying fabrics). 

Problems of stratigraphy also plague the reconstruction of the contexts and dating of the pottery 

(Landvatter 2014: 39-40).  

 

Therefore, although I have recorded five examples from this publication in my catalogue, 

extreme caution is warranted: all of the examples are black slip moldmade vessels designated as 

‘Memphis Black Ware’ and placed in the supposedly Ptolemaic layer of the site, the fifth Layer 

E. Nonetheless, the distinctiveness of the selection and the compression of differently-dated 

contexts across the site make it likely that the pottery published is completely unrepresentative of 

the site’s overall assemblage. 
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Berenike (Medinet el-Haras) 
Berenike was a port city on the Red Sea, east of Aswan. A University of Delaware team has been 

excavating at the site since 1994, in conjunction with Leiden University and more recently in 

conjunction with the Polish Center of Mediterranean Archaeology.  

 

Annual site reports from these excavations have variable rates of reporting the pottery 

uncovered. In the report about the excavations of 1994, Hayes (1995) mentioned merely that 

surface collections included ‘standard Ptolemaic pottery shapes (such as the ubiquitous incurved-

rim bowls)’, without giving further information. For the report about 1996, Tomber (1998) 

detailed the pottery found in Trench 11 as the first homogenous Ptolemaic deposit of pottery, 

described by sherd types and weight. The trench was on the northwestern side of the site and 

revealed an industrial dumping ground. The next year (Tomber 1999) also had a catalogue and 

description of the pottery in a Ptolemaic habitation area, but in the report on the 1998 

excavations (Sidebotham 2000), the Ptolemaic pottery dump in Trench 16 is not catalogued nor 

described in the publication. Similarly, for 1999/2000, Ptolemaic industrial areas were excavated 

but no pottery was described/catalogued, and the only description of Trench 40 included that ‘a 

large amount of fine, decorated second-century BC tableware were among the ceramics from 

locus 54’ (Sidebotham: 2007: 41).  

  

I included fourteen examples of the ceramic features in my catalogue. The low number and 

nature of the context as mixed dumps does not allow any stratigraphic sequencing of the 

examples. 

 

 

Tell el-Moufarig (Tell al-Moufarig, Tell el-Moufariq) 
The site of Tell el-Moufarig was excavated as part of rescue campaigns in the northern Sinai in 

the early 1990s.  

 

Pascale Ballet (1997) published a description of the pottery excavated at the site from 1992 and 

1993. The excavation and publication predominantly focused on providing a date for the pottery 

in order to ‘ground-truth’ larger survey results about settlement in the region. The pottery 
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presented was chosen to represent those big categories that are commonly attested elsewhere in 

Ptolemaic Egypt and the Hellenistic Mediterranean. 

 

I included four examples of the ceramic features from Tell el-Moufarig in my relational study. 

 
 

Tell Fara’on Imet (Tell Fara’un; Tell Nebesha; Tell Nabasha) 
The site of Tell Fara’on is in the eastern Nile Delta, south of Tanis.  

 

The Egyptian Antiquities Organization excavated at the site from 1985 to 1987 (Mostafa 1986, 

1988). The excavations unearthed a series of ovens with many mixed period fills layered over 

and around them. Both reports describe the ‘many’ sherds excavated but only a few are 

illustrated and documented. 

 

Five examples of the ceramic features appear in my catalogue. 

 

 

Memphis (Kom Helul, Mit Rahinah) 
The large site of Memphis in the south-central apex of the Delta has seen numerous but 

fragmented excavations over more than a century. Many different areas make up the important 

ancient center, including royal residences, temples and sacred cult areas, extensive cemeteries, 

production workshops, and the urban settlement as well. 

 

The Egypt Exploration Society (EES) excavated at the site of Kom Helul from 2000 to 2005. 

French (2013) published a ‘small selection’ of the domestic pottery found, in order to show a 

representative range and chronology of pottery at the site. He also noted that the forms were 

selected to be the most informative ‘stratigraphically and statistically’ (French 2013: 161). Yet 

the forms had also been pre-sorted from earlier excavation teams, and only those sherds ‘of 

interest’ were saved. One of the main contexts of Ptolemaic-period pottery was a domestic dump 

of mixed pottery placed over a kiln after it went out of use (HAC3). 
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Excavations at the Apis House at Mit Rahinah in the 1980s concentrated on the foundation fill of 

a platform in the North Area but only mentions Ptolemaic pottery in passing (Jones & Jones 

1987). More recent excavations (2000-2011) have been conducted at the Palace of Apries but 

again, only summaries of the pottery collected have been published thus far (Lopes & Braga 

2011, 2015). 

 

I included nineteen examples of the ceramic features from all of these excavations under the site 

of Memphis.  

 

 

Tod 

The site of Tod, just south of Karnak, was the location of a temple to Monthu. A project led by 

the Louvre Museum has concentrated on the long history of the temple construction and use. 

 

Excavations conducted between 1988 and 1991 took place in the northeastern sector of the 

barque shrine of Montu built by Thutmosis III and the dromos adapted with renovations made in 

the Ptolemaic period. Geneviève Pierrat-Bonnefois (2000) published pottery dated to the 

Ptolemaic period from the construction fills used for the dromos, as well as from small silos 

installed on the layers above a Middle Kingdom terrace. 

 

The catalogue includes twenty-one examples of the ceramic features from Tod, all from mixed 

and construction fills. 

 

 

Tell el-Herr (Migdol; Magdolos) 
Tell el-Herr is a site in the northeastern Delta just south of Pelusium. The site had a history of 

fortifications from the Persian period onwards, due to its strategic position on the edge of the 

Sinai. 

 

French and Egyptian excavations have been conducted at the site since the 1980s. In 2007, the 

project published the excavations and the pottery retrieved between 1985 and 2006. Excavations 
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took place over numerous different areas of the site: the Ptolemaic-period fort, a distinctive 

tower-house and cellar, as well as houses in the surrounding urban area,  

Pottery of the fort and the urban areas was presented by Defernez (2007), while Dixneuf (2007) 

reported the pottery from the cellar of the tower-house. Both authors reported thoroughly on the 

common-place pottery, including recording the minimal number of individual vessels (NMI) 

from the sherds retrieved. Pottery from the Tell el-Herr necropolis was not included in this study. 

 

I included ninety-two examples from across the site of Tell el-Herr in this study. Published 

reporting of the mixed nature of the fill of the tower-house cellar and the remains of the houses at 

the site does not allow any chronological definition. 

 

 

Athribis (Tell Atrib) 
The site of Athribis in the southern-central Delta has been the focus of Polish-led excavations 

since 1985.  

 

The excavations uncovered extensive production areas and workshops of the early Ptolemaic 

period, as well as a bath complex dated to approximately the second century BCE. The pottery 

from excavations from 1988 to 1995 is reported unsystematically in multiple publications, which 

makes it difficult to assess whether the examples are representative or exceptional with respect to 

the overall finds.  

 

I have included twenty-one discrete examples of the ceramic features, pieced together from the 

disparate publications of the finds at Athribis. The catalogue does not include the more than fifty 

unfired examples of incurved rim bowls that are described in several publications, although these 

unfired examples are extremely interesting for exploring the ceramic production activities at 

Athribis further. The lack of contextual recording in the publications does not allow concrete 

chronological distinction between the pottery examples.  
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Karnak (Karnak Nord) 
The Amon-Re temple in central Karnak was the focus of the major religious center of Thebes. 

The temple and its many surrounding structures have been under excavation by many different 

teams for more than a century but particularly the focus of the Centre Franco-Égyptien d’Étude 

des Temples de Karnak (CFEETK) since 1967. 

 

Grataloup (1989) published an initial overview of the main types of pottery excavated at the 

temple of Amon-Re., summarizing earlier excavations She did not make an exhaustive study of 

the pottery and the uneven archaeological excavation did not allow secure dating. The pottery is 

presented in the catalogue by its fabric, surface treatment, and form. Lauffrey (1995) published 

pottery from a domestic area east of the sacred lake, which was excavated by CFEETK between 

1970 and 1979. This domestic area was renamed the quarter of the priests and was discovered to 

have been occupied from the Third Intermediate Period through the Roman period; Masson 

(2011) has also studied and published pottery from both the old and newer excavations in this 

quarter. 

 

The IFAO conducted initial excavation in the Treasury of Thutmosis I in Karnak Nord between 

1968 and 1980. A second series of excavations from 1986 to 1992 was also organized in the area 

alongside the east enclosure wall of the Treasury. For the debris layers of pottery in these areas, 

Helen Jacquet-Gordon (2012) published only the diagnostic sherds. Different sherds were 

categorized under different numbered form categories (1-2697 currently,) then the file has the 

different fragments attributed to each form with notes on the clay, surface, decoration, and so 

forth. Jacquet-Gordon also notes that the four major clay fabrics were identified by eye. 

 

I included 384 examples of the ceramic features from Karnak in my catalogue. 

 

 
Tell Timai (Thmouis; Thmuis) 
Tell Timai was initially excavated as an offshoot of the Mendes expedition in the 1960s, because 

the two sites lie very close within a kilometer of one another. The city of Thmouis flourished 

particularly in the Ptolemaic and Roman periods and the tell preserves an urban area. 
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An initial pottery survey was followed by excavation from 1965 to 1966. The reports detailed a 

series of rooms in mudbrick with several layers of floors. It is not specified how the pottery 

published from the excavations relates to the amount of pottery recovered in the excavations. 

 

Since 2007, the University of Hawaii has excavated areas of the site that include kilns dating 

from the fourth century BCE, domestic structures, and more recently a Late Period temple 

complex. Hudson (2010) estimated that in one year, about seventeen percent of the total weight 

of pottery was saved as diagnostic and sorted, before about 250 pieces were registered as 

illustrative/well preserved/important for stratigraphy. In certain contexts, however, like the four 

floor deposits from the Hellenistic Building 1 (HB1), all the vessels were catalogued, described, 

and illustrated. 

 

I catalogued seventy-three examples of the ceramic features from Tell Timai, including thirteen 

from excavations in the 1960s.  

 

 

Buto (Tell el-Fara’in; Bouto) 
The site of Buto was long an important symbolic and cult center in the northwestern Delta. 

The Egypt Exploration Society (EES) excavated at the site in the 1960s. More recently, several 

sectors have been the focus of the German Institute of Archaeology in Cairo, alongside projects 

by the University of Poitiers/IFAO.  

 

In the 1960s, excavations at Buto uncovered a series of kilns and workshop areas. The pottery 

was drawn and listed by type with some record keeping of the approximate volume of vessels 

encountered. Later excavations have concentrated on a temple (C1), housing areas (B1), an 

enclosure wall and foundation platform (P2), and production areas (P5, P9). The ceramic kilns 

and workshops have been the focus of intense study to try to pinpoint the production of black 

slip pottery. Undoubtedly, this focus has skewed the publication of the pottery, not just in 

targeted excavation but also in the uneven reporting of black slip examples. The recent 
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publications of pottery have given descriptive overviews of the pottery but not presented the full 

or representative totals. 

 

Publications of Buto’s pottery presented 136 examples of the ceramic features: 116 from the 

excavations of the 1960s and twenty examples from more recent excavations in the 1990s and 

2000s.  

 

 

Alexandria 

The Ptolemaic dynasty founded a new major city on the eastern Mediterranean, at the northwest 

of the Egyptian Delta and bordered by Lake Mariout. As a dynastic capital, Alexandria grew 

rapidly to become one of the major cultural, intellectual, and economic centers of the eastern 

Mediterranean in the third century BCE. The continuous occupation of Alexandria since the 

Ptolemaic period has meant that its original urban remains are largely overbuilt. Cemeteries and 

particular sites (the temple of Serapis) in Alexandria remained the main focal points of 

excavation and interpretation. 

 

A few excavations at sites across the city have given some archaeological insight into the 

Ptolemaic settlement and its pottery. At the site of the former cricket ground, a mixed deposit 

(Deposit A) has material in occupation layers over a Ptolemaic building (Hayes & Harlaut 1998). 

The garden of the British Consulate was the site of excavations that revealed a Ptolemaic 

residential area (Harlaut 2002). Excavations at the Theater of Diana mainly uncovered Roman-

period houses, but Ptolemaic pottery was also collected from some deeper sondages (Élaigne 

2012). Most of the pottery from these excavations has only been cursorily published. The fullest 

publication with an interest in stratigraphic and contextual relationships is that of Élaigne (2012), 

on the fineware vessels from Alexandria. Her book catalogues fineware from the British 

Consulate and the Diana Theater excavations first by fabric and then by form, although the 

collections of some crucial contexts are also tabulated together. 

 

My compilation of the publications resulted in 217 examples of the ceramic features in my 

catalogue from Alexandria. 
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Soknopaiou Nesos (Dimai; Dime es Seba) 
Soknopaious Nesos is situated in the north of the Fayum on the edge of the western desert. A 

project under the auspices of the University of Salento (Lecce) has explored the urban area of the 

site, as well as documenting the visible and still-standing structures. 

 

Campaigns from 2003-2008 were published in 2012. The pottery that was published covered 

both the Ptolemaic and Roman periods and was retrieved mainly from the temple of Soknopaios 

and its dromos in largely mixed contexts. The report described the process of counting and 

weighing the collected sherds by context and then discarding all except the diagnostic sherds, 

which were subsequently evaluated by form and function. However, only the fabrics and a 

catalogue of the main forms were presented as a preliminary study.  

 

Eighteen examples of the ceramic features appear in my catalogue. 

 

 

Kom Firin 

Kom Firin is an archaeological site in the western Delta. A British Museum-led project surveyed 

and excavated at the site from 2002 to 2011.  

 

The project published two reports from the excavations in 2008 and 2014. The earlier 

excavations concentrated on the Ramesside-period enclosure walls, as well as domestic 

structures at the center of the site. All the pottery sherds were washed and then a selection was 

made for presentation of the pottery typology. In the later excavations, excavations continued 

along the Ramesside enclosure wall as well as exploring the habitation inside the enclosure. 

Many Ptolemaic sherds were excavated in the trench cut across two temple enclosure walls 

(Trench NA); only half of the ceramic sherds excavated were recorded (a fifty percent sampling 

strategy). All of the contexts of Ptolemaic pottery found at the site were mixed dumps, fills, or 

pits.  

 

I included twenty-eight examples of the ceramic features in my catalogue from contexts at Kom 

Firin. 
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Tanis (San el-Hagar) 
Tanis was an important Late Period city in the northeastern Delta. It has long been a site of 

excavation under the Mission française des fouilles de Tanis (MFFT). 

 

Brissaud et al (1987) has only published a preliminary report on the pottery, although in two 

parts. This report covered excavations by the MFFT that took place over three different periods: 

1965-1969, 1976-1979, and 1984-1986. The report states that it is not a representation of a 

particular section or period, but rather a first inventory of forms encountered. The majority of the 

pottery of the Ptolemaic period came from the destruction layers of the sacred lake area of the 

Amun and Khonsu temples, as well as later layers over the top of the royal necropoleis where 

various construction and urban deposits were found. 

 

I catalogued twenty-seven examples of the ceramic features from Tanis for my study. 

  

 
Pelusium (Tell el-Kana’is, Tell el-Farama) 
Pelusium occupies the juncture of the Pelusiac branch of the Nile in the northeastern Delta with 

the Mediterranean. The various excavation sites (Tell el-Farama, Tell el-Makhzan, Tell el-

Kana’is) probably represent different parts of the greater surrounds of the ancient city.  

 

One of the more comprehensive reports of pottery excavated at the site was the result of a survey 

and excavation season in 1993 and 1994 by a Swiss team (Jaritz et al 1996). The main contexts 

of Ptolemaic-period pottery were unearthed in a seemingly domestic structure that included two 

small ovens, underneath a Roman mausoleum. The pottery is presented as a catalogue, grouped 

by form, then ware, and then locus within the trench. All of the pottery was retrieved from the 

mixed fills of the discard and overbuilding that occurred at the site. 

 

The publication by Jaritz et al (1996) recorded thirty-nine examples of the ceramic features that I 

catalogued.  
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Syene (Aswan) 
The site of Syene lies in the far south of Egypt, often serving as a border town of Egypt at the 

First Cataract of the Nile River. A joint Swiss and Egyptian team investigated the south eastern 

corner of the site, which includes houses and a city wall south of the Isis temple. Another joint 

Swiss and Egyptian project beginning in 2000 has focused on additional areas of the ancient city, 

such as Area 15 near the riverbank and probably also near a harbor installation. 

 

Pottery from the site has been published from these different excavations and in different 

publications. Jaritz and Rodziewicz (1996) published pottery from trenches dug into house 

structures near the city wall. They listed the diagnostic pottery by locus. Ladstätter (2010) has 

published more recent excavations, such as the pottery from a Late Period and Ptolemaic housing 

and bath area in Area 15. However, the report only describes and illustrates the quintessential 

types of pottery for each site phase, rather than representative totals. 

 

I included twenty-nine examples of the ceramic features from Syene in my database. The more 

recent excavations record architectural phasing and association with other artefacts (particularly 

coins), which provides some chronological division for the material. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Database terms and entries 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

Feature Examples 
 

 
Section 1: Incurved Rim Bowl Examples 
 

Elephantine (Aston 1999: Pls. 84, 86, 88, 92, and 97) 
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Elephantine (Aston 1999: Pls. 102, 104, 111, 112, 115, and 118-120)     
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Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Figs. 1 and 2) 
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Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Figs. 3 and 4) 
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Tebtynis (Ballet & Południkiewicz 2012: Fig. 16) 
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Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Figs. 27, 42, and 66) 
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016) 
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016) 
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016)  
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1996: Figs. 45, 51, and 53) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1996: Figs. 54 and 89) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1999: Figs. 43, 54, and 61) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2003: Fig. 14) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2003: Figs. 35 and 37) 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2009: Fig. 5-10) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2010: Figs. 2 and 38) 
 

 
 

 
 
  



 

375 

Tell el-Maskhuta (Holladay 1982: Pl. 28) 
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Mendes (Hummel & Shubert 2004: Pl. K) 
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Berenike (Tomber 1998: Fig. 6-2) 
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Fara’on Imet (Mostafa 1988: Fig. 1) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  



 

379 

Karnak (Masson 2016: Fig. 5) 
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Timai (Ochsenschlager 1967) 
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Timai (Hudson 2016: Figs. 12 and 14)  
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Timai (Hudson 2016: Fig. 18) 
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Buto (Charlesworth 1969: Fig. 3) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Buto (Seton-Williams 1967: Fig. 2) 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Buto (Hartung et al 2003: Fig. 18) 
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Alexandria (Hayes & Harlaut 2002: Fig. 18) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Fig. 58) 
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Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Fig. 71) 
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Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 66 and 69) 
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Soknopaiou Nesos (Dixneuf 2012) 
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Kom Firin (Spencer et al 2008: Fig. 37) 
 
 
  
  

 
 
 
 
Kom Firin (Spencer et al 2014: Figs. 54, 140, and 141) 
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Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 50) 
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Syene (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1996: Figs. 5, 9, and 10) 
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Syene (Lädstatter 2010) 
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Section 2: Incurved Rim Bowl with Black Slip Examples 
 

Elephantine (Aston 1999: Pl. 111) 
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Tebtynis �%DOOHW�	�3RáXGQLNLHZLF]�������)LJV����DQG��� 
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Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Figs. 27, 42, and 44) 
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1999: Fig. 76) 
 

 
 
 
 
Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2003: Fig. 34) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2010: Figs. 2 and 34) 
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Tell el-Maskhuta (Holladay 1982: Pl. 28) 
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Mendes (Hummel & Shubert 2004: Pl. V) 
 

 
 
 

Mendes (Wilson 1982: Pl. 13) 
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Timai (Ochsenschlager 1967) 
 

 
 
 

Timai (Hudson 2016: Figs. 14 and 18) 
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Buto (Charlesworth 1969: Fig. 3) 
 

 
 
 
 

Buto (Seton-Williams 1967: Fig. 2) 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Buto (Hartung et al 2003: Fig. 17) 
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Alexandria (Hayes & Harlaut 2002: Figs. 16-17) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 64 and 66) 
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Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 69, 71, and 73) 
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Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 50) 
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Syene (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1996: Figs. 5, 9, and 10) 
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Section 3: Black Slip Pottery Examples 
 

Elephantine (Aston 1999: Pl. 120-121) 
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7HEW\QLV��%DOOHW�	�3RáXGQLNLHZLF]�������)LJV��������DQG��� 
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7HEW\QLV��%DOOHW�	�3RáXGQLNLHZLF]�������)LJV������������������DQG���� 
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Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Figs. 27, 43, and 65) 
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1996: Figs. 45, 51, 52, and 89) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1999: Fig. 40) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2003: Figs. 34 and 36) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2010: Figs. 2 and 37) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2010: Figs. 2 and 41) 
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Tell el-Maskhuta (Holladay 1982: Pl. 28) 
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Mendes (Hummel & Shubert 2004: Pls. N, V, and T) 
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Fara’on Imet (Mostafa 1988: Fig. 1) 
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Karnak (Masson 2016: Fig. 6) 

 
Karnak (Masson 2011: Figs. 57 and 88) 
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Timai (Ochsenschlager 1967) 
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Timai (Hudson 2016: Figs. 14 and 18) 
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Buto (Charlesworth 1969: Fig. 3) 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Buto (Seton-Williams 1967: Fig. 2) 
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Buto (Hartung et al 2003: Fig. 17) 
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Alexandria (Hayes & Harlaut 2002: Figs. 12-15) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Fig. 64) 
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Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 64, 65, and 66) 
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Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 71 and 73) 
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Alexandria (Élaigne 2012: Figs. 69 and 72) 
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Soknopaiou Nesos (Dixneuf 2012) 
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Kom Firin (Spencer et al 2008: Fig. 45) 

 
 
 
Kom Firin (Spencer et al 2014: Figs. 57, 123, 141, and 144, Pl. 590) 
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Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Figs. 51 and 57) 
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Syene (Jaritz & Rodziewicz 1996) 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Syene (Lädstatter 2010) 
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Section 4: Moldmade Black Slip Pottery Examples 
 

Tebtynis (Ballet & 3RáXGQLNLHZLF]�������)LJV�����DQG���) 
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016) 
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Karanis (Johnson 1981: Pls. 32 and 77) 
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Athribis (Mysliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: Figs. 9 and 43) 
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Buto (Charlesworth 1969: Fig. 3) 
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Section 5: Moldmade Pottery Examples 
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Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Fig. 65) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2010: Fig. 35) 
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Athribis (Mysliwiec & Abu Senna 1995: Figs. 8 and 10) 
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Kom Firin (Spencer et al 2014: Fig. 64) 
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Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 63) 
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Section 6: Casserole Examples 
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Tebtynis �%DOOHW�	�3RáXGQLNLHZLF]�������)LJ����� 
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Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Figs. 51 and 52) 
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Koptos (Herbert & Berlin 2002: Fig. 69)  
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Mut al-Kharab (Gill 2016) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1996: Figs. 45 and 54) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 1999: Figs. 27, 62, 63, and 76) 
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Tell el-Balamun (Spencer 2003: Figs. 14 and 37) 
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Tell el-Maskhuta (Holladay 1982: Pl. 30) 
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Mendes (Hummel & Shubert 2004: Pls. D and E)
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Mendes (Wilson 1982: Pl. 13) 
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Karnak (Masson 2016: Fig. 3) 

 

 
 
Karnak (Masson 2011: Fig. 77) 
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Timai (Ochsenschlager 1967: 189) 
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Timai (Hudson 2016: Fig. 16) 
 

 
 
 
Timai (Hudson 2014: Fig. 5) 
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Buto (Hartung et al 2003: Fig. 18) 
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Alexandria (Harlaut 2002: Fig. 4) 
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Alexandria (Harlaut 2002: Figs. 5 and 6) 
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Alexandria (Harlaut 2002: Fig. 7) 
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Alexandria (Hayes & Harlaut 2002: Figs. 26-27, 29-30) 
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Soknopaiou Nesos (Dixneuf 2012) 
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Kom Firin (Spencer et al 2014: Fig. 140) 
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Pelusium (Jaritz et al 1996: Fig. 54)  
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Syene (Lädstatter 2010) 
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